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"DoeS it work?" and "How well does it work?" Th~se are 
the defining ques'td,ons for evaluators in any discipline, espec'
ially fOl;'those in such a fas~-developing, relatively newfield 
as ~hat pf the" evaluation of programs in law enforcement ;;:,and 
criminal justice. And answers to I! these ques.tions are essential 
for the policymakers who write the budgets for criminal,: justice 
practi tioners. ~, ~ 

-:. <". 

A relatively'" new ,field is criminal justice evaluation. 
Records of arrests, more or n~ss accurate, date back to the 
18th cent..ury oeginnin9s of modern-day poli,ceforces, and studies 
of criminal behavior date almost to the l6.th century beginning 
of, the quantification of behavioral sciences .data. Nevertheless, 

n one would not far miss the mark' by dating the modern-day concern 
aboutevaluatfng law enforcement and criminal justice programs 
to Congress I creation of the Law EnforcernentAssistance,'Admin
istration (LEAA) under the Department of Justice in 1968 .• (This 
statement is not intended to downgrade "the evocative work of 
the Wickersham ComIJdssion in 1931 Ol:~) th~ Katzenbach Commiss.ion 
and D. C. Crime Commission of 1965, or other earlier advances. 
How~ver, cas one of'our authors notes, "the creation of LEAAna- Y 

tionailzed the war against crime.) 
" . '7:- .~.::.._ 

In successive le,gislation sinc~ 1968, Congress has contin":: 
ually inc,reased, f~s, einpha~lSis, on the importance of eva-\uating 
the relatlve efflclency of la~ enforcement programs, new and old. 
The National Institute of .Law Enforcement and Criminal JusJ:ice 
(NILECJ) , as the main research, development, and evaluatiori arm 
of LEAA, has operated the National Evaluatiorj PrQgram (NEP) s.ince 
1974' •. Once the 'evaruated program is shown to be of merit, it 
can be replic'ated in other jurisdicti'on~ithrough the assistance of 
NILECJ I s Office of Development, Testing and Dissemination (ODTO). 

'. 

For scholars, practitio~ers, siudents, Congl;'ess and othe~' 
pol icyma~ers, and interested laYmen" NILECJ is p~blishing Rev·few 
of Criminal Justice Evaluation, 1978. It is only the first of 
a series and does hot pretend to be exhaustivE! of the far';;reach
ing topic of criminal justice evaluation. It does partially ful-
fill NILECcr IS responsibil i ty ,to report annually'to the President, 
Congress, State and local off,icials, and the public on. the state 
of the att in criminal just{pe practice. 

j i 

All the members of the [Audience discussed above have an in
terest in firi'ding answers to the basic. question, "What works 
in criminal justice?" The challenge is. that of finding answers 
which will improve the results of criminal justice programsi an, 
swers ,Which, when a program works in Iowa, show its likelihood' 
of working in Delaware or Nevada. 

However, the Review is a thick book. On many pages, it is 
, written in the vocabulary qf statisticians and social scientists, 

a particularized ahd necessary technical language with whi,ch "'~ 
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~cholarsandpractitioners of.lbther d£spiplines are not necessar
ily. familiar. . Indeed', i~j(g axiomatic th~t those who make pol
icy in c:riminal justice ,/such as leg iSlatots and council members g' 

come from other discipLines. Therefore this;' summary is 'provided 
notgnly toexpl,ore b~j(efly evaluation work of the Nat.iohal Insti
tute but to., summapize quickly the findings of the 16 distin
guished scholal:'s~and practi tioners wpo are the authors of the 0 

10 " chapters o~/_p.art. ,~I of the Review.", ~i~al1;-y~=we'; will tak~. a 
fast look'at !:,ne flndlngs of a survey of crlmlnal Justlce research
ers and ev:,a'iuatQros, a' survey which is" more fully reported in 
the Review/"s Part 111 •. < 

A REVI~F RESULt'S'IN F;;E FIELDS •• 
, .. ,/ .. ,,~ ',/' ~ , " " '. 
~ The papers in Part II may be roughly divided amon~ th~ffelds 

9'tCoJ?rect;~o~s,Community Crime ~reve.ntibn, courts,lJ?,olice, and 
/;YJuvenll~Dellnquency ~ontrol evaluatlons. , T~e~';1th,ors.''' are. not 

"/"\' always ln agreement Wl th ',' each other i but thelr "news and? f.lnd
J/'. • ings, are presented, witH 'Only limited ecHting andnocem:;,otship, 

"4':{// as the views of· persons highlt regard,ed P in their fields~ 
, , .4' ,[ 

/? ' ,{ ;r 

:,can.:e: Sechrest and Roi:>i,n Redn"~ explore ex:stiJ studies of 
"treatments," or prog.rams to ,reduce criminal. behJ:~1 vipr through 
~he corrections system. They find that most such studies f,ail 
to measure either the "strength" of the treatf!\ent, ow intensive 
it! was, or the ",intecjri ty," how consistently the planhed treatment 
was ~dministered. 

Lawrence \BEmnett indicates that present research into pro-
bation, parole, and determinate sentencing offers 'no panacea for 

-::'0 recidivism, but does offer hope for a lower "failure" rate, in
creased efficiency, and a., befteroppo;rtunity for reintegration 
of past offenders wi thin 'the~tr communi ties., 

Com"".u~lty Crime Prevention 

, ,Robert K .. Yin argues that the e~fJcacy:Of';?rr~:~~n crime pre-
;~::>- vention programs hap been ,vast:lyunderrated" that they "are a 

--<"':>;':;;;::;:-'_' (I primary tobl i.n crime prevention, and that the lack of effective 

\ 
'/ 

,,--';:;~;;:;'.;:!:L, evaluation of their results is the reason they are not mor.e high-
-"'Ty<t;:egarded.· ,~.' .,' 

-'::o.:.~:,":_~. ", '" 

weSI'ey Skogan suggests that one should think of evaluations 
of .community crime prevention programs as a' contest between a 
program and the noise created by inadequ?te measures. "Programs 
appear to be 'wiriners' or:tLy whE!m they can outshoot the opposi
tion" 1 that 1's, when th.Hr effects arE! so pronounced as to be 
detectable in spite of deficiencies of measurement. 
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Courts ' .. ' 

'f' , , " " "," " /' 

Malcolm ~1.Feeiey discusses innovations in courctproc'edures, // 
org~nization; sentencing, and the like; Although he fir'{ds few ,:/ --

,\ scientific evaluati6n$ of these innova,tiqns~ 'i',he cites 'many le§~/F~ " 

formalasses,smen,t~ of . them as indic'ative ~iF certain appare'n't ' '~' 
t,rends. ,,~, Ij ;?_~-",,~c;""> 

!,~ -' ",-' - -

;?/)"o 

Police o-c 

Michael F. Cahn;' Edward He. K'4pf~n,o and/John G. "Peters, 
J,r., ~xplore expe~imental ,findings 'on techniques of po]:ice patrol 
and other field activit:i.~e,~'" " /,' ;: 

i;; '. _ ///</c ,,>;:.~_// 
Roger Parks finds li.ttle evaluat,ive,evidence of the r-ffi7 

cacy of rec$nt police reorganizati'9,ns; particularlY,1::hosein' 
which §malle\r forces, merge Jntq'larger un):,ts. Hesugge-ststhat 
police merge~s are not necess?~;tJ!y )It f,alllt, blltth~t the, pau-' ~ 
ci ty of adeqti'ate evalu,pt:i:on;"'leaves~"aoul'}&~'~ 

r}' ,:;,;" ., 

WilliamC. Cunningham/c:md, TodajI. Taylo,rlook at police re
cr~itmerit arid training ,prOogr'ams,anCl sha:.:ply criticize eX!!SJ~i:-ng 

"support programs and the associatedevaluatior'l of them.' 

, 1,' Jam~s' M. 'Tie"Ii/~nd Ken,t 'W.Col ton explain 'many sbPhlstica~d 
new ,computer ... ~ided .tYpes of pol ice control and co~municatiol}s,? '" 
and'discuss t'he lack of effective evaluation of mbst/ofthem~ 

Juvenile Dell~uency .0 
~ lJJ?: ; _ ~,:J" 

;.~-;"t'"' '_" I: v . - .'_., ;', _ ".9::0.//- '.-::-,"" . . 

1¥Jibert P. Cardarelli and ChfirlesP. Sm:f.,.th;'irivestigate str;at-
egie~<t~ward delinque"ncy contrpl and,J>r~e!fti~p1 they conc,luQe .,Y' ~-' 
that "Iankages between the sqhoolc~/th~. ,:worlpdof WOl;k, and the ",v-"",p~-~~~'~· 
(~artHlY need to be encourag~~)/~mdstrerig:,gefied." " .,,://;"_--~ 

""~nclu'IOri" ;; ,( ,,,"" ,?,/ /~ 
.1',:::5,/. :,- , . ' /l ;;lx ;, /~,/ _ ~,-<:.. . 
5;r'-~--·"·--··Thus~oilr-~part·-I~f-/auth0r;s'7seeJ[l;."Jnd'consensu~.'pt;hqt,. despite, 

progre:$s, impJ:'oving )~lfe stqte.of~the art in ass~sin(f cri-millal 
justice studles wi],);:.,,:: in ,Behnett' swords, "keep evaluator~ busy 
for some time to .. /,come. II ,c. ' 

WHleH QUE$TIONS;:~f~ ANSWER? 
1,.\ " . " 

~:...::'.d'~;' ,;)' '. f',. 

Mpstcr.iminal6(j:Ustice evaluation" conducted thus -'far answers 
onl~(, t.'hefi~;;;t 6f· four eva~u~'tion q,~e.~t;i(jns. which may be120sed 
as . follows :-,/'- "'-

~" 

~--;,' 

the 
=+ 

working? • Are programs 
"V'J'-

.. 0'. 

Are/the 
, , programs. prodUcing the desired results? 
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..Are the results, of programs COmhle~!3'Urate 
they 9onsuIl1e? () ,1'\1 

. ~" 0 /' ,;"/'/';1 
" ! ; j' J7 I( 

'. t,', 

o , 
with the funds 

I 
,I 

'. 0 

",'eAre .. there better ways to"at:tack and solve, society's 
p;r::?b'lem~? Il'lfaddition" 9rJrfiinal, ]ustis:e evalli.~iti,on to /:~."-~,~o--'"'i"r
da·te has~.focu~~d, c;>n the:" f;rst twO)! of '. the~E_.<:?,!;JgW-:Lng" :::-::fou·r '/7'-:'~<.-7i . 
areas~ WhiCh it might be eXPecteGI !to.~mecrsure: "". ;} I,'.> 

"0 . . 1~~! ' ., ./.' ,;;; 

• Inp,uti{ program r~source~,,,;;9~~;;nsibilities, and ~o['.l .. · 
'. /_ . /-;;:?-::'- '.0/ ,j s,tralnts.o ',_ -t/f/j!g:-;;:;- .- j' 

~ .-' . ~:~-~~~#P'~- __ p ):' 

• Proc,ess/: I>~9g;rani implemen,tg;tionand opet".ati'On, t~king 
./,oej':;tfie,ceffelcts '0,£ concurrE~nt programs intJo ac- !/ 

.!P'5/%"~:!~:~eG1i1lC·,1 .,.' ',' i, of!>"; ,,.' ,}' _ ,I," 

."!~/,,cd"i(hitc9me :programc 3InP'acts;1 e.g., /'changes~effected in 
';/:f/~ 'gJ:;tf~ude-Si' bel'tavio,r:, or criminalrac,tivity. 

>;/;j~:vvv • Sistlfli~:Impac~, ··theVpr~g~a';;' Simpac~ a,¥'~iewed ;~Ofil. 
. \," ' a total systems perspective,ii'ie.g., 

~~ generalizability.' . 
'·s. r.l 

1.~ien ~ti'tes: I~! 

" .~4/ I) 

" / //~ ;, ,..," 
In,general,/theinpl,l,t"and process measures. serve;,to 'exp,lain' 

/ ,the" res2Jt,?int ~tc5ome IY\~asures. Input measures 9i1orie /are 
~,-;-,~ ~,'<.0_Q.f=lf-ilifited l!s;,efulness §ince they only indicate a program" s 

,~ 'i,~Pdtential-';:'n9tactu~1--p:rf0.1::·mance. On the' other heifnd ~he 
;, __ :~~----proqesstnea,suI'es do iden i:;,;ifythe prog'ram' s pe}:"formance but· 
~;;,."O : do not Cb'lsider the impact Oftha~ 'performan.ce., Fi'nally, 

:1 ' 

the out,come m~asures. are the most me'aningful o.bservations 
>sincEi,fhey reflect the ultimate tesul ts of ",tne program. 

~, ' In practide, as might be expected, most:Pof the available 
evafp:a,tiofols. ar,e f~liplyexpl ici~ ,about the input .rQeasu~es, 
les1si! exp~icit abOUt the process measures, and sOll\ewha~. frag

,me.tH:ary about thg~ outcome measures. The fourth .. set of 

o 

e,fcauationmea~'res--the s'ystemic)nea,s~res--cahaJlsobe 
/:J{~garded' ,as. impact measures but have ;-l5een ,overlo9Jced to 0, 

.. a large extent in. the evaluation ,1it:;erature~' Thesystemic""" '.," " 
measures'~ allow the ,pr.ogram's·impa6t to. be ''lviewed from El/~-j~:~d 
total systems perspective. * 0 '7";~;,,c.P:~~ 

::~ 
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The National Institute ("NILECJ) has attempt,e.d~ .. _inc~~asingL1~""c= )1.4(c"- . 

to fund evaluations which' would view the rea.ative t.h:~.rit//&nd p ~ I '\\ ._ 

cost benefi t ."ofl?:lprojectsland pr9c;i~ams ;'from a 'total~'t drJ:lnirl'ai"/'~-~tc " 
~.(,jus.~J_¢e system persPective.';l7 '~'. 0 ~_'I', 'A~,,':;'tJ~if~f;~~~i;!~f:-:.~~1~J;)~';~ 

11.0" • Fro~I:j,ts. inception, 'th~v/lri.sti tut~',~ haS'):'fun:'§e~-~~irrtu~~erOf ,/" ~ 
maJor eyalqatlons or res~argh"proJects wlth an.; eVfa~uabf~on"cornpo-;;J''--_ ." 

~~-c.--

nent. 11)1973 Cofi9res~,d.!17efcted the Inst;tute to e,!alu~te, where~~",~, 
possible ,/! criminaL]u,$tj,ce assistarfcEPtrtogr~rris--supp?~lted by t,ne;~:",~"'h 
Law Enforcement,l\l:v:;;istanc~ AdministJ;atioh, inclu4}il)g thos~/' "' 
funged ,.through-t,he" block grant prQ9rarn.'roday, two 9ff ~ceswith:idl 

/' '. t~.e,:'Nati9hal,.,"tn.!3ti~u,te are Irespo~.~JQJ:~~f6l:; ca~,rying :~ut. y~~ious 
>" aspects o'fthe InstltlJte' s ev.~1-u'at1on eff()r~t. In addla. tl.on, . the' 

Office
c 

o~/~e,se-arch i Prog_~ams:-aJ.:so- supi:,ortsVevaluative<) re~1~~arch. 
For examtUe, the Officefunded an "evalu.ation of the LE:AA/ resti-· 
tutioXI.~program 'implemented", in several ju"risd~ctiQns ththughout 
thecouht~0Y;·' .,',' III"!; '" '/ 

/; .. ~ C'')' :( 

/:,.TheOffice df J?rogranrd~valua~fo~ fJ~c;:uses" upon assessln~ a J:;fi~ 
/X' .il~mi ted n~lInbe?;Qf'$pe<=,i1;.ici 9,:r-iminatiui~_tiice prog}:ams,cmd innov~% 

,,- P tlons, supported at th~F'ede~fal, Stfite and,,,,local leye~SI!, Al thgJlgh Q 

State and loc~l,criminal justicf'l'::"ihi t~atives, ·suqh ,as tge"New, 
York D;-ug I;aw:; Massachusetts ,G~n Lawl·'::uld·Ve,ra:mVc:lluaJ:-i0n9t'.~~'", ,",~'j;o<,;: 

,Court Employment:Pr6gram, have 1'}een evaluated wftij"NIl1,EC;]'5ap- ·"·""'~':~o_~-,.;;4i"';j~
portl tbe major portion of this ,.,dfffce's work focusesod~rQgram§._<~"'/\ . 
C5~ate"d"~ ~Jld supported wi th LF;M ~unds~-'~- , .:; /iri'~ ,':', " 

-' ~ . .: ...-... ;-'~~~~7~20'~· ~ ,~//, .~~ 

".'" The Offi,ce,,~q:f~Re'sear¢lir'and Evaluation Meth6as focuses on"} 
qeve,lopmentof ri~w and mote effecti've method~,,,,r:'ahd more§.~t:an~ 
d'argJzed d.9t,Fl. collectioJ), and maintenance tecq,rnLques .~h-eJJ;hS'id;,
tzutealstr.helps State and lqca,l evaluators/'f~I'r;oY#,,,;:-1iheir' ca£>?-:-'," 

;%':: 

bilities by continual ,assessrtient, improvemeftttt:ancl' dissemin.:tt-:£cfrl 
of 'the best "'~al~#a151e irtform~tion on ",tjhe stat,e'':~,,9f 5~~;~ai;t. 

OFFICE OF PROGR4M EVALUATION ,f 
.f> 

;:;;. !~. .-=-;i~; (? -

, ~\-r;rhe\dff-ice ofPro.gra!l1 Eva.luatr'ondesi/gns ,""funds, ~nd ad
mini~l:ers evaluatio~s of national':"'level L~,rq("prograrn!3, i~novative 

\ andexper~men'tal ,State an'~ local ",pro)ects Ie crimin~l j'us~i'ce 
, te9hnigues al!9"procedures, ar)d.\si9fi:~f'1cant State, and 0 1pcal, legis~ 

~Ci.;;:L~\l:e,ar:!d aom.ini!}trative 'ref9):~nfS.J/ ,:,rhe Office is,/responsib;le 
Jot the" National .Evalua~iol},gJ'.ogram, Demonstratisri~f:~tI!:y,la,l\u ... 
;ations"Field Test Ev~lu~,Jf6ns, 'and other nation~-IIy;giden!"/~fied 
-evaTuci'ti.ons. It .,alsd',,o-supportstPe development,/o-f"evaHlation 

, ~.' ./. f/. ~ _) ,/ ./ 

guides and,h~nq9-o6ks~ 'for State and local use. /" ' 
~:;--. /' <!.Ie;/ 

National Evaluatlbn p~~ram £J 
~ .. ," .'.,' 

.. creat~~" .. cis an efficient ~echani~m ;fo,r .. eyp;ua~J!>~g: t~~(Jl.~st 
number })f ):iEAA block grant programs, the.,NfltJ;:grr~~r Evalu,atl.on 
prog;arn has; sponsored a serie~ ofp,hasi!d.<;.---§valuations in 38 

f} " 
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[I"topic are~'~.'t (isee . F:i.~dL'e'rj"''''~Sc~aCh"t.opr~' -~~~a in'clude~ o.ogo:1ng 
licr:imirl'~ljusticeproj~9'ts 'b;,;tunc"t:'i(m~L,-~,i tbsimilar objectives 
and:strageg ies, 'sugh a~;,~; jE1illnoyment\ ,Servj!'ces~9j:' ,Ex-offenders, 
Str~ee~ Lighting ~~ro;j~~c~ts orFamil;yCounsel irig.~in-'''ari'S",",way" it 
i9 ,.p~sSiblet9 "gauge ~the impac,t of broad categories of prograhfS:. 
s.uppoJ::teQ_c2b,'Y LEAA. , ., ... '\ '''"''-'''~ 

,~ \". 

" The "ini tialstep is a'tPh;ase' I" study that identifies key 
il?sues and measurement points,'assesses wh'at.is currently known 

.,0 about, 'them, and ol1tlines'~approach~~s or methodolO'gical needs for 
'more i;ntensive national'or 10cal'e-vaTuation.Eac-h Phase I results 
in an,assessment of' a project~, type pr function area bas,edon 
avaj.la'ble data, si te'yisi t docutllentation, and lim-i,ted pre-t~sting 
of possible "de~igns' for morel/intensive Phase II, evaluation. 

'A Summ'ary reRprt,fromOeach ~~P~tudy is widely disseminated 
ifiorder to provide '.feedbac~t to a variety of criminal justice 

;·"-Planiiers arid evaluators,; -esp~cially at 'State "and local levels. 
To date, 27 Phase I studies have been completed ont6picsrahg
ing ft::R!l1 Juvenile, Di version to $treet:, Lighting Prbjects. ' 

.. ~. ,-, - .. '~" 

. pl;la~~e=~;J:,!_progra~s ~unded inqlude Pret't'ial Release and Treat
IJ'ment; Alterna'tiVes to Street ,Crime (!T~SC). A summary report of 

, the 'TASC Evaluation is available fromNCJRS. A Phase II evalu
ation of probation ~.s uqdertaking a controlled experiment to 

'~compare the effecti:v~ness 'of different probation techniques 'in 
order to, determine "effective le'vel;s Ofstipervision and the util
ity 'of ,differentt~eatments fordlffe'r:ent types of of (fenders • 
A description of some, -'general ~EPfi'ndin9Seollows this "suJrtmary-
of add i tionalNiLECJ~va,luation activities. . "-c·. 

,:r :( 

""~ Demonstratlon"Pr(,grlim'Evaluatlonsc__ ' "' --
-, ~~,," ·--·"'?;,o._ 

"~-='=;""" ~.~ "'~ ---

,;.. "',,,,, " . "'". LEAA supports a var'iety of 'nation:3l programsa-esi-9J!:ed to 
"~~,dem9nstrate_ t:.he\\effectiveness of v·arious concepts andme'thods 

""-,-:>--,~",,, "'~~fretfucing 'criIl'ie an'd imp:rov . .ing cr~iminal justice. The Office 
'6f~<:~~()9ramEvaluation supplies funds f'br evaluations of a select 
numbe"e~o'fthese prog~ams eachyeat::.One effort currently Under
way is ~'i{n::::,~evaluationof the t"EAA Comm\lnity Anticrime Program, 
which has ~:w<-~rdedapproxirnately $30 million to suppprt com~unity 
organizations~Rerat.ingindependently of 'State ,and local govern-

,) ~ " .,'. .. 
ment,s andagenc~:i:'e\~",,- Arelatedeff~oI:t .. lnvolves \the evaluatlon 

·oeanother major;c'91nm~.pity initiative launched byLE;AA in 1978, 
'the "Comprehensive Area~t--a~Crime Prevention Program. This 'program 
focuses on the coordin~ted-~"f~forts of ,various agencies ana com-

l( . , "-.' -'::::''0'. "' .• t-;;-...... 

!nuni ty' groups. Other evaiqati"ons undertaken include the LEAA 
Career Criminal Program, the St'anda-r~,,§. and Goals Program, Statis
tical Analysis Centers, Major Crimi-hal',,;'Conspiracies ,and.Anti-
fencing (Operation Sting) 'Pro9-rams~ "i,\"",- ' 

f;leld'Te.t Evaluations ,; "'n""\~~.,,,;,, 

. Another maji&r program cis conducted in c~tiJunction "with the 
National Institute' s Office o~IJevelopment', Testingrand D'issemi-
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nation. OOTO designs Efxperimental programs _ based on research 
findings and imple~ent§~thE:!m. ina limited number of sites on 

'a test ba~is. The field 1ests are. designad to identify needs 
. ,:' 'for futur~ research +.! and to experi'me~t wi,t'h promising -programs -

that may rl1arrant wider demonstratipn' ~YL.EAA~ 

.' EvaJuation beg ins wi th the commertcement of tes_t:Jng, ·-'tfl.iS 
ensuringl thorough and comprehensive asse!?sment.J).f--"the program t·s 
e~perie~ice. Currently, .the Office~_of~;'Pr6gram Evaluation is 
evaluatjing the field test of t:h~"b'EA'A Neighborhood Justice Center 
prt;?,gr;;;~I,which ~S,~,§l,,-d~ispute r7s<?lut~sm techniques to divert 
cert!3l.~j typesofcrlmlnal and C1Vll cases from the courts$ Other 

" te'sts"'iLmder~~'evaluation include Manag ing Patrol Operations, Pre-
relea~eCenters, Mul tiqounty SentericHng GuIdelines, Neighborhood 
Actio~i toR,-educe Burglary, ·and Commercial Security. 

II . 

Other ivaluatlons 

J Many innova'tions orig ina£e wi th State a,nd local gov~rnments. 
Where these have na,tional impl~cations, the Institute \ supports 

__ examination of their effec'!:s. Mdst of these projects are: .. managed 
· .... bythe Office of' Program 'Evaluation, although other IQstitute 

off ices also fund evalua'tive studies. \. 
. , \' 

. , ~ 

. One recently completed' evaluation assessed the im~act of 
the New York' State t s revised drug laws, enclcted in 1973. OVerall, 
the evaluator~ found that the new ~egisl~tionhad not achieved 
'its objectives irL its first 3 years: .. heroin use, for example, 
was as widespread ,. in New York City in 1976 as it had been in 
1973, when the "get-tough" laws were passed. Neither was there 
any significant impact on the patterns of drug abuse or drug"" 
related ''c:rimes in New York Ci ty, as compared with other large 
East Coast cities. Court backlogs and other effects on _ the 
criminal ~,justice system did tend to decrease over the 3-year 
period, but even in this respect the new legislation does not 
appear to have been costeffective~ A final report on this study 
was published under the ti.tle of "The Nation t s Toughest Drug 
Law: Evaluating the New York Exp(~rience." The researchers also 
presented their findings in testimony before the New York State 

,:JStanding Committee on Codes, which considered changes in the 
State t s .drug laws. They also testi fied before leg islative com
m~ft:t-e&~ __ ~in Pennsylvania aQd Michigan, ,which were considering 
rn~ndatory sentencing laws and increased penal ties for drug abuse. 

il 

Another study is assessing Al~ska t s experien~e'~"'lith aboli
tion of plea bargaining. The evaluation is still in progress, 
but the mis'demeanor portion has urt.covered some striking and 
unexpected find ings. The researchers fb~~d that;, on the average, 
misdemeanor defendants who actually weli,h" to trial under the new 
policy rec,eived dra~a~ically. longer sent'~~es 'than th<?se who 
pleaded gUll ty to slmllar charges. Before "the new POllCY was 
institu.ted, no difference was defected in the ~~ntencing for these 

. '~ 
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! ~ Z FUNDIN~/~ROGRE~y PUBLICATION/ ~ , 

,"-" 

, 
, ,\ STATUS STATUS ,STATUS 

, " 

HEP PHASE I ASSESSMENTS ~ 
~ ,.,* 
~ :it ~ ~ '~ ,:ft~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ 
September, 1979 ~ ~ ~~ 4' 

~= 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~'" , - • ~ -..0. ._ ' 

:,.-:;; .7~ 
I U ~ $ ., ,,~ ~ 

.-':'::>';";""-::!.~' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ 'fj ~ 
'" 

" ~ ~ I ~~ "~'fio~ " TOPIC AReA 
:;0:';:0 Ii ~ c.<::i ,fu ~~ 4i ~ 'fj 

FY 1915 
Opention Identification Projects X X X X 

" 

Trutment Alternatives to Street Crime (lASe) X I' X X ,. X 

Pretrial Saeening Projects X X X X 
Select Pltfol SlTategies: SpeciaflZed Patrol Operations . X X X X 
. fIrIy WlfJIiIg Robbery Reduction Projects X X X X, .-
Citizen Crime Reporting Prograll:S X X X X '\, 

Pretrillllelease Programs X X X X 
PnVIIII~ iii JuvenHe Delinquency X X X 

. 'Altlfllltives to Juvenile Incarceration X ?C X X 
Jutinh Diversion 

, .. ~ 
X I X X X 

Tlllfltionll Preventin Patrol 
" X 

I 
X X X 

Youth SeMee Bureaus X X X + 
Tllm Policinil Projects X X X X 
Citinlu Plkol Plojects X X X X 
Plttol Support Systems: Crime Analysis Units X X X X 
Detention of Juveniles and Altefnatives to Its uia 'X .·X X 
Set:Iirity Survey: Community Crime Prevention Programs X X X X 
FY :1916 
IIeaidentiaIInm.tc Al1erCll1l Projecl5 IHailway Houses) for Adult Offenders X X X X 

CNt",farmation SYstems X X X X 
_titution .. Furlough Programs X X X + 
InIInslnSpecial Problltion 

11 X X X X 
Employment Services for Rel .. \~ in tlle Community X X X X 

SInot Ughting Projects X X X X 
PIking UrtJal1 Mus Tral1lit S~tcms X X .X . 
.. till/110M Education Programs for Inmates X" X X X 

u 

1: 
FYU17 
Poke .Iwe!!iIe Units X X 'X 

I ..... 

CoIducItionll eorrlctionll wtitutions X X X X I; 

"'II(IIIIII-" .... III • loin ... ., WIlling lhI ...... t:minII .... 1b ...,... ServioI" 
..... Rar.hIe. MIt,..... _ ..... a- LDIriIII. 

+A ............... , .... 
'..:;,!: 
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/ FUNDING/ PROGRESS/ PUBLICATION 
STATUS . STATOS STATUS / , '.1 ~~ {J , ~ ~ , 

!Z' ~ ~ 
I I 

$ ~..,~ ~ 
{J !? <fi.~ t 

~ ~ I I' ,..~,;}' .:§ , , 
!i; ~".' ~ TOPIC AREA ~ q; 'I' OJ 

-. 

FY1978 
PROMIS Projects v X' X I 

~; 

Conectional Dati Systems X X 
Poice Training PrO!ifams X X 
V'li:timlWitness AssistallCQ Projects X X 
Conectinl Personnel Training Programs ' X X 
Shoplifting and Employee Theh Programs X X 

o' 

. Restitution Programs X X 
PGact Command and Conlrui PrOgrams X X 

FY 1979 'I, • 

Sc:rltning and Evaluation for Mental Health SelVices X X 

fImIy Counseling X X 

POke Uaison Activities X X 
---'-

fY 1980 
Minority Employment X 

Stile and local Utililntion af Evaluation Information X 
PaIice Service Aida. X , 

.! 

,\ 

, .. 

." 

-
, . 

......... eM" ...... 1ft .1aiIn .... 'y WIlting ... HIIinI Crinftlobtb ""_ SrJlcl • 
..... ....... MIrl'r"" aso. AIIIIIIio/,j L-.1IIInn. 

.~ ....... ...,. 
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groups. Furth~r st:udy will now examin\~ se,>,eral possibilities: 
(1) that implicit plea bargainl,ng still exists in Alaska, despi~te 

o the percept ions of courts personnel; or (2) tha t und~r the net'l 
policy judges may be penalizing misdemeanants who exercise their 
right to trial; or (3) that. defendants with more seriousu records 
are now going to trial. 

'. 
The effects cf the Massachusetts Gun Law are also being 

studied. Using stochastic modeling techniques, the researchers 
found evidence that the gun law has reduced the rate of gun
related crimes in Boston. In the case of armed robberies the 
Gun;,Control Law appears toohave had a lasting effect. The armed 
robbery rate began to decline in February of 1975. Two years 
later· it had stabilized on a lower trend-line. 

A major assessment of governmental responses to crime during 
the period 1968-1978 is investigating criminal justice, social, 
land economic responses to the problems of rising crime. The 
study is examining 10 tri-ci ty si tes across the country and will 
reasses's major LEAA efforts, such as the Impact Cities Program 
and the Environmental Design Program in these areas. 

OFFICE OF RESEARCH AND EVALUATION METHODS 

The Office of Research and Evaluation Methods supports 
projects that explore the methodolog ical and measurement problems 
facing criminal justice researchers and evaluators. The research 
usually entails the development or adaptation of advanced analy
tical techniques to problems in crime analysis or crime control 
initiatives. Emphasis is placed on those measurement and metho
dological and measurements problems facing criminal justice 
researchers and evaluators. The research usually entails the 
development or adaptation of advanced analytical techniques to 
problems i.n crime analysis or crime control initiatives. Emphasis 
is placed on those measurement and methodological issues that 
recur in a wide variety of criminal justice settings so that 
approaches developed can be extended to system-wide research 
and evaluation. 

This Office also administers two of the Insti tute I s long 
range priorities~-Deterrence and Criminal Justice Performance 
Standards and Measures--and has mounted major programs in these 
areas. 

Deterrence 

General deterrence is one of the most fundamental and con
troversial concepts underlying the design of crime control policy. 
It is based on the idea· that the risk of sufferi.ng undesired 
consequences for a contemplated criminal act has a crime-suppres
sive effect on the potential offender. Which sa~ctioning policies 
offer the best promise of deterrence have long' been the subject 
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of public debate. By 1975, general deterrence had also generated 
controversy among scientists as seemingly contradictory findings 
were reported in the literature. Available 'evidence thus far 
providei little useful guidance. 

To clarify the issues involved, NILECJ commissioned 
the National Academy of Sciences to make a detailed technical 
inquiry into the analytic merits and shortcomings of research 
on deterrence &nd incapacitation. In its report, the NAS panel 
concluded that it "could not yet assert that the evidence warrants 
an affirmative conclusion regarding deterrence." But the panel 
noted that its "reluctance t6:araw a stronger conclusion does 
not imply that deterrence does not exist, since the evidence 
certainly favors a proposition supporting deterrence more than ••• 
one asserting that deterrence is absent." The major challenge 
for future research; the Panel said, is to "estimate the magni
tude of thJ~ effects of different sanctions on various crime 
types, an ',' issue on which none of the evidence- available thus 
f~r provides very useful guidance.~ 

Therefore, the National Institute began a research program 
on the "Theory of General Deterrence." The projects funded fall 
under two broad headings: 

• Modeling Advallces--In constructing conceptual moaels -Of 
how sanctions affect human behavior,' r.esearchers;' ihevi-

I tably make a host of taci t and oft~n complex assumptions 
to arrive at conclusions about whether a particular sanc
tion indeed caused a reduction in crime. Projects in 
this area are examining how inferences of a deterrence 
effect are drawn from analysis and how objectivity might 
be enhanced. 

• Quasiexperiments--The deterrence hypothesis suggests 
that a credible and significant change in sanctioning 
level would produce a consequent and opposi tely directed 
change in crime rates. (The more severe, the penalty, 
the lower the level of crime, and vice versa). The validity 
of this theory can be tested in "quasiexperimental" set
tings such as a well-advertised change in penalties or 
police crackdown on certain classes of offenders. Pro
jects in this category are investigating the effects 
of wha,t happens in real-life situations when criminal 

~ justice sanctioning policy is changed. 

Performance Standards and Measures 

Research in this priority is concerned wi th the development 
and val idation of performance measures based on an overall theory 
O~ set of thedries about the purposes of the criminal justice 
system and its components. The program emphasizes cumulative 
knowledge-building over an 8-to lO-year period, starting in the 
first phase with articulating better definitions of the issues 
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and problems in performance measures and identifi"cation of future 
;oesearch needs. 

During FY 1978, funds were awarded to create a consortium 
of five research institutions to develop a coherent conceptuali
zation of performance in the criminal justice system and its 
subsystems. They are attempting to elucidate the many-faceted, 

.'and sometimes confl icting, nature of the measures used to assess 
the performance of specific parts of the system. For example, 
a police performance measurement system that unduly rewards sheer 
numbers of arrests affects the performance of the prosecutor's 
office which must deal with the large number of cases police 
turn over to them. By breaking d6wn the generic "performance" 
in'to separate aspects, by exploring the influences of organiza
tional style on these aspects, and by providing a cohesive 
measurement context, the consortium should produce a platform 
for furtpe:t; empirical research. 

The 6ffice is alsd studying the state of the art in State 
and local eValuation under its Oper.ational Performance Measure
ment Systems Program. This effort complements the longer-range 
theory-based program by studying existing exemplary processes 
init,iated at the State and local levels and seeks to transfer 

') "1 ' these concepts to other local, as well as Federal, programs. 

Methodology Research 

The 0ffice of Research and Evaluation ~ethods also sponsors 
a modest program of support for a range of studies of high techni
cal merit airmed at research, development and testing of method
ological innovations of potential significance to criminal 
justice. 

Some studies are investigating the validity of crucial 
assumptions that underlie certain commonly-used elements of 
criminal justice e~aluationdesign. Some explore sophisticated 
techniques that have demonstrated their util i ty in other soc ial 
research and evaluation to determine their applicability to 
criminal justice research. Finally, some of the projects seek 
a theoretical breakthrough on critical measurement and methodo
logical issues. 

Other Research 

The Office of Research and Evaluation Methods is' also 
managing a project stemming from the National Academy 'of Sciences 
Panel on Research in Rehabilitative Techniques. The effort is 
examining successful treatment programs used in fields such as 
education and mental health and assessing the feasibility of 
transferring the approaches to a correctional setting. 
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NEP GENERAL FINDINGS 

II 
/ 

The 1973 Crime Control Act directed NILECJ to evaluate 
LEAA-funded projects wherever possible and to share the findings 
with State and local officials and planners. Given the lerge 
number of proj~cts, full-scale evaluati.ons of each wouldh'ave 
been enormously expensive, far beyond the Institute's annual 
budget. The apparent alternative was to fund a limited number 
9f expensive evaluations each year, with the payoff far in=t·he"-'-~~·~ 
future. Thus the National Evaluation Program evolved • .. 

A series of phased studies was devised to collect relevant 
information in an orderly sequence. This would lower the initial 
cost ofevaluat,i'bn' and increase the number of programs that 
could be examined. Equally important, it would accelerate 
the process of providing valuable information'·' to policymakers. 

Phase I assessments have been conducted without extensive 
data collection and analysis by reviewing completed evaluations 
of .the projects being studied and by conducting a limited number 
of site visits. Phase I assessments give the Institute a sound 
basis for deciding ,whe.ther intensive evaluation is warranted. 
Where appropriate, the design for intensive evaluation is im
plemented as a Phase II evaluation. Where the aVailable data 
and prior research are insufficient for assessing potential 
effects, the Phase I field work lays the groundwork for develop
ment of strategies for obtaining the necessary data. Included 
are definition of data requirements, recommendation of measure
ment techniques, and identification of measurement points. 

The two-ph'c\ise approach also allowed NILECJ to draw some 
generalconclusioIi.s about the state of criminal justice evalu
ation. The NEP assessments revealed a compelling need for a 
clearer understanding of evaluation and for training in eval
ation methods. Frequently, NEP evaluators find th,at many re
searchers are unable to design or conduct field e\\]aluations. 
In addition, policymakers often have difficulty in llnderstand
ing the tasks involved in such evaluatioIi.$ and the confidence 
they can place in evaluation findings. Ano~her genetal finding 
of the program is that ~he availability and usefulness of data 
varies greatly. Although, relevant information does exist in 
many cases, it often is not satisfactorily related to perfor
mance and usually does not lend itself to comparative analyses. 

An assessment of pre-trial screening, for example., found 
abundant data. However, much of the data on case dispos'1,,~-ipns 
were misinterpreted simpl.y because the prosecutor's charging 
policy was unknown or misunderstood. 

When performance measures are selected locally or nationally 
\,/ithout a valid evaluation framework, meaning and interpretation 
will neaessarily vary from project to project, making overall 
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comparisons impossible, The results of the Phase I studies~ 
should help tOQ create a foundation for developing standard mea
surement models. 

A number 6f the assessments have uncovered discrepancies 
between what the project was theoretically designed to do and 
what ,i t actually does. Juverlile diversion projects, for example", 
were creat~d to reduce the flow of juveniles through the juvenile 
justice sys'tem but, in some cases, they have the opposite. eff'ect. 
Instead of "softening the blow" these projects often bring many 
more juveniles into cOI",~act with the criminal justice system. .... ~ 

. .. 
In cases such as these, the,Phase I study can pinpoint gaps 

between policy and implementation. In 1977, the Ph,ase I assess
ments were restructured tc) include a limited pretest of the 
Phase II evaluation desigrt in a small number of test sites. 
The results are then submitted along with any necessary revision 
of the Phase II design. The pretest gives ~ore concl~sive re
sults at the Phase I stage, a better ~stimjte of the feaslbil
ity of 'the Phase II evaluation·, and an opportunity to improve 
the Phase II design. The field tests are designed 'to identify 
needs fo'r future research and to experiment with promising pro
grams that may warrant wider demonstration by LEAA. 

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 

In the final steps of preparing the Review, the editors of 
the National Criminal Justice Reference Service polled a small 
but distinguished sample of scholars and practitioners as to 
where we are and where we must go next in criminal justice eval-

'uation. Part III details their answers to the'se four questions: 

o What are the most imp6rtant evaluation findings? 

o What questions should evaluators next answer? 

o What are the critical issues in criminal justice eval
Uation? 

o '~lhat are the dangerous pi tfalls in evaluation? 

As earlier, noted, Part III also discusses coming needs for 
e'xpansion of the evalua,tors' art. We hope those who have read 
thus far will want to finish the whole volume which we have to 
this point summarized. 

Joe Holt Anderson, 
Technical Editor 

Davi.d M. Horton, 
Senior Reference 

Georgette Semick, 
Program Director 

Specialist 

National Criminal Justice Reference Service 
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Strength and Integrity of "n"eatments 
. In Evaluatlon>studles 1 

~-

I ~ 

Lee Sechrest is professoro oJ: psychology at The Floroida 'State 
UnibJpsity and a fpequent authop ~nd editofr in soaial 
psyano logy/ ~and evaluation" methodo logy. 

,rP-

RObin'Red!.1er is a.doatoY!iJ.Jaqndidat:at Fl6rida"S'tate. She 
'is Cl'- i:>esedpah assistant to the Naticmal Aaademy of Saienaes " 

, o1JRehabilitation of Criminal 0ffendeps. , 
<; 

c7 ~~ 

When interpreting the resul ts of an ~yaJc-uation study, the.ques
tion.\'lh'ether the study was a val idone orr-' which to base the interpre
tations is of paramount impor::t,an-ce. ",;"If the valid~ty of the study 
is suspect, any interpretat'ioJ}s wilJrbe _ unwarranted and potentially 
misleading~ It ,is_no~ widely rgtqgn~k~~ that tHere are at least .: 
four types of' validity which "a }ftudy !l)ust possess i~i t is to be, 

,., I interpreted. properly and compH~tely al thoug,h,>"partial interpreta:-.,,' 
tians maybe' accurate and k;:~a-tisfactory i~ some, circumsta:nces/ / 

...- ~ ,::-~ _ l-fr _ _.' ~ A / • ,/ / 

Th~ariatYs is which =follows, ~"i'1l adapt, in only an approx illiate way, th~/ 
formu~at,i?ns of th~~6urt;.~Y~€~SOf y~lidit~Jl,e;lqVea'by C?ok and Ca,lIi:p
bell, s l.nce there l.$ roomfo-r'-"-'S;9,~e dlsa,.greelllents about Just what type 
of validity is jeopardized by \:l1ficQ,pioblem." . ' 

~--~ -'",/~ 

", Failur\~~ of validity of·-~xperiine~ts-""'may lead either to an 

;1 

erroneous cdnclusion that a treatment is effective w.hen it ., is/flOt, 
or to the, err;~bheous conclusion tnat a treatment is': 'not ~J.fective >< 

when, in factI; it is. These .erroneous assertions a.realso commol)ly,-----~
known as Type \[ and Type I I errors. A Type I err.ot isone~n-Wh fch 
a resul t of aii treatment is characberized. a's· an exper!mental effect 
when, in fact, it 'occurred by chance a.lone; a Type II error is, 
one in whic;:h val id experimental effect is ignored because it' appears 
to be insTgnificant--the ,. resul~t of chancealohe~ Hi,storjfcally, 
the prospect of making a Type I error rather than aT~;pe I I error . 
has been more carefully guarded against., by the use of 'a conventional 
level of significance (varia~iorr~qu~ls 0:05). 

However, it should be noted· that theusualJY-;..:",f0l?g-o-tteW=Type 
II error is .. il1so~mportant especiCillyiri;~~p_parfe-d research where 
human welfare 'Hrrttored i-rectlyaffectedb-y9fe:~earcbres~l ts. Science 
is pr,obably not. much impeded if C!,IJ19~'5ccasi,onal Typ~' II error. i p 

~ 1) '. • _ .rI/
o

"" • ' II •. • made, but cons l.derable socl.al harl')l?may resul t l.f e(£.ectl.ve treatments 
are erroneously abandoned as /YJdfthlE1SS. 'I :y~'---

. p ~?F 
r;,.0: ' ... ..-c.-- ii' 

. Internal validH.ty is the SinE! -·gG; non "for interpreting the 
resul ts of an evaluation study, and refers to the con'f idence with 
Which one can assert that the outcome of an experiment is attri,pu
table to the interv;Emtion (treatment) and to no other var5i;able. 
Obviausly,internal$validity may be thougtat to involve a c6nt~nuum 
Copiiroight (aJ Z979 Lee $echroest and Robin Rednep~ --'" 
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'--fl. __ cf.: .0 .: ",,4 p I '1= / ,. ' f:'~. 
dill . .~:I;-", 

/: ~o() , ~.,-# 

',!;ib'-"" f/ G" >~: /,?-- cf 
" .X.>"i"'·· // ... 
~ ~ / , ~/ 

·;r.")·'f!' //' :;) 

'" ".. -'"'. '. "':"f? 'J ;:;: , /" " ... _ -;:=--~ 

SO that conclusi6n~J:rnaY. t>e re~died with~mcire or ,1~jffS conf.id;;ti~e; 
arid ;thresholds for;' leve~.s 6f" p.confidence maydif~er from onere;" 
s7a,~cher or policYt:l,laker_t0.·anolher. Still, One"IIl,ll§t with some, r.:on"'" 
fl~ence be able 1!o,,/"ass~rt ,that the e~peritnenta)./7treatmentpJ;9duce·d'~~~ 
al1' effect. be fore .one may leg i tima tely proceed//to other issues. ' 
'/ ...' / . /' • . c 

;::1(: ~o ConcTus:i.cin. V~J.i~i~SrrefeFs to wh;tt ./,de"priID~rilY s~atis·tical 
',. y:/' iS~ll,~~orel~.>!n~/~to /,~he,~qequa9:Y of .t~/e/an~l¥sesto. detect ,.ef~ects 

//f wh'1.,ch h~D~~"'·occur~~d •. As for lnterl\~lvalldlty, a.lack~of conclu ... · 
'. ,// .siQ~>'val idfty It1ay lead either to /tlle erroneolisa's.l?ertionthatthe 
~/,·oo,expe"rime.ntaltfeatmerit had. ,an ~:ffect o~ t?5""'the-equally errol}E!ous 

--, l: assertioh'tqat it didcnot. "C6mmonspurc.es 'C'of problems with, c(1lnclu-

/f' 

7 2 

.. . / 

Ii ~r~Ori va1~,dityinclude:{ I) c,S'~mple?s~zestoo sm~11 t<:>,.A;;efm:Ltdetec
tion of effects of the s/J.;ze intended; . (2) ineff~.dciEmtstatistical 

.. t;~:~t"~/tha_~ r;educe. th~}:!~~ll.."hoqg~of detect~ng,e;ffectsfor the sam- '0 

c .pl,"<siz~.:e:~p~~~oyedr:--1;3r-:-m.':l~ .. tipI;c6mpal:".i,$o.i1 ~ithout7corr;ection for 
'. }-h'e ,probablilty oJ:- obtall)lng som~ :<s19nJ.flcant,,",v.alues by chanqe 

u -alone ~ (4) carele.ss -exp-erimentation ... ·'resul ting in, inflation' of error 
terms used for.9E3tati,stical test's-,· ~gairr wit;'h,the·rEtsult-"of ~~duc
~ng-t~elik~J:(hoo~.of det.~,ctingeffects~( 5J~use of (frfi?-E!li~ble out
come/meas.ti~~s,. wltht_h.e·.~r~$ult th~t, effects may'nptbe . detected~ 
(f;l"P90;!r"qual itycontrol ove,): daEa management" ahd .processing 'so ,I 

"'" .;C' fhat.e-froq;,may be introduced'~ C7) ~ outright ,errorsin-statistiqaL' 
,.caJ..culations, which may producebig.ses gf Ciny nat-ure ~ and (8)· erro
_pe6us interpr~tations dfstatisticalfiridings. . ~?{/, . 

/ ~;;:::.:" . . ~ -'" 

,:.' 

',;0, The very b~st_':5§~at:.i~tical. woriv·cannot cC;titp~n~ate . for a lack 
of,interl}~~l.vali'(jity in anexpi2i:lf.i=menE~,.=l.:l_1J_t even,.the b,es"t experiment .~ 
can be spoiled by poor stat~sbical considerations or ana'lysis • 

.:: ""- .,. ~ - '/ 

" 

The third J:~n?e ofvalid:i\y, the foqus of this paper, is con- ... :::> 

struct validity, referri}1g to the adequacy of our understanding ="/' 
9f th~ nature of theexperri,Jnent5lLvariable (s) ,being studied. JISpec-
t~i;.9~1)I}L,;~tJH~",,~:xpe"i"i'inental vC1:riable (s) musb be clearly and complete~y 
-aefined in, an operational sense/as well as adequately/rep~esenting 
the theo.retical construct on which based.' For instance'ifne results 
of. any study may be 'misinterpreted by the original experimente~' 
or subsequ%nt investigators because theexperimentaol treai~ment is 
asstlmed to be -something it is ,not. Some o.f the reaS(:)ns~ a ""treatment 
may be misUnderstood include: (I) confount:iing o.f the intended inde-
pendent variab1e with an associated V'aria131e, e.g':",·ignoring the 
fact that the experimental treatment (is delivered by better tra:ined 
personnel than is the comparison treatment 1 '( 2) nonspecific treatment 
eff~cts slich" as expectancy or placebo. effects, which may be mistaken 
for experimel1taltreatment effects; ,( 3) adequacy of. descript'ion of' 
the experimental or cOmparison treatment., wl1ich may determine whethe.r 

>, 

~1I' 

the natur.e of the tl~,e-alfirent~is .. well understood 1 and (4) a:dequacy 
of ,theoretiQ.ac.1 formll~i'ation. '::Poi the ;'t'reatment, which may. determine 
whether,/ae'f{&alizations,.~;of the. trecftment are w,e;]::;r':founded~ ''1'het:e .r 

are many ~ other. poss:i,I;?,l'e c f~ctdrs inv,9Jyed-"''''in 'con~truct val.iaitY·,· . .;,p~'~ 
two of whiGh, strength and irlteglii ty:--6'1:- treatment, will I:;>e -ardaressed ~/>!f:HJ 
~:t length in thi,!?paper '-"'ft", c: ;.:.' ~"j /4[1J:}3Y 

, .•. '/ --:7" """ .. ~ .... p>'--'.:,.;-/ 
~ ... d'/~ ."~'- .. ;-.20"' . . _,r' 
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. "Ttle $iilal type Of'":; al. id i'ty men t i0ned in th~<iCQ;~ tex,t""o f in;~er"':' 
~- 1. -. .,' _ / _ -. - - { -.' _ ... ___ --0 "-~ • '. "",' • ~ 'U' . _ ' 

, ,preting /t!esults of· e~periments';is~externar validJtY{r~ ,t:e"ferFing to 
. tne leg'itimacy 'of various general iza tions of rE!'$!earch find lings, .. 

- ."_ - ,;:.._- . . " . '". "'-.'-~ .\..~"; ~. , II . /f'·, I~" !J"~:;'--;~ _ 

Evep,:yifan experiment is well-des igl1ed and impleJilen ted', P'rq,:tterly~ 

(l '" \i '. / 

" an~l'yzedf, and .if~ the experimental treatment isca'fefullY",ana ~;ccu~ 
rately described,iip~ may be ,./6nwarranteg to 'a~$/(lIrte tha~t the;. ob
tained~xperimental/effects '~ould ~be /:found ~} t!Jot/;ler samples, in _~~~=:-~ 
other l'oc~ tions ,pr)wi~thoth~,T v'ar_ia tions 'of.t~he 'particuJ_~r, tr~a t~ , 

'. ment eme,lc;>yed. ,Treatrnent~ychatseem effectlvLewq:.h mCileC'offende.rs .' 
>?'may not work" with females,treatrneJ:its'that>Have an:~effect 'in small u" 

:~' 

ins1;:.i tll"tions' may not ,,,,W6rk in "large,' ones, and trea trn~tl,ts,may'have 
d}:effe ren t ~ f,fec ts' ~ f' even:, 'Sll\~bV~ha~i:~_:~hCi_lle~"'~0~:'oe<ma'de to mee t 
lpcal condl tlons .'''EstabJ,i'lsh:J;'~g :ex ternal. valldl ty,~;fo r ' treatments 
may be the most 9ifficul'tvtaSk'~of al·l. since the re~are so many d if-
ferent pCi..,!ame,ters algJ19 which 9pe~might wi;?h or need to gener.ilize 
about', treatrne'h~"",effebts"and sInce careful and separate tests migh~ 
bEr, nee,de(t fora:marly va rj:.a tions of sample, locus, anq trea tment type " 
before onecouldwell;t?unde~~stand the generalizability· ofa~ trea-e;';;,. 

S'mentoutcome and f,~etsafe irr re'commend,i,ng its itnplententatJoifC:in 
-a. wide variety of ":specificins-ta:nt:€s;-=~=:=:" """ ~ , ;f!"~fl~' 

, "- '0'. - I;" 'J,j il _;_ _.'- ~'-;:.~--=.!.~~ --=:;c= :: =-= 
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~~'~,=-c~=-_~ ________ ~~l~ ~~sence. 6f'~~~'s truc;,t;,val id i ty is tha to~e hap'; good;(4,nd,~ r~ "-
..... " '. 'st~n~-i-ri'g1Q'~('t:1fECtea.ror:t:-rue me an i'fi(If"o:f,a, t;ro~PQ,!1:,~e -:-eli c'!:'firrg m~8 narrfsm'.r=~:~£i~~ 
.' e.'9~, ,a4stimulus. :(n the field of psYChologica']~?'testingthe~re"" . '., 

sponse~e1 iciting . mec~hanismis, the .. s~t~\oof i temsor other stimui i 1: ~1) 
tha t. 90rjs ti tu te the tes·t;· the'con~ 1rrudiF is the,;proces}; ocr cha r~= 

:ac,teris"ticwhicn,!s pr~sW!ledto unde.;Jie\there~t\lonse. '., A test 9£ 
anxiety ,h~sconsfiuct va1-icfitYJo'th~;u;?xterit·tihatthe(i)'ry and evidence 
converge on ,the conclusiontha.t anx"ie:ty .,~s c. r~f,l:ected in or determines 

'" ~the- 'respon,se,to the test. ~.testof,.~nxie·ty",w6U:la'7;Q,9tha",ve constrl1<;;t 
val id i ty for/ anxieJy'i~f some/;facto)Z'otherc'tharl arrx)i~ty de te rm ineo 
the responses, btit.'·the tes.~mig;,ht hay:~;good cory;structvaiidity!-°for 
that other factQr;·' if one "oti'1~1~knew:::?wha t't::ha t factor Was. .; , 

< ",,"~~"'~ .. ' .. <.,-;.:~~'~ "','7'''''' ';"'l~ -- '."" ;. . ..... \f 
~>cv:Extended ,to t::ge::cbn,~~xtQf~;t:reatrnent~, fonstruct validity applies 

,.f"ito assertions-abbut thsi ~Jt:ectiveingtedien1:('s),,,· in. a treatment:, . 
. //i

P
:"-- trea tmentsdono,t hayeqon~'tr~ct varid~:rty:!; ra':ther ?ur interp.reta tions 

? ",' or th~m do. FO,rex~rnp~e, \~e,rf,9rma,nce c?n~'ra~t~ng:r!l~g.h,t:,pe ass?ciated 
'''',wlth a reductlon" In reclclv.lsm·"ln a Juvenlle'sample, but th~truly, 

eff~ctive component ofpe'rfbrmance coritract!.~ng might be 'increa~~d· 
attention consequent to \developing and"'@onitoringthe conttci'cts. 
In such a'cas~ "perfdrrn,ance:99rltracting'" w~u+d -not have construct 

"'val'id'-i:ay~~,;as'C>a~b etp,J.ana tianof" the ,.reductirOri'; in recidivism. Note, 
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however, that "inc,r:eased at tent ion," if it occurred. as an e xplana t iO", 
would ha-vte construct validity. Failure of const'ruct validity can 
also occur when' a treatment is assumed tob~, 't'aking place when, 
in fact, not~"ing is ha'i?peningf or when a treatment is delivered 
in 'some t1G~i-l,ut.ed;r ·oroevenin'tens if ied way. , .. [n'each instance, the 
"explanation," ,ithe label attached to the 'treatment, is in,correct 
or misleading,,:' .., I 

,', 

Strength of Treatme~. 
-, :'.-

. - ,IfJW~,~Iq.~~¥X!raw~n analogy f:om medicihe:" a drug ~ay be d;~ivered 
._'''',co~~ 10 varylng do~es, ehe dose, be1ng a funct,lon of the qua'nt1 ty and 

,"""" , purity of the ::drug, the"""'.frequency of. its delivery, anq the length 
of time over i~hich it is given. A physician will ordinarily plan, 
'to the best 6fhisability, to' deliver I the,. right amount of the 
drug over the app'ropr~~teamountq,f time. .Extending the analogy to 
anothacr;~ type o~ treatment, one "would thipk, that the strength of 
a counseling intervention might" be reflected in, among other 
thing-s, the number and length of sess~ons, their frequenLY, and 
the period of time over which they are .attended. The strength 
of a system of postrelease financial support might be expressed 
in terms of the amount of money given, .the frequency of its delivery, 

'and the length of \\time over which the support" is extendep. In 
~.,: gener~l it is" supposed in medicine that" weak treatments lead to 

weak"or nonexistent r~,sul ts and tha,t they' are to be avoided. 'l'he 
same assumption might be made about the treatments proposed to 
rehabil if'ate criminal offenders. 

To cont:Lnue the f,1edical analogy, it is' also the case in med
icine' that a treatmei!,t pl-an, e.g., for delivery of a drug, takes 
intoaccqll,nt the nature I> and s'eriousness of the <-,problem and the 
charadteris'tics of the patieht. A longer ,course of antibiotics 
-will be prescribed for some cond it ions, stubborn ones , than for 
lespse':rious ones, and the dO/3age levels will be a~justed for such 
factors " as drug sensitivities and "body weight. What is a strong 

't'reatme11lt for one problem or person may not be so strong for another. 
Again, e}~tendin(' the analogy, what is "a lot" of group counseling 
for one problem"maynot b.e for another problem and, what is sufficient 
for one pe'I"son may not be suffici~nt for another. In~me~;,cine attempts 
are usualI:y made to keep treatments a,t optimal levels rather than 
simply to \plan the strongest treatment possible for every case, 
it being d~cognized that treatments stronger than necessary are 
not. only ne\~dlessly expens ive but often d'angerous. 

\. 
\\ .1 ' 

In medi'-'iine there is a fair degree of uniformity of response 
of patients to, treatments owing to substantial homogeneity in anatomy, 

/' physiological \processes, and the like. That is not to say that 
patients with t,he same problems all respond in the same way to 
a given treatmeh~,' but out of 100 patients with a typical medical 
pt:0blem, most wilJ respond in more or less the same way to any 

;', 
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treatment chosen. Moreover, when there is some variation in response, 
it is often a rela'tively simple matter to adapt the treatment to 
the individual, e.g., lengthen the course of treatment, perform a 
second operation to remove scar tissue. Moreover, there' is a great 

, deal of empirical work on standard tre5!tments which provides a 
basis for determining an optimal or strong treatm.ent. If a phYSician 
wants to give a strong, dose of tetracycline to'a"patient, he or 
she has a pretty good idea of what would be considered a strong 
dose for a given patient and what the likely response will be. 

>-

He're the analogy clearly breaks down. What is a . "strong dose" 
of group counseling for a first conviction felon charged with robbery? 
What is an optimal level of financial support for a released ex
burglar that will make it possible for him to avoid going back 
to crime and still make it worthwhile to try to find a job? Uni
formity of response of criminal offenders to treatments can be 
assumed to be improbable, and there is Ino body of empirical research 
on which a plan for t_reatmen't at any level, let alone optimal, 
can be based with confidence. UI1.fortunately, there is no counterpart 
to animal studies and laboratory physiological assays tog uide those 
planning rehabilitative efforts. Still, to admit the problem exists 
doe§ not make it. go away. In this pap~r we contend that one of 
·the sorest needs' in crimina'l offender rehabilitation is a way of 
assessing strength of" trea tments, both before and after they are 
delivered. ~~ 

strength of treatment is an issue in construct validity because 
it is so easy when evaluating the results of a treatment to assume 
that something has happened that,·has' not. If a decision' about, 
the effectiveness of a drug were made wI'thout knowing whether it 
was delivered in a strong enough dose, the scientific medical com
munity would raise vociferous objections. A case in point is the 
University Group Diabetes Program (UGDP) ':finical trial of an oral 
hypoglycemic in the treatment of diabetes. When the study di:zoec
tors concluded that the oral agents were ineffective and probably 
even dangerous, there. was an imme~iate objection that every pa
tient had been given the same dose, a seemingly reasonable scien
tific procedure, but one potentially objectionable on clinical 
grounds since, ordinarily, dosages would be adjusted according to 
patient characteristics. Yet, when it has been concluded that some 
formaf, treatment does not work for rehabilitation of criminal of
fenders, few objections have been raised that the 1featment may 
not gave been strong enough. Lipton,. Martinson, Wilks and Martin
son, to take an example, raised no such questionsabo~t the treat
ments they surveyed, and Kassebaum" Ward, and Wilner r::hised no 
such question about their own study, even though, a~ Quay· has so 
well demonstrated, there was ample reason in their own account to 
do so. Any conclusions about whether a treatment is effective or 
not must be reached, with full kn'owledge of just how strong the 
treatment was. 
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Integrity of Treatment 

We make a conceptual distinction bet~een the strength and in
tegrity of treatment although after the fact they often amount to 
the same thing. Once again, using the medical analogy olE a drug 
treatment, we may think of the strength of the treatment in terms 
of the treatment as planned and prescribed. Thus, 8 t;.ablets per 

. clay of tetracycline for 6 days would be considered a stronlg treat
ment for' urinary tract infection in the case of an adul L Half 
th~e dosage would be considered weak on a priori grounds. 

Integrity of treatment refers to the fidelity with which the 
treatment plan is carried out. Thus, unwitting s!;J.Q~:~.ttution of a 
drug of lower strength, use of an adulterated or ·'lrn'pur~~,:;~:tJ,~g,. and ... ", .,.. .. '" 
failure of the patient to take all the medication would all t:hreaten-' 
the integrity of wH;\at would otherwise ha.ve .been a good treatment 
plan. ' 

Similarly, there might be some reason to suppose that for a 
certain subset of prisont:!:t's 2 individual counseling sessions per 
week for I year would be a fairly strong treatment. However, if 
the therapists available were untrained or did not believe in the 
treatment, if the sessions were never held, or if during the course 
of treatment the mode of therapy were switched, the integrity of 
what might have been a good plan would have been destroyed. 

Strength of tr.ea tment is something that is planned for and 
which may be assessed at any time, whereas intlagrity can be fully 
assessed only after the treatment has been completed • Integrity 
of a treatment usually requires a specific set of mechanisms for 
accomplishing that task and provision for co.ntinuous moni toring. 
In order to maximize integrity of treatment the treatment must 
be well defined so that standards of judgment can be applied., and 
at any sigh ofYdeviation from those standards, there must be pro
vision for a corrective action. When trecltment is completed, it 
should be possible to make a good estimate of the degree to which 
the planned intervention was carried out. Resul ts obtained in 
a test of the intervention then must be interpreted i.n light of 
the achieved integrity of treatment. 

STRENGTH OF TREATMENT IN THE CRIMINAL 
OFFENDER REHABILITATION LITERATURE 

'. 

The ~trengths of treatments tested in attempts to rehabili
tate criminals should be an obvious issue, but it may be even ~ore 
important than usually recognized if one considers the task to 
be accompl ished. It is not at all clear from read ing the Ii t-

I 
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erature in the field that the oiff'iculty of the task of chan'ging 
cr iminal behavior has been uniformly and fully appreciated. As 
will be shown later, many of the treatments tested do not seem 
especially powerful on a priori grounds, whatever the behavior to 
be affected, and it seems probable that much criminal behavior should 
be resistant to change. 

The Target Population 

/ In estimating the strengths of treatments necessary to change 
/ criminal behavior, one may begin by considering the nature of the 

populations whose behaviox is to be changed. To begin with, and 
for fairly obvious reasons, the focus of most efforts at rehabil
itation has been on inmates of institutions. There is good rea
son to believe that by the time they are recognized and formally 
identif ied by the criminal' just ice system as offenders (even if 
they are diverted), the persons involved are a ,highly select.group. 
They are likely to be unemployed or bnly partially employed, dis
proportionately of minority group status, undereducated, adrift from 
their families or other socially centripetal groups, and to have 
many friends much like themselves who in one way or another provide 
support for their criminal activities. These individuals are not 
good prospects for rehabil i tation under any circumstances. Then to 
encounter tests of such treatments as groUp counseling, training 
for probably nonexistent jobs, and wilderness experience does not 
impress one with the likelihood of change. 

It may be argued that the persons involved are already re
ceiving treatment, e.g., incarceration, and that what is being tested 
is merely an add-on, but even as an add-on, a treatment such as 
anyone of the above would seem likely to be rather insignificant. 
On a priori grounds it would seem that persons identified as crim
inal offenders usually would need really massive interventions if 
they were to be successfully changed for the better. 

The Target Behaviors 

The rehabili tat ion of criminal offenders requires that the 
dual task be undertaken of eliminating a setof undesirable respon
ses and submitting a set of more desirable ones. The difficulty 
of either task should not be underestimated. Few inmates of insti
tutions are first-time criminal offenders although more of them 
are serving their first sentences. Even among those identified as 
offenders and diverted from the system at any point, it seems like
ly that relatively few are truly first offenders. A very large 
proportion of 'inmates have long criminal records and even longer 
lists of crimes for which they are responsible but for which they 
have never been apprehended. This is by way of saying that for 
many criminal offenders the criminal behaviors which must be elim
inated are habi tual, well-practiced acts. Even if. the, particular 
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act involved, e.g., homicide or rape, has not occurred many times, 
the act is very often merely the most extreme in a series of vio
lent responses going, back many years and representing a well-
praqticed, customary response to stress. . 

Moreover, criminal behavior does not go unrewarded. Criminal 
behavior is often highly rewarding, at least in the short run, and 
rewarding in ways not readily substituted for by noncriminal ac
tivity. For example, few noncriminal occupations produce even ';)c
casional large infusions of money such as may come from a good 
heis.t. Few noncriminal activities can inspire the same respect--
of sorts-.... that comes from being the toughest guy on the block. 
Criminal behavior is also often inherently rewarding in other re
spects, e.g., fqr the excitement it brings to otherwise dull and 
mundane lives. Criminal behav ior may even be virtually normal in 
the groups and societies from which many offenders come so that 
rehabilitation involves adoption of a deviant way of life. Again, 
many of the efforts to change criminal behavior that have been ,II 

tested appear to be woefully improbable of producing the change. I 
desired. Even the argument th~t prisoners are already being treated, 
for criminality by being incarcerated may not be particularly persua-

" sive if one considers that for many criminals arrest is not especially 
shameful and imprisonment may be merely an occupational hazard akin 
to that of duty in remote and unpleasant places for a soldier 
or co'nfinement to a shi.p f.or long periods for a sailOr. 

The above considerations lead these authors to conclude that 
'rehabil ita tion of criminal offenders should be regaJ:ded from the 
outset as an extraordinarily difficult task requiring, in all prob
ability, heroic efforts in order to achieve dependable and extensive 
change. It is in.structive to examine the efforts that have been 
made to produce change. One discovers few, if any, instances of 1\ 
ef.forts that seem impressively strong, and for those that have 
been made, it is difficult to assess strength of treatment even 
w~~.hin the system of change proposed. 

~-7~ 

Examples of Problems in ASS8ss19D Strength of Treatment 
~;~ , 

~70rk Release. On first thought the is~.ue of strength of treatment 
might not seem especially problematic and perhaps not even relevant 
in a program such as work release. After all, prisoners are ei ther 
on work release or they are not. The case, in fact, is not so 
simple. One must first det;ermine the purpose for work release 
as a rehabilitative effort. (If it has no rehabilitative intent, 
but is only to· reduce costs of incarceration, no strength issues 

. arise.) 

Waldo and Chiricos9 sugges.t tha t there are a number of theo
retical reasons for supposing that work release might have some 
rehabil ita tive effect. Work release might have a positive impact 
on postrelease employment prospects, reducing the pressures to 
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return to criminal activity; it might introduce the inmate to a 
.. new and law-abiding set of .. potential associates; it might change 
his own and others' image of himself as a criminal, etc. When one 
gegJns to consider the possibilities for effects of work release 
and answers to the question of whether wprk release might have a 
rehabilitative effect, questions such as the following arise: 

• When should work release begin? 

• For how long a time should a prisoner be on work re
lease? 

• How good a job at what kind of pay would be requi
red? 

• Is work release likely to be effectiye if the prison
er returns to a community other than the one in which 
he did his work release? 

All these questions pertain to the strength of work release as a 
treatment. - '1'0 reduce the argument to a near absurdity, it would 
seem evident that a few days of work release at an undesirable job 
in a strange community would not constitute much of a treatment; 
2 years of work release in an - extraordinarily good job at high 
pay in a very desirable community might' ought to have at least some 
effect. There is a lot of room in between. 

. Let us consider two e..xamples which differ substantially in 
their conclusions. WittelU has evaluated a work release program 
in North Carolina which appearE\d to have at let~t some effect 9f 
reducing criminal behavior. Waldo and Chiricos evaluated a work 
release in Florida and concl uded it had no effect at alL Admi t
tedly there were differences bet\'leen the s.tudies, and both anal
yses seemed to show that work release was at least not harmful 
and was probably cheaper than do.ntinuous incarceration. However, 
what is of interest here is the' nature of the work release pro
gram. 

Wi thout be ing precise about it, but rather keeping in mind 
some gene'ral image of what a work release program· ,probably should 
be, consider the program described by Witte. Prisoners served an 
average of 7 months, or 24 percent of~their sentences, before being 
put on work release, but 15 percent of them had served over 1 
ye~r before being put on work release, and inmates with sentences 
longer than 5 years have to serve at least 15 percent of it before 
going on work release. Inmates must have had jobs before going 
on work release, and a shortage of prison personnel made it difficult 
for inmates to look for jobs outside the prison; most of them went 
to jobs they held prior to imprisonment. Work release jobs generally 
required lower skills and paid lower wages than jobs the men held 
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either before imprisonment or after release. Prisoners had first 
to,pay the State for their room and board, had to pay State and 
Federal income taxes, and had to make payment 'to dependents. Any 
money left could be saved, and, on the average, men on work release 
had saved $428 upon release; however, 28 percent of them had saved 
$100 or less. 

The article by Waldo and Chiricos illustrates a particular 
_ problem in the evaluation literature: their paper contains so 
- little detail ~on work release in Florida that it is impossible 

even to begin to compare it with work release in North Carolina, 
let alone make a judgment about the absolute stremgth of the treatment. 
However; Waldo and Chiricos do imply that strength of treatment 
might be considered an issue since they divide their sample according 
to "exotent of participation" in work release, i.e., amount of time 
in the program. Dividing the sample at the median, the lower level 
participants had had up to 82 days iri work release; there is no 
indication whether that is 82 work days or 82 calendar days. Un
accountably, Witte does not provide information on the amount of 
time that North Carolina prisoners spent on work release. 

Now, how strong are these two programs as implementations of 
work release? Are either clearly strong enough to warrant a clear 
statement about whether work release reduces recidivism? These 
writer's think not. Witte believes that work release reduced ser
iousness of postrelease offenses and increased time to first of~ 
fense although she did not have a strong enough des ign to pe rmi t 
such an unequivocal conclusion, at least not in our opinion. It 
is clear, however, that if one set out to design an optimal work 
release program, the North Carolina program would fall short, in 
all probabil i ty by a cons iderable degree. The Florida program is ~. 
simply not described other than to note that the median time in 
work release was 82 days. Whether it is comparable to North Carolina {" 
in other ways, e~g., type of job available and rate of pay, cannot 
be said~ Probably, however, it fell short of a program which would 
be judged strong in terms of likelihood of rehabilitating offenders, 
as opposed to reducing costs to the State. No conclusions about 
the potential effects of well-designed and carefully implemented 
work release programs should be drawn from the available evidence. 

Job training. Again, on a purely commonsense basis, if one 
were designing a strong job training program it would have sev
eral features: 

• Identification of j,ob opportunities in the community; 
i: 

• Selection of well-tl¢ained and highly motivated instruc-
tors; i 

• Provision of traih~ing materials identical to those 
used in work setti;ljgs in the community; 

• I 
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• Development and implementation of a carefully devised, 
systematic training program: ' 

J:~' 

• Training in work habit skills as well as in technical 
skills: 

• Matching of interests and skills of inmates to the 
opportunities available in training: 

• Assurance that trainees 'reach reasonable criteria of 
performance before termination of training: 

• Postreleas~" job placement services. 

I f one had such a program and if it proved to have no effect on " 
recidivism rates, one might then despair of the prospects for job 
training. Some writers have concluded that job training does not 
affect recidivism rat;es, but how good was the job training? 
.F' 

Two recent commentat~~ £~lieve that job training programs have "I 

not been well implemented., ' They comment on such features of the 
the programs as the necessity to work job training around strin-
gent and sometimes erratic prison schedules, about job training 
not coordinated with release dates, obsolete equipment, poorly 
trained teachers, lack of training in good work habits, inmates 
forced into unwanted trades, and competition between 'better prison 
assignments such as minimum security work details and job training 
for the better Pl!ospects among the inmates. How, then, is one tp 
conclude that job training "doesn't work"? 

The study of vocational trai~!ng in California institutions 
by Dickover, Maynard, and Painter' illustrates the problems of 
treatment strength in evaluating vocational training. These in
vestigators found that number of hours of training, grades in training, 
and proximity of training to release date were all associated with 
successful job placement. On the other hand, lack of staff with 
responsibility for placement restricted the success of placements. 
Such findings indicate rather clearly that evaluation of vocational 
training needs to take into account such factors as amount of training, 
adequacy of placement services , and the like. It was also evident 
in the California study that many trainees had poor 'attitudes toward 
work or lacked good work habits, so that a really strong vocational 
training program would have to deal with that problem. The California 
study also indicated that inmates were sometimes being trained for 
trades in which there was no demand, a circumstance not obviously 
inevitable. 

The writers would, on the bas is of reports and other infor
mation currently available, conclude that vocational training, like 
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sq; many othe;r' treatm~nts, hasiiot been tried in an. optimal form 
ahq that to iMpugrP':i:tef effectiveness in reducing recidiVism is un
wa,r,ranted unless the imputation is carefully circumscribed. 

j " 

I '1,) 

'. Cpunseling. By this time readers will surely have developed 
for themselves the capacity to formulate what would probab1Yl1 be 

c regarded as strong treatments fot;' most types of interventions. that 
. might be proposed, and 11,there is no need to detail the requirements' 
~or a strong counselingprogram1 they would have to do with 'traini'ng, 
intens.i ty of contracts; :.', motivation of counselees, etc. Have coun
seling treatments in sttong form even been tried? We believe not, 
although we have not rea,d all the literature on that topic. Perhaps 
two ,examples might suff ice to illustrate the problems with and 1 imi
tations on conclusions that should have, but have not necessarily, 
resulted. 

On February 25, 1963, the Chicago Sun-Times began its lead 
editorial with a quotation from what was then c.a very recent re
search report: "Individual counseling of potentially delinquent 
high school students is ineffective so far as improving their school 
behav ior or in reducing the number of drop-outs.}'" That quote was, 
by implication ( although we have not lb5een:-~bl'e to find· it in the 
text), from Girls at Vocational High.· ,,;,That Meyer et a1. study 
has since been cited in numerous places ~~. evidence for the inefficacy 
of counseling. Even though the study was directed toward predelin
qu~nt rather than delinquent youth" and involved only female coun-
se1ees, it provides a useful illustration of problems in evaluating ,~ 
strength of treatmentA' -> 

In the study, preaelinquent ("potential probl~~"-) girls in 
a vocational schoo,l'were identified and enliste'd into a/counsel-
ing program. Experienced social workers in a volunteer youth service 
agency served as counselors. In many respects the tre,atment described " 
might bethought to be nearly optimal. Upon clo,§er'reading, howey:e-r,;'-'o 
problellls;-<areraised: ~tbC!tc;s~uggc~st_that the .utter.ly---pess~!!t±-&tic con';:' , 
clu~,ions drawn from the study, may be exaggerated..--o--In~severa1 places 
t;PE{ authors note' that the agency }lnd - the~soc±al wOp'kers involv.ed 
in the study were trying something/hew,,______-tnat despite their previous 
experience, they had not wqrked \Ititn a population quite like the 
one involved in the study~" /Ttley began by taking 53 girls into 
indiv idua1 treatment, .anc3/27/ of those 53 were u1 timately judged 
not to have been "appreciably involved" (p.112) in treatment. Of 
the 27 girls npt'appreciab1y involved, 12 were seen for 4 or f,ewer 
sessions and, none for more than 19 sessions. 'After some period 
of time ,spent attempting to treat the re,.ferred girls in individual 
treatment, theth6rapists concluded that group therapies were probably 
preferable since individual therapyi"'seemed to make ma.ny of the 
girls unduly anxious. Therefore, /the treatment plan was revised 
to estab1 ish a number of differen!:~:"kinds qf therapy groups :al though 
some girls received additional iXld'ividua1 treatment during the course 
of the project. The autho~~~5:~Jbte in several places, however, that 

,~·~f3--; 
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many of ttte girls, were an~ious about having been picked out fori: />",,/ 

refer;a,i" to the agency since they wer_e unaware of the basis 9n'/ 
whi9tr',they had been selected. In the view of the agenc~,~'~fhe ' 
l;evels and goals of treatment should be based upon a psyc,hosociai 

/evaluation of the client. The groupf3 in this project, ha9 'eo proceed 
wi thout the benefi't of what was cpnsidered signif~?~afit diagnostic 
material since only the more general facts were" known" (p.llS). <, 

Although the socialworke1:i~ had had expertence' counseling girls 
from the same general, population as the gne" involved in the study , 

-. their experie·nce_ had bJ~en~ IUQstly co!'!ttne.d ,~Q,gJrls who had alread¥~ 
met failure I e ag., had' I ,already b~COme ' pregnant, aha 'the auOthors' 
refer continually to .. the fact thact'the project was a learning exper-
ience for the counselors. Fin9.11Y, the autl10rs conclude that a "ser
io~s professional task frpm/social work is to develop interventJ,on 
procedures" (p. 214) /to/ deal with the social systems of which -the 
girls are a part since the type of treatment studied in the project 
did not appear to-be "the most efficacious." 

, // 

There,,,are two polnts to be made, with respect to the above 
'mater.ial.'- First, although the treatment studied may have been " 
the best that could have been deviseda't ,th~ __ ~time, ,i,n retrospect 
9ne might well improve on it and might produce somewhat more pos":'; 

,/ l.tive findings, e.g." one would 'probably begin right off with 9:t:'otip 
/,c

r treatments and do a better initial job ,·of diagnostic=s'tilc)Y. Of 
special importance is., the fact that despite the evident differences 
in judgments of the satisfactoriness of treatment, in the analysis 
all cases, individual or group, involved or uninvolved, are combined •. 
That analytical proc,edure is admirable from the standpoint of min
imizing prospeqts for a Type I error, but it surely increases the 
chances for a Type II error. The second point to be made is 
that the pessimistic conclusion, even if warranted, should be care
fully circumscribed. The trf~atment studied was a fairly narrow 

___ =y~i;tt'c-j;ety of counseling that, in particular, did not invoLve any 
-~< ~" ,- sort of active intervention of the sort that wbUldordinarilybe 

a part of social casework. The study has been mucho more broadly 
interpreted as an illustration of the more general ineffectiveness 
of social work and counseling • 

The second example of a counselIng stu~~ widely cited for its 
pessimistic findings is the Kassebaum et al investigation of the 
eff'ects of group counseling on inmate behavior and recidJ;vism on 
parole. The study is widely and, for the most part, justly~ admired 
for its experimental design and for the length of the followup 
period. However, as has been shown especially by Quay, far too 
1 i ttle attention has been paid to the actual nature of the treatment 
about which the very pessimistic conclusions have been drawn. 

Without going into great detail (or merely repeating the points 
made by Quay), the present wri ters would assert that the treatment 
tested by Kassebaum et ale does not appear to have been particularly 
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strong. ~ Counselors were mostly chosen from the 'ranks of correctional 
offh:ers and were ,not professfonally trained. They~,d'id attend 
training' sessions, but the effectiveness of those sessions is not 
documented in any way. The authors st~te that cOlinselor 'training_ 
sessions were poorly attended and ·~that mal1Y of the men who. attended 
were apathetic and disi,nterested. <~Theautholrs developed a special 
training program for ,,~half the counselors since they recognized the 
possibility that the eventual findings of the study might be dismissed, 
on grounds of inadequatetreatment.HoweVifl~·ti,;th'~Y:'d~lo"""nQ1 presCent 
any evidence concerning the effectiveness of=their trainirtg:~~&..:Thet"e~ 
is, in ,fact.,= no "ev'idence"=oe ~anykfnd beari.ng on the competence --",-=,,~~ 
of the counselors to' do tbeir job. Only one~third of 1;hose in the ~, ,/c,;/f 
special training program had had any pre_vious counseling 'exper,ience.' ,,/ 

/;.::y'/~' 

==--=='--

There is evidence that a rather sizable portion',J>f, the coun~ 
sEHors, p~rhaps",~ 40 percent or so (p. 64), had very rft.-:tl:e faith 

,.'~ in the eff'icacy of the counseling program. The authors themselves 
state that! ,th~ theoretical beisE1s for the c9uhseling was e~pressed, 
only in a! 'very general w~y~ In the authors' own teI'ITIs, "we are 
not sUre just what it ~,~S,,· about the group sessions ~ that promote 
changes in atti tude*;.;:t"and behavior ,,"(p. 59) but they then go on 
to assert thatJ:h":'i.pJ"'limitation does not prevent: studying the effects 
of group counsej."i..(ng if an app~opriate design is employed~ Thelimi-
tation certa};rt-ry re'strictsseverely the generalizations one might 
make¢no;tng;:1pas is of ~the findings sinc~ it is dIfficult to state 
clearly /jU§J;.pWhatj"waS;t-r-~i.ed .• _~ '; 

~, ,~.,,~.N9'(:~:reth~ inmates particularly well-d isposed toward the c()ul}~~ 
selj.ng~:The authors admit, that many of the inmates,prol:>Cib'ly aEfeJ1ded, 

~>"counse'ling .sessions beqause they thought it-mIght -irifluenc~,'their 
,r' ~,>F chan,ces for parole, and three __ folirtl1s of them agreed. that men aid· 

not 'talk frankly in coupseling. Virtually half of them also believed 
that things brought out in the' counseling s~ssion might be used 
against them. Sixty 1/ percent bel.ieved that qprrectional off icers 
were not competent to/' run groups.~ .,. 

. J' 

,t: 

There is an adclitional issue conc~rningt;''''just how much of the 
poorly s~pecif ied anql' possibly poorly imp~,~~nted treatment was act
ually delivered. ~ihe group ;s'essioIls:r'were run eithe'r in Irsmalr" 
groups of 10 to 12 (Or in large gro~ups of about 50. Even groups as 
small as 10 would be reg-arced as rather l'arge by most groupcoun
selqrs and therapists., d Theie"are ,no datapres~nted' at all al:;>out 
actual participati/~,f1"ln the groups, e.g.~, how many men spoke, "what 
topics were dis,cfhfsed,whe,ther, ther¢/was any absenteeism, or how 
many men,,jor co'i.lnselors) "maY, have slept through meetings. Groups' 
were to nie,~t,~,fQr:,i "i;tn hour or two" ,'once each week, :~nd the counsel,
ing prog<ram wentJdh for, apparently, 2 years. However, no data 
are re'p,9rted for the amount of time spent by, individual inmates 
In coun~'e,! ing ~\:; Presuma,ply'~ some m!9ht have had 2. full years lof 

"counsell,ng\,:whl,fe others had only a few· months, at.Jl~sJ::"~'A"<'~'C':2--=":~~"'7~"=' 
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In short'l':~~~e S:B(iY'by'KaSsebawn"ekal.,: whigh has "been cited 
by some .asc~adefinltive study of the ~!lIt1e='of9~r'oup counseH:ngwith 
fpri~,~~.~fhma~oe,~.tx!may: }us~·+f¥.<~hly v~ry na~Fow co.nclusions ab.out.cd~ri
sel1ng~ It. ,1snot ur1J.mag¢lnable~th/a,t; a. cqunsel:lng pr~gram 1nvolv1ng 
profe~~ionally=tr~i:ne~. counselors$operati\ng"frpm a clear theoretical 

~fs~~ct~: a~~IW;~~~VI~lli~~~e rneicnem:stae:~t~!g g:{( bl~nllPiUb\~te~gceb~t e ~hfT~~:~'~~: 
of the progra~, actually tested by Kassebaum" and. hIS Massoc1.ates. 

I:' ' _' :- ,~,. 

probatiori and Parole~ When considering pro~t~i'ol1 and parol,e 
~·-'~:ov.c." •. =g~:t:~!t.~bi0at ive efforts ,~he issues of trea tJl'!ent strength are 

as important==as'for=~ot;he·l.'""'=rReervelitions·· and. J:lt.~/importance of that 
dimension seems to have been mqre, clearly recog91:Zed by those testing 
probation '. and parole.' For a good many yea.t::;there h.as. been an ._ 
obviously persistent expectation that success'of probatio,n and parole 
should be enhanced by inc1;easing the intenr:?ity of conta8t or sUPl~r
'vision (Le., tIle strength of treatment)! '{., 

~;;:{$~ " ,/ I;, . 

'l'l1e ··primary st·rategy to il'lcreas~iptensity'of contact .or s'uper
vision has been to decrease avera<i~/-casEHoad's of pro bctti on and 
parole officers. Actually,rather widely differ:.ing levels of case
loads have been tested, particularl;y in the California Speci~I.In
tens ive Parole Units . (SIPU) projects. c~f1,Wl1ich,,'~as~71oads 'va,rying 
from 90 cases d9.wn: ~o AS __ .cases/·' have been studied. T~o~~"cas,e
loads. span the .. l--1m~bs=of .what would seem to be reasonable- caseloads 
froIT, the high range to the ./low, and froin . the :nar:t;ow p~rspective 

- of case load size, oil.,e could :?probably '~ot support the notion that 
treatment would be ,stro.nge; with even smaller caseloads. However, 
the theoreticalrat.ionale /for smaller case-loads is' more intems ive" 
contact between parolee ahd officer, and there may not be. Jl l.in~ar 
relatiorfship between caseload size and amount of contact. HS, 1'9 Re- /.,.~ 
sul'1:s' of comparison between .caseload sizes have faiz;:ly consi$t-d .1,G' 

,." cently shown little t:e'lationship _ betweencaseload, size and recid
. ivism except that smallcaselpads do tend to be associated with 

higher .l.evela of technical violat.io,ns that stem fro:m the closl:!r 
superv 1S 10n."2l) .', I. -

, _ '.~.' "->- /~, it ~ 
Other persons'c5working in corrections have thoug:,ht that pro- -=~.~ 

bat ion and pat:Ol'e supervision might' be enhanced (oy a stronger 
treatment) r~f"p't'obati9nand parole officers could .be !~selected for<:'._ 
some spec,;i;cii characteristics making them more attrai:ctive to arfd"-~ 
effecJ;,J;'.v~e w~th 'prisoners". For example, the C,alifornia\Spe~iCll" In
tens I've Parole uni t s~~died the concept of' matching\parole of-. 
fiderswith offenders, "but whatever. matching was aC,nieved haq 
no effect on recidivism rates. ';J,'he Ohio program attelllp-~~~ ,to use 

,,;/ ex-con,victs on the grounds tn-at they woulclJ::)e,:,moreunae?sEanaing';.~, __ 
in the' sense ~~ empathy, and_perhcapsf'ifi'the sense of not be'ing 

/' easily, conned~_ . Berman we~~,~I"I:i·:'the:~ oPI?osite dire,ction and stt;tdied 
J:he use of vol ut:!!:~~_~._,lawye'r's • It 1S not obv 10US that e 1.the r 

~c-~-~'~:ii91g'tyt;)'e"'''df~p~:rs5ii-'''Pconsti tutes a strong parole supervision anCicontact 
~/>p> treatment, but certainly the two groups do represent fairly. extreme 

d" instances of the range of persons who could pla'usibly be considered 
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... ~. W~llat is notsb clear.,?' :j.rf,'part because it is so rarely dis~c 
"f cussed~ls' tl;l.e·'strength ofproba'tion and pa,role supervisi~ofith.;ci't' 

has been achieved "andtes~edwhencViewed from. the standpoint,/'of 
o pe·rsonc}-];,·/q'ualif,oications, >training, and decttcation of the. ~uper-

/vi~o,lfs. It requires If't,tle investigation to' discover tliaf
i 

pro- .. ~;:. 
:bafi"on and parole offi9e'rs' in'most. jti.!;i§d'icj;iC?ns are nQt as awhol~"'P'==--
highl:Y. trained,. that/they work. under condItions nat' ::'conduclve.;.!",tU';/iP' 
high levels of ded,itatio.n,:,that they. are/poorly paid,_,c~(Jld~~'cr()'ri~ 

~ Whether chang ing/case loads for such off ice~$cf-i~ou1!d~be :e'f;~ect~d;r .. // 
·tohc;tv.e'i,m~.~.h ."effec~t pn the, way theyw~E!s=andF"01'l',t,h~ effe~t:':Lveness / 

. ofthe1.r effort.s. IS quest:Lonabl,.'~'f;~Inany case :Lt mjlY betha~/' .. 
the responsib~lilies of pp.li'cing , andisu~eill~nce a~e"/soin~eg~rcli 

....... .'t:2.t::.heconcept oftl}~~p:rCiDat ion· and ea'~2~supe'rviso~/~ha,t$P'e'1lot ion ., .. 
thc[t;~ sUch""per.son:s; could be.effercuve in the rehabi.Jrr'f:ativE!"role 
. . • d·"-.s:·'·' ~t:l"" f~~·~~"''''t'":·''· 1" . ~ .. /.' 
l.~ ... ~.~l?,9~.Ji .. e~'.}Jl?l.11e ~.l.rs pace'f."cc,~_~~ ... -.":: '" ~"p:P~' J' 

:' .. . ~.;i'::J:-,:C0"· . <- "../~'-<'-'--' .~. "~"<~ ____ ~'" 

>/~- . ~e Gener:allty 01 the Issue of Stlength of Trea~J)Vp:/~"""""' .,~' . -'< ~ ... ~,~ 
.... .-;::-~~,- ~ ~.~ 

The""'w-riters'<do nO'~;;-fiW:'iSh,~t.q· imply th~t by-~:l imi ting the cdis.5:~, ,,''
cuss ion of st rengJ.h«<-'of treat;.merit·· £oc Ctfiet·oprc,s"given.,ab(ive=.o,tKaf~ 
its applicab~J ... j;tY'is limited.'''''" In fact,the i'ssue ofstr~n9th of ,?~";'-:~. ~'<",-~c 
treatmcel)~--c6uld; be raised' with res'pectto any treatment proposed, 
since/csuch factors as timing, length, training, . or personnel" and_ 
the . likE!;' artr factors that affect all treatment's .,:...,~;p.~.:=-",.;:;:;-;;;-'rB"')""I.~· 

One additional fiactot involved in strength of tr",~ca".trr:e1r-e;:;ibeit 
in ~ nonobwious way, is the treatment x SUbtgg~fli~~(~ra9tion, i.e.,' 
t,he possibility. that-certain treatm~rl~~>i;i'a:-re'" 6etter suited forso~e 

~-~ubje,cts than'for others •. "",J;P,~v-,:i;~wr'of the. fact that at th~5tPoint c 
one, CQuid 'not wi.tl}~ ,~nY..:7;6BnfI'dence specify differential 'trea,tIn~n,t " 
for subjects~~,!2;c:~"tbat little more than marginal im9povements in 
obt~i-J:te.Q~rtsults "Jwou~d o.qcur, the writers cons~der£f,'the case for 

,_~; .. .;r'""~)"treiitment X subject.inteiactions in offe:ndet;!.::;r~l1a,prlitation to be,,' 
;f~"r.:~-,c.i;':,r-'y-~ still ra,ther weak. Nqnettheless ,_cit seems llkely ttiat' at some time 
.' in the f.uture th;9a}?ilbility for sp~:cif{ca:t~on ~\~d:;lffere~~ial trea,t"; 
~. ment~6wl.R~fa .• real:Lzed. Th~«?s.~vJ'l.ke ~arrer,t,(.{;.) ~lase.r,. ,and ~al::, 

mer, who are strong .advocates of the notl.qn that l.t l.S possl.ble 
. • - •.•.. JI - . 1,.:..1. ~~~ . • 

to Il\atch treatments to offe.nders" -may be somewhat ahead of the-fleld ~ '.d'~="j~~ 
a.nd its actuacl-capa:;ci ties, rbu~ it must. beadmitleat~.~.f;:":'i-n,,::-;~t:rrEf;...l:P· 
long run , it will~be necess-~J::Y ,=f:O'~iasses'~s$"ireohcjeh'"=Cif-·~t:rejl_J:..ment in 
light of Q~1~J')..d,er~'·"chi:ftacteristics j,ust-'''~s medica~j.,olr=<fosages are 

i;p .. '>..,,,,,,,=,"ad.jus'te-d,c£'trliody weight and other char~ac€eristics'~of sick persons. 
~-"~~ ~~;.-~:..-\14ft...:· , < _,,---: = 0; , \1 

Rehabilitation--in the sense· of reduc.tion of recidivism-·-is < 

oncly one of sev'eral i-!~lOn~les for the diverse treatm~nts that have~' 
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:been testea with cri1!lina~l'-offenCierEf":' ~he disClissiop of strength 
oft;~atment reJe!f$""solely to fhe rehabiIH:ative'rati9nale. Ii To .;;; 
the eX.tent that other rationales are "relevant or paramoun,t#'~.,the d~~-"=-; 
iss~~;df"strength :of treatfnent·~",beco~es.mo()~90.t"' takes.on a di~~e~9;t~?S- ... ~~#; 
c0£Qrlng~ For example "an a~i~,~rnat~?ye 'rat10nale for' some AOFf~errd~.~_ ;>"" 

~ '<;:d~spos,i~!9!}§i,;s:J~:trictlye~(mdxpic"pe. ;Jha~Offel!g~=r§7S~E~~m~9a~~d 
c; .. ·•. .." ,,~~~~I:l~,~([ual p ui?11c sa,f~t,y 1n away. that costsJ·~~e ~~9riey. .;Thab' ~9' 
~~the . :~t,!~mal.e·9fte~8inv()kedJ?0'f wor~ releas,eg;9g~~tqs;'fe~~,g~,~Witt;~J~" . 

'.. Waldo. and,JZh1r1cos .. t4 ~fl~t::fyrelease and,p~'~9,te"Hfavel and ,Sulka ), 
if' .~~ arid., otherjtreatments~o--'-",pWith such a ratio1!ar~:"the question_r.of whether' 

a~ treatment: i~s~'aS"==~trong?s, PO§l~s;tlfte "'1s'at.best irr~levant and 
at.wo.rst 'counterproductive since "a" stronger > treatment 'might cost 
more~money .. and vitiate the---:e-coriomic ratlo-hale for altern~tive man-
agement. ' ,'~ ., 'i' _ =y~J\..g?O" .', '. . 

- - .~\~--.--·:~·"~-----~~'~o-.___ .., __ " . 

I~" AnotheL rati9l'lale might be that' pr;i.~p,~~amura~}~progra~;"~~"=·"~~=-'-: 
c.=. __ keep prisoners- busy and out of mischiet,s,c:e-¥g~ in vocational train-, 

ing, education, recreati9n,"'ai"l,devE(rcounsel fng .Ifi keeping pr'is
o,;oners . busY,"is a .. r,atiori~~e for ~eatment,. then the, que~tlon of 
strength:~bft,reatrtlentcomes down' to thequest,ipn oi',hovl' busy the 

. tr~atment~ ke:eps them~ preslWlahly a stt'ong treatmentl; wo~ld"~be one 
~==~~~~w4.~~h::'~,th,e~,R9~~!!~!~'l, f~~,.~egping many prisoners; occupied . and /"out . of 

mischief for a ggQQi;:;1n1rny"hours-every day. The outcome measure W(U~,J.P 
be I the _J1Y!Jllr>er~~ hours of prisoner-time occup,ied per 'uni t time, S~lY -

. OnJ!IIP,week-: > . 7' ' ' . 
~. . ,~~::;d;;'.£::.~~-~' -:~ =-, ~--- 0 __ ,..; __ 0._ "_ •• o:.=.~- o;-~----;~<;:::--

~.!J',., Still another rationale for. some .,:treat:ments migjit_."be,. ~thl:f-'hu
mane rationale; ,th,at, as 'human~e' beings, p1;"j._soners- do not deserve, 
o.n(J.',top et,J everything else ~ to be idle -ana 'bored (see, for "exampl~, ,.4'l-

==i~~x:I~!3 /J • Under. that.;"5i,tcJJdrrale, strength of treatm'ent would .be /'~' 
as,s:essed in terms Qf~i:tS'- intere~t vaLue to prisoners. Act'"'i'<v:,e rec-/' 0 

reational-'I?19ggram~ might then be regarded_ as ·potentially . !:l~;:9nJJ.et 
tre~tm~,n,ts:,~Jhan, for example, "ocationar tratr1..i,n9,,::~or~cbun~;--I;ingiO 

" .. /" ~" " . ./ ..... ~.-)?.o-- .>--. ~: ;:" /" :', 

' ,I. ' . "4#' /., 
A p'r~ori ~~sessment of Strength of Tre~!ment ", ~/;f%' 

f . qne' can certain~y assess the strength of k'~/{t:~'~tnient in terms 
o~~;~t~ ·,'C?utcome. ; :S~.,~~f!~9~~f3.=weLe~da~~ge~i:>=bh,$n~£~~~t;:t'7a~t,!!:t4frrt~~w~~r" . " 

,de£"1n1 ~~!..9n"f~",a=s·t~rorlgone; c~feffects we,.5,~a.\1 -o~ °none~1stent, the') 
._~,~..='-,"~,t:.~'atm~e~nt was wea-~~,",How~ver, a wE!51k"freatment may .h~ye been weak 

;:=~~"';"' . fot any of three. reasons: .( I )/.sortle ;;,;t.reatmen~s are 1nherentlyweak 
,,' ... ana willqb rather litt:le~,._fC5r:/ any condition7 (2} sometreatmen~s 

ar~ pptent:1ial.ly strong .I:Jut areihapproprlate for the condition for 
Wh':i?~~~¥~~a,re. u~edra~d (3) 'some,=treatmen!:s ar7 potentially l3:~;tJm<J; 

....bU'~are g1venl:nonly a weak form. In the latter case the.,'problem 
~~'''-=-~may have resu1 ted from an' ini tia,! plan that inco:rporated a.weak'form 
. of·'.a,t.·reatmentor from a plan that began .. witha strong",forrn but went 

~W~y: To avoid abandoning' a pot;en,tFica"'lly;;trong 'treatment that Has 
"not been ,;:-...adequately tested,'i"t ". is neces<s'ary to make some a prio;:i,. 
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. aetel:'riiinatio~ of treatment strength so that one can,differentiate 
between 'poor outcomes attributable to the three reason~ given above: 
Te~son 1 recommends abandoning the treatment, while reasons 2 and 
3 recommend further exploration. ' Is Jtpossible to make an a priori 
determination of the strength of a treatment, and if so, how? 

Theoretical premises. These writer~ would suggest that the 
evaluation of strength of treatments begin with assessment of the 
theoretical' premises on which the trEtatment is based. Greenberg 
has noted that the the3<tretical'-ob~ses for many interventions "border 
on the preposterous," a somewh';l\.t polemic but perhaps warranted 
de~~ription. At the very least fi is evident that a large ~ropor
tion of the theorizing, if even present, is implicit. It~eems, in 
many.'cases, as if .theory Is lacking altogether, and in~e.rventions 
are being tried for no be~ter reason than that they see~ like good 
ideas at the time~ -

Glaser has a.sserted that the failure to employ adequate thl~ry 
is a key deficiency in crimi\nal justice evaluation research. 
He notes, for example,that it is pointless to test the effect's 
of.psychotherapeutic interventions on prisoners ,-'without differen-

. tiating among prisoners' p.robable response to psychotherapy. "Glaser 
"believes that when proper· differentiations have been made; a distinct 
.. v:alue for psychotherapy car .. be shown. ' 

At ,the ol,tset, then, in evaluating the potential strength of a 
treatment, one can determine whether the treatment is well-grounded 
in a theory which pr9vides links. between the type of intervention 
which is proposed, th,.~ types of offenders to which it is to be ap
pI ied, arid the anticip!ited outcomes. Were more treatments subject
edto such scrutiny, ft seems likely that many of them would never 
be tested, or at least not tested on such a large scale and so se
riously. 

A case in point is the study of counsel ing by Meyer ~t all}3 
Had those planning th'e intervention consiqered the realities faced 
by the girls at the vocational high school who were their subjects--

.'. poor family situations, physic(il" abuse, bad housing, undesirable 
social conditions--one wonderst:Jhet~:.er it would have seemed at all 
,credible that any kind of personal counseling, whether individual or 
group,' could have made any difference. ,What was the presumed link 
between the activities of group counseling and response to a physi
cally abu~ive parent? It is notsurpris ing that the evaluators con
cluded that the kind of treatment tested was not likely to beef
.fective and that more direct ways of intervening in the girls' real 
life circumstances needed to be developed. 

i' 
II 

" A systematic and-rigorous theoretical analysis prior to the !I 
Kasseb~um et al. 34 counseling study might well have reached. the if 

conclusion that an hour or two a week of counseling of the type 
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provid~d was unlikelyCto have detectable effect on the response of 
offenders to parole over a period of 3 years and probably little 
if any effect on the outcomes studied. These writers do not be
lieve that any such prior theoretical analyses were ever done and 
believe that they are infrequently done for other types of inter
ventions. The closest thing to a theoretical hypothesis in the 
Kassebaum et aL study is the statement that counseling should 
weaken the commitment of prisoners to the criminal value system. 
There was no specific link proposed between the counseling and the 
weakening of that commitment and subsequent adjustment on parole. 
The remaining hypotheses stated were rather mundane expectations 
about effects· 6f counseling that specified no mechanisms at all 
by which the effects were to be achieved. 

Th~. case may nO.t necessarily be ,better .s:or other·il~terventions. 
Testimony to the lack of theoretical analysis is provid~d repeatedly 
by studies which-conclude with the investigators beingsu'rprised' 
that more intense supervision of probationers or parolees leads to 
higher levels of detected and reported' offenses, especially tech
nical violations. To the best of these ~riters' knowledge, not 
one investigator made ,such a prediction, even though it should have 
been obvious in advance that reducing case loads' would in itself 
not change the handling of technical violations. Nor have the links 
between i'ntensi ty of supervision and parole adj llstment b~en well 
specified, 1f more intense supervision is to have its effects 'through 
greater surveillance to be produced and specify the types of offenses 
for which the greatest decrements would seem likely. 

A study of prisoners released from Massachusetts forest camps 
revealed no lower levels of rec~givism than for prisoners released 
from other types of facilities. It is difficult to absorb sllch 
a finding_ Why would one have expected any relationship between re
lease from a forest camp and subsequent recidiv ism? The, research 
report is totally nonrevealing of the origin of interest in the 
question. There was a difference· in recidivism rates ,for offenders 
released from two different forest camps, and the report attributes 
these differences to the difference in visitation frequencies be
tween/ the two facilities. That is a hypothesis possibly worth 
exploring, but as after-the-fact theorizing it is totally unsatis
factory. 

As indicated previously, many studies appe(ir to involve a good 
bit of implicit theorizing, but generally the theory is limited to 
rather general ,.expectations that doing what seem like good things 
for offenders will ev',entually have some good effects. In the re
cently f6ublished report on the UJiified Deli'nquency Intervention Ser
vices, a v'ariety of services provided to juvenile offenders are 
described and, while' th~,services generally seem like good things to 
do, specif.ic rationales 'are not always given for them (e.g., rural 
programs), nor\fs there'specificationof the links by which the ser-
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vices might be expected to. have e£fe~cts on subsequent offense rates. 
It might be both humane and otherwisEf"'d.esirable to see to it that 
juvenile offenders· who need dental work ,have it done, but it is 
quite unclea'r how having that work done might decrease subsequent 
delinquency. 

Either the Theory or the Practice May Be Wrong. One of the 
great disadvantages of a weak or nonexistent theoretical position 
is that when, as so very often happe'ns, expectations about the ef
fect of a treatment are net met, there is no good basis for inter
preting the failure of the t.reatment. If one has a theory (more or 
less) that psychotherapy will improve self-esteem, a,nd that with im
proved self-esteem some types of offenders will experience reduced 
pressure to follow their peers in criminal activities, and that such 
reduced pressure will result in lower rates of recidivism upon re
le'ase, then if the obtained results are not consistent with expecta
tions, e.g., if recidivism is not reduced, one is left with a ser
iesof questfons of interest and potential import. 

One may conclude that the theory was wrong and abandon that 
line of thinking. But one might also wonder whether that type of 
psychotherapy was wrong, whether the increment in self-esteem was 
achieved. One's conclusion might be limited and not totally pes
simistic. However, if one's theoretical perspective were n\'~ better 
thought out than that in some unspecified way psychotherapy ought 
to have an impact on recidivism, the failure to find an effect would 
be minimally informative and devoid of heuristi.c value. 

Threshold Effects. Careful analysis in the planning stages of 
an intervention may well suggest the likelihood of threshold effe1cts 
of treatment, i.e., that unless a treatment reached some given level 
of strength or intensity, no effects would. be detectable and that 
above the threshold, effects should be rather immediately detect
able. A compelling, if specific, illustration is provided by schemes 
which propose to give financial support to released offenders for 
a period of time while they look for work, the purpose of the 
subsidy being. to make it at least p~9sible for ex-offendf.!rs to 
avoid crime until they can find jobs. In all probability there 
is something akin to a threshold effect. in the amount of money 
necessary to make such a program work. If the amount of money 
necessary is too small, it can only supplement funds acquired in 
illegal activ ity. Above threshold the·' effects may be described 
by ~ fairl,' flat function to some level .. , since if parolees are 
really in. <~rested in going straight, hav ihg enough money to get 
by on will be enough, and more than that will not help them mU.ch. 
Probably, beyond a certain point, the m<:mey might become sufficient 
to make the parolee disinterested in looking for work, since he 
might have enough money for a time, even if only for 3 mont~~ 
or so~ to enable him to indulge ,himself .in comfortable idleness. 
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There may be threshold effects for other treatments also. A 
little bit of vocational training will probably be totally wasted, 

.. ; and if a trainee cannot be brought to some particular skill level, 
there may not be much point in beginning the training. From a re
habilitative standpoint there may be little value in educating pris
oners who are high school dropouts. If one adheres to labeling 
theory, there may not be much advantage in a diversion program which 
leaves an 'offender only a little bit labeled. Even for some types 
of counseling there. may be threshold effects if there are stages in 
the counseling process, e.g., building a relationship between cli
ent and therapist may have to precede a therapis t' s more di rect 
attempts at client change. 

To summarize, a strong treatment is likely to have a clear and 
acceptable theoretical rationale that specifies not only a plan for 
t.reatment but the mechanisms or processes expected to produce the 
desired change. Paul Samuelson is said once to have remarked that 
a.n economic theory that an economist cannot explain to his spouse 
i,s scarcely likely to be true. In these writers' view a theory 
clbout treatment that cannot be clearly stated and that is not per
suasive to most readers is scarcely likely to be useful and produc
tive in effecting change. 

Expert Judgments. A second approach to a priori assessment 
'of strength of treatment might be to have the treatment plan ex
amined by experts in the field who would then rate the treatment on 
the likelihood of its producing important changes or who would esti
mate the amount of change likely from implementing' the treatment. 
For example, one might have a group of experienced, profess~onally 
trained pa'tole officers estimate the reduc:tion in recidivism that 
might result from providing each parolee with a financial subsidy of 
$60 a week for 13 weeks (the arrangements in the previously cited 
u.S. Depad:ment of Labor 'document of 1977). Or one might have 
counseling experts estimate the amount of change in criminal beha
vior that might be achieved by a particular counseling program. Al
ternatively, or additionally, one might have experts in corrections 
estimate eff~cts likely to be produced by various programs. One 
might even have offenders estimate the strengths of different inter
ventions. If the strength of an intervention is to be estimated by 
an expert, it is important that the intervention be described as 
specificalli as possible. 

In some respects the idea of having experts assess strengths 
of treatments on an a priori basis may seem a fooli.sh enterprise 
qui te unl ikely to be reveal ing, but the senior autlior and one of 
his students, William Yeaton, have been investigating that possi
bility in various fields, not yet including corrections. Twelve ex
perts on the design of interventions to control cigarette smoking 
estimated the percent of treated subjects who would cease smoking 
in response to 50 different experimental interventions reported in 
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the literature. The average correlation bet'we.en judges' estimates 
and the actual percentage of those who ceased smoking was 0.47, and 
some of the judges achieved correlations up into t.he o. '70; s. We be ... 
I ieve that it is not beyond reason that carefully picked judges 
could make good estimates of the strengths of various. treatments for 
criminal behavior in terms of the change likely, 'to be produced. 
Even if such estimates were not totally accurate" they would almost 
certainly be better than no est imates at all, \'lhich i is the current 
state of affairs. 

Norms. For some treatments or aspects of some 'treatments, it 
might be possible to develop normative data that wquld be useful in 
assessing strengths of treatments. For example, if it were known 
that the typical counseling program in prisons involved I hour per 
week for 16 weeks, that the typical counselor had a college degree 
and ODe course in counseling, and that the typical counseling re
cipient was a volunteer in the last 6 months of his sent·ence, any 
p~oposed counseling program to be tested could be compared against 
that standard. A program which offered only eight sessions would 
appear on a priori grounds to be weak and probably not worth test
ing unless, in some manner, a special case for it could be made. 
Similarly, norms could be developed fo,r length of work release, time 
in sentence at which work r(~lease begins, rate of pay, type of job, 
etc., and any work release programs could be compared to the norms 
to determine whether they seemed stronger as treatments than the 
typical program. Parole norms could be established for caseload 
size, frequency of encounters" level of training, and any other 
variables thought important. 

Cost. Obv iously it would be a mistake to suppose that there 
is any direct or even necessary relationship between the cost of 
an intervention and the probable outcome. Nonetheless, within types 
of treatments it might be useful to document costs so that treatments 
could be compared. It would be of at least passing interest to 
know that the cost of maintaining an ex-offender on parole in one 
jurisdiction was three times the cost elsewhere. Substantial dif
ferences in costs do not necessarily denote differences in"treatment 
strength, but they may at least call attention to the issue and 

.; demand explanation that may be enlightening. 

Parametric Study of Treatment Strength 
:1! 

In order to facilitate systematic comparison of treatments, 
there might be an advantage in establishing a standard se1~ of para
meters for comparison, along with guidel ines for assessing trea t
ments with respect to the parameters. Experts might at some point 
be used to establish weighbings of the parameters so that they could 
be combined into a smaller set of indices or even into a single index 
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of treatment strength. It might never be possible to make good and 
legitimate comparisons across treatment types, but it might be quite 
possible to make comparisons within treatments, e.g., counseling 
might not be comparable to work release, but one counseling program 
. could be compared to an?ther. 

Listing po~sible parameters for consideration is' not diff
icult, but any list established would be arbitrary and would need 
~o be rev ised in I ight of opinions of experts in the field. Despite 
the arbitrariness of any list, for what it is worth, the following 
appear, to these writers, to be some "of the aspects of treatments 
worth considering. 

Qualifications of sta.ff. Until some standards are established 
for qualifications of stafT, it may be difficult to make highly ob
jective judgments. Even if standards existed, e.g., for qualifica
tions of instructors in vocational training, it might be very diffi
cuI t to obtain and present the information necessary to judge whether 
staff met the standards. Nonetheless, even now if sufficient informa
tion were presented, it would seem likely that qualified persons 
could rate staff on something like a 5-point scale ranging from 
"not at all qualified" to "highly qualified." 

Intensity~ This parameter refers to the amount of treatment 
per unit of time, say per week in the case of vocational, education
al, or counseling programs. In the case of parole supervision, in
tensity might refer not only to number of hours of contact per 
month but to the overall level of supervision made possible by ac
cess to various sources of information such as reports from employ
ers, from family members, and from personal observation. Again, at 
present, it might not be poss ible to do much more than rate some 
treatments on a simple scale ranging from low to high intensity 
treatment. Degree of probable involvement of staff and clients in 
the treatment process should also be assessed. Proponents of inter
ventions might be asked to specify how they would assure commi tments 
of staff and motivation of clients wherever either might be in doubt, 
e.g., from previous studies. 

Length. The time span over which treatment is carried out is 
another important parameter, the standards for which would obviously 
differ from one treatment to another. Ordinarily treatments ex
tended over time would be considered stronger than briefer treat
ments, but there could be a point of maximum benefit. 

Intensity-times-Length. "Totality, or at least optimality, of 
treatment may not be completely reflected in the separate factors of 
intensity and length. There is probably some optimal level of total 
treatment for some interventions. 

Focus of treatment. Generally speaking, a treatment would be 
considered stronger if it is focused on one or a few problems or out-
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comes than if it.is diffuse,~ For example, 24' 'counseling sessions de-
"voted to alcohol problems,may be a stronger treatment than 24 counsel
ing .sessions devoted to a variety of problems. Six months of t'rain
ing on a milling machine may be a stronger treatment than six months 
of general machine shop work. 

Clar.ityof treatment plan. A treatment that had a well-developed 
protocol to back it up would be c~nsidered stronger than one lacking 
such a protocol. 

Differential assignment. A treatment plan which involved assess
ment of the suitability of different candidates and which assigned 
them according to suitability would be considered a stronger treat-
ment. ,.! 

Again, there is not now a very good basis for rigorous quantifi
cation of strength of treatment on the parameters listed, but even to 
begin would be a notable step. Empirical work might help to delineate 
the specific features of each parameter and the most useful ways of 
scaling them. Further work could produce weights or rankin9~-of the 
parameters according to their importance for different types of treat
mentG Qualifications of staff might be of limited importance for some' 
treatments because of near standardization of personnel or because of 
limited staff input1 the importance of qualifications could be great 
for other treatments. If agreement on weights could be reached, the 
end result of the strength of treatment assessment could be a, single 
index permitting useful and revealing comparisons across different 
evaluations, settings, and programs, not to sayan index that could 
be related to treatment outcomes. 

A Posteriori Evaluations of Strength of Treatment 

" 

Treatment strength must o,ften be evaluated after the fact, e.g., 
when reading a research report on the evaluation of a treatment. The 
ideas sketched above for evaluating treatments a priori are, of 
course, applicable a posteriori also. However, researchers'could 
themselves improve estimates of treatment strength by planning for 
collection of data at the end of treatment which would indicate 
its strength. A fairly strong tradition in laborato

3
ry social psy-

chology is for the use of so-called manipulation checks 'I to determine '.' 
whether the experimental manipulation was successful and had its 
intended effect. Similarly it might be poss ible to build into some 
treatment evaluations procedures of data collection which would 
indicate sO,fbething about strength of treatment. For example, Kasse
baum et al. administered questionnaires to inmates after some period 
of counseling. Responses of .inmates suggested that counseling may 
not have been an especially strong treatment since inmates tended 
to view their own motives for participating as being primarily based 
on receiving the approval of prison administrators rather than re-
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ceiving therapy. Further, weakness of treatment is suggested by 
the inWftes I expressed doubts about the val ue of cqunsel ing. Meyer 
et ale found that girls in the counseling groups 'at a vocational 
high school were more liklely to report that they haa had sufficient 
opportuni ty to talk over their problems wi th an adul t than were 
girls in the control condition, not a very discriminating finding, 
but one that at least indicates that treatment probably ~~d some 
detectable impac,t. One final example is the Dickover et ale study 
of vocational training. }\ posttreatment questionnaire given to 
released offenders indicated, among other things, that the training 
they received had been with equipment quite comparable to or better 
than equipment found in places of employment on the outside. Thus, 
in that parti'C:ular study the treatment was strong in at least one 
technical aspect. 

In instances in which treatment outcomes are expected to be me
diated by some intervening processe5J~ posttreatment 'measures might 
help to determine whether those processes ever occurred. If treat
ment is expect to improve self-esteem, which is in turn expected to 
improve resistance to peer pressures, a posttreatment self-esteem 
measure might indicate whether the strength of treatment was suffi
cient to produce the expected change in' the mediating variable. 
Kassebaum et ale'13 thought that favorable outcomes from counsel ing 
would be mediated by changes in inmates I coromi tments to criminal 
value systems, but at least some questionnaire evidence indicatii 
that change in commitment never was achieved. The ~DIS study 
makes very explicit its immediate and intermediate goals, and data 
developed and presented by the investigators tend to support the 
conclusion that most of the immediate and intermediate goals of the 
project were achieved. In the case study of the UDIS study, had 
there been a failure of the treatment to show an effect, or the ef
fect wash out, the failure presumably could not be readily attribut
ed to a very weak treatment. 

Greater efforts should. be required of investigators to establ ish 
strengths of treatments, and posttreatment questionnaires, if judi
ciously employed, could be very helpful in accomplishing that task. 

The Case for Strong Treatments 

We would like to take advant:.age of this opportunity to make the 
case for testing treatments ina strong form. In any test of the 
effects of a treatment there are several risks to be run. One risk, 
for example; is that results will occasionally appear positive simp
ly by chance. That risk is quantifiable by adopting a given level 
of significance, for use in statistical tests. Another risk, one 
much more difficult to quantify, is that a result will be regarded 
as negligible by chance alone. That risk is difficult to quantify 
because there is no single convention to operate~ as a guide and be-
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cau~~, setti~9 any level for the' probability of being able to detect 
a real 'ef~ect, if, it exists, requires a decision about the size of 
an effec't one wishes to be able to detect. . 

We are rarely in a position in applied research settings to 
specify in adva~T ,jilst what we would' consider an effect worth de
tecting. Cohen has proposed some rules of thumb for what would 
be considered small, medium, and large effects in research in the 
behavioral sciences, but his guidelines bear no relationship to 
needs required for decisionmaking in the real world. 

I . , 
I' 

Howev,br, apart from statistical considerations, in applied re-' 
search settings a powerful factor determining the probabilities of 
Type II errors (see page 19) is likely to be th~ strength of the 
treatment tested. Once a treatment has been tested and found want
ing, there' is an impetus for abandoning it, particularly l·f it is. 
at all expensive, and the impetus may be imparted without respect to 
specific characteristics of the t're'atment. Thus, if ,a family support 
program appears to have no effect, further efforts to explore the 
usefulness of such programs may cease without anyone ever inquir.ing 
whether the program was anywhere near optimal in its design and "'im
plementation. in order to minimize the probability that Type I'I 
errors will be made, these authors urge that, at least in initial 
tests of treatment, the strongest ppssible treatment be devised and 
tested. If even the strop.gest treatment has little ,,,,effect, perhaps 
one may be justified in abandoning that line of ~ffort. If the 
strongest treatment does have an ef.fect, then an appropriate stra
tegy may be to proceed to "decompose" the treatment to det~rmine 
whether it might be effective in a weaker or less expensive' form. " 

An argument that is sometimes raised against testing of strong
est forms, of treatments is that they are like the proverbial million
dollar cure for cancer, a solution simply not affordable no matter 
how effective. These authors I response to that argument is twofold. 
First, it is usuallyJmportant/ to know whether in principle some goal 
can be accomplishede If we then choose not to try to accomplish it 
becallse of the expense, we at least know why we are not pursuing it 
and do not delude ourselves with the mis'taken, however comforting, 
excuse that "nothing can be 4.'one." Knowing that a goal is attainable 
in principle can be very important in establishing priorities. The 
second response \! to .' the million-doll'ar cure argument is that if we 
kn~w a way, however' expensive, of rehabilitating criminal offenders 
with a high degree of certainty, we'would have a very useful guide 
to further research. When origin~lly developed the artificial kid
ney was in the million-dollar, cure category, but further research and 

. technological development have decreased the .price of dialysis to a 
point at which it is expen~ive but not insufferably so. If we knew 
what to do abo~t criminal offender, rehabilitation., even if it in
volved a very strong and expensive treatment, we t/ould know something 
of great value. 
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Another argument in favor of testing treatments in their strong
est form stems from the very substantial difficulties in the field of 
criminal justice of planning and successfully carrying out true exper-' 
iments, the methodological achievement which provides the strongest 
basis for causal inferences 1 inking treatment,s to outcomes. In gen
eral, the larger the effect one proiPuces, the less likely one will 
entertain the possibility of variables other than the treatment ac
counting for the effect. .When the·re are lapses in methodology, 
whether at the planning -stage or in actually carrying out an experi
ment, those lapses admit, as m9re or less'plausible rival hypotheses, 

~_ ~av_~I"i~ty of explanations for the findings, e.g., that results may 
be attributed ·to~-maturi3,J;()n, to initial differe'tl,ces between noncom
parable experimenta'l and contHn-9r0UpS.:J;:~Q ~xtr~neous and unantici-
pated events coincident with trea tmigt, ancCso"'-cm=(-c£OJ;_~C!!)_extended , 
discussion see Campbell and Stanley). Most rival hypothes~s~~are==~~~~~ 
plausible about in proportion as the results are smt;lil ot: limited. ~~,~ 
When there is i;r really sizabl~ effect associated with a treated 
group, ,it i~, implausible that it will have been caused by something 
other than the treatment. It is, unfortunately; the case inr:esearch 
on offender reh,abilitation that the effects likely to be achieved 

. will be of modest size at best and therefore vulnerable to a variety, 
"of alternative explanations when the methodology is deficient. Weak 
treatments exacerbate the case "considerably • 

. Consider, fort example., a study summarize...d by' Greenberg46 from': 
an unpublished report by Car.ney and Bottome. ~7 Inmates who had re
ceived at least 25 weeks of individual therapy were, followed up after 
4 years, and their recidivism rate was compaJ;'ed with that expected 
from base expectancy scores. The expected rate was 68 percent and, 
the actual r~te was only 53 percent, so the pJ;ogram was considered 
to be highly successful. . However, the base expectancy score was 
rather crude and may npt have given a good e~t:imate of actual risk 
for the therapy subject-s. It is easy to believe that the 15 percent 
difference in recidivism~irates might have bee'n accounted for by 
biases in selection of 'subjects for therapy_ Suppose, however, that 
the recidivism rate for the therapy group had be.en onlY,35 percent, 
at that level it might be easierto believe that therapy had an ef
fect than that by some unspecifiable process a group of . subjects 
could have been identified for whom the recidivism'tate was so much 
lower than expected~ Our intlli tion will usually suggest to us wheth
er it is plaus ible that unspecif ied factors could have been powerful 
enough to produce effects "observed. HOw might a much lower recid
ivism rate have. been produced? One can only answer this question 
hypothetically, but presumably, assuming .. therapy to be effective at __ _ 
all, if only expert therapists were. involved, if therapy sess ions 
were held with the right. frequency and over a sufficiently long pe
riod of time, perhaps with postrelease followup sessions, more 
faVOrable outcomes might have been produced. . 

In those in~~ances. in which treatments are found to have posi
tive effects, arg,uments from weak treatments might be thought espe-
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cially persuasiv~ since the resul ts might, be taken to imply that if, 
stronger trefitments were used, even mor~;positive, outcomes would be" 
obtai"ned.Probably this is often the ca~'e ,oalthough the relationship 
between any assessment of treatment streltgth and outcome is not like .... 
ly to be ilinear, and perhaps not, even 'monotonic, i.e., some treat
ments l1\ay be stronger than/optimal and actually produce less favcrr-i, 
abl'e , ou~comes than weaker' ones. , In psych9therapy, for example, in- I 

dividual therapy would usually' be considered a st"rongertr,eattnen,t 
than 'group therapy, and a 'probing, insight-oriented treatment would,' 
usually be considered,a stronger treatment than a mc;>re rational pro
blem-solving or ~upportive therapy.' . , ' 

There is evidence, however, that with some kinds of patients, 
especially those, considet;ied borderline in adjustment or those likely 
to be labeled schizoP,hrenic, group and less intensive treatments 
have bet.ter outcom~s. Intensity of pa"role supervision prob~bly 

=,~,b~fL§ome optimum v'alue beyond which less favorable outcom~,s are 
I ikelY~'=';>-===--~=_-d."'-:" , 

~, It is also sometimes true' that very weak treatments can be sus
/pect because they a:'re unlikely to have produced the results attri-

'/ " buted to them. A w:idely known study sp~wing the ext'ensive' effects 
tif ,brief ..psychotherapeutic intervention on utilization of health 
services4~ is suspect precisely because the resul ts seem to indicate 

, that a single interview couldb~ shown to have had an effect still 
detectable after 8 years!. These writers are not aware of! any quite 
comparable case; >in offender rehabilitation, but there have been many 
treatments tes,ted that were so obviolfs~yweak that had they"had an 
effect, it would have been immediately~ suspect as an artifact of 

: some sort. 
1/ 

Are Really'Strong Treatments Realistic? 

The question might be raised whether the strong t'reatments 
that are ~ncouraged in this paper are at all realistic, in the world 
of corrections and offender rehabilitation. Is it realistic to sup
pose that work release programs) could be developed -in whicb prison
ers would be released for substantial periods of time into meaning
ful and good-paying jobS' in, which they might continue postrelease? f 
Is it realistic to think of counseling programs with expert staf.f, 
individualized counseling programs, intensive treatment over con
siderable peri.ods/;of time, and the like? Could a prison develop 
and opexate a vocational training program with highly qualified in"'; 
structors, high quality training materials, carefully selected oc
cupational specialities, good placement programs, ,and alLcthe char-__ 
acteristics that most people regard as desirable? Perhap~ not; 

---these writers are not'in a position to say. However, in the ab"sence 
of strong treatments, ca.re should be taken in drawing pessimistic 
conclusions about treatments that supposedly do not work. 
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Implementing stronger -treatments might 'Become . pos~J-ble if 
strength ,of tt"eqtment were made Jilore salient·, as an '''i.s.sae and if 
greater pressures were put on thoseresponsibl~ for :9P-ifetoping pro-

",grams to ,plan strong~rtreatments. Not all increments in strength 
of treatment necessarily depend on avallabil ity of greater resources. 
For example, to the extent that a clear and thoughtful treatment pro
tocol resul ts in a stronger treatment, all that is requiredis clear
er thinking and more thoughtful people to develop -those protocols. 

In any case, it should b~" made clear whether particular treat;,;.. 
ments are studied because no better ones can be imagined, or because 
current administrative arrangemetrts would not-pernfit oetter 'ones, or 
because some segment ,of society f$ unwilling to make the resources 
available that would be required fbr better ones. 

"<-, 

INTEGRITY OF TREATMENT AS AN ISSUE --

" Even if a seemingly st/rong and potentially ef¥~F~ive treatment", 
is planned, there is no guarantee that the treatment will actually 
be carried out. ~lany things can go wrong. The staff charged with 
carrying out the treatment may lack qualifications, staff may ,not 
comprehend the tre'atment plan, interest in the treatment may wane, 
carelessness about implementing features of the plan may be wide
spread, those to be treated may fail to attehdtreatment sessi~ons, 
and on and on. There is, . then, a serious probl~m in evaluating 
'treatments: there may be a very serious discrepancy between the 
treatment as described in the plan, the treatment that was intended, 
and, the treatment actually delivered. 'We refer-to thIs dii:;,crepancy .. 
as a problem of' treatment integrity. _ Any conclusions about -th"e~out
come of a treatment should be limited t,o the" treatment (ictually 
delivered rather than to the treatment as intended. The construdt 

II validity problem stemming front weakn~ss of treatments is that the 
treqtment actual'ly t.ested may not resemble what most people have in 
mind when they "interpret fi'ndings, e;g., brief training, occurs but 
findings are interpreted as reflecting on extended training;' 

/ " 
I 

/

., The construct validity problem involving treatment integrity 

... 
'" is that the treatment actually deliver.ed may no._.t be th. e same as the 

;; treatment about which conclusions are drawn-~ If, the prescribed 
;,/ treatment is not actually delivered, then any conclusions about 

efficacy wiTI be misleading. Although it is possible that a treat-
ment del ivered could be better than the prescr.~ibed trea~ment, it 
seems unl ikely in practice •. In most instances al)y al tera'tlons that 
take place' will be for the' worse. _ 

Q~ay50 has suggested that ~there are four elements to be con
. sidere9 when evaluating the integrity of a program: the conceptual 

J 
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clarity of the basis for the intervention~ th~ servic~ actualJ.Y~ccreoZ~~~,,~, 
livered1-thepersonneJ.~involved in service delivery; and the, appro- . ,"''?'-.,''..::;;., 

priateness of'thetreatrnent for those treated.. Thej)ewriters~pre"'" 
~er toallo'cate some ofOuaY'~ s""c~nsiderat~ons t,othe issue of st,rength 
r:~ther than- integrity of treatment'/ -but~'~ufiyl~~~anal~j:-',§"has be~n . 
o~ substantial value in simu!ating com;,i,~:teratiori of Doth problems. 0 

when Quay examined the report by' Kas'sebaum et al. 5l witlr' respect 
-_t;\l?his;:~list of issues, he found the study seriously deficient \on 
ail o'C2unts. The conceptual' basis for the intervention, group co~n':' 
s~\lfnCi, was ,very weak, apoin1: made .prev=:hGtfs1.y in thi~ paper"~ Al"'so-;-
~s :,\oted previously, the. ~ersonnel were not necessarily well qual- ~_;" 
1f1ed'I" were not well tra1ned, and we~re, themselves, doubtful of~,"ff" 0 

the value bf the intervention, and were~ probably poorly~ motiiabed';-. 
Participation by ,the, inmates, was scarcely voluntary, .§l.nd.>-~eI1ey did ' 
notbelieve'tfia.t the treatment~was effectiveeven"a,1;;the beginning. 
The. groups were formed rather I\,haphazard!y~".-?ana'there w~s'clearly 
no attempt to match 'inmates to treCl.!-ID.ent<fue~~hods.' . '0 " 

M6re clearly relev~nts;""t:owh=~t is here called integri ty of treat
.. mept are the obs~,ryati'-o'nsmade by Quay concerning",the'moriitoring of 
se'rviceS9J!,lPivered.: As hel'l0tes, the project ,staff itself identified 
~,.;series ofp]:,oblemsthat characterized the groups : superficiality 

.=' ~'andl'aCJtof: emotionar inv6'ivement,:. tendencies for talkative members 
to monopolize di"scussions, 'lack of confidence in leader.s, tendencies 
to focus on stories that were not analyzed but merely "stimulated com- ' 
peti tive acco4nts from other inmates, and tendencies for staff, mem
bers to permit periods of silence as long as entire sess.ions because 
ofmisunderstailding of noncfirective counseling or their own in~l:>ility 
to stimulate discussion. Kassebaum et ale themselve13.repbr't that 
"there ~ere some, but not many, groups ••• in which fhe conduct of 
the ses'~ions approximated the goals of cQupseling set forth. in 

. the' dep~rtmental training manual"fp. 123) rio" As if the foregoing 
'j5fob.l~emswe,re~p()t suf·ficient, the groups we-re unstable wi'th·: respect 

to bOth lead'~rs and-members.; The report by~Kassebaum et ale quotes .. 
the grpup counseling coordinator as remarking that a group could" 
be reg~;rded' as' stable .if there were less than one change' in leade,r 
p~r mOp:th, and they note that no ,group 'had the same leader for. 
an entire year~ l;nmate members of groups :moved in ~'ana but of 
groups·· as their prison assignments required 'and some stopped at-
tend!ing counsel ingsessions al tog'ether. .0- , I, 
:';- -". \ .. 

;; ~_. ,.'1 . ~ _ 

~. "Given the problems that existed in treat,ment, these writers 
. conclUde along with Quay that the treatment was so lacking in inte
, gr'1 ty that no conclusion at all is justified -;:,concerning the impact 

of gro\.t'p counseling on recidivism. What is surprising is that 
·Kassebaum et ale did not make clearer the limitations on the'ir ColJ.~' 
~lusions about. th.~ usefulness. of g~02uP coun,seling., Further~9rer it 
1S truly aston1sh1ng that Martlnson descrlbed the treatment ,~s._ one 

'I "wh"ichf' had been able to effect an exceptionally intensive a"nd experi
!I mentally rigorous transformation of the institutional env ironment. ". 
I Group counseling mayor may not have any usefulnes!? in prisons, but 
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itnwould~pe<unfortunate,-;'to say the least, if.the Kass~baum et al. 
study were used as"':aCjostif fetation ,to, abandon study of group couns~,1~ 

. ;":;., ing~under more felICitous.pircumstancesthan existed'i"nthe Cilitornia 
~~"'~-"..insM:tutiontheystuqJ.ed._, ':' '.~,; 

~_ \. '-.;.:.~ .. ~. __ .~ ___ -"~,_~_50~.,\;,;.-=;~·~'~ _" ._ . 

:._~,,>,.-<,"=,~:::·t:FJ~ ~orth" not-ing h~x,~th;;~rrot'~J.T~tmp't6v:ements in "the Cal i
.~~'''-j "fmcn iag roup ,,~qYJlse~1H:;,g""'prog ram wou:J.,d<,necessa·r i If i nyol V;"eg r,ea te r 

rE/sourc~J::h,,;s1i"ilce oneve.rymajor'·.chalige co~Wd beaccompl'ish~d by,mak
"., _~.ng~-·p·articipation in cO't,fns,elhig truly voluntary by assur:ing,'~prisoners 
;;;~;'=/'~""':that nc)' recq!:(to·f anY,kinc:3 would be made 'of their participation or 

nonparticip~ation in a cCHirrseling prog,ram. -~ 

-.' , .1i 
Were the Kas,Sebatim ~~al.stu·dy the only ex'amp]/l',of a treat-

", ment gone . awry, the iS5u~of treatment integri ty;"kould be easily 
dispensed with~ . Unfortunately that study is~?n'o 'means~:~na'nom-

, .~;y=,_.-a'HEtro=ugh a case cannotv-so. easilY.oE,~rt:t.~~-·ag"ainst:.=-maJ1Y' other 
=,Co==-=--"'''-'tre.:;Jtmeri'ts. As Quay I'lQt,e,(l,=~he- K-a-s~seoaum et al. study is rema rk-

. ,able for t:l1~.de·t~atl~eaTnformation it:gives abopt the program under 
inve~t·igation. . As 'Will, be noted here later, most qescriptionl~·· 
of treatJllents a\Fe so deficient that it _ is impossible to be very' 
certain even what the treatment was, let alone how well it wa,~ .' 
delivered. Still there areenbugh (lther;instances in the li.tera'::"., 
ture of failures of treatment int'egrity ~o make it evident that 
there is cause for s~=ri0us concern. With'out peing exhaustive, we 
will present~,~yer-a"I"examples which illuS'trate the problem. 

'One=issue, of imp"6rtancehas to do with t.he level at which Coone 
conceptualizes~ and ultimately examin~s, treatment and its integrity. 
There. have been a number of studies of 'case load size in probation -
and parole supervision. At an obvious level the treatment. consists 
of assighment of probationers or parolees to different case super~~~ 
visors whose caseloads differ. At that leve~ there is probably not 

"much cause for concern about integrity, of treatment s.ince, if a re-
port states that some superN,isors hadl5 Cc:lses and othe.rs=had50, 
it is likely that actual caseloads approximated those,. figures reason
ably well. However, at a mOre meaningful:1evel, the treatment: presum
ably was tp involve vari.ation in intensity of super"wi'sion, probably 
as reflected'rrcajffount,of contact between· supervis'Or and the proba
tioner or parolec:il. If, however, case supervisors with smaller case
loads used th'ele freedup time to att;end more meetings, ,to writ.e 
mOJ;e reports, or merely not to work as h~rd, !=heri:more intense 

.supervJsipn woul~ not beachij,v3ed, a,rtd the integri,ty of the treat~ent, 
would be Jeopard1zed. Glaser notes that there 1sreason to be11eve 
that reduction in caseload size was not accompani'ed by increasid 
intensi ty of superv~sion. This inconsistency (se.e Greenbe,rg .'~ ) 
may be partially expl'ainecl by - the va',riable' tendency of reducing 
caseloads to increase intensity of supervision. In order to prohect 
integrity of treatment in parole supervision studies, the treatment 
should 'o'E!' described and implemented in t'erms of amount ,·of cont~ct 
or other supervisory activities ratqer than simply in caseload size 
per se. 
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The C~<mmunity Treatment Project (CTP) provides an example of 
a program whose' implementation d,id not matco its description. The 
CTP was suppose~ to del.~ver a variety CLf tervices to ~elinquents 
placed on probat10n. However, as LermanS has shown, 1t actually 
involved extensive social control and detention, so much so that 
youths on probation experi;enced a good many more days inpostrelease 
detention than did those who had served their sentences and been 
released outright. Moreover, the CTP YO(iths had been classified 
according to maturity level aJ.:ld were to have been treated accordingly. 
However, as Lerman has shown, treatment was administered largely 
independently of maturity level. Lerman pointed out a number of 
othe~ways in which the CTP departed from the treatment plan as 
described but whlchwere not necessarily taken into account in 
interpreting the findings of the study. Lerman also makes simi
lar points with respect to the California probation subsidy pro
gram. 

Some problems with maintaining the integrity of the programs 
probably stem from difficulties in finding s.t~ff who are motivated 
toward, and capable ~6' adhering to the requirements of a treatment 
plan. Jesness et al., for example, reported the result,s of a con
tingency contracting study with delinquents and noted that many field 
officers were not very successful in implementing the treatment, even 
though·they had been trained' to do so. Some off icers seem unable to 
wri tecontracts at all, and ul timat'ely contracts were written for 
only 269 of 1,248 identif ied problem behaviors. Moreover, only 104 
of the 269 contracts written were judg~d adequate. Obviously, con
tingency contracting cannqt be expected to be useful if it is not 
prope'rly implemented, and perhaps it really cannot be implemented 
wi th personnel 1 ikely to be avaJlable in most places,. It would be 
unwarranted, however 6 to conclude that contingency contracting can
not work, since capable personnel may be available in some places 
and since it may be possible to improve on the training or super
v'ision of personnel to achieve greater adherence to the demands 
of the treatment. ~ 

Thee'xamples ,of problems with treatment integrity given here 
are cert~~nly not the, only instances that may be found (s:ee Saari 
and Selo ) • One limitation, however, is that few programs and 
their implementation are described suff iciently well to make it 
poss.ible to know what the level of treatment integrity might have 
be'en. This is a facet of evaltts:tion that badly needs correcting. 

A Priori Assessment of Integrity of Treatment 

One can assess integrity of treatment only after it has been 
delivered. However, it should be possible to make so~e assessment 
of the likely integrity achievable at some point prior to delivery 
of treatment. Essentially that assessment involves ,examination of 
the nature of the treatment and the plans devised to assure its de-
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livery according to protocol. The conceptual distinctness of strength 
and integrity of t~eatment is revealed by noting that it is perfectly 
possible t.o have a weak treatment delivered exactly according to 
plan; in fact, as will be suggested later, weaker treatments are 
quite likely to have higher integrity of delivery. " . 

\. 

"The Treatment Plan. The f~ast element to be examined is the 
trea'tment plal1 i tself ~.As Quay notes, a conceptually sound and 
clear treatment plan is more likely te be delivered with integrity 
than is a 'vague or poorly described plan--or at least s.o it would 
seem. It is 'possible that the failure to delineate in any clear 
way. the treatment which 'is' to be delivered is more a failure 

, of ,description, of communication, ~ tha,n of concept and protocol. 
Certainly there could be a well conceived and sharply defined treat
ment concealed by dense, imprecise, or careless verbiage. Nonethe
less, when a treatment plan'is not clearly spelled out and compre
hensible, those responsible for providing approval and funds for 
implemetlting the treatment should be on guard. In these writers I 
opinion, as detailed in the last section of this paper, nieither 
approval of nor funding for the test of a treatment program should 
be provided until a detailed treatment plan is· available. ' 

The conceptual basis for a treatment should make clear the 
assumptions about target behavior on which the treatment is predi
cated' and the links by which the processes involved in treatment 
are expected to result in gghavior change. For example, if as 
staged by Kassebaum et ale the effects of. group counseling en 
recidivism are thought to be mediated by weakening the commitment 
of inmates to a criminal value system, t.he mechanisms or proces~es 
in court'seling that produce that weakening should be spelled out; the 
way in which weakening of commitment to the value system is to t~e
duce criminality at rather remote times in the future should also 
be specified. If reduced parole officer case loads are thought to 
lead t.o more intens ive su'rve illance and hence to reduced oppor
tuni ties for criminal behav ior, that chain of actions and conse
quences should be made explicit--for one rea'son, so as to enhance 
the pr.ospect that the original action of deducing caseload size 
would actually lead to closer surveillance. 

There are many elements which might bf! listed in an adequate 
treatment plan; just which elements should be listed would differ 
depending on the type of treatment. Still,' it is possible to spe
cify some that should almost always be present. These would in
clllde: (a) the methods used to select persons for treatment(s) and 
how any matching of persons to treatment .occurs; (b) the frequ~ncy, 
length, ~nd circumstances of any interventi.on with individuals or 
gr.oups; (c) a description of the total services to be delivered, 
including elapsed time in treatment; (0)' the identities, experiences, 
and training of the .. s.taiff who are t.o deliver treatment, including 
vendors, if any."These f.our listed items would be merely a minimal 
set, but even they are not described in many l"eports (see last s,ec
ti.on .of this paper). 
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Staff Commitment. For most treatment interventions, the com
mi tment of the stafJ=o t

6
0
1 
the treatment program is vital. As i.nvesti

gators have found' if staff are not commit .. ted to a treatment 
program, it is unlikely to be 'well implemented and delivered. In 
fact, it is· difficult enough to deliver many treatments even with 
a completely committed st~ff. A half-hearted commitment, let alone 
outright resistance, is IJkely to be disastrous. Ideally the de
scription of a "proposed treatment pr99ram should include positive 
evidence of staff commitment. Such evidence might come in the form 
of questionnaire responses, interview data, or even unsolicited tes
timonials. In the absence of any positive evidence of staff com
mi tment to a treatment, those evaluating a proposal are forced to 
rely on their own judgments about the probabilities of staff en
thusiasm, but such judgments should not be shirked. Where there 
are reasons to suspect a low level of staff commitment, an investi
gator should be required to produce evidence of satisfactory com
mitment as a conditj.on of project approval. 

Supervisory Plan. Despite the best plans and intentions, pro
grams can fail for want of adequate supervision. A satisfactory 
proposal for evaluation of a treatment should include a specific 
plan for supervision of delivery of treatment to insure that deli
very conforms to plan. For example, the supervisory plan should 
provide for monitoring of training personnel, for checking on ad
herence to treatment protocols, for verification of staff activi
ties, and the like. To some extent an adequate program of super
vision may seem to cast doubt on the qualifications and dedication 
of staff, but with a w~ll-motivated and committed staff, supervi
sion can be seen as a valuable method of verification and account
ability rather than as an intrusion. Without a g'ood plan for super
vision, a project is always open to a charge of inferior treatment, 
especially if the treatment proves to have minimal or equivocal 
effects. 

Documentation of Service Delivery. Related to the plan for super
vision of treatment staff is the plan by which it can be documented 
that treatment as described did, in fact, take place. Every research 
proposal that is approved should include a specif ic plan by which it 
can be documented that .services were delivered according to plan as 
described in the proposal. The plan should include mechanisms for 
establishing that treatment sessions took place, that those to be 
treated attended, that the treatment protocols were adhered to, and 
that the total amount of treatment can be estimated with confidence. 
Proposals to evaluate treatments should include such things as forms 
on which dates and places of sessions could be recorded, along with 
the names of those in attendance, provisions for tape or video re- _. 
cording' of sessions to be analyzed later for conformance to require
ments of treatment, spot-checking of treatment sessions by super-

. visors, interviews or questionnaires with subjects of treatment, 
and so on. Reputable survey research firms regularly perform checks 
to determine .that their interviewers perform according to instruc
tions, that interviews actually take place, etc., and it does not 
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seem less important that such quality control mechanisms should be 
applied in evaluation of treatments. 

Complexity and Difficulty of Treatment. Generally speaking, we 
can expect that the more complicated or difficult a treatment is 
to\~dminister, the greater the likelihood that its integrity will 
suft,er. Where it is possible on a, priori ground to surmise that 
a tr~atment will be complex and difficult, concern for integrity 
of treatment should be sharpened, and demands for protection of 
integr'ity should be increased. Unfortunately it is also the case 
that the more. complex the treatment, the more diff icul t it is to 
establish its integrity. When a treatment is so apparently simple 
as delivering a monetary subsidy to parolees for a period of time, 
it should not be difficult to document that the treatment was ·car
ried out. as planned, although even with such simple treatment it 
is reasonable to ask how parolees will be kept in contact with 
staff, how there can be assurance that parolees receiving the sub
sidy are in fact unemployed, and so on. Where the treatment is 
more complex, as in vocational training, counseling, etc., "there 
are many more possibilities for shor~coming, and anticipations of 
problems in maintaining treatment integrity will be ~reater. When 
programs are very complex, e.g., requiring the del ivery of a wig2 variety of services by diverse agencies, ~ in the UDIS study, 
apprehensions become even stronger. Patton provides an example of 
an intervention that was evaluated even though it never took place 
at all. Some treatments may also raise doubts about probable in
tegrity because of the likelihood of resistance within the correc
tions community or even the community. at large, as might occur 
with ambitious plans for community placements, or because of in
feasibility growing out of excessive resources required to imple
ment the program. 

The fc.ct that complex or otherwise difficult programs are sus
pect from the beginning may seem unfair--an indictment of treat
ments before they have had a chance to be tried. However, the his
tory of treatment efforts in many fields justif ies great@r doubts 
for more difficult innovations. What is required in such cases is 
that investigators who propose to test the efficacy of unusually 
complex interventions propose correspondingly careful and thorough 
devices to insure that departures from the treatment plan are mini
mized and that when departures occur they are detected and assessed. 
The more complex the treatment, the more detailed should be the 
plan for protecting treatment integrity by appropriate treatment 
protocols, supervision, monitoring, and motivating staff. 

A Polterlorl Allellment of Treatment IntegritY 

Unfortunately, the very concept of treatment integrity has 
as yet so little currency that a priori assessment is rarely done. 
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Equally unfortunately, ~ posteriori assessment is rarely done and 
is often very difficult if not'impossible. Worse yet, the infor
mation required for a posteriori a.ssessment of treatment integrity 

,; is infrequently available. As will be pointed out in the last 
section of this paper, the information necessary to assess strength 
and integrity of treatment is rarely given in research reports and 
may not even be available at all in many cases. In these writers' 
view, the current situation demands stringent corrective measures. 

When it is possible to assess .treatment integrity after the 
fact,' usually from a final report on a project, the factors to be 
con~idered are much the same as for a priori assessment. One wants 
to know whether there was a treatment protocol to be followed and, 
if so, how sensible and detailed it was. One wants to know what 
provisions were made for supervision of treatment delivery and one 
wants documentation of delivery of services along with indicators 
of their quality. Data should be provided on. intensity and length 
of treatment, attendance at sess~ons, and many other relevant vari
ables. 

I 

There remains the discouraging question of what to do when a 
treatment is inadequately documented and appears to have produced 
no significant results. The solution proposed here is expensive 
but based on the assumption that potentially us.~ful treatments should 
not be abal')doned on the basis of inadequate tests. The solution 
proposed by, these writers is that if the strength and integrity 
of treatments cannot be documented, reports on their outcomes 
should be strictly ignored and their outcomes should not be cited 
in any way by responsible investigators or program developers. 

NEED TO DOCUMENT TREATMENTS 

The need for better, more complete documentation of treatments 
is, in the judgment of these writers, imperative. The current situa
t·ion borders, in fact, on scientific disgrace. In the course of 
preparing this paper, 29 papers (listed following notes) involving 
a variety of treatments in the general categories of work release, 
vocational placernent~ probation and parole supervision, counseling, 
halfway houses, and miscellaneous other interventions were rev iewed 
for adequacy of description of the treatment. Only six papers 
(Jesness, 19721 Collins, 19691 Acquilano, 19721 Metametrics, 19751 
State of Minnesota, 19741 and Varki, 1977) met even minimum standards 
of adequacy. (We judged the reports by Collins, Jesness, and Meta
metrics to have quite good descriptions.) It is absolutely impos
sible to arrive at a meaningful interpretation of the findings of 
a treatment evaluation unless one knows what the treatment was. 
One would not, from most treatment evaluation reports, have more 
than the foggiest notion of what the treatment was. 
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One of the canons of science, and presumably the treatment 
evaluation _reports examined aspire to the status 6f science, is 
replicability. One absolutely could not replicate most studies 
of rehabilitative efforts in the criminal justice field because 
one CQuld not even begin to replicate the treatment. ,It avails 
little that a research design is specified clearly and that out
come measures are carefully'described, if the treatment description 
is so sketchy that a reader cannot tell what was really done in 
the intervention. 

Perhaps it might be objected that the t'reatments usually be
ing tested in the literature on rehabilitation of criminal offend
ders are so standard and well understood that they need not be 
described in each research report since there is general agreement 
as to what the treatment involves. Is this true? Then what spe
cifically is denoted by a treatment which is described only as 
assignment of prisoners to a forestry camp (Pi tzpatrick, 1967)? 
What minimum 'happenings may be assumed to have occurred when a 
treatment is described in not much more detail than that in a 
planned parole process prisoners "represent themselves" in nego
tiating their parole program (Wisconsin Department of Corrections, 
1977)? Or when offenders are said to be released during the day 
to work in State hospitals "giving direct care services" and to 
"attend weekly meetings and in-service training," neither of which 
is described in any way (Farrington, 1977)? 

These writers would not agree that very much at all may be 
assumed about treatments based on a common understanding of what 
they are supposed to be. Nothing should be assumed that is not 
specified, but more oft,en than riot so little is specified that 
almost nothing about a treatment should be assumed. 

The first need is to have a clear and reasonably complete des
cription of the treatment to be tested. By the implicit standards 
which now prevail, research reports are so sketchy that it is diffi
cuI t to get more than a vague, general idea of what a treatment may 
have been, let alone enough information about the treatment to imagine 
being able to replicate it. Even to approximate most treatments 
presented in the literature would, be a chancy prospect at best. 

Consider for ,the moment something like an ideal research re
port on the evaluation of a treatment. Imagine the structure of 
the report, and supposing the entire report to be of about 100 
pages in length, how many pages would it take to describe the treat
ment? One's imagination can scarcely match reality, for it seems 
unbelievable that reports that require 40 to 50 pages to present 
findinga,of no treatment effect shoulds require no more than 3, 4, 
or 5 pages to report what the treatment was. Yet this is commonly 
"the case. 
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'. Wi thout meaning to vi1 ify some particular set of investigators 
who are only following custom, two or three examples might be cited. 
Wyl ie (1977), for instance, reports on a treatment involving multiple 
services in", a community based probation program: the description 
of treatment takes' up only about 2.5; pages of a 50-page report. A 
report on the job placement program for ex-offenders by the Maryland 
Department of Corrections (1973) devotes only the iollowing sentence 
of a 20-page report to description of treatment: "Job openings 
are discerned through various sources: directories of job openings, 
manual of union positions, information from the Maryland Employment 
Association, seminars and direct contact with individual employers" 
(p.! 2). A report of 50 pages on probation management alternatives 
(Davis, 1976) gives a one-page description of treatment and gives 
no rationale for either of the two alternatives to traditional pro
bation, which is assumed to be the same for everyone. 

Examples of better-documented treatments are available. In 
the report by Metametrics (1975) on a volunteer citizen counseling 
program for inmates, an appendix consti tuting half the report contains 
a rather well-documented description of treatment for each site, 
although the overall rationale for counseling is a bit vague. Jesness' 
(1972) volume on a comparison of effectiveness of group counseling 
wi th transactional, analys is includes two chapters total ing about 
50 pages devoted to detailed descriptions of each treatment and 
how each is specifically employed in the program in question. Collins 
(1969) devotes 18 pages to a detai.l~:j description of clients and 
their needs and the various services ~;;hich were provided. Very spe
cific details are not given, e.g., what clients were told about 
money management, but the general kinds of services available are 
spelled out, and the program could be reasonably well replicated. 
The ~ask of describing treatments is not beyond that realm of the 
possible and reasonable. 

Of greater direct pertinence to the themes of this paper than 
inability to replicate adequately described treatments is that those 
inadequate descriptions frustrate completely any efforts to assess 
either the strength or integrity of treatments. Of the 29 papers 
reviewed, only 8 even gave basic information about length of treat
ment, and that was often no more than a range of length of stay in 
a program. Again, however, it is not impossible to' report more use
ful data. Varki (1977) reports that groups of about 10 girls each 
met for 1.5 hours twice a week for 60 sessions. Met.iimetrics (1975) 
at least reports that groups met once a week for 1 hour for an 
average of 4 weeks. Jesness (1972) also reports that the transac
tional analysis groups he studied met twice a week in group session 
and one to three times a week in community meetings. There was also 
an educationai program from 8 a .m. to 3 p.m. every day, and average 
length of stay in the program was 7.6 months. Even such details 
as these are quite infrequent in research reports. Rarely is infor
mation given about training of staff, other than an occasional 
description of staff as "trained." Again, these writers bel ieve 
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it imprudent to the extreme to draw conclusions about the effective
ness of a treatment when one cannot make even crude judgments about 
the strength at which treatment was even planned. 

We could find indications of attempts to assess integrity of 
treatment in any way for only 6 of the 29 reports (in one or two 
cases the issue of integrity may have been inapplicable). In the 
study of use of ex-offenders as parole officer aides reported by 
Scott (1975), field observers did record the number of parolees 
seen per day, percent of aide's time spent with parolees, and how 
well the aide got along with parolees and fellow staff members. 
Wylie (1~17) suggests that the mul tiservice community program studies 
involved periodic "process assessment" with feedback that included 
assessment of staff attitudes and morale. Gabriel (1977) studied 
a residential home for juveniles in which group therapy sessions 
were said to be conducted by personnel not highly tra\ined, and 
Gabriel does report on deviations from planned treatment in the 
home. Biggin's (undated) study of a youth advocacy corps involved 
observations of advocates, one per day, which revealed that of 
25 advocates, 3 were involved in inappropriate services and sev
eral were not in contact with the delinquents assigned to them. 
Of those delinquents finally returned to the publ ic school, 71 percent 
had been contacted at least once by an advocate, with -the most 
frequent of six services delivered being encouragement to attend 
school, counseling, and coordination of academic program planning. 
(No further definition of services is given.) In the study by 
Dav is (1976) of probation management al ternatives, probationers were 
asked their opinionl:; and perceptions of the probation process. In 
this study it was found, quite by accident, that one officer was 
fabricating contact reports. Finally, Jesness (1972) states that 
quality of transactional analysis sessions was evaluated by ratings 
by supervisory personnel and by participating subjects, and there 
is an extensive description of the rating system. The behavior mod
if ication program wc~s found to be failing because many wards were 
not receiving the personalized behavior therapy implied in their 
contracts, but Jesness does not say how that fact was discovered. 

Our analysis ()f the adequacy of reports, from the standpoint 
of judgments of strength and integrity of treatment, strongly sug
gests that the defilciencies in current literature are massive. The 
few positive instances cited are, with b~t rare exception, merely 
steps in the right direction and should not be regarded as indica
tive of totally satisfactot"y reporting. Yet the examples do, es
pecially in the aggregate, illustrate that adequate reporting is 
at least possible. 

In the view olf these wl'i ters, both funding agencies and jour
nal editors are beling remiss in not insisting on better, more com
plete reporting of the details of treatment, and both should begin 
to refuse to accept reports which are obviously deficient in those 
details, just as they would be rejected if the reports of method
ology were inadequate. Still, there is indication of a more funda-
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mental failure of training of investigators and of socializing them 
to the demands of applied science. More attention needs to be paid • 
in training programs to issues of strength and integrity of treat
ment. The concerns expressed in ~ii$ paper are not idiosyncrat~,c 
to these authors. Boruch and Gomez have provided a clear ration
ale .for and estimate of the degradation of treatments that is al
most bound to occur when they are transported from the laboratory 
to the field or from one site to another, and their article is 
worth consideration by every professional involved in service de
livery and by every evaluator of pr01fi!sional services. In another 
very revealing development, Klerman, Director of The Alcohol and 
Drug Abuse Mental Health Administration (ADAMHA), has' indicated 
that in the future, ADAMHA will insist on preparation and submis
sion of a detailed treatment manual for every therapy evaluated 
with National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) funds so that the 
treatment may be replicated by others with high fidelity. 

·Should the criminal justice system lag behind in efforts to 
achieve the quality of program description that will have " genuine 
scientific and social worth? 

i' 
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INTRODUCTIO~ 

From the title one,· migh.t suspectthat this was !:i~ explora;.. 
-~~~tion along the lines of ·;c.ipton, Martinsoh,and Wilkes. i HOWf,:v-er; 

let the reader be assured that. no such indepth, analytic study 
has been accomplished in this brief overview. . Some opinions; will 
be developed regarding- t:he adequacy of research and', evaluation 
in probation, parole, and institutional programs. No 'attempt at / 
st~ict delineation of 'boundaries will be attempted--some (;pro
grarps such as halfway houses can be easily classified a~ diver
sion programs rather than probation and parole programs. 

After outlining ~"ome of the major ,.pol.vcy issues, a selection 
will be ma¢le among those programs that have suggestive findings. 
From these findings a framework Will be drawn outlining the cur
rent sta.te of knowledge in the field. An attempt will be made 
to distinguish among the levels of our knowledge--what we know, 
what we 'think we might know, and what we think is knowable, if we 
only had some ev:tdence. From ,·t'his set of general observations, 
policy implications will be derived. Ar~as where further re
search !:ind evaluation are most urgently needed will be specified. 

Areas Not Explored 

'- While an attempt will be made ~o avoid' cOmjingling diversion 
projects into the discussion of parole, probation, and institu
tional programs, it seems i.nevi table that some divers~on efforts 
must be considered in order to round out the picture. There are 
a number of areas of import.ance ~hat will not be addressed. For 
example, the important ma.tter of manpower and tra~ning is seen 
as outside the purview of this ,/study.'_, 

',l 

Along similar lines", techniques or methods ofclassifica-
1:ion will be avoided, for the most part. In probation'~:md.lparole, 
however,. classification as to leve,ls' of supervision must ,be dealt 
wi th. Another area delib1erately skIrted will be tha t of manage":' 
ment and specific organiz.ational structures. 
Copyroigh"t (aJ Z979 by Lawl:'enae A. Bennett . 
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SOME BROAD POLICY ISSUES 

Some o'f the major s9cial policy issues in this area, as 
well as some of the underlying assumptions, tend to remain large
ly 'implicit in most studies. 

A basic question that has only recently been examined is 
whether parole should exist., The issue has been beclouded be
cause of 'assumed r~',lationships. For example, parole as a' control 
or helping function, or both, has been seen as a part of granting 
release from institutional confinement. Thus it gets entangled 
in the controversy over determinate or interdeterminate senten~::
ing. As a part of this confounding of purposes, parole is viewed 
as an extension of the medical model 6f treatment of offenders. 
l;t is claimed, for example, that the very existence of parole 
restis On the assumption that offenders are defi'cient in certain 
societal coping skills and need some kind of help to get them 
back on track. Thus "rehabilitation" might be viewed working 
toward changed attitudes~ Even the newfound" integration" model 
has -similar assumptions in that the agen(~y workers are needed 
to help the offender in opening the doors' to sources of assist
ance and support, leading. the individua~1 toward social accept
ance. 

Wi th determinate sentencing, howevf.~r, we find parole being 
viewed from a different perspective. If we drop the former basic 
assumption that. offenders are sick and assume instead that they 
need punishment (or "to become acquainted with the consequences 
of thei,r behavior"), then the imposition of parole can no longer 
b~ a, helping function but l::ather should be seen as a continuation 
of the "just de,serts" associated with 'the penalty for the offense. 

In add i tion, parole can be seen as an effort to insure at 
,least some continuing protection for ,society. While most experi
,'enC'ed observers would question whether a parole off icer wi th a 
c'ase load of 100, or even a caseload of 30, could be in suffi
'cientcontact with a parolee to seriously modify behavior, many 
'strongly support the assumption" that protection is t.here and is 
,of consid(-~ra'ble value. It is clear that we do not, as yet know 
to what. e~,~tent the 'simple existence of the parole arrangement 
acts, as a suppressor of illegal behavior. 

,But our problem has not been resolved by the admission of " 
ins'uf'fi cient knowledge. One decision is suggested by Manson, 2 
that the whole concept be abandoned. Others, of course, stead
,fastly argue both the necessi ty and the value of the parole func
tiiJn, 

Perhaps we need to shift· the focus of the assessment from 
',program effectivensss to a concern for the social impact of the 

\ e~iatence of ' parole, thus helping to ar~ive at a tentative deci-
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siqp. From such a modified vantage point, probation for eXr,imple, 
might be dee~ed as a ~aluable contributor to social values, not 
in terrnsof the usual measures of effectiveness or efficiency 
but rather as a mechanism 'that allows decisionrnakers an option 
to make certain kinds of, rulings that may be viewed as socially 
beneficial. An approach of this kind is seen as quite negative 
by some. Le!.:'man, in his reanalysis of the . evaluation of the 
Community Treatment Program, vehemently wrote: 

••• concluded -that the Community Treatment Program had 
demonstrated that it <;:.ould change the discretionary 
decision making behavior of adul ts--but had been un
able to demonstrate

3 
that it pad any appreciable impact 

on youth ~ehavior. 

Despite negative views of this type, it can be argued4 that 
the decisionmaking process.is a legitim~te area of examination 
(perhaps even an essential part of any systematic study) and 
that such effort can result in greater gains toward societal goals 
than the detailed study of speci fic proj ects or prog rams. 

If we accept arguendo this perspective, we can return to 
the question of continued existence of parole and answer a rather 
strong "yes." The value of parole when the indeterminate ap
proach to setting length of institutionalization is used would 
appear to be unquestioned. 'Decisionmakers can feel more comfort
able about placing individuals in a more open setting if parole 
is there to provide at least the semblance of behavior control, 
as well as the ~ossibility of aid and assista~ce_should problems, 
develop. ' • 

Well and good, put what about those jurisdictions with a 
"just deserts" determlnatf; sentencing approach, which seem to be 
growing in number? Here also, it can be argued that the exist
ence of parole can serve to reduce the length, of prison stay, 
for few can deny the punitive aspects of supervision. Punishment 
may be seen to include both institution and parole time. Such 
views' are not universally held, hot>lever. Some see only the in
carc,eration period as the punishment. Parole, or3upervision un
der some other euphemism, is provided to aid in the transition 
from prison life to the relative freedom of o,utside society. 

:',Ct!us, accepting these kinds of assumptions, we can proceed 
to ~:ft~4Y ~e programs of parole in terms of efficiency and effec
tive.ness. Apparently a similar posi tion can be taken on probation • 

. < 

Probation Subsidy Programs 

If parole and probation should exist, how should these serv
ices be delivered? 
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C There seems to be little question about parole be,ing a State
level function, but a great furor can easily arise at the mere 
mention of State70perated probation programs. Those jurisdic
tions that have adopted statewide probation operations apparently 
find that approach desirable, but there seell).S to bea dearth 
of policy-analysis studies examining the alternatives. Given that 
a large number of jurisdictions provide probation services through 
local governmental structures,' however, alternative methods of sup
port such as full or partial State subsidy vs. local taxes will 
be explored. 

Several efforts have been made to improve probation deliv
ery systems by State augmentation of local resources. Programs 
have been ini~iated in California, Washington, Nevada, Minnesota, 
and Missouri, but no comprehensive evaluation has been attempted 
in most jurisdictions. However, the large-scale progr,rn of Cali
fornia has been subjected to considerable evaluation. 

Feeney et al. 8 list seven major conclusions resulting from 
findings of their study: 

• Subsidy did reduce significantly the commitments to 
State-level institutions, 

• Subsidy saved the State ,a great deal of money in 
direct costs, 

• Subsidy saved the State a much larger amount in terms 
,ot delayed construction of State-level instl.
tutfons to provide bed space, 

• The subsidy program did not increase county costs 
beyond that for which they were reimbursed by the 
program, ." 

• The program changed only slightly the nature of the 
inpividua~s remaininq in secure facilities at both 
the state and county level, 

• It did not appear to have affected welfare costs 
although there was some. suggestion that some savings 
may be involved, and 

.• It may have affected the use of State-level diagnos
tic service, but the influence was difficult to un
ravel. 

In all of this, there is little indication that the local 
special probation programs, designed to rehabilitate the more 
difficult cases, tended to be any more effective than reg~lar, 
good quality probation supervision. While in a few cases the 
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special efforts could be shown significantly superior, in most 
situations the seemingly better outcomes could be attributed to 
differences in the kinds of clients. 

Thus, we see a broad social policy that results in dollar 
savings to the taxpayers, does not appear to be any less f~ffec
tive than the former policy of direct local support, and keeps 
offenders in the community. . This allows for the possibility 
of reduced welfare costs, improved employment opportunities, and 
conditions more conducive to meeting some ofl~he personal, psycho
logical needs of the individuals involved. 

The endorsement of a policy such as this does not rest on 
any belief that individuals will be "cured" of their criminal 
tendencies, nor on the idea that recidivism will be reduced, 
nor that crime in the community will be markedly reduced. Rath
er, the thrust is toward programs, policies, or procedures that 
increase the' efficiency of the system as long as the measures 
of effectiveness do not drop below acceptable limits. 

Delnstltutionalizatlon 

While the substitution of community-based alternatives for 
State-level incarceration is at the heart of all diversion pro
grams, the systematic attempt to eliminate State-operated correc
tional facili ties as an alternative seems to fall in a somewhat 
different category. 

The work of Jerome Miller in virtually eliminating juvenile 
institutions in Massachusetts is well-known. However, of impor
tance nearly equal to the action itself is the valuable resear£~ 
that: accompanied it. The initial analytic work by Rutherford

l2 was followed by the detailed work of Ohlin and his associates. 

Cri tics of the effort are quick to point out that insti tu
tionalization was not eliminated but rather that juveniles wef3 
shifted from one kind of lockup to another. Detailed study 
confirms that while some must be removed from the community, 
far fewer are controlled in this manner than was the case under 
earlier procedures. Other conclusions are that participants un
der the modified system do not perform less well in the commu
nity, and in some cases do much better, in a program which, with
out increases in overall total costs, maintains the majority of 
juvenile offenders in less restrictive settings. 

Along similar lines the Unified Delinquency Intervention 
Services (UDIS) program of Illinois, designed to divert juve
niles from State-level incarcerati~i by providing individually 
determined services, was evaluated and was found to be very 
effective, in terms of the type of analysis applied, in reducing 
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the level of reported delinquent activity after intervention as 
compared with before apprehension. However, when this "suppres
sion effect," as the authors characterize it, is compared to the 
use of institutionalization as an intervention technique, the two 
approaches were found to be nearly ·equal in resul ts. Further 

. analysis suggested that costs,'when both direct and indirectef
fects 'fIere considered, were also quite similar. The high cost 
of intervention is not so startling as onle might think when it 
is realized that the clients served are special problem cases 
requiring quite costly services. 

Given the equal effectiveness of two alternatives, it seems 
qui te clear that the choice should be the lesser penetration into 
the criminal justice apparatus. Thus, xetention in settings of 
lowered restrictions avoids the negative' effects of institution
al living and the potential effects of the labeling process. 

PunJlhment, Control, or Reintegration? 

A continuing struggle centers on the basic goals of the 
correctional apparatus. While the pendulum seems to be swinging 
toward punishment and "just deserts," there are jurisdictions 
that continue to support the idea that their first duty is to 
protect society. Still others set gloals that involve transition 
of the offender from some restricted state, such as incarcera
tion, to a rightful place in ongoing. society. 

The point being raised he're is not one evaluating the merits 
of these various posi~ions but of the necessity of insuring that 
these differences of ,orientation are considered when attempting 
to analyze or evaluate probation Ot' parole programs. The objectives 
deriving from each position are, or should bet quite different. 

The protection of society through control, for example, 
will require that parole or prc)bation officers maintain a level 
of supervision that will help them learn of any maladjustment 
that might lead to a return to wrongdoing. Such knowledge can 
form the basis for corrective action, whether it be referral to 
a mental health. clinic or participatin!g in the arrest of the 
client. 

The kind of service to be provided under a philosophy that 
emphasizes punishment is quite unclear. The reintegration model, 
of course, would place less emphasis on surveillance, devoting 
most efforts toward guiding the illdivid'uals to those sources that 
could help fulfill unmet needs. 

-" 

./ 
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WHAT DO WE KNOW? 

InsUlutlonal Correctional Programs 

As the material .in the previous section suggests, there is 
an accumulation of evidence that a fair proportion of those in
dividuals incarcerated, do not appear to require the controls pres
ently imposed. Thus the correctional apparatus has an option for 
modification of services or the nature of sanctions to be applied. 

In the area of specific correctional programs and projects, 
it would appear that sigce the publication of the report of Lipton, 
Martinson, and Wilkes which stressed the limitations of findings 
supporting the effectiveness of insti tutional programs, there have 
been few attempts to examine specific projects. It is as though 
all key decisionmakers unconsciously accepted the "nothing works" 
philosophy derived from the review but continued institutional 
programs on faith. However, there are several projects that 
seem to be of value, pointing the direction for further development. 

Specific Treabnent Approaches 

Since the report by Mart~nsonl6 there has been a tendency 
to reject any thought that any program might be effective in 
dealing with modification of attitudes or behavior, no matter 
what systematic treatment approach might be applied. While there 
should be considerable skepticism in approaching this area be
cause of the many antitherapeutic forces within the correctional 
setting, care should be taken to ensure adequate evaluation of 
all possibilities. 

On the side ~~ finding no difference iathe work of Kassebaum, 
Ward, and Wilner evaluating' group counseling. The study was 
very soundly designed with random assignment to conditions, careful 
training of the group counselors, and a systematic analysis of 
outcome. Conducted at California Men's Colony--East Facility, 
four quads s~parated the comparison groups. Findings revealed nei
ther differences in measured attitudes nor differences in parole 
performance that could be related to participation, type of program, 
length of exposure, voluntariness or stability of group leader
ship. Followup measures were recorded over a 36-month period. 

Along more positive lines, the study of the comparative ef
fectiveness of behavior modification, a token reward system, and 
transactional analysis, based on a system of self-adjustme~i de
velopment formulated by Eric Berne, by Jessness and Derisi, and 
Jessnessl9 suggests that treatment can have Q significant impact. 
Again we see an outstanding example of a carefully designed program 
based on sound and well thought-out theoretical grounds, incorpo
rating a solid approach to evaluation. Two institutions were chosen 
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wi th each to carry out one of the treatment modes. The staff 
of each ~:as thoroughly trained ~n the technique and the entire 
institutional operation focused on the treatment approach assigned. 
The youthful offenders were randomly directed to each of the pro
grams. Programs were carefully monitored to insure constant and 
"cons,istent app~ication of the techniques and to assess wi thin 
program impact. Parole followup data were provided at 3, 6, 

J 12, 15, and 24 months after rel~ase. c' 

The findings failed to reveal any major differences in outcome 
between the two institutions (meaning between the two treatment 
modalities) nor were there differences between treatments by sub
groups within institutions. (One purpose, of the study was to 
determine if the different treatment approaches affected different 
types of youthful offenders--as defined by a typology measuring 
interpersdpal maturi ty leve1s--in a differential manner). However, 
there was lstrong suggestive evidence that recidivism was reduced 
for both institutions below comparable cases released from other 
programs. , Since there was no randomly assigned control group 
the comparison was with baseline rates at these same institutions 
prior to the program, corrected for age at release. Statistically 
significant differences were found in each case (42.6 percent 
vs. 31.4 percent violation rate for Close, and 44.9 percent vs. 
35.1 percent violation rate for Horton). Since there were no sig-" 
nificant differences between the two experimental institutions, 
their results were combined for comparison with the 12-month out
come from two other institutions rele,3sing youthful offenders of 
a similar age, during the same time period. Again the difference 
in favor of the experimental programs was statistically signifi
cant (violation rate for comparison institutions was42.7 percent 
compared to 31. 1 percent for the experimental insti tutions) • While 
the treatment methodology cannot be discounted, given these fairly 
strong indicators, one cannot avoid the speculation that perhaps 
the variable of total institutional commitment to a treatment 
apprpach, any treatment approach, may be a powerful influence 
in terms of impact. 

Considering more traditional treatment, there are ~~o studies 
suggestive of positive value. First t.he work of Carney examined 
not only the effect of psychotherapy on recidivism but also looked 
at the contribution 'of volunteering for such a program. The evalu
ation involved 115 inmates who partici?ated in psychotherapy and 
138 who did not. Several approaches were used ~n analyz ing the 
available data. First, a derived expected recidivism rate was 
developed against which to compare actual outcome for the therapy 
group. Second, applying appropriate statistical controls, therapy 
participants were compared with nonparticipants. Participation 
was found to be associated with a significantly lower rate of 
recidivism, defined in this study as return to any prison or 
jail within 4 years after release. Further, it was found that 
the act of volunteering accounted for a fair proportion of the 
observed outcome but did not eliminate the difference due to 
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psychotherapy. Complex relationships emerged in the search for 
what kinds of inmates profited most, but those with shorter criminal 
records did significantly better than others. Additional indices 
of the benefits of the treatment program were also reported--longer 
time to violation. and reduced severity of .offenses committed. 

Along similar lines' the work of Jew and Clannon2l found evi
dence of the positive effects of psychotherapy. Based on the parole 
outcome of 257 diagnosed as having personality and character dis
orders, this study found that those who had treatment did signifi
cantly better than a comparison group at 1 year after release. 
The differences disappeared after 4 years, however. The compari
son group was carefully constructed to be comparable to the 
treated group on all variables known to be associated with recid
ivism. They were unable to correct, however, for the voluntarism 
factor. 

Similarly, Jew, Kim, and Mattocks 22 look at a much larger 
number of participants as evaluated against a similarly constructed 
comparison group and fouhd that overall, the treated group (1) 
had fewer parolees with major problems, (2) had fewer returned 
to prison, and (3) had more who remained free of arrest or difficulty 
on parole. They found that older homicide cases and sexual offenders 
with short prior records seemed to profit to a greater extent 
than others. Both studies noted the need for supportive afbarcare 
psychotherapy in the community to sl.1stain treatment goals. 

A treatment approach that has gained considerable attention 
is that of the Asklepieion Community. Using a confrontive type 
of group interaction popularized by the Synanon program for drug 
abusers wi thin a transactional analysis theoretical framework, 
it has been used to assist inmates to become paraprofessionals 
and professionals in the treatment field. Unfortunately, the eval
uation process, although constantly ongoing, has not been 
broug9§ to a satisfactory conclusion. The w.ork of Paddock and 
Scott pan only be seen as a progress report. In that evalua
tion, reports from slJpervising parole officers indicated that 
participants had better employment-related adjustment than a 
comparison group" as well as lower unemployment rates. As for 
recidivism, the claim was made that participants were adjusting 
as favorably, if not more favorably, than nonparticipants. How
ever, small numbers were involved, no real data were presented, 
and the length of postinstitutional exposure was not specified. 

Guided Group' Interaction (GGI) was a popular approach that 
enj oyed a wide following in the late 1960' s. It is still used 
in a wide variety of settings but no evaluation data

2
Qf any con

sequence has been presented. The work of Silverman 4 describe~ 
the problems in implementing such a program and the difficulties 
of evaluat.ion but no data nor statistical analyses were reported. 
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However, GGI may, still h~~ea place, according to the find
ings of Hirschorn and Burck. . using a post-te.st-only design, 
a study was conducted to determine if inmates could be as effec
tive as staff in leading' admission groups designed to reduce sit
uational anxiety, to promote a positive attitude toward the pro
gram, and ,to develop an acceptance of future psychotherapy. In
mate counselors were selected on the basis of clinical judgment 
of having mature attitudes and ·were ~ven 14 hours of human re
lations training using the Carkhuff model. Inmates at admis
sion were randomly assigned to inmate-led, staff-led, or control 
groups. It was found that there were no significant differences 
in terms of promoting favorable attitudes toward the program or 
in promoting a more positive attitude toward future psycHother
apy. However, the inmate-led groups showed a .' significantly 
greater reduction in situational anxiety' and a significantly 
9re~ter understanding of institutional rules and regulatio~s. It 
was concluded that group counseling, particularly peer~led coun
seling, could be effective in terms of admission processing. 

The importance of stable family support may be assumed to 
be great, judging from the value of family visiting reported by 
Holt and Miller .. 27 Generally speaking, however, the attention paid 
to this aspect 6f treatment by ~ost correctional systems is min
imal. One study, that of Filks, may illustrate why. Evaluating 
a family counseling program operating over a 3-year period he 
found that the basic objective of increasing marriage stability 
and reducing recidivism was far too ambitious for the size of 
the effort mounted. Because of poor supervision, high turnover 
among counselors, and a host of other problems, few couples were 
able. to complete the IS-week cycle of counseling. These ineffi
ciencies increased costs beyond that which would prevail if the 
counseling were purchased on the open market on a fee-for-serv
ice ba.sis. In general it was qoncluded that the funds could be 
expended to better effect in a variety of al ternate ways. 

The Value and Meaning of Outside Contacts 

As noted above, contacts between those on the inside with 
those on the outside should have value, whether we approach the 

\.. issue from the point of view of rehabilitation (changed attitudes) 
or from the concept of reintegration (introduction to the path 
toward social acceptance). A few studies have attempted to evaluate 
programs that purport to arrange for visits from interested out
siders, a program designed for those who have no outside social 
conta.cts or whose family and friends are too far away. 

The work of Lewis et al. 29 represents one such study. Com
munity sponsors served as members of aninm,ates support team, 
attempting to influence the individual towalrd a' realistic re
lease plan. Tentative conclusions were that while having a spon-
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sor did not influence the institutional behav lor of the resident, 
there was some. evidence that residents with sponsors were less 
likely to encounter problems wi th the law following release. 
Unfortunately, no data or analysis were presented to substantiate 
the conclusion. 

A sim~6arprogram, Norfolk (Mass.) Fellowship, was evaluated 
by Cannon. InvestfgaTfng both post release behCiv ior and the re-. 
lationship between length and type-of-lnvolvement and recidivism, 
he foun.d a 9.4 percent lower recidivism rate for those receiving 
v isi ts than for a compar:ison group •. The comparison base could 
be judged less than desirable, but probably adequate. He concluded 
that the program was effective in reducing recidivism for regular 
participants, resulting in considerable monetary savings to the 
justice sys~em. 

While also utilizing a far from satisfactory research ap
proach, Lawyer31 evaluated the Man-2-Man Job Therapy program in 
CaTifornia. He used a nonrandom comparison group, a return-to
prison outcome cri terion, and an uneven followup period ranging 
from 24 to 51 months. The evaluation effort was noteworthy in 
that a serious attempt was made to examine and discard alternate 
explanations of the observed findings. The comparison group was 
constructed by matching a number of variables and differed sig
nificantlyonly on two--a history of drinking and occupation prior 
to commitment. If seems doubtful, all other things being equated, 
that these two variables could account for the observed differences. 
The findings were \ that while the Man-2-M'an group had a failure 
rate similar to the total population of releases during the same 
period, they were significantly superior to the comparison group 
(33.3 percent failure rate vs. 52.2 percent). When the voluntary 
aspect was cons idered and those who had sponsors were compared 
to those who had volunteered but could not be matched wi th sponsors, 
it was found the differences were even greater. However, while 
the number of visits was significantly and positively related 
to parole outcome, the receiving of letters made a similar impact. 

VQCatlonal Training 

Here again we see very few stud ies. Vocational training pro
g:r:ams represent a. cos'tly program effort in, most institutions of
fering them. On the other side, it can hardly be denied that 
following release the individual must possess the capability to 
earn his own livelihood if the avoidance of illegal behavior is 
to be expected. One study that carne to the forefront was from 
the Texas Department of Corrections. 32 Findings sugges,ted no 
impact in terms of recidivism for those participating. Over 40 
percent (40.3) were in jobs related to the area of their training. 
This is a som3~hat higher percentage than found in an earlier Cali
fornia study where about 35 percent found jobs related to their 
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training •. In both studies the factor most responsible for trainees 
being employed in the field of training was previous employment 
in that field. " 

Al though the evalua/tion process had a number of serious limi
tations,the most apparent one being the lack of specification 
as to the period of the followup, there was one intriguing finding. 
Some of those going through the training program also were involved 
in a group-counseling effort entitled "Reality Adjustment Pro
gram." Those participating had both a higher percentage in jobs 
related to training and a lower rate of recidivism. Because of 
the limitations of the evaluation process, such a· finding can 
be, of course, no more than suggestive • . 

While earlier evaluations had suggested that vocational re
habilitation traini~4programs had little impact on either emplo~5 
ment or recidivism, a broad based evaluation of MOTA projects 
suggests that soundly financed training can make a difference. 
While the outcome criterion lI'back in prison" used in this evalua
tion might be q\,lestioned in view of the short-term followup (3 
and 6 months) it''is at least clearly specified. Analyzing 25 proj
ects it was found that trainees had a significantly lower recidi
vism rate (4.7 percent difference) than control group members. 
The employment situation was unclear, but since it was found" that 
recidivism and employment success were related, the evaluator 
reasoned that the trained group must have had a better ,employment 
record because of its lower recidivism rate. The study concluded 
that acomprehrensive inmate training program, properly designed 
and implemented, can have a significant impact- on postrelease 
success. 

Educatlonsllnterventions 

There is a continuing, nagging, common-sense belief thatim
proved education attainment will enhance the societal roles of, 
inmates after ~elease. Certainly it is obvious that most inmates 
entering prison show an academic deficiency usually averaging 
about two grade levels. The temptation is to relat.e this lack 
to lowered skills in coping with the environment, leading to mal
adjustment and crime. However, it is just as likely that the 
social maladjustment of the individual brought about both his 
failure to profi t from classroom exposure and his failure to 
avoid illegal behavior. 

At any rate the concern remains and should be examined from 
time to time to see if new insights can be gen3tated. In this 
regard, a study by the California Youth Authority . was conducted 
to determine if large gains in re:ading skill or participation 
in remedial education programs would lower recidivism. Dealing 
with a population of over 1,000, it was found that (1) reading 
skill gain was not relat.ed to recidivism and (2) participation 
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in a remedial education program was not related to recidivism. 
The program was effective in dramatically raising reading level 
scores, so the intervention was achieved. 

A side finding, however, is of interest. Reading ability 
was found to be related to length of satisfacto'ry parole adjust
ment-ithose with low reading ability were more likely to recidi
vate within the first 3 months, while those with higher reading 
ability were more likely to survive beyond that period. Age and 
race were examined and appear to have only a negligible effect 
on the relationship found. 

When college level programs are examined, we see mixed 3';sul ts. 
A District of Columbia study of the Lorton Prison Project, while 
failing'- to present any analysis of findings, does present suffi
cient information to allow fOli data analysis. The statistics sug
gest that those participating in the college program did adj ust 
better than those who did not,. particij1ate, but the difference 
fell short of statistical significan.ce. 8 This j~nding is in con
trast with a .California Youth Authority study in .which it was 
found that parole outcome was significantly better for partici
pants than for comparable populations. In' addition, self-esteem 
showed a significant increase.' This, in itsel!6 may represent 
a valuable gain in view of the finding by Bennett Qf a signifi
cant and positive relationship between measured self-esteem and 
parole outcome. The problem of placing heavy credence on these 
findings is the artificial nature of the construction of the 
comparison group. One of. the major problems confronted by studies 
of this type is the variable of volunteerism, since the volunteer 
is likely to be more highly motivated and po.1:-entially different 
in some significant way from any nonvolunteer cOi.lnterpart selected, 
no matter how well matched on a number of variables. Blumstein 
and his associates~l attempted to overcome the problem by drawing 
the comparison g'roup from the same population, but from a time 
period during which the program was not available. 

Inmate Participation in Programing 

Wi th the shi ft away from iriQeterminate sentencing toward flat
time or determinate sentencing ,'[;the're will be a need to reexamine 
the voluntary aspects of prog~~m participation. It is obvious 
that when determination of relea~e is believed by the inmate to 
be related to involvement:i.n self~development programs, many will 
sign up for the record with little real interest in benefiting 
from the knowledge to be gained. With t,he removal of this belief, 
program -participation could conceivablY' become more meaningful. 
However, for those systems continuing with the indeterminate mode, 
a system to increase communication and agreements about program 
participation would likely be helpful. 
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Such a program has been tried. Mutual Agreement Programming 
"(·MAP) conducted it on a demonstration basis in three states, Ari
zona",~~alifornia, ~nd Wisconsin. At\e£,pt.s at evaluation by Rosen
feld, AI:)'t~~~ssociates, and Susmilch suggest that the benefits 
may be minima"l''',,-,,Findings reported indicated that participants did 
not perform signl~f-i,~~ntly better than nonparticipants either in 
nonrecidi~7ism or emplo)~~nt. In the ,case of the Wis,consin appli
cation, one of the objectives was to reduce the length of incar
ceration. While participants did spend an average of 2.8 months 
less institutional time than nonparticipants, more detailedanaly
sis revealed that this difference could largely be accounted for 

" on the basis of the characteristics of the group volunteering 
for the program. The conclusions were that the program had value, 
" ••• in reducing parole boa,l='d arbi trariness, reducing inmate al)xie
ty, encourag ing more re~listic postrelease planning, and improving 
coordination pf training programs with release." 

Some Miscellaneous Concems 

A couple of other studies come to light that do not fit into 
any l1eat ca.tegory but seem worthy of ,consideration. 

" , 

An item of considerable importance tha t was poorly r~~searched 
has to"do with diagnostic services rendered by correctional insti
tutions to assist judges by supplying information upon which to 
base sentencing. A study of a project of this type, developed 
in Utah, addressed the wrong issues, comparing those referred 
with the prison population rather than examining the dechiionmak
ing, process and the potential for diversion from prison. 

The work of Dickover and Durkee43 provides a more .Slccurate 
and valuable portrayal of the diagnostic process, illustrating 
how feedback can be of considerable value in shaping beitvior 
toward preestablished guidelines, and according to Bennett, di
vert large numbers from State-level incarceration and impro',e con
sistency of decisionmaking. 

Transition Programs 

Having covered institutional projects and related effo.rts, 
we now turn our attention to probation and parole services. The 
plan in this section is to avoid as much as possible the ground 
that has been cR;vered so thoroughl~(nd soundly by othi,s. The 
works v'of Adams, ~ Adams and Vetter, ' and Banks et ale will 
be frequently cited to provide information spanning a wide number 
and variet.y iof projects. The aim will be to supplement these 
reports in -an 'attempt to develop a complete picture. 
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o Supervision Intl)nsity and Organlzat:ion 

Effort,s are'l constantly being made /to reduce prob~tion case
loads, in the belief that such procedures will result in more 
adequate service to 1\ the clients4'8 leading ,to reduced recidivism,..:c 
A review of a numbe~ of studies, leadsc-to the conclusion that 
no significant differeric~~s could be determined in recidivoism rates t;, 

among adult offenders in caseloads of different sizes. ~~wever, 
according to the review of Lipton, Martinson, and Wilkes there 
qid seem to be strong e"!;iLdence that intensive probation supe--J:'vi
sion (caseload size" 15 to, 20) did reduce recidivism for both 
males and females-under the age of 18. 

Among those studies reviewed was' the San Francisco Project 
(Adams et ale ,50 Robinson et al,.51) but 'the equivalent carried 
out'in the State of Washington wa~?not included. The 'Washington 
State study by Carter and Dightman;)- fell far short o~ standards 
in terms of rigorous ev,3,luation., The aim' of the project was \ .... 
similar to thpt of the San Francisco study, namely to determIne 
if parolees could be classified= in such a way that some portion 
of the total' caseload could be responded to on an "as needed" 
basis, allowing for much larger caseloads in this category. outcome 
comparison basis was faulty, the lellg"th of followup varied, and 
there was no comparison group. The resulting low violation rate 
of about 15 percent may w'ell be the resoul t of selection ot' some 
other unspecified variable. 

Slo broad-based evalU'Cltive efforts (Jordan, and Sasky53 and 
Sasky ) suggest that there is the possib~lity of profit in the 
area of intensive supervisiol). While most ),of the proJects failed 
to demonstrate adequate evaluations, two pv!ojects provide consid
erctble ~vidence of crime reduction, educational gains, employment," 
and improvement in self-concept. Using project outcome against 
basel-i,ne data, Project New Pride (D,enver) records a reduction 
of some 40 percentage points (22.5 percertt v~s. 66.7 percent) in 
recidivism. However,;! varied" l~ngths of exposure to risk plus 
selection factors bed'loud the issue. Similar problems detract 
from the findings of /the Provi,r.:1ence Center (St. Louis) program. 
A point well made, however"r-merges !from the review with the 
conclusion that intensive sup~rvision can be useful when effort's".» 
expended are related to the differential needs of clients--case '< •. 

'count alone p~ovides little understanding of 'the problem. This 
concept is edhoeq by the study of Davis et ale ,55 where it was 
fou,nd that extensive intervention among bad-risk cases is associa:t
ed wi th a reduced ,reconviction rate. 

In a careful study'by the 'Califorpia Youth Authori ty56 the 
supervision var'iable was cJ.e~rly validated. J::.t was found that 
~~~2ccil1g caseloads from 72: 1 to 50: 1 achieved the following: 
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• increased parole agent/parolee contact by 25 percent 
on the average--this was supplemented by paraprofes
siol)al ~ontact; 

. • increased the availability of adequate out-of-home 
placements; 

• reduced revocations; 

i~.'. those revoked stayed on the streets an average of 2 
!, months longer; 

, i 

• no change in types of violations; 

• increased slightly the number .of favorable dis
charges from parole; 

• differential caseloads seemed to work. in large metro 
areas but not too well elsewhere; and 

I,. 

• close coord ination wi th insti tutional staff for those 
close to institutions only. 

I 

ized"t°rweeav~e'ntSP~~!:~ d/aaptsos!~ 0:ff
n
e
e
6t

dS o~~~~~:~d b~hf~~iv~~~~~7 
claims 75 percent success for a prC",gram of this type in Flor.ida, 
a closer look at the data reveals an overall 53.4 percent failure 
~'ate, the bulk of the failures occurring dut;'ing program ,partici
pation. Since the evaluation I s design, reporting, or both are 
SOnpOOt", it would be unfair to judge the intervention strategy: 
on the ba.is of these findings. 

Lewis' et al., 58 in evaluating, the Pennsylvania.probation and 
parole special caseloads, found that not only was there no re
lationship between 'type of supervision and outcome, no signifi
cant differences were found in level of supervision or types of 
servicesc,provided. They concluded, c;lS did the previous two stud
ies', that caseload size had little meaning unless controlled for 
the varying needs of the clients involved. 

Despite the confusing and sometimes conflicting findings re
ported there seems to be a th:cead of e~~dence suggesting that 
special efforts can be effective. Turner reports, for/example, 
a reduction in recidivism from 53 pe.rcel';\t to 26 percEmt related 
to early probation officer contact. O'verall recidivism of 38 
percent compared" favorably with previous general rates of 53 per
cent. While the length of followup is indf~finite,outcome limited 
to rearrest, and the comparability o,ft;he comparison base not 
investigated, measures were at least i rE~latively consistent and 
gains of this magnitude are signific'an1;. In another ~tudy in 
pennsylvania60 objective reporting noted la wide range of outcomes 

~ among units--from 6 to 89 percent--but failed to specify any ex-
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planation of these differences. In Pittsburgh the probation revoca
tion rate was' significantly lower for the intensive probation 
unit as compared tot!he general supervision program. However, 
when all intensive units were compared with all general supervision 
units, nO significant differences were observed. While it is 
scientifically improper to attribute causality within the frame
work of an ~x post facto analysis, at this stage. of the develop
ment of our understanding of criminal justice processes it might 
be well to view many of our e'fforts as exploratory and at least 
examine what is happening to create-such strange differences, 
hoping that the design of hypotheses for future testing can be 
somewhat more reality-based. 

Along somewhat more positive lines, Perlman6l reported on 
an int.ensive probation program for youthful first offenders and 
found that lire-arrests and incidents of violation 'were very low 

, for those in the program." Since no comparison 'group was identi
fied it is, of course, difficult to tell if the results are relat
ed to the. program or the selection. However, it was noted that 
since 27 percent of the sample had a prior record and 30 percent 
were over 25, the group was not quite the uninitiated population 
originally intend.ed. Reported outcomes do indeed look quite favor
abie: with. a followup pet'icd of 27 to 36 months, 82 percent had 

// no arrests after successful completion of the program, 5 percent 
had been arrested on felony charges, but only I percent conv icted. 
Inprogram failure~ were estimated,to be around 6 percent with 
.only 1 percent ar.irested on felony charges during the program. 
It is unfortunate/' that selection variation could not be ruled 
out in what appe~red to be strong positive results. 

Along simiJiar lines in t.:rms of programs with potential but 
w~thout. adequate evaluation to SUPP60ft the case, is the San Fran
Cl.SCO ml.sdemearlant parole program. The program "was able to re
duce the count'y jail population but ~)ecause of inadequate followup 
data the goal of improving parolE~ e~.igibility standards went unmet. 
~gain, when one considers the many thousands serving sentences 
in local j,ails who could safely be returned to the community 
under supervision, it is lamentable that there are not greater 
efforts being made toward .the accumulation, of sound data in thi.s 
area. 

sweet,63 in studying a diversion project inOakland County, 
Michigan, found that while the. objective of reducingrecidiv.ism 
was /not achieved, the program did demonstrate that offenders with 
prior felony convictions now imprisoned are acceptable candidates 
for intensive supervision in the community • 

. Decentralization of decisionmaking vs. centralization arid 
standardization has been heatedly argued for some time. The attempts 
to assess objectively the effectiveness of either approach have 
been few, which is understandable considering the difficulties 
of evaluation involved. A study of the decentralization effort 
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in pennsylvania64 revealed that. recidivism dropped from 39.9 per
cent to 19.9 percent. However, th~ evaluators were careful to 
point out that the effects of the separate variables could not 
be ascertained: 

Decentralization policies, changes in regulations gov
erning parole and a change. in treatment philosophy has 
resul ted in a lower return to prison rate. The impact 
of each of the above on the return to prison rate is not 
separable nor identifiable. (p. 5-2) 

Failure in implementation has been a chronic problem in fed
erally funded projects but one that is inadequately dealt with 
in the literature probably beca~ge ,no final re,port, is ever pro~u~ed. 
The work of Taylor and Masters J.S refreshJ.ng J.n that specJ.fJ.ca
tipn of the independent variable--reduced caseload size--was n~ver 
applied because the intrusion of outside forces caused caseloads 
to remain above 70, making intensive probation impossible. While 
the group identified as "treated" did better than the comparison 
base on ra.tes of revocation and absconding, they had a higher 
new conviction rate. The resulting overall failure rates were 
qui te compa~rable--19 percent fo1:.' the treated vs. 17 percent for 
the comparison group. 

Severa!l stud ies have attempted to unravel some of the corre
lates of su~:c~~sful adjustment associated w~th probation or parole. 
Morel et al." for example, found that whJ.le presentence reports 
were of ,lit,tle value in predicting behavior on probation, there 
were a number of factors strongly associated, one of the most 
prominent Qeing,~) prior· criminal history. Of greater importance 
was the firi(iing of significant differences in post-probation ad
justment reJLated to probation adjustment. Whether their subsequent 
adjustment could be attributed to the probation experience is 
problematical--it seems more l~~ely that those who have the poten
tial to manage life in society~can handle probation restrictions 
in a satisfactory manner. In any case it raises the possibility 
of ,identifying those who can be removed from probation supervi
sion at an early date wi thout ~jor threat to society (in this 
regard see Bennett .and Ziegler ). 

Browne and Markman68 compared the. perceptions of parole fail
ures and successes. Both saw conflicts with staff and inmates 
as harmful: both saw counsel ing, vocational, and academic programs 
as helpful. Successful parolees tended to identify assistance 
as coming from events outside the prison II and reported few harmful 
events occurring to them on parole. Those failing, on the other 
hand, felt that success must be related to job training and place
ment. Neither group felt any great pressure because of parole 
status. The evaluators concluded that it was an identified need 
for inm,'ltes to maintain meaningful relationship with those in 
the community. It will be noted that this finding is quite congruent 
with those reported on earlier in relation to family and other 
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kinds 9~ visits (Holt & Miller,69 Lewis et al.,70 Cannon,7l and 
Lawyer ) • 

In a somewhat similar approach the work of Jenkins et al. 73 
dealt with early parole behaviors and attitudes. They developed 
spe~cialized . scales to assess environmental stress, maladaptive 
behavior, and level of productive activity. It .was found that 
insti tutional vocational training had some impact immediately fol
lowing release in terms of time employed and earnings, but had 
no demonstrable effect on recidivism. They felt, however, that 
employment per. se seemed, to serve as a prevention of recidivism. 
Further both environmental deprivation and maladaptive behavior 
were strongly related to subsequent recidivism. 

Volunteers and Ex-Felons as Probation or Parole Officers 

As noted in Banks et al. 74 one way that caseloads can be 
reduced is through the use of auxiliary staff--volunteers and 
paraprofessionals. Such an approach sometimes has considerable 
appeal in that it can often be accomplished at considerably less 
cost than a general reduction in caseload size. Evaluations of 
such efforts are .c·~{tremely difficul t, but an excellent product 
in the a1f5a is the review of the program in Lincoln, Neb., by 
Ku et ale . 

A detailed description 6f the intervention is presented, in
volving screening, selection, and training of volunteers. Outcome 
evaluation suggests dramatic reductions in recidivism for those 

'participating in the program J in contrast to a control group 
experiencing the regular probation program. To insure comparabil
i ty and to avoid subject selection factor, high risk participants 
were compared with high risk offender:s in the control group. It 
was found that partN::ipants had 45.7 per.cent fewer offenses, with 
55 percent of the group involved in new offending in contrast 
to 70 percent from regular probation supervision. 

Considerable educational improvement was . found in a study 
of 20 sU9~ects under the supervision of volunteers evaluated'by 
Lonergan as well as a slight improvement in adjustment. The 
followup period was described as "several "llonths." Attitude 
change was ass~ssed by the use of the Buss Durkee Scale, a ques
tionnaire used to measure aggressive tendencies, and significant 
reductions were found in 3 out of 8 areas--assaul tive tendencies, 
SUSPlclousness, and guilt. Unfortunately, no comparison group 
data were cited, so it is difficult to determine if these drops 
were related to the program or to maturation effects. 

Indigenous paraprofessionals are often sought to supplement 
the efforts of probation and parole officers. Part of the think-
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ing has to do with a reduction in the sociocultural d'istance be
tween 'ffnselor and client. A study of one such. effort, by Beless 
et ale reviewed the use of paraprofessionals 'Jin a Federal Pro-· 
bat ion District and found that such workers do no better or no 
worse than regular staff. The findings upon which this conclusion 
was based were derived from an examination of status as of a 
certain date, leaving open to conjecture the length of the follow
up period. Also ,rearrest is used as outcome, the inadequacy of 
which measure is amply demonstrated when it is noted that for 
those for whom dispositions are known, 57 percent of the cases 
were dismissed. , , 

The use of ex-offenders as aides to parole or probation of
ficers is believed to be even better than the use of indigenous 
workers in "bridg ing the gap" between the counselor and the person 
bei.ng supervisede The parole officer aide program of Ohio is 
one s¥gh progr,w and has had several evaa8ations (Scott and Ben-
nett, Scott, and Allen and Priestino ). Despite the number 
of assessments, the quality of evaluation that might be desired 
is simply not there. The attitudes of the aides were found to. 
be quite similar to those of regular parole officers. Inmates 
and parolees like being supervised by ex-offenders, and supervisors 
fel t that the aides tended to extend themselves to assist parolees. 
Of even greater importance, parolees superv ised by ex-offender 
aides had significantly fewer failures than did the clients of 
regular parole officers. The basis for outcome assessment, however, 
is a strange one--failures based against "of all those supervised 
during a year." Further, the 4 percent difference, while sta
tistically significant, would, it is estimated, make a differ
ence of 95 cases staying out of prison from the sample--190 out 
of the entire parole caseload. A detailed costbenefi t anCi1ysis 
would be required to determine if differences of that size really 
make an economic diff'~lrence. 

The study by Blew et al. 81 represents another evaluation of 
the Ohio program. While most of the report is devoted to descrip
tion and guidance as to how others might apply the program, recid
ivism data are presented. Again the 4 percent figure emerges but 
this time in terms of' di fferences in new felony conv ictions. Tech
nical parole violations were about the same for those supervised 
by the ex-offender aide and for those under. regular supervision 
(2 percent). Rates of abscond ing were also very similar (10 per
cent under aides, 9 percent under regular parole officers). 

Along somewhat different lines the work of connett et ale 82 
outlines how ex-offender self-help groups can be effective in 
providing transition programs on a contract basis~ It was found 
that while recidivism did not vary significantly between those 
going through such programs and a comparison group, the services 
offered were provided at a considerably lower cost than similar 
services provided through official channels. 
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In a number of areas there seem to be confl icting resul ts 
out of which suggestive findings point tow~rd practices that might 
well have positive impact. However, either imprecise application 
of the treatment intervention OJe inadequate evaluation has ob
scured the potential for the program to make its full contribution. 

Work Furlough 

While work furlough might as easily be considered either 
as a correctional institution program or as a part of community
based correction, a brief overview is included here on the basis 
that. such programs serve a transition function and, as such, ",can 
be treated conceptually as the. ini tial phase of the parole ex
perience. 

The work of Moran et ale 83 illustrates one of the many short
comings of evaluation in the field. Reporting a 3S percent failure 
rate for a token economy community residential program, no attempt 
was'made to provide a basis for comparison~ It may well be that 
the assumption employed suggested that the majority would fail 
in that the program was aimed at high risk offenders, "8 •• who 
had a very guarded prognosis for adapting to the community." 

In evaluating the Alabama work release program, Jenkins et 
al. 84 found, that participation in work release produces a large 
and highly significant reduction in post-prison law encounters 
for males ~ female participants did not benefit to any significant 
degree. 

Bass,8S evaluating the California work furlough program, found 
quite different results. For those male felons completing the 
program the parole failure rate was quite similar to all those 
released during the same period, but when inprogram failures were 
combined with parole failures for the group, program participation 
could be seen as a detriment. Because inprogram failures were 
returned to prison, the end result was a slight increase in time 
served for participants. 

Also the feeling was gained from interviews that many parti
cipants found themselves placed in lower status jobs that did 
not provide them any great opportunity", to save in preparation 
for entering parole. This tendency of work furlough programs 
to perps~uate the low status of ex-offenders was noted also by 
Rudoff. 

In evaluating a program in New York City, stanton87 reported 
only a 4 ,percent inprogram failure rate, quite low in comparison 
to most programs. The evaluation carefully described the charac
teristics of the sample, suggesting a high potential for failure. 
However the postprogram record suggests that 68 percent had no 
arrests nor did they abscond during the followup period. As is 

, ~ 
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often the case, no comparison group was employed so it is difficult 
to assess the extent to which these findings have meaninga 

Seiter et al. 88 evaluated eight halfway houses operated by 
the State of Ohio and found that on an - offense severity scale 
as well as in terms of recidivism, the houses participants did 
significantly better. While not discussed as a part of the im
pact evaluation, it was noted that the program had a 17 percent 
inprogram failure rate, possibly a level that would invalidate 
the postprogram success rate. 

In an assessment of·. the state of the art, 89 it was pointed 
out that the value of a work furlough program could not be evalu
ated until program rationale, assumptions, and goal~ are identi
fied. 

Special Service Projects 

As noted earlier, academic problems and delinquency seem to 
go together. It is not surprising then that efforts to undo 
delinquent tendencies often involve remedial or correct\voe educa
tional efforts. The work of the State of Washington seemed 
a laudable effort in this area. Juvenile Qffenders had, to volun
teer for the project and be accepted by a counselor and a teacher 
who assisted in the reintegration into the world of academic 
achievement. The program was qui te successful in improving aca
demic levels (average achievement was equivalent to 9 months ac
complishment in the 3.6-month program) but made only minimal im
pact on "social adjustment." The inprogram failures accounted for 
20 percent of the sample but only 16 percent could be counted as 
recidivism. This figure was seen as quite low considering that 
the :sample was drawn from a high-risk group. However, no com
parison group data were provided. 

Group counsel ing as a part of the pagyle functio.n has been 
suggested as a possible program. McCord reports on a project 
in Philadelphia involving the application of Guided Group Inter
action techniques to parolees and probationers. In the case of 
parolees the program had no demonstrable impact. For female 
juvenile offenders there 'lIas a significant drop in recidivism 
for participants as compared to a carefully matched comparison 
group. Results were equivocal for male juvenile probationers, 
for while there were no significant differences overall, new con
victions for participants were for less serious crimes. Some in
dividual caseloads showed reduced recidivism, suggesting that con
scien,tious application of the technique might improve on regular 
parole. A factor to note here is that the results obtained, as 
minimal as they are " came frorll a very light appl ication of the 
independent variable, for attendance was often low. 
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\ \i, project N~w Pride of Denver92 has already been mentioned 
1\,: but follows a similar line in that remedial education plays a 
\ -major role among the services offered to juvenile offenders. Adding 
\i vocational and individual counseling plus cultural enrichment serv-
II ices it was found that fewer clients from New Pride were arrested 
,I than from' a randomly assigned control group (27 percent vs. 32 

percent). Considerable cost savings are also reported. 

A very siJllilar program, Project START, was evaluated by Lewis 
and Lichtman. 93 While project" participants exper.ienced fewer ar
rests than nonparticipants, the difference was not statistically 
significant. Differences that approached sign.ificance were noted 
in terms of program impact in the case of those probationers who 
had a prior re,cord (28 percent recidivism for those participating 
vs. 45 percent for others). 

Assistance in job placement should enhance the probability 
of satisfactory parole adjustment and a program along this

9
jine 

was tested in Texas. Evaluated by Killinger and Archer it 
was reported that "the project contributed to subst.antially re-

'ducing the recidivism rates of parolees assigned ••• " Closer ex
amination raises questions as to the adequacy of the control 
group despite random assignment. Figure I, for example, sug
gests a noncomparabilityamong the groups. 

FIGURE I 

PERCENTAGE OF SUBJECTS IN EVALUATION GROUP 
WHOSE INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS WERE 85 OR BELOW 

Group 

Experimental 
Control 
Extra 

Source: Killinger and Archer. 94 

85 

Percent 

55.55 
72.16 
83.26 



Baca95 reports 'on an evaluation of the use of group homes 
for juveniles in Denver, noting nearly a 20 percent lower rate 
of recid iv i.sm for parti''Cipants as compared with a control groui~ 
Minnesota, in reporting on its group home program for juveniles 
found that only one-fifth completed ,the program successfully while 

. 33 percent became involved in an addi~ional offense. In the ab
s~nce of an adequa\te comparison base it is difficult to know 
if this success rate is high. or low. It might be quite high, 
given that the sample is drawn from ,a high risk category. 

II . 

. Since ability to earn a livelihood seems essential to so
cietal adj ustment, rehabili ta tive effo}:"ts, as previously noted,'
often make use of vocational training. Most such programs are 
placed in institutional settings but in re,cent years' ha:ve been. 
incorporated into parole and probation programs. A st~~ in 
this area that has been subjected to a sound evaluation is 
that of Monroe County, New York~ Findings suggested that the 
program offered reduced the unemployment rate, aided employment 
satisfaction and reduced recidivism. The evaluation design in
volved a specified followup period (6 months), employed a control 
group, and defined failure as revocation, new convictions, or 
both. 

.; 

In attempting to improve (emploYment, Project HIRE (Helping 
Industry Recruit Ex-offenders) ~§s designed to assist in place
ment. The evaluation conducted was better than most and re
vealed that the program did effect both recidivism and employ
ment. A matched comparison group was used and carefully re-
porled.· . 

Different approaches were taken in two evaluations of a spe
cial Monroe County probation program designed to provide academic 
.upgr~~ing, vocational assessment, and job placement. From Acqui
lano the view is presented that the program was a very strong 
one with 88 percent of successful completions placed in jobs or 
training with an 80 percent job retention rate. The percent of 
recidivism was reported to be very low--less than 2 percent. 
No comparison group l88ta were presented. This same program was 
evaluated by Chitren from a costbenefit point of v:iew. He con-
structed a comparison group and found that recidivism was reduced 
neither by participation in the program nor by increased wage.s. 
However, the fact that skills learned in the program c~rried 
over in improved jObs suggests that benefits would exceed costs 
over a 3-year span. 

. The problem of inprogram failures is clearly reflected in 
the eVi~l~ation of the Pennsylvania Community Treatment Services 
program. 01 While the repor,t states, "Approximately '31 percent 
of parol.~es eventually return to' prison, Community Treatment Serv
ices has reduced this return rate by one-third and a potential 
exists for further reductioIls" (p. 2-3 and 2-4), if inprogram 
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failur~s are viewed as a part of total failure pattern, then 
participants have a failure rate of 24.48 as compared to parole 
failures of 23.78. Again, careful conceptualization of the proc
ess has to be determined before outcome measures can take on 
meaning for policy decisions. ' 

Drug problems tend., to accelerate .parole or probation fail
ures and thus some effort must be m.;tde to provide for individuals 
so affl icted. Two programs, Family House in the state of Wash
ington and the Narcotics Education League's Residential Treatment 
program in california'lbave been -~evaluated. In the case of the 
first of these Hamburg 02reports that those who stay for at least 
11 months refrain from undesirable behavior as well as do indiv
iduals released from prison, while those who had been involved 
for morioJhan 11 months participated in no adverse incidents. 
Langer, in evaluating the California program, reports that 
the project met its modest goals (having 20- percent of. those 
clients completing the 90-day program' free from further criminal 
justice involvement for at least 6 months). But a close exam
ination reveals that the total failures (combining inprogram and 
postprogram failures) was fairly high (56.9 percent failures by 
6 months following release). In the absence of a comparison group, 
however, not much meaning canbe attached to this finding. 

To assist in the transition process for y'outhful offenders, 
Minnesota developed a youth advocacy programlOIt which involved 
selecting a member of a high school faculty who would visit a 
youth during incarceration, encourage school attendance, arrange 
a program of study, and generally act as a social buffer. On 
every index of adjust~ent, participants did better--attendance, 
grades, avoidance of new offenses, and nonreturn' to the insti
tution. However, none of these differences were significant. 
When all indices were combined into a si~~~e indicator the differ
ence between the groups was significant. ;Return to the institu
tion for the controls was twice that of the experimentals (24 
percent vs. 12 percent). 

In an attempt to provide a comprehensive system. for meet
ting the needs of both probationers and parole~s, the Oregon Im
pact Program deve~oped a series of interrelated programs t~86 
provided extensive coverage. The evaluation by Baker et ale 
assessed the achievement of objectives--most were met or exceeded-- \J 

and impact. Despite the fairly adequate delivery of required 
services, no significant differences in recidivism in relation 
to intensity of service were found. Similarly the utilization 

, of subsistence support appeared unrelated to recidivism. 

I Financljll Support and Employment 

The matter of subsistence, mentioned briefly above, is often 
seen as a valuable assist in the transition from life in prison 
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to adjustm~nton parole. Even a cursory overview will reveal that 
a considerable' amount of funds is required to establish oneself 
in a community--first and last months' rent, cleaning deposit, 
utility deposit, funds for transportation, and enough reserve to 
provttle support until the first paycheck--which may be as long as a 
month away. In this section findings from a few studies dealing 
with this problem will be examined. (, 

First a study in connectt8¥t providing a stipend of up to 
$470 was evaluated by Feeley. This excellent evaluation in-
cluded two control groups--one receiving the standard $20 gate " 
money and another receiving $50. Outcome was assessed in terms 
of parole violation, rearrest, parole officer assessment, and em
ployment. While the ~xperimental group consistently performed bet
ter than the comparison group, the differences were not statis
tically significant. Even in this very sound study flaws can be 
rioted. The comparison was not with randomly assigned control 
groups and no analysis was supplied to reveal to what extent the 
comparison group might differ from the experimental group. Fur
ther it would have been helpful if an attempt had been made to 
examine whether, within the total sample, certain subgroups did 
respond differently to the support provided. 

On the other tland the Direct Financial Assistance program in 
California appeared to have a somewhat more positive impact. Using 
a rando~O* assigned control g,.0olf' evaluators (Reinarmanl~8d 
Miller, Miller and Waldorf, and Reinarman and Miller ) 
found that participants did considerably better at 6 months (80 
perce'nt satisfactory parole vs. '71 percent) and at 1 year (47 
percent arrest-free vs. 40 percent). While these differences failed 
to reach statistical significance, there were a number of subgroups 
for whom the support allowance of $80 per week for up to 12 
weeks, if needed, make a significant difference. The subgroups 
that seemed to profit most included some groups who have a high 
~otential for failure--low Base Expectancy (success potential), 
'narcotic offenders, property criminals, and mul tiple termers were 
among those for whom a 10 percent or more differential outcome 
was required. 

In the now famous study by Lenihan, III it was found that 
financial assistance was of considerable importance in reducing 
recidivism for, property offenders but not for those involved in 
crimes against persons. 

To summarize, it would appear that monetary assistance is 
not needed by" many who are released and of little benefit to 
others. However" financial aid can have strong positive effects 
on certain kinds of offenders. It would seem that we have once 
again fallen into the trap of attempting to find a single solution 
to deal with the problems of all offenders despite the fact that 
we quickly reject any assumption that imBlies that all offenders 
are identical. 
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THE ADEQUACY OF EVALUATION 

.. The assessment of the adequacy of the evalua~ionsthat form 
a part of a wide range of funded projects must be judged as' 
"poor." Many programs do not go beyond a description of the ac
tivities performed, while others interject a subjective opinion that 
the services rendered were "valuable" or that the project is making 
a positive contribution, without supporting,evidence. 

The next level of evaluation tries to de.termine in a somewhat 
more objective way how people associated with the program feel 
about it. Thus, staff and clients are interviewed, on an as
available basis, and their views summarized. 

For those few that attempt data collection and data analysis 
the level of quality and adequacy of· treatment fall far short of 
any acceptable standard. Most of the reports examined concerned 
proj ects started in the 1970 I s with the evaluation component con
ducted around 1975~ While an excuse might be generated for the 
evaluations of the 60 I s that the state of the art had not been 
sufficiently developed to allow for a broad general application, 
no such excuse would seem acceptable at this late date. Yes, 
there are still numerous difficult issues to be dealt with and 
the present level of sophistication of design and analysis does 
not encompass all evaluation si tuations, but the reported evalua
tion efforts often 'do not appear to represent even a reasonable 
effort. 

Fortunately for the field and for society there are a number 
of studies that incorporate outstanding evaluation efforts with 
highly innovative approaches .. to very difficul t problems;. It is 

.' from these findings 'that we can be relatively comfortable about 
suggesting the possibility of application of programs, projects, 
and approaches on a somewhat more general basis. 

But with regard to the wldespread inadequacies of' evalua
tions we cannot simply say that things will, get better in the 
future, basing our belief 'on wishful thinking. It is strongly 
felt that the specific deficiencies have to be depicted in a 
straightforward manner so that. at least some few project manag
ers, some few evaluators, can learn from the past errors of their 
colleagues. Thus an attempt will be made to briefly highlight 
the major sho.rtcomings -seen in many of the evaluation efforts 
reviewed. The concerns raised here have -not been newly discov
ered but receive the emphasis 0ilsepetition because of their ex
treme importance. Banks et ale raise many of the same issues 
in thit5 evaluation of intensive special probation projects. Mat
thews sugge~ted that many of the same problems have been occur
ring for some time. 
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Lack of a Comparison El;;~sls 

At the risk of being accused of name dropping, the sayings 
'I of Richard A.McGee come to mind When this subje,ct is introduced. 
When confrontec3 with the casual inquiry, "How's your wife? II' he 
would> often respond, l'compared to what?--to how she was yester
day?--to ! how s,he was last year?--to some movie star?--to Granny 
Goose?" All of which illustrates that we are in a comparative 
mode when, we attempt to evaluate. 

Many evaluation studies fail to specify any sort of a compar-
ison group at all. " 

Some evaluators at-tempted to develop a randomly assigned con
trol group, but in the maelstrom of operatil1g 'agencies such pro
cedures often break down. Even so, the effort is applauded, for 
if it could be brought to successful fruition and proved to be a 
nonbiased sample, the generalit'y of the findings could be greatly 
enhanced. 

The more typical approach has been to select a somewhat simi
lar group or sample as a comparison base. It is often erroneously 
referred to" as a "control" group, lending further confusion to 
attempts at interpretation of findings. Caution must be applied" 
in dealing with the findings and resul ts of such stud ies. 

~, 

' .. 

Subject as His Own Control 

Various schemes have been attempted to make use of the ap
proach that considers each subject as his or her own contro).. 
The level of functioning prior to the introduction of an inter
vention strategy is compared to the level of functioning after 
the intervention. Such procedures, if well done, 'are conf,?ider
ably better than 'a simple rough comparison among groups that are 
presumed to 'be equivalent, inasmuch as the matter of difference 
before the intervention has been handled. An emerging problem, 
however, has to do with how long before and after one observes 
or records behavior--the selection of different time period~ can 
markedly affect the resulting findings. 

Another approach rests on quite a different assumption. Ex
pected behavior, against which one might compare the postin'ter
vention observed behavior, is determined by a prediction based 
on an extrapolation of the pretreatment behavior. Such an ap
proach, while only occasionally applied, enhances the possibility 
of the findings being positive. TherH are a number of dangers 
involv:ed in this, approach, the most obv 10us of which is the lack 
of precision with which predictions can be made. 

~he best procedure a~ailable in the area of the individual 
as the' control is that of the base expectancy" approach suggested 
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'" by Mannh,eim and Wilkinsl14 and Gottfredson and Beverly.llS In 
this proce8ure variabl.,es known to be ~ssociatea with sul:;>sequent 
adjustment are "testedagains£ several large samples to d~termine 
,the relati~e weights to be giijen ~ach variable. Usually five to 
nine \'ariables provide. the most economic prediction, typically 
accounting for about 20 to 2S percent of the variance, The re
suI ting scale is'" then applied to the sample being st,udied! The 
extent to whicp deViation.s from<~xpected out.come at"eobs"ervl~d 

. is the extent, to which treatm~rit illipact may be assumed. :rhis''-,,,,is 
'0 a powerful technique" that can be applied when comparison group~ 

are dtfficul t to construct, also controlling for intake varia-"',
·tion b~tween groups when group comparisons are attempted. 

~.~~~--o::-
-=Oto.. 

The LeijgttfbN~C!Io~UP 
- '.1 

There seems to be a strong tendency to form a firm attach'
rnen,t to some date and develop "as of,~" outcome measure.s. The 
findi.ngmay r,ead something like, IIAs.of April 17, only 10 pa:
role€~s,(17·:. 4 percent) had been returned to prison. II What usual
ly isn't k.nown is l'lOW many had been, releasedon1:y" one month pre-
v ious ly. ':": . ~,' 

There are-·--times'y of course, when these kinds of data are 
= . .,....... ,all that are: available~ .. It approaches acceptability when similar 

measures are taken at specific tirroesover an extended period. For 
example, in status is recorded "as of ll the end of each year, rough 
comparisons can be made between years. 

A variation of the "a~ of ll
= approach occurs ~bst often in 

studies dea'ling with probation. That is to repot!;t outcome in 
.. terms qf "n~!:ur.e of terminations, whether by successfjl1 completion 
of, the probation obligation, by revocation and ·plaC€lment. in pri
sorb ,.o'r by revocation and continuation on probation, d,~ring a spec
ifiedperiod. Thus, a change attributed to some program inter
vention might read something iike, liThe percentage of~those suc:-"' 
cessfuily discharged increased from 74.3 per<cEmt in 1975 to 81."~ 
percent in 1976. II 'As .can be seen, the procedure has a number.:c:>t:: 
flaws that make interp\l='eta~ion almost impossiblf;...~. _. W~. dQ~ no.t:.> ... ~. 
know how long people ha~e been .~nge"r supervl'sion '-:p'r-ior to terJt; 
minat,ion. Thus, "S9:m~.""9f~~the~",,grO'liP-~'may have been on probation Ji 
Y'~ar·sv·:~ff"--=-11\9r·e"-wH'Ire·-~ottl:~rs for dnly a matt'er of a few monthsJ$ 
before termination occur.\s.. Whil~ the standards recommended bYI' 
the National Advisory .. co~mi.ssion f;on Criminal Justice Standards,·1 
and GoaTs. O.f specified pe~riodsofg{ followup of 6 months, 1 year, 
2 years, ahd '::3> years may !De exce~iSive, certainly there needs to 
be a d~signated ahd c:leterrt~~ned period of time of followup if we 
are even to approach any SdJb of"··compar·ability among the findings 
from different projects an1~tudies.. I .. 
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The Application of. Statistics 

While,~ -the application of statist,ieal analysis is ofter! lack
ing, the absence may be less 'devastating than ~he misapplication 
of statistics~ It is unfortunate that either of 'these conditions 
exists, but tl1e problem is far overshadowed by the serious defi
ciencies -in eyaluation designo Several points must be emphasized 
if evaluation is ever to achiev~ a role in decisionmaking anywhere 
near its potentiaH .""'-.. 

First, statistical analysis should be applied to determine 
to what extent the observed findings might be the result of chance 
variation. Fortunately, the use of tests of statistical signifi
cance has become much more common in recent years, but there are 
still reports that do not provide this kind of an analysis nor 
even se~rn·-to~fg~l the need of it. 

A:lt:>ng this line r however, 'onemust,.also guard against over
reliance on statistical analysis" for 'when~c-aealJng with a large 
number"of subjects or observations, stat'istically sIgnificant dif
ferences can be found tbat have little practical meanii:lg. Fbr 
example, two groups may' be significantly different on a scale 
measuring psycholog ical adjustment. Closer inspection may reveal, 
however, that the difference in, mean scores is 2.4 on a scale 
with a range--of 6-100. ThUs the meaning of thE€' difference is of 
little consequence. 

The other area of statistical inadequacjt"",is related to level 
of measurement. Statistical techniques rest on'-a .v-at:iety of as
sumptions and are designed for application to certain--kinds of 
situations and certain kinds of measurements. While reality con
straintssometimes force modification of techniques that violate 
assumPtipns, such,. deviations should be explained. The applica-

F'"C __ _CO',Ocr

C

, "tion of parametricl\ ~fta·tistics to analyses that involve only nom
inal and ordinal da.ta should be ccp;efully avoided. Nonparametric 
techniques are available for almost--'eI."ny-- known -7applic:a tions. 

Outcome Meaaures Need Refinement 

As noted by Banks et aL, 116 time factors seriously hamper 
full and adequate evaluaticm of projects. Because of the short 
time frame of most projects, handy indices are sought rather than 
sound ones. For example, arrest; data are often chosen with the 
rationalization that iitheyrepresent the most objective data avail
able. Further,· with a brJe>f followup of, say, ·6 months, there is 
insufficient time for adjudication in most jurisdie,tions so con
victions cannot be considered. However, arrest 'data are a very 
poor indicator of beh~vior although they are a very good indicator 
of level of police cii::tivity. ,Thus, the evaluation design must 
specify the objecti~e of the. evaluation. For example, in one 
study the percent arrested was slightly higher for the group des-

, i~' 
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0' ignated as ~\Feated compared to the nontreated compar"ison base, 
but \'lhen convl\ctions were considered, the treated group was signi-
ficantlYlowe," " " 1\ 

The WhOl.J~ matter of recidivism as a measure of outcome is 
fraught with d\ifficulties but is,=~a matter ,.that must be faced 
squarely~ While recidivism can range from arrest, conviction, 
abse,oncion, return to cOrifinement,etc., and most pr.ojects do a 
fair job of specifying which of these outcomes will be used, the 
fact of the matt~er is that probably 'all of these outcomes should 
be appli~d. In addition there should also be behavioral indices 
such as residential stability and employment, although only one 
is addressed (abs\conding). A few stUdies have attempted to clas
s~fy outcomes in' i:erms of the behavior involved,e rather than of
ficialsanctions. While procedures of this type approximate-re
ali'ty to a g'reater extent than adjudication and disposition they 
nevertheless include the d'imgerof some loss ,ofobjectivity. In 
summary, it would appear tha,t a comprehensive outcome evaluation 
would'" account for all clients over a specified period of obser
vation in terms of official actions, dispositions, and behavior. 
-While the results often tend to be confusing because they are 
"complex, a more realistic picture emerges~ for over-simplifica-
tion of complex phenomenon can be dangerous. 

Toci'··O"tt.1!n, ar~'S·ts are collnt@(! only within the immediate 
community of the project, reconfinement cOl.1nted only when the' in
dividual is returned to the institution from which released. In 
this age of higp levelS of mobility, offending behavior can occur 

"almost anywhere. And as our technology increases~ records are 
avai·lablea!n\ost 'everywhere. There needs "to. be greater effort 
made to insure that all members of a relea'se cohort or a post
treatment group are aC'C'O~ri'ted for whether in the jurisdiction of 
immediate concern or elsewhere. 

The Maner of Inprogr.IIIF.liure. 

Far too little attention is paid to that portion of a sample 
that fails during the process of going "through the program or 
the treatment process bein,g evaluated. Depending on the objec
tives of the progt-am, inprogramfailures may be more important 
than the successes of those satisfactorily completing the pro,gram. 
For example, where inprogram failures are reported, the percentage 
may rang~ from 5 to 30 for most programs, but isolated instances 
have been reported as high as 75 percent. I,f these failUres are 
added to posttreatment failures~ quite a different p;icture is 
portrayed than if only those completing the prb~ram are considered. 
This becomes especially crucial in s1 tua tions\;'where the interven
tion is designed to ease the tran,,~ition between institutional 
life and parole. If the combined inprogram and postprogram rate 
exceeds the parole failure rate for the saine period, 1t would not 
appear that the program is mee,ting its objectives. The admonition 
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then is to makedsure that inprogram failures are re.eorded and reo,
ported and that'~ 'they', are taken into consideration when evaluating 
outcomes and assessing ,progi:am achievement in terms of objectives. 

. The matter, whfieoften overlooked, has not been totally 'ig--
nored. Caviorand Cohen,I17 for example, stress the need· to care
fully account for inprogram outcome measures as we}l·as the post";' 
progr~m effects. 

'. General PrOblem. In Evaluation 

Why is it tha t'ievaluation tends to be revealed in such 'a poor 
light? There are several interrelated aspects that appear" to ac
count for a <jreat"d~al of the difficulty. First of all, evalua-

" , tion is not usually au; ~ntegral part of project planning. It is 
usually an "add 6n," sometimes in the ,.thought process and often, 
in actuality. Evaluation then enters the picture after much:of 
the action has occurred and must manage the measurement process 
on a. makeshift basis. Secona, the objectives developed often defy 
measurement •. As can be seen, if evaluation is built into initial 
planning, th\~ aims of the project can be constructed in a form 
encouraging objective evaluation. Third, data systems are usually 
in a ,developmental.' state. Again eilrly planning. for evaluation 
would i,nsure the syst~matic recording and reporting of dat,a of 
concern to the management of the. proj~ct or program and of value 
for evaluatiorl. A number of projects reviewed apparent':ly failed 
to maintain even an adequate system of re,cOl';:ding events essential 
for good bookkeeping practices, falling far short of evaluation 
needs. 

C) 

Hopeful S~g~s for the Future 

Fortunately there have been a number of studies completed 
that have applied sound principles of evaluation. Frohfthese 
studiesl~ we can use the findings to build toward a solid body of 
knowleq,ge. 

Also in .. the plus column is the emergence of a number of rep
lications of earlier studies. This occurr,ence is a mark of maturity 
in the fi.eld in that single study results may not represent the 

'level of stability of findings that might be desired. 

':Vhe wQ·r!t of Martinsonll8 led him to the conclusion: 

This is not to say trhatwe found'no instances 
of success or partial,success1 it is only to say that 
t.hese instances have been isols'ted, producing no clear., 
pattern to indicate the efficacy of any particular 
method of treatment. 
(I 
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... The outlook seems somewhat more hopeful at this time. There 
now clppear tobe a few findings that tend'to support one another. 
Other .. ,studies offer suggestive evid.ence of dit'ection.While' some 
of these ·-la t ter reports are admi t ted ly imperfect it seems we are 
at a pOint where we can begin the process of the formulation of a 
tentative body of knowledge. 0 0 ' 

A danger here is the tendencY' to ire overcritical. In the 
best ev,~lU'ations cdhducted flaws can be found, especially if the 
process 1s subj,~cted to intensely critical evaluation. While we 
await a comprehensive knowledge base, action will occut--people 
will be making decisions; they will be planning new :programs. The 
concern that must be addressed is whether evaluation reEitUts will 
form a p~t·t of that deci13iqnmaking process. 

An additional problem is the difficulty in dealing statisti
cally wi th nlul,tiple outcome~. 111Pis difficul ty has been part,icu
larly emphasized by Williams. qne attemp'~ at a solution for 
this dilemma is proposed by Keller and Carlson120 wherein a single 
index is suggested. Unfortunately, their proposal does not pro
gres!2yery far beyond the Wolfgang-Selli.n Index of Offense Sever
ity, , and fails to consider other adj.~stment factors such a!) 
employment level, contribution to family >suppor~'::, and communi~y 
action. 8 . 

CONCLUSIONS 

From .this cursory review there seem to be some converging 
streams of evidence, while not yet completely validated, tha~ 
strongly suggest the beginnings 'of 'a ,knowledge base upon which 
policy consideration can be bas~d. 

What Do We Know? 

In the Instftutibns 

• We know that a great many individ~als now incal.c2efated need 
not be held in the level of control now imposed. 

• We know that almost nO programs wy~~ for all clients and only 
a very few work for some clients. 

, , l~/ 

• It ~~ems that well-plt9ied treatment programs, totally 'applied, 
work to some extent. , 

, -. ' 

• Visits and other family contacts ht~g a positive relationship 
wi'th postinstitutional adjustment., 
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.' Cc.')ntacts of a supportive natlu;,:e from 'people outsi~de have a posi
tive relationship with after-prison adjustment,.126 

• Vocijltional training carefuilyplanned and coordinated with job 
colH~s:l~ng i99 p:lacement ,efforts is related 1c.o lower ,'rates of 

, rec1d1v l.sm. ' 

• While education in and of it'self does nof seem" to be related 
to' favorable pat-ole outcome" participatfon in college ley~~ 
9:J!asses seems rf~lated to positive adjustment after release. 
,,!;;. 0 -

• Mtit~~l ~~greemenl: f:1.X:
9
0graming, efforts do not. seem to achieve the 

des~red results. 2~ • 

D~rin~ Transitioti 
· 0 

'. Diagnost~c sIf!:'rv ices'prov~ded by correctional. inst i tutions·to 
the' court ce~rl'be of value to the court'

l 
~Bd result in reduced 

commitment tb st.ate-Iev1el institutions. ,,/ 

, ' 

In the Parole )md Probaticm Sett'ing 

• Small ccas~llo,ads a,re' as~s~1ciated with lower violation rate's in 
the case c;hf Juven1les • .1-'.&0, 

• A fair prbportion (25 to 30 perceht)of those und7r s~~~rvi
sion need only minimal supervision for a short per10d. 

" 

• Carefully planned and executed intensive supervision programs 
can be fJffecti''lein J:eduping failure rates with selecteq kindf3 

"of offe"nders. 33 

• Some sl!:,ecial types Clf weIll-executed servi~~ delivery program:s '" 
are as~ociated with improved adjustment. 

• 
• 

, , 
Volunteers can augment probatio-Il and parole services without 
a dectement in eff.ctiveness. 135 

Ex-offenders con make a valuable contribution 
role ior probation officers and function ~6 a 
compli.lrable to th,at:. ,.of regular officers!.l 

1,1, . 

as aides to pa
level of impact 

Whet Do \1WeThlnk W.know'l 

~'number of ,stud les have prov ided posi ti,,"e results but", 
beca'use of inadequate evaluation designs, their findings must 
~eViE!Wedas very tentative, ahd suggestive only. Other studies 
reveal evidence t:.hat falis short" of statistical significance, 
but fbI' a va"rief;y" of reasons .it i~r felt that positive results 
could be 6btaineJd if the program i.mplementation were improved 
or Hi certain obstacles to evaliJation were removed. Because of 
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the di\~tinct possibility of subjective bias, the tentative find--~-~~~'~~ ,J" 

ings lIsted here must be viewed w.ith considerab1.ecaution if used 
for the planning" of pol icy. 

The \'foliowing items represent, then, areas of pO.,t~ntial value: 

• Work ft:lrlough proejrams may be a valuaQle adjunct' to institu
tional pr9grams for some individuals if objecti'ves ar

I3
,are

fully delineated and implementation dlosely monitored. 

• Financial "support equiV"alent to unemploymeht "insurance might 
be,of value with cerfain kinds of dffI~~ers during the trans
i tion period following incarceration. 

(' .'i Psych.ptherapy' seems
l 
""~o have value for ,a carefully selectep 

group of offender~ •. ~ 

• The posi tive impact of psychotherapy can be grea~ly e~~8nced 
if .. supportive continuity 6f treatment can be ~roY1ded/i. 

• Special vocational training, job counseling and r~medial edu,
cation may have a beneficial effect ~21 some individuals when 
provided as a part of field services. ' 

• Ex-offender.s can. be effective in providing contract services 
training, counseiing, job referral and pI a l.e12ent , etc., to ~ 
augment regular parole ,or probation programs. " 

. ~ ",) 

• Decentraiized decisionmaking in field services increases the 
probay!~ity of satisfactory adjustment on the=part 6f cli
ents. 

• Guided Group Intaraction and other counsel12i techniques have 
potential for improving client adjustment. 

• 

• 

It may be possible to identify a. fair proportion (15-20 per
cent) of those under supervision who will have, a low :r:ecidi
vism ~ate whether supervis~d or not and !~S whom direct release 
would be the most economical .procedure. "" 

Drug treatment programs can help a few addicts some. 146" 

What Do W. Need to KnOW? 

Before too many :Ear-reaching policies are developed and. placed 
into operation therE! are a number" of areas where the potential 
for sound knowledge :ts within the realm of possibility, considering 
the" state of the ar1:. A .. numbet;' of areas suggest themselves as 
essemtial befQre:Eurther drasticf(action is, contemplated. 
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". 'We need to, know if the presence or absenee lbf parole makes a. 'c ••• = 

,,difference in "sub:seque~t a.djus~~t. ~nly one. s~udy';:t~p~s tp 
attempt' to deal wlth thu; lssue but lt was llm:rted to.\Juve
niles. We ,need to know if/hat aspect of parole makes a d];\ffer~ 
el1pe",,-s~rveillance, supplort, service, threat·" or social, .. con
taCt. W'ith jurisdic.t-ions, contemplating the elimination\/of.",'pa
role, it wO\lld appear that ,"the 'time is '. ripe for a ,,;complek 
ev'aluatiori design with random assignment to' cbnditions that' 
wOuld ,lead to ~vidence of considerable reliabilib~,. 

'; \\ 

• Similar studies are heeded in probation. \ 

• The· combination' of brief periods of incarceration (j t06" 
months) in conibinati,on with probation is often appl"ied. Stud";" 
ies spould be designed to determine if such an approach is 
associated with subsequent positive adjustment or if it is 
contradictory to the intent of probation. ~ 

• It would be 'helpful if we ~ould develop classi'fication cri
teri~ that would assist decisionmakers in selec.ting those of
~enders for, whom neither incarceration n6r, s'upervision are 
required for tfie protection'of sociei~a'- Carefully planned 
studies could supply this information. 

• Since financial ,assistance seems to be of value only to cer
tain groups! of indiv iduals being released into the community, 
further exploration appears essential to insure maximum impact 
from the appli'cation of limited resourc~s.;· 

".= '"'rlore~detailed analyses are suggested to determine how and why 
parti'bipation in college programs in the institution improves 
postrelease adjustment~ 

• Further study of parole from county jails should be undertaken. 
If a clear and acceptable system can be developed, the potential 
e~i~t~ f<ti49a sizable redticti,on in .. tbe population of such fa-
,cllltles. , r.: 

POtentlal'R.sultS 

If a system applied all of the reasonably solid and tentative 
findings in develbpinga comprehensive set of pjolicies for opera
tion, there is little.assutance that great reductions in recidi
vism would be achieved. It is also unlikely the crime rate would 
be, markedly redu'ced. There would be some reduction in t~e fail~ 
ure rate but, more importap.tly, the participants would be dealt 
wi th in a more,~efficient "man.rt'er and at a lowe~ cost. Further, a 
larger proportion 0,:6. of,fendfh:s would be safely ftinction,ing in the 
community~. offering the potential fOr contribution to family sup
port, for the"paymEmt of taxes, and reintegrating into sopiety with 
fe\'~er, incapacitating side effects. 
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· What Is Citizen Crime Prevention? 

/Robert K.Vln is a visiting assooiate professor at C) 

the DepaP~ent of Urban Studies, Massaohusetts Institute 
of TeohnoZogy, and has a oonsuZting praotioe in pubZio 
poZioy researoh. 

INTRODUCTION 

Pol icymak.e rs have trad i tionally seen communi ty efforts as only 
a supplementary resource for preventing crime. In contrast, this 
paper makes the following proposi tion: Communi ty efforts, far from 
being a supplementary resource, may actually be the essence of suc
cessful crime prevention activities. To the extent that this is 
true, research on citizen crime prevent.ion must begin with adequate 
operatipnal definitions of theSe activities. Otherwise, few conclu
sions can be drawn concerning the most desirable ·community condi
tions or i.:he most effective interventions. Thus, this paper is based 

'on a second proposition: Most research has failed to describe pro
perly the actual activities involved in citizen prevention. The pa
per concludes by reviewing the ways that research can be improved 
in this regard. ' 

In comparison to thesepropositions, many feel that the crilni
nal justice system typically provides the major al ternatives for 
crime prevention. For instance, crime vulnerability is thought. tc) 
vary pr:imarily wittl t,he amount of, patrol ,by paid poli~e of~icers, 
and cr1me pressure. 1S thought to be relleved by deallng w1th of-
fenders--through inc~rceration, rehabilitation, deterrence" or other 
sentencing policies. As part of this same viewpoint, private citi
zens are thought to play only a limited role in crime prevention, 
even though they may engage in any number of private a'ctivities 
(e.g., keeping private vehicles lock.ed when not in use, using door 
bolts, or installing new alarm systems), in various group activitiE!s 
(e.g.'; watching a neighbor's property), or in assisting in law 
enforcement (e.g., reporting all crimes, assisting police investi
gations ,or serving as wi.tnesses in the prosecution of offenders). 

The suggestion of this paper, however, is that it is the crimi
nal justice system that serves as the supplemental resource, and 
that effective crime prevention mus·t primarily be based "on the in
formal social controls imposed by residents. Thus, the maintenance 
of public safety is seen as an integral fUnction of the community, 
and effective crime prevention only occurs when this function is 
perf()rrned properly. This paper deals wi th one aspect of this claim-
the role of neighborhood residents in reducing vuln'erability to 
Copyright (oj Z9?9 Robert K. Yin 
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crime. There is; however, an equally compelling literature that 
notes the impot'tatice .,of community affairs in reducing crime pres
sure through t.he appropriate soc';.alization 6fyouths and potential 
offenders, as well as in rehabilitating criminals. 

C' 

" 

,11tE NEIGHBORHOOD "AS tHe;, SOURCE OF PUBLIC ,SAFETY 0 

Jane Jacobs was one of the first to call' attention to the 
crime preventive 'role of neighborhoods. Her vivid description of 
the uses of si~ewalks begins with the dominant function of providing 
public safety: 

The firs t th ing to unde rs tand is tha t the publ ic peace-- the 
sidewalk and the street peace--of cities is not kept pri
marily by the police, necessary as police are. it is kept 
primarily by an intricate, ,"almost unconscious network of 
voluntary controls and stanclards among the people them
selves, and enforced by the people themselves •••• No amount 
of police can enforce civilization where .. the normal; casual 

, enforcement of it has broken down. [Emphasis added.] 

Others have also asserted the importance of safety in the neighi 
borhood environment. As the sociologist Gerald Suttles puts it: 

The quest for ,a good communi ty is, among other things, a 
quest for a neighborhood where one does not fear standing 
at armis length from his neighbor, where one can divine the " 
intent of some.one heading down the sidewalk, or where one 
can share expressions of affect by the way adjacen't res iden
ces dress up for mutual impression management. 

Suttles argues that all neighborhoods must perfot11l the function of 
residential defense against outsiders. This is because res'idential 
proximity creates its own dangers ~nd difficulties of social control. 
People who are close at hand are impossible to avoid, and people 
thereby want to live in neighborhoods where they feel safe and ,are 
at a distance from those whom they cannot trust. "The defended neigh
borhood," according to Suttles, "segregates Reople, to avoid danger, 
insults, and the impairment to status claims." Occasions arise when 
some neighborhoods are not capable of defending themselves, and thus 
compensatory actions--including neighborhood revitalization--must 
be initiated. The main point, however, is that the role of the neigh
borhood in defending itself against outsiders is an instrumental 
function that goes beyond the mere romanticization of the traditional 
neighborhood as a sentimental place. As a result, with the ~ising 
crime rates during the, .. late 1960's, "law and order issues [became] 
basic to the defended neighborhood and, indeed, basic to the devel
opment of a community itself.,,6 
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The importance of public safety in neighborhood life has been 
noted in ways other than the words of keen jou'rnal iS,ts and academic 
observers, however. Residents implicitly expect their neighborhoods 
to provide protection and are af~ronted when such protection fails. 
It is thus not surprising that one of the roots of this nation's major 
war on crime, beginning with the Lyn.don John,s'<,madministration and 
the Great Society leg islaticn, was an un.bel/icivable event that.~ oc
c;:u rred in a res iden t ial ne ig hhQ{hoOd: the mtlfde r 0 f, ~i tty Genove'se 
ln full earshot of 38 people. The Genovese case lnfluenced thg 
adoption of an anticrime plank in the Republ ican platform of 1964. 
Following Goldwater's defeat, President Johns.on then usurped the 
Republican positionbyap:pointing the President's Crime Commission 
(Ka tzenbach Commiss ion) in 1965, and the work of the Commiss ion 
led directly to the OmnibLis Crime Bill (1968 ) and the na tiona! iza
tion of the war" on crime. In the ensuing years, it has similarly 
been no surprise that the dominant public target of crime control 
programs has been crime in the street, i.e., robbery and predatory 
crime in the ne ighborhood, and not white-colla '9 crime or organi zed 
crime--both of which may incur greater costs. 

Th.e potential importance of ci tizen activi ties in preventing 
criIrle is based in part on the negative resul ts of other courses 
of action. Thus the popular notion that more police can lead to 
less crime has not, been corroborated by most research. Wilson, for 
instance, reviewed the key experiments on the effects of pqlice 
preventive patrol and concluded that, with the possible exception 
of saturation patrol (a condition that may be socially undesirable 
and fiscally impossible for long-term application), there was no 
c;:lear, evi~8nce, that increases ~n preventive'patrol led to a reduction 
ln crlme. Wllson' s concluslon was based on the resul ts. of such 
field experiments as the Kansas City Preventive Patrol experiment,lI 
in whic:::h police deployment patterns weri2systematically vari'ed over 
time between comparable areas ofa city. Another review, involving 
no experimentation, reached similar conclusions. In this review, 
Levine analyzed robbery and murder rates as a function of different 
levels of police manpower in 26 ci ties and found no relationship 
between the number of police and crime reduction. 13 

" 
An ad(hti~nal(line of evidence comes from cross-cultural compar-

isons. Although such comparisons are always somewhat tenuous, one 
investigator has suggested that the existence" of neighborhood crime 
preve~4ion associa tiorts II\ay be a major reason for Japan I s low crime 
rate. In comparison to the United States {I which is similar to Japan 
in its degree of industrialization a.nd state of national development, 
Japan has a very low crime rate and yet has ·fe\lyer police, an equivalent 
tradition of violence, and more lenient sent~mcing policies. The ma
jor difference between the two countri~s thus appears t.b be the role 
of neighborhood associations in Japan, which are present in nearly ev
ery neighborhood and which promote publ ic safety and crime prevention 
practices .~, 
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\ At, the same time, positive evidence on the effects of ciiHzer! 
~::rim~I>revention activities is admittedly ,still. scarce. An impol;""~ 
taht ':obse"rvation cis simply that these activities have illcr:ease1d 
and c,cmtinue to d1.~significant support from both residenf:Soana 
pol icimake rs al ike. " The mos t common theme in these a~ till, i tif:s 
has' bettg to promote improved surveillance, or the use of lieyes ahd 
eC?/rs •. Ii'This effect rnay:be 'promoted through a variety of community 
activi.ties.For instance, Yin et ale found that resident patrcHs 
existed in numerous neighborhoods across the country and were' predc:>m
inantly resident-f9itiai:ed, !,reside!lt'lcontrolied activities aime~'1 a'c 
crime prevention.. Such, contemporary patrols differed front tli.'eir 
0ldercounterparts l8 in t~at riot-suppression activities and police 
antagonisms were minimaL ·T.h~ latter-iC:3ay' patrols ranged from rlasi
dents actually conducting Ji,lbbile patrol,s in their own cars to the 
hiring of privatca, securi ty \\guards to protect building en trances 
and premise~.Sirnilarly, Sickman et al. found a variety of citizen 
crime-r~porting programs in "different cities, including "whistle 
stop" c{ctivities, radio watch projects, and educational efforts aimr~ 
at improv ingresidel1'ts 'kn-owledgeof crime prevention practices. 

The basic elementaf citizen crime prevention appears to be so- ' 
cial interaction, in which res idents retain an everyday famil iari ty 
wi th each o the r. One mechanism de rives implici tly from normal a'r 

'routine neighborhood behavio.r: The more that such behavior follows 
certain patterns and rituals, the easier it is to detect the presence 
of a stranger. One of the most important neighborhood, functions is 
therefore the establishment of norms ",and a particular culture of nor
mali~. At the interpersonal level, as described by Erving Goffman: 

••• qormal appearances mean that it is safe and sound to 
continue on with 'the. activity at hand with only peripheral! 
attenti0geiven to checking up on the stability of ,the envi
ronment. 

Goffman also describes the use of alarms I; all..iclear signals, the per
ceptually relevant world of the individUal (the Umwelt), disguises, 
ahd zones of vulnerability, all of which are important in protecting 
oneself from poss ible crimes. ' 

;\ 

A secon<J important mechanism for neighboirhood defense is to 
stimulate as much casual and public surveill'ance as possible. This 
can. be facilitated by an appropriate architectura~ldesign, as unco
vered for instance by Oscar Newman's research. However, people 
often forget that "def~nsible space," to use Newman's term, is not 
purely a product of an architect's plans. ·Defensible space requires 
not only' the appropriate physical design (for buildings as well 
as for public areas around buildings) but it also requires surveil
lance by i:-es iden ts. In Newmah ' s words, "fundamental to this study 
is the proposition that through the manipulati9n of building and 
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spatial configurations, one can ~~eate areas for Whi,ch people will 
adopt concern [emphasis '~dded]," a theme whose 'importance has 
been reaffirmed in Newman's later work. 23 

Third, citizen crime prevention activities need not be carried 
out in complete independence from the criminal justice system. In 
fact, the success 6f most activities depends on positive interaction 
wi th local law enforcement agencies. Reppetto, for instance, conduc
ted a l:ltudy of residential_iiime,~ .including interviews of offenders 
involved in burglary cases. He concluded with the suggestion that 
the most fruitfUl course of future action ~gUld be the development 
of a crime prevention approach that wOUld: .. ' 

, I 

••• b~end the deterrent effects of the criminal justice 
system with citizens' anticrime efforts ••• ~ It is possi
ble, for example, that the "rapid response" techniques of 
the police could become a mpre meaningful deterrent to 
residential crime if environmental characteristics could 
be modified to maximize surveillance poss,ibilLties and en
courage a sense of territorial concern among residents; 
ci tizens would take a few more precautions aimed at "slowing 
down" the prospective burglar so that his s.uspicious activ-

'. ities might attract the attention of neighbors; and obser
ving neighbors might feel a "soci,al commitment" sufficient 
to prompt them to summon the police. 

1.n suminary, citizen crime prev:ention may be seEm as an integral 
neighborhood function, going far beyond individual actions such as in
stalling new targ.et-hardening devices. The social interactions upon 
which crime prevention ~6based may also lead to the further cohesive
ness of a neighborhood, in which residents also help each other in 
dealing with other everyday functions, such as child care, shopping, 
sichool ing, and emergency ass is tahce. In contras t, neighborhooa i'nter
actions and cohesion might even diminish as a resul t of oither ap
proaches to crime prevention, e.g. , increasing preventive patrol by 
pol, ice. , .. 

, In this context, a fonnal criminal justice system 'can thus be 
interpreted as a compensatory system, being needed when such inforntal 
mechanisms of social control as might operate in a neighborhood see~"." 
ting fail to work properly. At the neighborhood level, dis.ruption of 
these mechanisms could resul t, 'for instance, from: 

• high rates of residential turnover; 

• the displacement by .automation of such traditional 
neighborhood artisans as doormen, elevator operators, 
and jan i tors ; ' 

• the dec I inin9 presenqe of small s tore owners, corner 
. druggists, and sidewalk concessions; 
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.. ah imbalanced. demographic pattern, in which, for ex
ample, children far outnumber adultS, or 

changing cultural styles in. ~hich, for instance, both 
adul t member:s .of a household have full- time jobs out
side of,o th«!~_n$!i9hborhood. 

However, a compensatory system, ho matter how effective, cannot be
,come the primary system. ' Instead, ways must be £oundto facilitate 
the traditional rt"le of neighborhood ahd citizen crime prevention 
~fforts. For this reason, policymakers and researchers alike' have 
attempted to identify and test the major alternatives. 

IDENTIFICATION OF CITIZEN CAl ME PREVENTION ACTIVITIES 

The Definitional Problem 
1 J J , , 

New ci,tiz,eh crime prevention efforts can be based on two sources 
of" inf,prmation.' F'irst, improved practices may emerge as a result of 
experience,;; in Sp.eci,fic neighborhoods. Such knowledge may be,defined 
as non-R~o-based knowledge, and citizens in one community may directly 
informUiose in another community of their experiences. Second, im-, 
proved!practices may emerge as a direct result of new research experi
mentsl,for other evaluation stud ies. Such. knowledge may be defined as 
R&D.;.t>ased knowledge, and research investigators may be responsibif for 
disseminating the results to potentially interested citizens. In 
either case, the communication of new knowledge depends on one essen
tial condition: The practice must be operationally defined before it 
can be tried elsewhere. For a full evaluation, additional information 
is also essential--;e.g., an assessment of the outcomes of the efforts 
and an understanding 'of causal relationships (what produces what and 
why). ,However.!, 1·£ a ci t'izen crime prevention effort has not been 
adequately described in thl! first place, there is no way of knowing " 
what happened, much less allowing for any subsequent evaluation of the 
experience. 

For example;' consider the problem of describing blockorganiza
tions. Such organizations are frequently credited with having ini
tiated, significant crime prevention activities. 28 A block organiza
tion may hold meetings,d"isseminate literat\,1~ELt() re~idents, or con
duct specific public safety campaigns--suchas getting residents to 
improve their cautionary behavior Ot; to carry whistles or other devices 
capable of emitting signals for help. In order to duplicate these 
experiences, the specific activities must be documented--e.g., .how 
many people were involved, in what way, and using what specific mate
rials and procedures. But there is an even more serious problem--that 
~o'f",defining the basic block organization. Residents in one neighbor
hooa~·mC!y want to contact such organizations in other neighborhoods to 
exchange··information, or a research investigator may want to desi,ign 
a study to determine what generalizations can be made about these orga-
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nizations. In either case, the question remains: How are existing 
block organizations to be identified? Because organizatiQnsvary in ,) ,~ 
their formality and do not "announce"their existencE! in,~nyconsis-
tent manner, resident.s may have to rely on word-of-mouto techniques' 
that may be highly inefficient. The research investigator" howeve'r,' 

. ,faces a more serious probl~~: The study must"begin with a 'functional 
--'--~-~-~-oXc,gperational definition of a block "organization1 otherwise there 

wilr-heno assurance that the proper sample has been stud'ied. Naive 
, investigators will settle this problem in an entirely unsatisfactory 
way--they will simply include \)all organizationsthat~al1 themselves 
"block organizations. II' 

Ii 

Figure I lists 19 different kinds of citizen crime prevention ac-
"tivities. The figure gives only the briefest description of each 

activity, but all require some degree of formal organizational effort. 
The figure includes a variety of volunta'ry efforts ,that may' be 
sponsored by the police or by a community organization or by both. 
The purpose of the figure is to show .the varied forms, that citizen 
crime prevention" can take, and to suggest that" just as with the 
proolem of defining "blockorganizatio'ns," each of these activities, 
must be described in considerable de.tail' before any transfer of 
the ideas to new sites or before any multisite assessment can occur. 

Typical Tr~atment of the Definitional PJoblem 
c 

Al though an operational defini tion of a ci ti zen crime. prevention 
activity is essential for understanding what., occurred in a particular 
neighborhood (or for extending. the experiences to other neighbor
hoods), existing research guidelines and many previous studies have 
ignored this problem. This has occu~red in spite of the fact that, 
over the last decade, researchers have become much more sophisticated 
about how different kinds of programs--especially policyinterven
tions--should be evaluated. 

Evaluation Studies. For instance, there now exist any number of 
handbooks in evaluation research that cover th~obasic methodological 
issues involved in assessingp~blic programs.-These efforts have 
tended to focus on several important issues such as: 

• the establishment of outcome measures by which to 
determine the degree of program success or failure1 

• 
(, 

the development of' res~arch 
causal'd.nferences and therefore 
tions tq\ specific outcomes 1 and 

1 , 

designs that permrt~'-~' 
relate specific ac-

\. an appreciation for the politics of evaluation, which 
I' include' the relationship between the evaluation team 

and the staff operating the program as well as the 
broader political setting within which an evaluation 
is conducted. 
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PIFFERENT TYPES OF CITIZEN CRIME PREVENTION ACTIVITIES 

~ Program 

Block,~ecu~fty Programs 

Bfockwstchers and 
Neighborhood watch 
Programs 

,.lIPV" 
Citiz~-8PVolunteer 

Prpgrams 
.. /' 

Community Radio Watch 

Community Service 
Officers 

Escort Services 

Home Security Program-

Improved Alarm Systems 

.' '.~' 

" 

Description 

Attemp~ to improve residents' awareness 
and education concerning public safety, 
and may also assign surveillance or as.., 
slstance responsibilities to specific 
:h'ldioviduals such as block mothers. These 
programs are very divers.t< and may" inciude 
actual patrol activities. " 

Attempt to improve cit1ze~ reporting of 
crimes and suspiciotiSevents' iil the 
neighborhood. Residents are sensiti~ed 
to signs of criminal activity and are, 
given specific names or numbers to call 
in case of emergencies. 

.0=--."':::.--'-

Attempt to improve citizens' education about 
public safety and a~ility to report crimes. 
Typical emphasis is on disseminating infor
mation about physical security for the home 
and giving citizens a specific name o~,num
ber to call in caseoL emergencies. 

Attempt .. to reduce crime pressure in' the 
community at large. Typ~cal activities 
are aimed at: improving educational and 
employment opportunities for youths, pro
viding" recrea tion service-s ;~and'-prov:i.d:fng 
counseling and rehabilitation services. 
Many programs cover courts and" correc
tions activiti,es and not jus,!;' police-re
lated activities. 

Attempts to improve citizen reporting of 
crime and other emergencies. Busin~ss" 
firms or private citizens with vehicles 
having two-way radios are encouraged to 
report incidents to their dispatchers. '0 

Attempt to improve communications bet~~en 
police and community. A neighborhood 
youth is trained by the police to perform 
community services. The services do not 
necessarily involve seriotis crime preven
tion responsibilities. 

Attempt to reduce vulnerability to crime. 
Residents escort children to school or 
elderly persons when collecting ami cash
ing checks~ Escort service follq~s spe
cific routine and time of operation. 

Attempt to reduce vulnerability to crinie. 
Citizens are encourag~d to install new and 
more effective security devices to protect 
their homes. ," ' 

Attempt ",to provide improved reporting of 
crime,s'in progress. In some cases, citizens 
carry ,special devices that transmit digifal 

,signals indicating need for help. In othet 
- cases, special alarms are(!installed in ad

joining homes so that neighbors can help 
each other out. 
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Police~Commun1ty Councils 
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Police-Community, Relations 
Programs . '. 

Police Reserve Units 

Property Identification 

Resident Patrols 

Secret Witness Programs 

Security Guards 

Street Lighting Programs 

Vigilante Groups 

Ybuth Patrols 

r} 

SOURCE: Robert K. 
cand Residential Security, 
poration, 1976) 

Description 

Attempt to increase inf~rmal contact between 
di:iz~n!i lind the police. Resident groups 
maybe organiZed as an advisory body,.(fmeet-

-;,-- 1118' at intervals-o wttH' the locai police. The 
meetings. increase communic.ation in both 
directions, with res~den,ts h<iving \\an oppor- ;f 
tunity to voice complaints and thepol1ce 

'. having an opportunity to explain regulations 
and oJher departmental changes. .' C 

, Attempt to incre,ase informal. contact / 
between citizens (mostly youths) and 
the police. Typical activities "are: ,><-=. 
officers speak at, school functionsp . 
officers and youths go O1'L outingsj arid' 
youths ride in poI,ice'cars to ~e't" ex
posed to the.offfcer~s world,/' 

, Attemptt'o~educe vulne;ap1:11ty to crime .• 
. Volun:teers undergo ex'tens-{~e training 
and devote"specific pet;'<f'ods to police work. ;/" 
Volunteers may be cons'idered part of an .,9 
auxiliary police groilp ,.c;~nd the acHvi'i:tes 
of~,,~h_ groups a~~7ful1y controlled byll the ,'. 
local JiOHc~~!.';!~boritYi c . i/.£;::;J;;,.. 

At te~pt to t:.aa'3CiNYu:'l!:l~~bili t!,to,cr.iM~. 
Citr~ens are encouraged""to,mark,. property 
and to report registration iit.iilbers" to 
poiice sotha tproperty may be mo.r~"'-'easJJY 
traced if stolen." " -"''''' 

Att~mpt to reduce vulnerability to crime. 
Residents act~vely monitor "specific physi
cal locations; either by patrolling or by 
observing for a giVen period of time. Lo
cations may .involve.either streets and out
door areas or hallwa'ys and corridors within 
housing projects. 

Attempt to .. increase informatioif from 
citizens about criminal activities, A 
community organization or newspaper may 

. offer monetary rewards for information 
from anonymous callers regarding,i1 parti
cular crime or specific lawbreakers, in-' 
cluding pushers or fences, 

-"-~;; /'--

;; 

If 
;1 

Attenipt to reduce vulnerability to crime. /:;"_",,o-~=~~~.=o'··-= 
Ci tizens hire guards to patrol specific .. ' ".r.::;.rfj;~O_'''-

.~ar~,as; usually a re~~de2Ha,l blockor,~,j:F-"~-~ 
housing 'proJect', Guards may operate~in ':. 
isolati(m or may be part of a 1»)Z~ii';!~sional 
sec~rity service.,P',;P" 

Attempt to reduce vulne't'ability to crime.'., 
Brighter street }.~gifts are installed ~~"~~ 
Public areas. M

. _9.4-' 
l) .co' .... 

Attempt/ito enforce laws :and administer owri: 
justice~ ~olunteers exist outside of the! 
regular l

' public safety network and carry 
out both surveillance and apprehension 
activities, <. 

" If 
Attempt to reduce tensions in ·times of 
neighborhood diso.rders ,and to reduce .' 
crimei;vulnerability. Volunteers circti::. 
late ~ thin the community, especiall~';" 
~uring times of civil unrest, and att.empt 
to .reHlIce'hosUlities among resident~ and 
bet~(!t,n residents a~d police. 1\ . 

Yin et ·a1., patrolrdng the Neighborhood Beat: Residents 
R-l912-DOJ, (san~a Monica,,~ Calif.: The Ran~~9or-

I: 
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IJ:ihe~~rst two, "t~dpics'.a,}:.e:in'~eed~j;.ess~nt~a~. ~orcond;uct~ng /t't~orous,<,/ ' 
studies of' C1 t~en cr1me" preventt10n ac,t1v 1 t1es. 31' '. /// ' , 

. ,.of y,:Y= .~ _.-< - ~~~~-----~:::.' ,/-" 

"'. ..' Nevertff~less~ these g~u;idffin~s." havex,gi~en pnly ;~~sing' atten
">t'~o~',~~/~riy, tot:he'fproa-~m O'f ,~~finifig the citi~e~6frine pr7v~mt,ion 
,ac~~~ey ~n tbeJ!~~rst pla,ce}/ One." "hand~ook, d~;rec.t:~ spe91f~S~91~l 
~oW'a.t"dptheey~];.uatlon 0,t:,pr1Il1e control program~'f'typ.1~les ~h];s';'gap. 
TbEr'l~lildbook 'prov ides o e"tc:lil ed ,guidelines ,/for -deveioplng adequate 

'.~;. .. ,,;t.i9u £come ·measur..es, ,.with~ap'propriate COJnlDefits on'''the st,rengthS ·'aIlP;",z·' I 

?';;~"~'~?,'¢.o',~~~-,.k~~sS"e~pf usingrepqrted crime dat;.~a,>'fand victimization su~,eys. ! 

V~'~ '6 "",<7 )1!fle,,~fi~~~o~al~so~~y6v i.q~lij=¥';c~Uin!!l~.ty=~qt':;the: b~s~ie' ~ssues }Jlr~se~rch 
;ft"~ i deslgn,e.g;." the estaollshment o·f app,roprlate cont):ol,and exper-

.0 

., ,:fmentalf grollP~//and" the use of JO:ng itudinal,. comp~trj{sons •.... Fin~l'~ry, 
,I.,. the handbook, describ~sthree /il1us'trative examp'fes in which :bI"iI1le~~ 

.. reduction·· efifectsmay be $/rUd ied: prog r,aIllsca.11ing ~for"lncrecasec:I~ 
pol ice p~t,rol, for 1mprov~d/burgl~ry. inv,;;es·tigatioll ,or for"increc:lsed-'-o 

. street@l~\gp.ting. //oNO s>ingle"c'hapter, 'of thehandbQok, however., ad'" 
:<dres-Se.s the problem O:ff'~definirig thecrime~ prev~ntionactivity. .E'ur
-them'ore·, thethr¢e illustrative examples all, overlook the fact 
thcit.thecrlriie, cdntrol activities discussed can be~conducted in 

I? ····'..;clvariety of ,ways." 'I1t)JS, police patrol 'can 'be inC'reas'ed th=r:9uCfl'lT'" 
~~=~riy:nWnbero£;.ospeciftcresourceallocation procedti.res (and. /tHe de
'\~taited d~tf{niti6nof any pa ttic1:lclar:Ylayis,a''A,ifJicuYt' task) r iJIlproved 
,/./ burglanV investigation., Jnvolves a cbmplex.se~·o·f="'O'l:'"9anization~L' 6' 

" changes withinpol.ic,e~aepa'rtmentsthat are ",arso difficult to define; . 
even efforts" fO,Ancfease streettignting'ca'n inVOlve .a variety of 
p:rrocedurestncft are difficulJ~~' ·fodefine operat,ionally,{ ecg., the 
specif icc' types!1 of bul:.bs used, the nUli\ber of lig~rts' "ins tall~d pe r 
street ~il~, ,tHe heagh't o.f the~~1g,b-"t.sraI)d tthe>f:fhicem~nt of the light 
fixtures =, ih relat;ion to-th-e~1ath of the s;id~walk). 

," _ (, .,,-, '...... o;.--~..: . ~ 

Without such defin'iti'ons, it il? impossible to delermine what 
activi'ty occurred. Hence) even if the, activity produced desirable " 
outcomes, little ,sari, be tTearned or replicated. For one thing, it 

~, 

~ would not be known. whether su'c::::fl' outcomes 'were related! to'the entire 
activity<,or to a specific subl?et of those activ~ ti~,s. T.his fla}\' 
penneates most research stUdies on citizen crime pr~vention activ-, 
ities. For instance, a 1=-horough review of, 41 str~et lighting pro
jects--aJ) intervention that may be ,considered a citizen crime pre
vention acti" ity because oi t facil ita tes citizen surveillance in 
anarea;;--:-f6und that nOlle ,of j::he projed't,~ adequately described the 
system characteristics of the stree,t'_~ighting efforts.3it In fact, 
the basic. measureo;f' the degree \of '\'-fr~a'tmentn ... -.i.e." the amount 
of' light produced. in .' th~n~wly instal):;ea systerR~~-cOuld ,.not e~ 
be~~ls,certained because '<most municipc:fl:i:t:ies~did not know h9W. ~to}:itifaKe 
syse~matic light me,asurements, an.dvfew.municipal_~£4e5"·even owned 
standardiigpt.meters in. workingcondit:Lon!<"", . IJfccontrast, Figur~:, 
II gives a list of the vari9Us--~syst;~m",r.cfiara~'teristics thc'it. nee(i' 
to be assessed in ope ra~qrfaIlYfdE!:f:rning a i str~:~t~l ighting prociram:. 

_-;.!'":",/ :;--?-. . . ,,).-.-:;:1" .. :,'J 

_-;::-<;;:~~ '.,;-;::; ~;;.:.. cO .;~_ 0': . _, ~L:;' 
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simflarl~, tP~"reO~~a~e been nrinysj:ud'ies ofdther t;P~sof citi:z~n 
crime prevent;~on' activi~±es in whic!1 an' appr9P:riate eyall1ation WaS1 
cond,ucted,butin whieh;;the basic?fctivity w,as not defined. i.P~.;"Th'ese 

.;-" ' 1'. /. . .' . A . . 'i1(' ~, '~. II ~..- :'. ' 

have,'~(1cl_ua~(3:publ i,?ed ~a tion progrrams in ;,~h~ich res ~de? ts ~re aU rged 
tekeep th~.lrl}9mes and autompblles locke(3,to reduce i crlme,3. e~~ortS' 
at organizinginfonnal su~eillance~by :r;esidehts or police, an,d ,_~o"-
°secu~ity surveyp;rograms, if in "'whichflomes "J~nd".ro;thet:establisJ1J1)eifts--~> 
ares~rveyed,~Jor', pO,tential' \ie~k~;sse_s: Eft "p~~entfng~ b,reaJ{ingand: 
enter1ng by potent1alburglarsi_ r In eve~y/:'case, wbat need to be 
aescr~\bed. are the actual procegUresan9c,6htent of the -crime preven
tion ac_tivi~ty:---' For i'ns,tafi""Ce,'in a--,putrtlc.education'effort, a min imal 
d'escrip'f.ionpwould"co'L~X the,!Jumb~ r, of., res iden ts who pa rtic ip'a ted, 

,_the d~~gie:efuf their involvernel)t, the t,i:aini1l9 methods of the "equca-' 
,-,p' tors," and the curricul urn used '( or actual content of the information" - ~ 

.transrn~-fte~) • ,Th is approach, ,,()f cot(7seha~, now been 9 ivetf"''Tr{cre~~ {n~':" :,1'..3""=" 
attent10n 1n the fonn of, process e;valuat'10ns. 3H , " -,;o~~--~c~'~- o=:= 

" ,;>~.~. ~ 0 ':"..::'.<':'/' -:'~ ,:.' _.;0,.". ~ . . :..- .c"::7'~'. . 
'~';:" Otner Studies. Th:e .D~ed fo,r adequate defini tiona!,so'exists in 

ii stud ie~pngJ Jnvolving the."eyar(f~ft'i0n,of a specificinter~~nl:~on.Suchc 
stud ies ma-y"iJ'lclude ciss$ssmehts>of neighborhood" condi"'tiorrs presum~d 

. to beastsocia,ted~itlf effective or ineffective crime preventioncr" A 
"typical!, s~ tua/tion would . gee' the' styily' ci.t,envfJ:onmen,~~;! tt~&~cgn-~qll'a~'3'=~~"~h~'~-;;" 

v G~,accteori:s-.:e:ics relaOted to ,(crime,,, oincider'lce!L Wh~re:? assessment-s '·might .. 
\' . .', ' ;., "f""'..... .;9' .~', - . ... c .... lr " .,' , ;;"." ( . ? 

,be made of the phys fcal ch9'ra:cteris.t{:!?,cs>6f known i~ crime sites. SOJ!le," 
Chi;:!@;~-t,exj.,s tics, s,,!ch as' the presence of a", nonworking adul tat / 

,0 heme aur.Tn~r---€lYe-'(ray~J'-,-ca1'f·'tie<-cd-e=fc-hn~,(];::'~ind_""assess:e.d!,"Z:r;e,~dJlY. 39 Other j/~ 
~/' characteris~ics, ·howe\1,e;r, such as the cQndition of th~" til'tget o'f" 

surrounding,buildings;-can only be assessed'tQrough raei-"Ugs by human 
observers. Ins(ich ca$es , assessment is' more·" dff ficu'\l t and the. 
ratings'1h~me ~t:sel,f~y~~ be repl,~cated.?~for: a~ytc~pncl\~s~ons c~;n 
be dt:awn. . Becausel.t lS, well-krl'Own tha-t bU-l.ld1l)gcOn(;l1t1pns

r
'are. 

,.= noteas''ily' rated wi.th cons istenc~, thispaif~icula'r charac::terfs tic 
is, in fact,hotea'sy to define operationally,~o ;' IV"" 

,) 

OJ'lEV')llust!!rative study· ithat'appeared t~' ~ope ~~llwi'th t~ese 
de f initiona}p liPblerns involved the,exam ina tior/:Qfth~- "'physical cha 41·· 
acteristics cHI cornme~~cials~to-t'ei:; tha.t;ha-d been;' c:r;;.ime' . target~. 
The types o~ teat:u,re~that were ~sse'ssed il);.elUded: p:roximity to 
a major transpqreation ,. rou,te.,,: the amount ,of trafficon\ adj'a~~l}t 
s tr~et's !':;; f.:p~ec~res identialor.,pomJ!le,rcial ~¥J?e-, 9f ,land-:use,Ori",qp~race~t 
,blo'cks, ,'and the nature of commerc1al"ac,t,l.V1tl~s 1mmedlately surround-
ing' thE(tat:9~rt1:5i:te. Nonnally, r~aders mightliconsider these descrip
t;;0rfs as s)J.ft"icient operational defini tioilS'. '\\ (In many stud ies, Jhis 

'" "./1-13' the only level of- description" available). However, ,thJs:is not 
"'.'. .r~{if--"the,~ca,s~. Each of the above four feature~ was~ctually qpera,tiona-
;~ lize!3,.for'tbe"'purpQs,e,$'0,_-p~=C'~pe st~dy;" ),inc'the' f?llowin;g"manner: 
~' J~, F< .;:. ~ 

, 
~ ... '" III 

,.,Proximity to majo,r"transportiltio.n:t;oute: This was defined 
as the ,presence, w.ithin a ?-block,!!radius of the target 

"'."-- ' .. , i! 
),.-

H 

Ifi· 
\ ;.: 

= 

// 

'- .; ./1 



site, cia tranJpo-'rtatlbn rqute that dominantly provided 
access to traffic of a honlocal origin (e.g.,: interstate 
carriers., crosstown commuters, etc.). 

Amount 0'£ traffic on adjacent streets: This was defined as 
.' the result of the traffic counts, obtained from the traffic' 
. department for a 2-year period, on stre'ets· immedia!:ely ad

jacent to the target sl'ite-! . ',-' .~--;:-- ,-:--- 4 : .. ,;:'!:"~.'-' 
'I "'". 

':,.c<, Land;;;;use on adjacent blocks: Thj~,s was defined on the bas is 
of observers' ratings concerning the degree to which, block 
faces, within a 2-block radius of the .target site, con
tained residential units, G,Omme-rcial units, or vacant sites~ 

~~~-~ .-;,:~ 

Commercial activities iinmediately 'surrounding target site: 
This was defined' as commercial activities that provided a 
line of vision, within a block's distance from the target 

, site, of the entrance to the ~arget site. 

This illustration, alongwi\\th the ideal listo:f system speci
fications ,,··for street lighting programs in Figure II, is intended 
to suggest tha!- the crime prevention activity or features deemed 
relevant 'm,ust actually be measured in order to be acceptably defined 
in an operational sense. Tpus';-wi}at has been lacking in most stu ... 
dies of ci tizencrime prevention activities is the empirical meas
urement of the activities. Only ,with such measurements can the 
needs for general izing, making further assessments, or repl ica ting 
various experiences be satisfied. c 

In this J:"espec.t, physical features in the environment that are 
important to crime p,revention may appear, at first glance, easier to 
asses~ than human or social characteristics. Studies of street pat
terns 2 or ot.her "defensibl·e space" features would thus seem to have 
an advantage over studies of citizen activities such as public 
education programs. However, some features may involve subtle effects 
that are nearly imposs.ible to measure. For instance, research on 
street 1 ighting sugges ts that an important factor is the degreB~ 
to which' street lights:iFr.oduce shadows (or, technically, a high
contrast environment), 1 .. 1 which potential o'ffenders may hid(:.The 
shadow effects are ha rcl to describe or measure, bu t may be so 
important j-hat brightly lit streets are less safe than, mdd'erately 
1 it ones. 4 Fu rthe rmore, it should be remembered that mos t changes in 
the physical environment--\including increases in stJ:eet lighting-
are only important to the extent that specific types of human behavior 
are altered--e.g •. , increasin9 the actual or apparent surveillance 
behavipr of residents, or il1creasing the sense of territoriality 
of residents. To this exten'~, the l~ltimate verification of the 
effects of physical features l.'~lies on the a.ssessment of human 
behaviors. In this regard, prev'ious studies 44 have failed tode
velop the necessary operational cr.iteria for such behaviors. 
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Purpose 

• Project Plan 

Categories 
I 

• Pt!l"formance 
Specifications 

• Sys tl'JII Des i gn 

• Target Area 

Figure II 

Measures (Remarks] 
, !~ 

• Technical specifications.1ncluding average horizontal illumina
tion. illumination uniformity, roadway/walkway luminance. glare. 
etc. for vehicuZ.al' l'Oatiwys and pedest1'ian waZ1aJays. [Compare 
with IES perfonmance specifications--note that the IES specifi
cations are expected to be revised in 1977.] 

• Management specifications: project budget and schedule. 
• Number and location of street lights. (Determine these measures 

for both the old and the new system.] 
• For each street light: light source type (i.e., high-pressure 

sodium. mercury vapor, etc.), wattage and initial lumen output; 
luminaire light distribution patterns; glare characteristics 
(i.e •• full-. semi- or non-cutoff). and photometric data (SUp1" 
plied by manufacturers); pole mounting height. spacing and con
figuration. and bracket overhang; wiring type (i.e •• overhead. 
underground. series. parallel). [Determine these measures for 
both the old and the new system.] 

• Selection criteria (e.g., high-crime. traffic safety. other pro
gram links. natural boundaries. political factors. technological 
factors, etc.) anddecision·making process. 

• Target area boundaries and area in terms of number of street 
miles or number of blocks. . 

• Land 'use (i.e., reSidential. cOIIIIIercial, industrial, etc.). 
[Note day/night land use ,differences.] . 

• Environmental conditions. including classification and condition 
of streets and alleys. structural conditions of buildings. oppor
tunities for concealment arid surveillance; and distribution of 
targets. [Measures relevant to the proper design and effective 
use of the bun t el1vi ronment are being developed and tested as 
part of the LEAA-funded Crime Prevention Through Environmental 
DeSign Program.) 

• Social indicators, including demographic and socioeconomic vari
ables and trends. 



The COmplexity of Citizen Crime Pre/ventlon Activities 

There is a further complication to the definitional problem, not 
fully covered by the mere 'Stipulation that citizen crime prevention 
activities be adequately measured. This is that most citizen crime 
prevention activities are complex affairs, not limited to simple ac
t~ons'. This creates almost insurmountable difficul ties for any mea
surement effort. The probl:em ~ay be likened to. similar difficul ties 
in controlling and assessing ot,her types of interventions, such ,as 
changes in police preventive patrol tactics. In the well-known Kan
sas C1~y experiment, one problem noted after the experiment was 
that: 

••• patrol cars for rea,ctive beats--i.e., . beats that re
ce.ived nominal preven tive pa trol---may have inadvertently 
produced a significant preventive effect by their longer 
and more visible drives to intervene in accidents. The de
sired treatment--variation in preventive patrol but con
sistency in response to actual calls for assistance--may 
be difficult to implement. 

For citizen crime prevention activities; two illustrative examples 
may be described, one involving defensible space and the other involv-
1ng a property-marking program known in many cities as Operation
Ident. 

Environmental Design and Crime Preventions No single citi-
zen crime prevention activity has received more attention over the 
past delgde than the "defensible space" notions developed by Oscar 
Newman. Newman ident.ified numerous features of the physical en-

e, vironment that appeared to facilitate residents' natural surveillance 
and sense of territoriality over the immedi~~e environment--e.g., 
the use of single rather than doubl~~loaded corridors in publ ic 
housing units, or the use of glass fronts to increase the visibility 
of lobb ies and en trances 1;,0 mul ti~l e-dwell ing bu lId ings. On the 
basis of this and other research, it was therefore hypothesized 
that al terations in envir()nmental design would reduce a site's vulner
ability to predatory crime and property crime. As ~ result, both 
the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development and the U. S. 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration have supported extensive 
handbooks and demonstrations aimed at apply'l.ng specific design guide
lines

4
&0 the construction of new sites or the modificatio~ of existing 

ones. 

The larges t demons tra tion activ i ty has been a four-ci ty effort, 
in which s pecific

4
§lterations were made in commercial, residential, 

and school sites. Th is activ ity has become known by the ini ti~ls 
CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design), and it is pre
sumed that many other local attempts at making changes in the built 
environment have occurred. The major CPTED demonstration has been 
implemented and evaluated by the Westinghouse Corporation. The eval-
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uation results' provide a basic illustration of the complexities en
countered in mounting and assessing real-life ci tizen crime prevention 
activities. 

Al though the defeils ible space thes is and the ini tial interven-
tion des ign called for i.:l na rrow set of changes in the buil t environ
ment--e.g., the redesign of school grounds and locker rooms, the 
modification of recreational facilities for residential use, or 
the clos ing of res iden tial streets for recreational use--the actual 
implementation process involved many citizen activities in addition 
to these microenvironmental changes. 

For instance, at, each site, public education programs, told resi
dents of the implications of the changes as well as of other crime 
prevention practices. Ci tizen involvement was encouraged and neces
sary in helping decide ~what changes were appropriate in the first 
place. Because there is rea'son to believe that this sort of citizen 
involvement also facilitates crime prevention, the demonstration 
project cannot be faulted forhaving instigated these broader activ
i ties. However, the add i tion of these activ i ties to the na rrower 
set of microenvironmental concerns effectively precluded any precise 
definition, much less measurement, of the basic intervention that 
occurred. 

At one of the fbur sites, CPTED activity was augmented by other 
crime prevention projects. Thus, the narrower microenvironmental 
\'::hanges were not only augmented by broade.r ci tizen involvement, but 
c\lso by independent projects such as: impleI1lentation of a major rede
velopment plan for street improvement; installation of special bus 
shelters by the local transit company; a 'separate street lighting 

\ , " project (also .funded by LEAA) in th,e same ar~a; ah'd other block-watch, 
cleanup, and public awareness programs. 'Againt,such a .situati~n 
is common in real-l ife interventions. If a res idential or commercial 
area is suffering from a high crime rate6 responsive public officials 
and citizens are likely to be engaged in a whole host of attempts 
to .reduce crime, and the effects of any specific intervention are 
going 'to be difficul t to extract. In addition, because~ these various 
attempts may be administered independently, the whole array at a 
given site may no t even be known. 

This experience in attempting to assess CPTED interventions thus 
illustrates two complexities that are likely to plague the assessment 
of any citizen crime prevention activity. First, crime prevention, as 
this paper has argued earlier, is mucha matter of enhancing community 
involvement in the broades t poss ible sen-se.·~···n,a·!;'·row approaches to the,
crime problem in an area are likely to be ineffective, but broad ap
proaches, even given a particular core activity such as CPTED rede
signs, are difficult to define and measure. Second, the problems of 
high-crime areas will be urgent enough that multiple attempts will 
be made at dealing with the problem. Residents may initiate their 
own patrols or hire pri.vate guards; private industry, such as commer-
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cial stores Or transit companies, may take their own actions, city 
government may init'ia~e new programs, and Federal. agencies may also 

o provide assistance. In~ this con.text, the rei is little opportunity fOr 
precisely identifying any specific crimI! prevention effort. 

~ 

-propertY-Markin~Pt~grams -to. Reduce l1'hefts. Another pbpular 
citizen crime preventlon activity initiated in recent years involves 
the permanent marking of individual property so it can be easily 
identified, should () it be later;stolen. This activity has become 
known as ope-r,fltion-'Identi and according to a t'.eview conducted seyeral 
years ago, there wereove'50100 such projects. being conducted in 
cities ac~ss the country. The procedure is as follows: 

• A res iden t borrows marking equipment from the local 
pol ice department, permitting him ot her to emboss 
or engrave an identification number on each piece of 
valuable property in the home. (The identification 
number used !1\a~ be the resident'ls social security 
number or dr:iver\~ license' number, however, the number 
must be accessible for later tracing by the pOlice.) 

• The equipment is returned to the police department 
and the resident puts a decal on his or her front door 
to indicate that property has been marked and that 
the resident is thus a particip,ant in ,in Operation
Ident project. The decal is presumed to have some de
t.errent effect. 

" • When the police recover s.tolen property, officers 
check it for any identification numbers. 

• When an, identification is successfully traced, the 
property can be returned to its owner. 

The Operatibn-Ident experience illustrates further the complex
itY' of citizen crime prevention efforts. In contrast to CPTED, which 
highl ighted the complexity of the broader contex't wi thin which single 
interventions occur, Opera.tion-Ident should suggest some of the 
complexities of th~limplementation proce~s that. occur even within 
a single activity. For Operation-Ident, these involve both the 
property marking and property-inspecting1procedures. ' 

\' Ii 
r \' 1 i /1 

First, there is no adequate means for assessing the effective':" 
ness wi th which property has been marked.i (Because. tiiere is no stand
ard marking procedure, residents may liave put the identification 
numbers in a plac7 that is .awkw.ard or sJ~mplY'CJifficult to locate. 
Moreover, there 1S no mon1tor1ng to a'ssure that later purchases 
by the resident have 'also been marked. Thus the marking procedure 
cannot be readily assessed. either with regard to the quality of 
the marking or the proportion of property th4t 1;las been marked. 
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Second, within the police'department!', there 'is also a critical 
step--the effectiveness with which the lndividual police officer 
conducts the search for identifiation n~ers. In fact, the p~~'" 
vious review of Operation-Ident projectsf noted that officers .we\te 
typically "unable to spend more than a ') toke,n amount of time" ip 
examining stolen equipment for such numbers. Again, the inspection 
procedure cannot be read ily assessed ei ther with regard to the 
qual i ty of. tbe inspection or i the· proportion of stolen property 
that has been inspected. (Note that, t¢ be effective, the officer 
must inspect all stolen equipment, even though only a small portion 
of it is likely to be marked in the f:irst place.) 

On the surface, Operation-Ident ap~ears to be a 'fairly simple and 
straightforward crime prevention activity. Yet, even here, the prob
lems of defining the activity are severe. The illus'tration shows that 
assessments of the implementation proce~s must be made at a very de
tailed level, one that is probably beyond the scope of everyday prac
ticality~ Yet, once again~ without such detailed assessment, little 
can be said in interpreting any of the outcomes ,of a particular Opera- , 
tion-Ident project. Where the project has been ineffective, for in
stance, 'the source of the ineffectiveness cannot be traced directly to 
the property-marking or property-irispecting proced~res, because such 
procedures have not been measured.. The resul ts, in short, whether 
posi tive or l1~gative, will not be alole to distinguish between two fun
damental si;:tuations: where the basic concepts underlying Operation
Ident ar~. ill-conceived, and where there have simply been flaws in 
the implementation process. If this is the si tuation \t7i th Operation
Ident projects, one can readily imagine the difficulties with other 
ci tizen crime prevention activ i ties that, even on the surface, have 
a more complicated implementation process. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING FUTURE RESEARCH 

The previous sections of this paper have described the importance 
of, and difficulties in, assessing citizen crime prevention activi"" 
ties. The main concern has been wi th the defini tion and measurement 
of the activity itself, whether such activity is part of a formal in-

. tervention project or is merely an ongoing experience about which 
others wish to learn. The argument has been that, without more precise 
knowledge about the activity, information about the activity's effects 
or outcomes cannot be usefully interpreted. 

To simplistically s.tate the standard research paradigm, some 
independent, action or activ i ty (typically referred to as x) is 
bel ieved to have an effect or impact on some dependent activity 
(typically referred to as.I). Our claim is this: although research
ers may be rightfully concerned with (1) the development of appro
priate research designs for linking x with .I, or with (2) the 
defini tion of various outcome measures--i.e., defini tions of .I--in
adequate attention has been given to the problem of defining x. 
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, A companion 'paperS3 addresses the earlier problems; the sugges-
t'lcms offered below are intended to assist future research in estab
lishing .bett~r. operational measuresj' of x, which is the citizen 
crime prevention activ ity itself. :. -

Most citi~en crime prevention ad,tivities actually involve at 
.. least five sUbactivities that must a;ll be defined operationally. 
These inciude: 

• outreach efforts: the efforts made to recrui t partici
pants; 

.. organizational form: the nature of the organization, 
whether formal or informal, that is responsible for" 
administering the crime prevention activity; 

• relationship with the local police: the nature of cOrp'-; 
munication and cooperation bet.ween the citizeri ac
tivity and the local police; 

• implementation process: the ways in which spe.cific 
activities are designed and initiated~and 

• the activity itself: the amcuntand nature of surveil
lance, preventive patrol by citizens, or other actions 
that actually constitute tllE:crime prevention activity. 

A b'qmprehensive asses~ment of citizen crime prevention act'ivities 
mus''t. account for all of these factors, as well as independent activ-
itie~i tnat may be occun:'ing in.the same area. The sectiops';below ,"-.:-~J;
descr,ibe some of the. questions that must be answered hr defifiin<;L -
eaqp 9.f the five .... s"'ubact.ivi ties; researchers must then apply.~··tl1e 
same framework .to any of the independent efforts' that.--are simul-
tan~pusly occurring. < . 

-~~/' 

,One general issue that cuts acro.ss all, of these subactivities, 
hdwever, should first be mentioned. Thisls that citizen crime pre
vention activities, like otherhliman behaviors, change over timeQ 
Some of these changes may be suotle":'-e.g., the quality of patrol duty 
by a citizen patrol may vary over time., Other changes may be drama-. 
ti c--e.g., the crime prevention activ i ty may be dissolved and recon
sti tuted several times over the Vhistory of what may haiV~ appeared to 
be the same proj,ect. These changes over time all ,need to be moni
tored, making the definitional problem even more d~:fficult. The sec
tions below thus assume that, wherever specific i,;?Efues are 'raised, the 
reader will keep in mind the fact that mea~ul'ements cannot be made 
at one point in time alone, but must be mon;i~€,pfed over several points 
int ime. ":"<,;~; 
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It "'i's generally believed that the mO.re citizens whq.pattici~ 
pate in a crime prevention activity~ the more effective/tHe activity 
will be.,. Al-thoU9·hthe.r.eJv~,s been' og . c).~~.,r elllpirl~~:l.J'.t~~·t~,.~., this ."" 
proposition, it does appear to be a reasonable asset;tcion. Inaddition, 

. for some types of programs, such as lbperaticn;;;'Ident, it is clear 
that increased paz:oticipation does facilitate, crime prevention: Stolen 
goods would be more difficult to fen~~,//if everyone, rather than 
a few people, were able to mark their/property wi til a unique identi
fier. Unfortunately, one of the not,able problems with Operation-Ident 
projects' has been ,their low /parti.cip~tion rates, averfiing less 
than 10 I percent of the hous.eholds 1n the target areas •. 

, .:',-" _0 ~ 

/;. ~ 

How a particular;'crime prevention activity enlists .participants 
is therefore an important part of the overall activitY.""-'T¥p~1cally, 
this whole procedure is overlooked in any assessment; the participants 
are me~ely assumed to exist. Occasionally, reports will indicate t.h.at: 
outreaChe~orts consisted of the use of media or word-af-mouth comDlu'" 
nicat~oris. However, such minimal description is clearly inadequate. 
Fori'any citizen crime prevention activity, an adequate assessment must 
d"E;;fine: . 

• the universe of elig~,ble participants and their dem
ographic characteristics (usually defined as the t>esi
dents in a target area); 

• the spegjftc steps taken to contact each member.' of 
.t;hi's·~""universe, whether through door-to-door canvas
sing, the use of mass media, or announcements at, 
community meetings; 

• the content of the outreach materials; and <' .. 

'\ the various levels of response--e.g., those who ultim
~tely become participants vs. those who merely make 
initial inquiries. -

The reason that this type of information is so important in as
sessing a citizen crime prevention activity is' that the activity might 
otherwise be well conceived but suffeI' from a poor outreach effort. 
A proper description allows for comparisons among the outreach efforts 
of various projects, providing the basis for mQre appropriate guide
lines. 

Organizational Form 

Every 'citizen crime prevention activity involves some type of 
organized effort, however \ formal or informal. A minimum yet essen
tial amount of organization can simply be reflected in the telephone 
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.or mailing list.s·~ that are maintaineq, for these" lists form the 
basis for organiizational membership,. Other organizational c' factors 
may be: 

./ ,. .,.,""''''~~=-~='''?!,=,-~=~~ 
the formal organizatf'onal structure, including the wa?/s • , in~wllichle~aders~ are seleeted r~ ~~,.~~ ~ ·z .. , 

• ·.the source and amount of financial support 1 " 

• membership rules1 

• the types of files 'Qr logs maintained by the or9aniza~ 
tioni '''>." '.(r 

I"; ~< 'f 

• /t:he existence of an organizatign'tl office and s'taff1 
,j;' and./!./!) 

• ',:" C' .--h~ .. jtj-f 

.) • the formal affiliatiol'!.~~oetween the. organization and 
other organizations.",,::''''' 

, "'.,. ',. C _J.i§.":/ 

These organizatlonar~(;J.Ta'ra'Oct~rist4csa.re also an integral part 
of, any c~ tizen crime pre~Jention 'activity and must' therefore""'bea's
sessed. Oiiepreviouss(ud.y, for instance, showed that citizen patrols 
that involved some m·i;nlmum level of-formal organizationwere ... ,less 
likel~ td. be.~~gIl::f'fder·ed vi~ilante gro~ps ~ha~ t~?se with riO f0rl!'a'l 
organl.za~J..Gn. :;)'More generally, however , 1. t 1S necessary to defl.ne 
fully tile organizational form of any citizen crime prevention activity 
just in order to replicate that act~vity at some subsequen.t ,site. 

I' ' 

A.latlonlhlp With the Local Police 

No sing'le characteristic of a citizen crime preven~i:-6ifactivity 
appears to be more ,important than its relationship t9":;;the local po"; 
1 ice. At the same time, this is the same characteristic that is prob-
ably the most difficult to define or measure. ~ . 

. ,-;-
o 

Positive relations with the ,t?o:l:i.ce are important to a citizen 
activity because the police are ,to,He only legal agent~"when physical 
intervention. is needed .... Secondl¥, the pol ice may choose to augment 

('I' 

the.;- citizen c'rime preve'rifiqrdictivities tt~:rough patrol tactics (espe~ 
c:i{ally for a small area),~;!:::througfr the provision of communications and 
equipment support to 'tile citizen group, or through the provisi9n of 
information frol!' police {iles. For all these re.asons,., it is usually 
recommended that~lcitizen 9'l:;OUPf; mainta.in a good workingt'elationsh,i,p:.o-,-~,"':::-'· 

-with the local police (except j!n thQse few cases where the police may 
be the source of a service pr6blem). , . if 

In spite 'Of the cri tical,l nature of this aspect of ci tiz~n crime 
preventiori activities, lrttl~ attention has been given to its me~s
urement. Conceptually, the/relationship consists of both individual 
and organizational relatio-r£~ as well as interpersonal relations be-

i',1 " '. il ,,- . 
_~(I 

k' 
J; • .! 
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cc ~ ,", ' ~~ ~""" '-~ • \!, 
tween residents and?~fndiv,idl!la1. p'6,1 ice Offic~~s~iNeitheffseas~t t:o 
assess, ,?ut theV'arious indicators tn'at could bemon1:to~~d7 depend';;;; 
ing on the type of activity, might include~:, \, 

a , • 

;;--~~"''''''''''_'c",,·' ". the number of meetings' between the ci tizel) group 
,::~ ......... ~/';..:::.~-4"'-.:~"' ... ~ - -'a'" ... h' 1 . ,: < 

.,/~ ~--~~~'Ct;n,,4 e~=p-~~2-2~l, ',_ 
._~;;:;:-/_.- ~' ------=~'-"'~-. --- - -:-.. ~'~:"~~~~=-~7~~--

// • the number of officers known by the members an'd=; :~£ 
beat" 

',\~ 

~ .";{:). 

cqnversely, the number of members Rno'wn by the 
police' officersf 

"'. " . ' . . ~.~ ~ ~~ t" ~; 

• the -amount arrd type of inforinat'ion prov ided by" the 
police totheciti,zeng:t.:'oup (e.g., ~J~'Om' police/ rec
oi-efs) and, conversely, by -the, ci tizen group/to the 
police (e.g., from witnesses' reports)f' 5 

.:/ 
~ 

• the supplies or equipment shared by thef,police and 
the citizen group7 and 

~ .. - .. 

e', the amount of time spent QY~the-pOl ice in orienting 
or e.ducating -members of the group ,Concerning crime 
prevention practices. " 

In contrast tot,heuse of these add other indicators, previous stud
ies have general1.ybeen limited to broad assertions such as ". • • 
the police have bec,ome-"~"a supporter of the program." This has been 
the situation even 'with the evaluation qf major crime prevention 
projects'such'~s the Seattle project, in which police cooperation 
was considered essential ~9d in which an exemplary project was pre-
sumaQ,ly being described. qJ 

it -, if' 
.mplementatlq\r Process ~~;'- cY ,,," il 

The ~'~nplementation pr9cEl§~ cons~sts of the effo,rts made to get 
an activity from its desiy'n phase ter its action phase. The process 
is important because...,...;i:nj.ti~,lly' similar qesigns may, result in entire-,y 
ly different actions·"at dffferent sites'. Second, the implementa
fion experiencemay cl:'eate permanently antagonistic relationships-
e.g. , between leaders and.' members, or between the citizen group 
and the pol.,:i"ce--and these may later affect the outcomes_cpfcthe-"
crime prevention activity. ~hird, implementation mc;Jy.d-i·rectlyaf
fect tl)e crlme prevention activity' s potent~al'e{fectiveness'~ as 
in th€" descripti,on of Ope,rationldent,in.=a,c'pr'evious section of this 
papr!!:'.':·' ~;-;;;;;":i?£:'-"'~-"~ ,~'~.~ ~,~,.c:''':'''O"C''~'="''"~'~<''- " 

hg'iii;n, little attention has been given to the problem of·a:s-
" S~~\l;S~rn9 the implementation portion of a citizen crime prevention 

,;;,;activity. Here, conceptualization is needed as much as measurement, 
c" 'for l\\tle is known about the implementation process in the first 

,place. For crime preventiona'ctivities, for instance" it is not 
known whether an activity is better Qff .. if implemented with police 
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0<f{ leader~~g,ip f ~Wi,~h :"C'iti~~t;r~\ l~}llde~Sh~p! <?r t~~o~gh, somejoint~askl 
'force. Slm11arly I., 1t :l.sy'our1ng tBe',ltnplemelltatl,on process that' 

" ~~.l!~ers must, ~trike~ a ~r~~~i- baiance be~w~e"n" the amoun,t of vo~ul'lteer -
<help or qthet," re~q!.t1fcesavailable and /~n~ coverage, of the group's 
·hl~tial agenila1~&~mO many"" instances, eY'Em-:a ,:gross misma;tcBbetween 
resources a!}9::i.expectations is notr~iiognized ,until:fmplemenfa tion co':" 
oc:curs. ,,<,,0':"''- ' "" ~' 

,-/>, -' ',Y ,,,,,:' ,:. __ :'_'" . "':"", ____ ~~~~_. c.-<,.r~"'· "-~-_j_ =_; 
- The ActIVI~I&elff:<,;, :~~ -,~ -J ,/ 

"" ~' • -;:' - ,.._./ ,.; \'\ • -, -.~;:::::.,~-- '. ,'.~'./ • ~~-" _, -.-;/ 00-

"~~: £--=-.i'J1.e_ ~~E~~~C:>,~~:..~r;ty, assess,!,entqlU~,~;~9b:,?'fously~ d7a1.,3.l-~h~eci~//', ~
f1cnature of tne-c.-:rt;Tzen:~c-rl,m~,,_p!.~ey.~_nt10n:-a,c::tJ.v1 eY~l tself, wheJ;.her../~9"·--

r, i t .i~ a: publ ie ,educa ti(;~,J'Y7pr6'jec~.:;;a '\surv~,illange,.,R:r.:()j~ct ,a pa t~.O"lrP' 
[" " prpject ,---'""6r any: .tc~mbl'·'nati0n-of' the proj ects previoue;-.tY~~~i:~trCftr:':in=~=~_ 
H~;o.~T:~:~~~'::;'::f~;Fl:lfu~re"'I .:-,~'li~to~as-J:"fYr6e'Cause of the d\~versity of" thes~""ciPProaches, >;~- ~--~-=.,o 
/ ,,-' "f' ""~~l ' t'" b d b 'ht' h d ~"'b d f' " d r~;- c. 'e~Jine'r'a'"lZa10nS,Can e'ma ea ·OU;I wat nee _~~I..O . e , e',lne 
4, . ~a1f~:"'measured ;, ........ ~H~~~y~e·r:-!~~~e goo'!;~xamp;le,~ ~~Q;l:p:ing .. pol ice.~ deploy-
/Plent rather~~ha.l1 C1 tlzen cr1me>prevent:tg~c:~l)J:>':lld suggest the types 

Oi_...operations't:hat need';to be aSJ}.es's-ed •. Thisexample'comes;--from, 
a review o·finnovations" inteanL~pcr.rlcing, in' wfi\i~h detailed sections 
of the ",review cove,red'. theP"'vari6u::f operations of thee teams: team 
qrgan'ization, teanLcrecsponsibilitie.s, patrol workload managemen~6 
n'bn-o-rimeOiiO'rel-ated~'service~I;,= 'and·~""commuJ')i tyrelations acti v i tie.s~ 
In prin'ciple, ,. cit:i;zencrimeil) prevention .activi ties should' also be, 

",assessed by measuring- their rQutinie op.-:!rations. The information ;..;F'J)::;'i:yt£fffo 
for~",such-:'operations. can ",bEf bas~d on logs or other record$,;;:$-e-pce'::"'-'· 
by' the citizen group. . . .. 9,.., , 6 ~,:~"d.,7:;'cP'c;C: • 

_ ~ro-;:&Sp:.;.r -

A c<?,InIllon. failing rnsuch ass~s~!D~;t,;s~ilS to do with public 
educa tfon efforts. In such pr9j&'t;;;;t:,s:;.:,;t""fie' "acti vi ty" is the d issemina-

.fl' tion of information d~.!?9,li'tV-''Cr-ime preventiOri practice. Studies com- 'J 

monly fa i l!~n,. }rl,~leVe"i?;~'to ind i ca te: \;, " _ tr • . " _ .. d.:f:P "crj--<C 

,~.~~ , . .Ji 

F·/,''icj:;~ciSelY h,()w tl1e infotmation" wls' dissemihated,j61 00 

'f 

the :frequency an:d~lntensity with 
was disseminatecf1 

~;::7. rf)G 

, ",:-r .'i'~ 
which information,~' 

.,) ;~: 

• '.~ the .con ten t of -thein£orma t:fon 1 ~~"~=~=v~.~~~--c>c- -,"-- --o-~,t2':'8JP~~--~~ 
~ '- .---~--.-:.'-:-~.=::--~-.;<.-~- --- - - ,":-

~ th.e .d.e'iJ,E£~;.j::Q~whi~ChC.,:iEfspondentsappeared to unde<'f§tand 
:-~-'-~-t)-~""~""""_~"0;><"'"""'''''''''''''P-'''''' t'O'tf'''ffiat~ r 1 a 1 .'~ -~ = .. t 

Such educa'ttonalprojects;/in short," must be treated like educati,on-
.al efforts more generally, not necess'aftly limi ted to crime preven
tion. In order tointeirpret any beha'v ioral outcOI1\~~.s-,-.the basic cur
riculummust . be defined. At ,a minimum, ~ese"ar.ch reports should 
contain example~ ()f the pamphlets or.otrier nles~sages that were used. 
For example, ·,one report· of" c:::~ t~zenactiyrtties ;Igavesample" scripts 
of ,the 30-secc;md"pub+i~.f5~:fvice- ann?}~nceinentsthat were part of the 
crlme p~event-101'teffort. Most reports , however, merely state that 
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materials wer~;cfis,eributedor .. ~,E!dia announc(~ment~_,maae; :but give 
no indicatiQ.~-'of the.,il'lfo':fffiirt,ion content of tnes'ir messages. 

:' (' -,.:,-,,'-" ~ ~ ~ __ ' "'~ ".-:,~,~'~ '~-';r:-"'- ,,' J /¢/ /;;~;:: 
, _, ~~ - _ ::~~...,~~,.~ . - • J.. _ ~ 7 __ ~ P" "'_".,_'¥ <:~ _~". 

,";~=,,'<1~~-secona92JW1}9n;fatling, of ~O!=lt ~/$,s€'ssments, not lj.m<].;;~icV 
~r--"'~-:--·'~~',to ~ub~ ic~e~uca tionp~oj7cts, .,'~;'; ~th.at:;'}.h~l'measurem7nt of ~lJt%~;amo'unt 
c" ,Ofje'ffort. 'i'nvol~Y~d In· tjle ~~~~¥ltyf01S usually; 19n?Jtefr;r, In some 

c~ases, as InsecurIty !?qrveys/ thu;,:ecf,fort can be dIt;getlytranslated 
, .;..-..-.p 

, " 

_ ",//into, police , .. 9ff~cer '.time clnd"costs~ ~et""-~,a'rec:ent,' reyiew did 
~/ ,noteven"'- raIse thej;:' Issue- of assesslng the lev'el of effort. 63 , 
~1" In otb~r-caseS~t af;,in voluntary activi tiesit:he:nu~beJo'fvolun teer~ .. _<,~~.~y@'0 

,and- amouI1.t.d'f ,volunteer time can be recordea. Again, most~~~~' Y' 
- po'tt~ di4~ n9j,even a.ttempt~, to ~as~ess the level. 6f~~!ff1f~er r 

",effort." One exceptIon J to these general ob.servatJ.Q,n's'Ji'was a re- , /' 
:'-po,~~~>on a Minnesota "'c'iime "watch program-c whi,chco..fered the tota} 
"number of crime preventibn ~gits and .the agell,9:::.fes' hour~ spent·,· 
, in crime prevention act-iv ity'.' Future rese9;r€h should goive much 

-"~~~~~~--€-los,e,rc.'._~g~~t~!ltion! to,th:tstypeof assessro.errt,.because the level 
of effort~oranyL.a~ctivcity".w-ir17oQ~~·i'9'tfe(iy affect the outcomes, 
regardless' of/ the. nature Q.t",",t:h'e;~activ lEy. Conversely, the same 
outcomes. should ~ll ... ~~:,!?~e;;;~ected, from a well-funded, and s,izable 

. effort as .fr9!!L .... a.,Jpoorly>~'9ppoJ:ted effort, :~even if the two efforts-
inv9l.y~..,;vt'tre'?same,type of activity.··' -' .. 

d.c,.d!3'~.?:;J.;;:YC.d2~,£.f~~:'<~ 6' . . 
.- j.~ 

/.' 

CONCLUSIOti 
=~~ ;\ ~,~ 

, 

. Citizen crim~ prev~iitiolra~tivities are believed to be es-
sential component$,of""e;ffective crime prevention. Yet, ~SUCI:l. ac,...·>,· / 
tivities are °ex'ce]>tionallY cfffficul t to define-in anoperatiQnal " J// 

manrier1 theactivi)ties themselves benefit from the same voluntary A~'" 
.and irif?rmal .com~.unicationsbehaVtOrS that are ~he most difficult .-:/;;:::: 
for sOClal sCl.en't:l~sts to' ~ssess. 6 ," ,£/::-~ .. : 

A __ ·" . _ ~ _ ,. _ >-: -' ~ ,-/FJ'~' 0 
It is inc,umi.:)enton furtherC'r~s,ea.I'G·hT'howeve;r-r-'to-'d-ev-e1:-:o{)~c·irn-;'c-A(~c'::: .-;c-

.,c' proved means of",LJIl~j~su,r;'-in9~''''·ffie-activ1:.ties because, ~W",i;fho.ut sueh', 
_ ,measures:t=~few-'6oniClusions can be'" d'l?awn about outcomes'( eV'en where 
~. ',., --=",;..-...', " '{' " , ... ' , ' 

__ ._..;.,=,,~;-b-=~=OlrtCOme data, are availqble) and only imprecise";:oreplication of 
7JY"" ' the activ i ty Can be putl,sued at other _sites., Simply put, if we 
; don't know what ihappened at ,a, site, 'littie can be said about 

, the causes for 1:j.~ts..=-s'Uc'cess or / fa il,Ucre, and '. rtt'tle guidance can 
~p~ 9 iv~=.to-=tllOs~wan ting 1;9 dupl tca te the faxp.erience elsewhere. 

11 _~ , 

l ~;;:.-- 'I" 

~{ The main purpose of ~the present paper ~as been, oto show _that 
~he matter ,~f opEirationally defining citizen c-t'im-e-prevention ac-
i~ivities has· rec.eived c.;;scant attent'~ofr.- Num~fous C reports exist 
that use a simple label or otherwi,se~",avC);id the 'problem al togeth~r, 
even though fhese,.same reports may P4J:ovide good coverage of research 
desig n issuesij and outcome measuJ;f,bs.~ Future stud ie~ must beg in 
by describing, in an operationalJmann~r, what was involved in 

if mounting a crime prevention activ~ty. The present paper has sug
gested that this involves at le~,~t five separate subact#vi ties: 

(/ , 
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outreach efforts, organizational form, relationship with the lo
cal police, implementation,'and the activity itself. Future meth
odolog ical r~search is needed to show how these and related be
haviors can be measured in the most economic fashion. 
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INTRODUCTION 

editol' of Sample Surveys of the Victims of Crime (Ballingel', 
1976) and sef'Ves on the editol'iaZ boarod of ~evel'al'pl'ofes
sional jouronals. \ 

The prominent astrophysicist Sit-Arthur Eddington once noted, 

The whole subject matter of. exact science consis ts of 
pointer readings and similar indicators. Whatever quan-
tity we are "observing" the actual procedure nearly al-
ways ends in reading the position of some kind of in-

. dicator on a gradl,ated, ;scale or its equivalent • 
• I . 

All rigorous and empirical research thus shares at least two con
cerns, the accuracy with which indicators point to the right 
position on their "graduated scales" and whether those scales 
measur~ exactly what the researcher needs to know in order to 
come to some firm conclusion. Like others engaged in scientific 
en,terprises, those involved in community crime prevention eval
uations must confront the twin issues of utility and accuracy. 
If their measures do not adequately reflect what they really are 
trying to measure, then their conclusions must remain highly 
equivocal. In measurement terms, in those cases we are uncertain 
of the validity of our measure of something. Certainly all who 
have attempted' to measure redu'ctionsin the rate of crime using 
official police statistics have had to contend with such short
comings. Even if the measures employed could validly represent 
the rea~. phenomenon of concern, the accuracy with which they do 
so still must be demonstrated. Recent research on the measure
ment of victimization conducted through personal interviews sug
gests, for example, that simple differences between interviewers 
employed by the Census Bureau for the' same project had an enor
mous impact on the "true" rate of crime in. eight large ci ties. 1 
In this case, we are uncertain of the reliability of those esti
mates, for different interviewers give us different "pointer 
readings. " 

The penalties for ignoring the twin issues of reliability and 
validity are considerable. Measures which are not indicators of 
our real object of concern (like police counts of victimization) 
can easily lead us astray. If the linkage between measure and 
object is cloudy, the resul ts of the evaluation become highly 
interpretative. One recent report, for example, counted a rise 
CopYl'ight (a) 1979 Wesley G. Skogan. 
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in official statistics as a "succ~ss" because (the evaluators 
presumed) it indicated that the Philadelphia Transit Police wer2 more effectively keeping .track of crimes in,.t-heirjurisdiction. 
Another evaluation, conducted in the samey~ar, e::ounted a de
crease in official statewide crime' counts as an indicator of 
Success because it followed their public-rilations program, 
while at the same time yet another researcher was arguing that 
effective crime prevention programs probably will both increase 
and decrease official crime rates, at the same time. 

Unreliable measures can lead to as many problem'S as invalid 
ones. The problem with unreli~ble measures is that they do not 
give us stable readings~ one measurement does not agr~e~with 
another, and repeated measures fluctuate over short periods of 
time. As a result we may confuse unreliable findings with true 
change, or be forced to pick and choose amo9g similar measures 
which point to different conclusions. Changes in the" true score" 
component may be lost in a weI ter of sources of extraneous varia
tipn, including sampling variation and indicator instability. A 
report on a recent evaluation of a statewide crime pr'~'~vention 
program, which employed pre- and post-intervention surveys, air 
pears to have fallen into this trap. The report .reputedly fo
c,used only on survey items that showed some changs' and ignored 
the remainder because "they didn't tell anything." 

Despite textbook injunctions to pay attention to these is
sues, it appears that only rarely do criminal justice evaluators' 
do anything about them. In this -essay I review a number of recent 
evaluation efforts focusing on criminal justice, pro~lems, but 
few of them will prove fruitful examples of "what ,to do." Most 
are illustrative of whalt could have been done, or what probably 
was useful but which rElmained undocumented~ The measurement ef
forts in these evaluations focused on two general topics: inter
ventions and outcomes" All employed data, from one or more of 
three sources: ' observations, interviews, and archives. In an
other chapter in this volume Robert Yin details many conceptual 
and practical problems involved in answering the questions, "What 
actually was the intervention?" In this chapter I will rev iew 
what others have done to measure those interventions and their 
consequences and tender some suggestions for improving the re
liability and validity of measurement in this area. 

CLASSES OF THINGS MEASURED 

In reviewing evaluations of criminal justice programs it 
proved useful to classify "things measured" into two general cat
egories: interve14tions and outcomes. Interventions themselves 
seemed to be measured in two distinct ways. In one group fell 
measures which were generated from the perspective (and usually 
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the data) of agencies or program officers. They often w'ere 
based on the "official record" of those sources, which seemed 
to lend them a "presumptive validity." These measures typically 
purport to represent agency activity, effort, implementation, or 
service delivery. We shall call these "upstream" meaSUres of 
intervention to denote their perspective relative to events in 
the field. They are the "view from headquarters •. " Some examples 
include accounts of staff activity, counts of households visited, 
or "10" stickers distributed, and reports of expenditures. On 
the other .hand, some studies generated measures of implementation 
which took: more of a "consumer" perspective on ;interventions; 
these reI ied on ci ti zen pe rceptions, reports of the actual rece ipt 
of messages, the adoption of recommendations, prograrnparticipa- " 
tion, and the behavior of the targets of programs. A good example 
of these would be a measure of "the number of securi ty survey 
recommendations actually adopted." These I have dubbed "downstream" 
measures of interventions, and they reflect the "view .from the 
field." The category of measures employed to gauge the outcomes 
of those interventions also was varied. Some focused on crime 
and fea r, or employed more indi rect measures which presumably 
were responsive to those factors, whereas others were concerned 
with the delivery of services and the satisfaction expressed by 
the presumed beneficiaries of programmatic activities. 

In many cases, the difference between indicators measuring 
the outcome of interventions and those measuring antecedent fac
tors iSi: a difference in the conceptualization of the program 
under examination. In an example, discussed below, the flow of 
vehicular and pedestrian traffic, through an area in Hartford was 
seen as a source of many problems in that community, so the de
g ree to which it was reduced was employed as a measure of the 
success of·, an experimental program there. On the other hand, 
beause the traffic flow seemed to contribute to victimization 
and community deterioration in the area, its control was seen 
as an intervention which presumably would have measurable con
sequences. In fact, the evaluation counted it both ways, arguing 
that the street-use interventis.m was the most important element 
in the success of the prog ram. t) 

Thus, in this essay, we' will not be extraordinarily con
cerned about the logical status of indicators in analytic 
schemes, but rather will focus on their more frequent uses and 
misuses. 

MODES OF MEASUREMENT 

Three kinds of data gathering were employed in these eval
uation studies: observations, . interviews, and the use of ar
chives. The most common observational technique consisted of 
looking and counting according to a set of highly structured 
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rules, and often involved the use of checklists. Some examples 
of these include counts of people using city streets' after dark, 
counts of street lights, and structured judgments about the 
securi ty features of doors and locks. No one was dispatched to 
observe meetings or more fluid settings, or participated in the 
activities they were obs~rving, thus limiting the range 9f meth
odolog ical issues to be i.considered here. 

The interviews were conducted in more heterogeneous fashion, 
ranging from indepth discussions with program officials to paper 
and pencil tests and telephone surveys. They dealt with two gen
eral classes of topics: self-repQrts of behaviors and expres-
sions of attitudes or perceptions. People 'were quizzed about" 
property marking, police patrolling, attendance at me~tings, and 
what they had seen on television. The questions somettmes fo
cused on activities which could have been observed, but as we 
shall see, there are limitations to observational studies which 
often make it more effective to gather behavior~l data through 
interviews, albeit at some cost. . 

Archival sources do not yield another kind of information: 
rather, they involve unearthing useful records of observations 
and interviews conducted by others in the past, often in the 
cou~se of their official dubies. As such they suffer from all 
the limitations of observational and interview data, but typi
cally all records of those difficulties have been lost or ob
scured. Also, these records often do not contain information 
about what we really' want to know, but instead their existence 
encourages us to use what the orig ina 1 gatherers of the paper 
thq\UI;:ht was important. Archival data typically generate mea
sur\es\\of crime, program participation, and staff activity, along 
wit\~ rloutine "management" information (such as public housing 
vac~riC:Y rates) wh'ich may be interpreted as measures of program 
outcomes. 

There are, in addition,:', two sources of daba which do not 
appear to be used often in criminal justice evaluations: cOil
tent analysis' and ratings' by experts. Again, no new ,sources 
of information are being overlooked: all data come from watch
ing things or asking people about them. Cpntentanalysis(usually 
involves systematically coding what other people have seen or 
heard and committed to paper, whereas ratings by experts are based 
on what they have seen or heard that has qualified them for the 
role. An example of the latter, outside the context ff community 
crime prevention evaluation, is Wilson and Boland's use of ex
pert ratings of the quality of police departments in a sample 
of cities as one variable in a model of the deterrent capacity 
of their criminal justice systems. 

The specific measures to be discussed here organized by type 
I'of measure (observatIonal; interview, or archival), and 'by wheth-
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er they have been used primarily as measures cf inte~tventicns 
("upstream" and "downstream") cr cutccmes. II In general it is 
preferable ,to. employ mixed-mode measures (fqr example, both 
interviews and cbservations) to determine the extent to which 
they triangulate on the same conclusion. As we' shall see be
low, this._enab,les us to gauge the extent ,to which our measures 
are free oft'met.fiod~bias,-" .. and to assess their' validity in rig
crousfashicn. However, few or'l'n·e~~concepts .. _ u~ed to eva'luate 
commun'ity crime prevention programs have been cperaeion-al~Lz£!_(t.Jn 
more than one way in the same analysis. '--'-'~"-'->c ~ -~.~=~~ 

OBSERVATIONAL MEASl ~RES 

Introduction 
. , 

Quantitative observational measures have enjoyed only limi
ted use in most social sciences, and they" are only infrequently 
employed in evaluation research. Mqst cibs.ervatienal data em
ployed in the evaluation of criminal justice programs has been 
of a relatively simple variety, and the techniques empleyed to 
generate them provide the potential for highly reliable measure
ment. It should be relatively easy to ~mploy at least ~ome ob
servational measures in most community crime prevention, eval ua
tions. HOwever, al though there are numerous advan tages to. data 
gathered by watching things and recording what you see', there 
are several important limits'to observational tech.niques. 

, The principal advantage of observatienal measures is that 
data are collected on real-wqrld phenomena as they appear or oc
cur, nct as they are recorded, remembered, or interpreted., If' 
behavicr is be ing observed, it typically eccurs in natural set
tings and is sparked by naturally occurring stimuli. .Thisis in 
contrast to. interview measures, which may simply generate hypo
thetical answers to. hypothetical questions. Further, the data 
are recerded "as they happen," freeing them from preblems of 
forgetti.ng and recall error ~lhich plague self-reports 6f beha\fiolr. 
If structural features of an envirenment or behavier context are 
being observed, data also. may be generated which a respondent 

,cannot supply • 

. , 
Applications 

A geod example Rf an opportunity for observational measure
ment was Schneider's study' of a burglary reduction program in 
Portland, Oregon. Fer that evaluatidn, interviews were conducted 
iri ,about 3,900 homes in Metropolitan Portland. One focus of ·the 
survey was participatien at vari9us levels in aproperty!L.mark:l.ng 
pregram (Operatien ID) which waf; being publicized widel1iY itt the 
community. A key element of the' pregram, which was p'rebed 
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~hro.ugh the survey, wa'e whether householders had engraved' any 
of their val~aQles with an identification number and whether a 
sticker pro(:laimillg this fact was ~ visibly posted in order to 
deter potential burglars. " A kelievaluation measure ilin the study 
was the burglary rate for participating and nonparticipating 
households. Ho~~ver, rather than'- instruct the intE1!rviewer to' 
look for such a sticker, respondents were asked'if they had dis
played one (12 percent said "ye~")\ While there may have been 
sorrie advantage ip knowing if a household had displayed a sticker 
in . the pas t, but that for some ~ reasoni'i t was not in place, cen·· 
-tral to the concern of the evaluation was the deterrent effect 
~()Cf.--i~ts=p.t:9Il!~n~nt appearance. This could have been directly oper
ationalizf~dF.iY"~ao5k-i"ng=:;,ttte __ .!nte"ryiewer if he or she could see 
it. ,_ ~-~'_=:c. -

Interviewe,rs were used as observers for other purposes in 
this ev'alur-ation. For example,,~he survey ~lso was employed to 
evaluat~z.·c.a special street-lighting program. Resp6ndents were 

. asked about the adequacy of lighting in" their neighborhood, and 
whether or not it recently had improv~d. In order to link these 
data with the lights visible from the front entrance of each 
responden t • s home, in te rv iewe rs we re instruc ted to coun tall 
street lights visible from tpe front entrance ofe~ch respond
ent' s home. In a related1survey of burglary victifns lO inter
viewers also sketched a map of each block face to locate respond
ing households 'yis others in tl)e neighborhood. This enabled 
analysts - to assess the extent' to which neighbQ.!:,s potential.",ly 
could surveil sample households, which should have affected their 
burglaIY rate. Interviewers also were asked to rate the deteri
oration 0,£ e,ach neighborhood and to comment on any unusual de
sign features of the sample households. All of these measures 
were to be employed at the analysis stage to explain the burglary 
rate for individual homes in Portland. 

In a similar survey, Reppetto employed his interviewers as 
observers to assess the vulnerability of households to burgla~. 
To this end they counted the number of "entry portals" (doors 
and windows) to each sample un,it, rated the strength of their 
exteri.or doors" and noted the 'type of the building and its lo
cation. on the block face. He" found that residential burglary 
was encouraged by (a) accessible and inconspicuous windows, (b) 
"nonstandard" doors (which were thin or had exposed. hinges-, poor 
~ocks, or yfn90w glass near their ha'n~Ues), and (c) street-corner 
locations. , 

Certain advantages of the 9bservation procedures utilized 
by Reppetto and Schneider should' be noted. Because their in
terviewers already were";being trained for their role, the incre
mental cost of adding addi tionaI"'t-'raoi~n:iJ),g ~n the use of an ob
servaticmal for:nl was J;'elatively slight. As~·the--y were already 
sea~chin9 out randomly sampled households, the cost of positi6n~ 
ing the observers to gather the data was minimal. Further, the 
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data from the observations could be linked to the surveys, enab
ling' analysts to combine the direct observ~tioiis with attitudinal 
ar:td !3~!!-report data."'; 

This is important, for one of the major weaknesses of'obser
vati6nal measures is that they cannot tap >~perceptions about, or 
the motives for, behaviors they may record. ~ We can only infer 
the reasons why people do the things we see,"~l though often/the 
reasons are the point in evaluation research. Tfius, observational 
s,tudies of human activity (such as counts of peop\~ on the street, 
or us,ing facilities) often require a very strong r~,se~rch design. 
We usually want to say II they are doing this because of crime" 
(or in spite of crime, or, due to fear, etc.). This requires, 
however, inferences about 'themotivat~9nsor purposes which un
derlie the observed actfvi,ty, and ttieymay be various and di~ 
verse. What is required is research designs which can system
atically rule out alternative i'nterpretations of what we observe,' 
le,aving only the proferred explanation./ This involves gatherinrj", 
data which test those alternative hypi.)theses (like, "they were' 
out because there was nice weather"). 

In additLm, obseJ;:Vational stUdies are severely limited 
by their emhas is on the gathering of di rectsense data. As a 
result, they cannot deal with events or conditions in the past. 
This is a cons"iderable limitation, for we frequently are inter-:
ested in what happened before we came on the scene, and explana~ 
tions for people's present behaviors often may be found'in past 
events like criminal victimization. 

Methodological,: Concerns 

The major methodolog~cal problem to be overcome in order to 
carry out the rather simple observations described above is one 
of obse rve r /fe 1 iab il i ty. The key is to insu re tha t the same ob
server wO,IJld give the same rating or count on two different 

• I 
trlals, and that pairs of observers would agree on the proper 
rating Ott count for a given tric3l. Evidence of high intet:0pser
vational/ agreement can only be obtained by rig0r;-0usly comparing 
ogservations under cont;rolled circumstances. if the resulting 

/agreement 'scores are high, we at least know that Eddington's 
pointer will come to rest at the 'same point on the scale ,each 
time, which is the sine qua non bf g()od measurement. -

Such /c3ccura"cy should be attainable 'for observations l\ike 
those described he.re, given adequate observer training.' Obser
vational measures ~ may not be reliable, however. For example, 
it now is clear that judgments about h9usin9 dilapidation made 
by Census Bureau enUmerators for the 1960 census of, population 
were highly unreli,able. ' In an. effort to increase the reliabil
ity of such ratings, the 1980 census of population may ask if 
there is ,"a hole ~n the wall" greater in area than the size 
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,c~rf~t!tec'~'pape,rcon, which the quest'ionnaireisf prlnted.'>~·Trr-~~ctat~er'· 
":,cWO,','Ul'a pr~vide" ,a"l'- comm"or:a standard f,or jUd, ,gm, e~t which'o~,wo'uJ.,d enhar:ace 

greatly 1nterotlservat10nal 'agreement about that' aspect of hous1ng 
,deteriorati~l'!~A\,:I't\~::also would b(~ ,an. improvement ov,er the 1970 
'census, wh1ch ~focu~tedalmost exclus1vel:y on plumbing standards 

as a measu re' o~ hot:l's ing qual i ~~ ~ In tha t case·rel:ra[Ylri t~ was 
enhanced at the e~pense of va11ol.ty, for no one was substant1vely 
,interested in the"detailedidata on the type. and opex:ability of 
pJ;umbing arrangements gathered' in that census. On the other 
hiln,d,the"'validity of an opserver's-nota'tion that he or she could 
,sJ?(»): ~!1Qpe ra-t i~n liD ~ficke r should be ve r·,t h~9 h , for the 0J?,~ra ... ,.o' 

t10n ,l:nvolved In m~klng the measurement almost exact!y. .. m'atches 
the phenomenon under investigation. "\\ . , ' 

~ Schneider and Reppetto's use ot.-,suwey interviewers as ob
servers, which y,ielded "add-oll~_cda-t:a'for' random samples of house
holds, solved ariothe r p,t'obliffit-:- ofobservCltional stud fes, J:pa t of 
s"ampling. B~.~~use"'61:i-seI"!~rscan~J}lY cQunt or judge that. which 
lies,obeferec·~tihem"thepositioningof ,Observers in time and space 
relative to the, occurrence of even,ts or the presence of condi
tions in time and space yields cluster samples of observations 
with unknown sampling biases. This arises because the obser
vations they make once they are in plac:.e are not independent of 
one another, in a sainpl ing sense. Unlike people or households, 
we often ca'nnot sample events or behaviors (or, to a lesser ex
tent, conditions) with a .priori knowledge which will enable us 
to judg.e the_ randomn~ss or representativeness of theresu;J. ting 
sample. More frequentiy we stratify our observations using' other 
criteria and 110pefor" the best. -' 

" -

"This sampling E!trategy was" employed by Lavrakas et al. 12 
to' evaluate an atnbi~ious crime prevention program in a commer
cial sector of Portl,and, Oreg. One intei:mediate goal of the 
prog ram was, to increase' pedestrian use of the sector's , __ main 
street after dark. Increased public use of the street was' seen 
both~ a~ a measure of' the program's success (as a "proximate goal" l' 
and as a mechanisl'l\ for reducing- "further the incidef1ce of crime 
and fear of crime (l,the "ul timateC'"goals il

) along the shopping strip. 

In order to -me~sure the density of pedestrian traffic in 
the area the evaluatiprs conducted over 70 evening, field obse,r
vations. During each of them an observer was twice driven the 
length of the J.5-mile corridor, speaking continuous.l,y into, a 
tape recorder. He described each ';person he saw either on the 
avenue or do~n oife of its side streets, identifying individuals 
by sex, age, I' race, and activity. The tape -recording was later 
replayed and the observations coded. These observations were' 
made on five ran~omly-chosen ~venings each week, and each was 
conducted at a r'andomly~chosenhour between 6 and 11 p.m. The 
data were g'athered· every other week for 7 months, straddling the 
implementa~ion of the program. In the analysis they were merged 
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~-wit:h informat~n~,9E._tzime~it:empet:ature,and ~~_t91l!~~lJ~Q!~.cl'lhfch· 
= "were sU~~l,tpntcral1ycoxrelated 'w1thJ:Jl~~numbe:r of persons~observe.d~ 
.=.:.on.~"tl'fer·~·street • .t A time ... s_~:-;!,~s~~~anarfs~is revealecl ~no'signiffcant 

crrange in street-use~'~Leve~ or patt.erns during the study period. 
_._'--' o· • __ ,._ _ 

~~=1ess7;'sC;ifhisticate(L;~""before-and-aJter" analysis of oDser-
_.f<:ga-tfonal d(ta on street traffic rec:entlywasfemployed to evaluate " 

,",,=,,~.f-~ the impact:: of !,envfS0funental interventions in a high-crime area /~ 
of Hart(drd, Conn. One goal of thi-s~program was to reduce f" .-

the vol~me of pedestrian and vehiculat,'l'traffic through theare~,/ 
(Much of it was'''pa'ss~brough''traffic by strangers f_tQf{I~cfie .. 
downtown area_q,qjacetrtto the target site, 'andth~_=congest'ion~
and'UJppleasanf--envit6:nmental impa.c=t .. ~o.f~amoU11fs~>=-o{ traffic ap
pearec;Lto have inhibite9comm4Tii~development in the area. r ....... . .. ~. "-

".~ ,--

. ", !I In order to evaluate the effectiveness of a number o'f 
tra':ffic- flow reduction measures, includ ing narrowing al)~ block
ing streets, counts" were made from vantage point~.6f automobiles 
and pedestrians passing through the area. The counts were made 
twice,: once before the ':'implementatJon-p-eriod and once after. They 
revealed a slight (4 percent}-decrease in vehicular traffic and 
no change in foot traf·fic. Not. surprisingly, most of the de
crease in the flow 6f· automobiles was accounted for by the blocked 
streets. 

Potential Applications 

These examples of sunple observational measures should sug
gest others. . For example, one visible sign of community decay 
is the incidence of graffiti in public places. My own (survey
based'}=~re-s=earch suggests that the presence of g~~ffi ti and vis
ible vandalism underlaysa~~.l~,~st some of the '"i~ear of crime""" 
which haunts urban neighborhoods. Richard Taub is employing 
syst~matic counts of the incidence of graffiti as one of several 
indicators of neighborhood l'heterioration in a study of c,rime in 
Chicago .. while Oscar Newman is using observational data on de~,,, 
facem"ent anq vandal ism to characterize publIc ,hous ing projects. 
For Taub the incidence of graffiti is o'ne detenninant of housing 
values, whereas for Newman it is an outcome .measure which should 
be influenced by building management policies., 

Other downstream observational measures of interventions 
could be employed'" by cJ:"iminal justice evaluators. In the area 
of shoplifting one could dispatch observers.to note the extent 
to which store owners employ various strategies to combat theft. 
~his'would involve observing the deployment and coverage of 
mirrors, cameras, and other surveillance hardware, as well as 
the presence of menacing warning signs. Th~se measures could 
be Used to evaJuate either the adoption of theft-prevention pol-
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icies (in which case they would be employed as outcome .. indica
tors) or . the effectiveness of those programs (for which they 
would be intervention measures). 

Robert Yinl6 proposed observational measures of interven
tions that have been characterized h~re as' "upstream" data, 
measured from the perspective of service providers. He wanted 
to record, for example, how frequently the police passed by sam
pleobservation posts, in order to measure the density of police 
coverage of a site. He also proposed traveling with citizen 
groups which patrol their neighborhoods in order to observe the 
frequency of "vigilante" tactics on their part, and ag'ainst whom 
they are employed. Perhaps the best kn~~n work of the latter 
genre is Albert Reiss and Donald Black's observational study 
of the police. They deployed observers in squad cars patrolling 
high-crime areas in Boston, Washington, and Chicago. Their\ agents 
monitored police-citizen contacts ahd various aspects of officer 
behav ior. They uncovered, among other things, high levels of 
official illegality and frequent expressions of racial prejudice, 
neither of which are attributes of police work easily recover
able from offici,al archives or through standard interviews. 

Summary 

In sum, observational procedures offer great potential for 
capturing data which are both reliable and valid indicators of 
interventions and outcomes. Gathered in naturalistic settings, 
and free of much of the recall error which plagues self-report 
data,.,hil:hly structured observations may best reflect "the real 
world." However, there are several substantial limitations to 
this sort of data. They cannot gauge the motives underlying 
observed actions, nor can they probe the past. Further, the 
less structured and rig id t'he obserwational procedu~e (the 
"riclierthedata"), the less reliable it is. Gaining high inter
observational agreement outside of a checklist data-gathering 
format can be extremely difficult, but as the resulting data 
become simpler we often begin to sacrifice validity (what we 
want to measure) for confidence (what we believe we can mea
sure). The trick to generating useful observational data is to 
strike some balance between tbe two. 

INTERVIEW MEASURES 

Introduction 

After official police reports, interviews are the most com
monly used source of data for evaluations of community crime pre
vention program~. Structured interviews have been the a promi
nent source of data for most social sciences for close to 30 
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year:s. During those 3 dec~des researchers have gained a deep 
appreciation for the utility of the interview, if not for its 
substantial limitations. As we shall see, revealing as they of
ten are, the intendew-based mea~ures used in most community 
crime prevention evaluations have been generated by quite prim
itive methods. With few.e'xceptions they have no known reliabil
ity and little evidence' of their validity ever is proferred. 
Probably the resul t has been to underestimate the apparent impact 
of mos t 0 f those p rag rams ( bu t occas ionally to ov;e res t ima te the 
effects of others) and mistakenly report that "it didn't work.". 

Measul1ts of Interventlonsl.; 

One of the most important contributions of ci tizen-based in
terview data on crime prevention activities has been to make us 
suspicious about claims of whalt has been done. Interviews usu
ally are conducted with the targets of or participants in pro
grams, and whenever they focus on program implementation and the 
extent to which I~upstream" activities by agencies have had any 
discernable.- "downstream" impact among the citizenry they tend to 
reveal that there is a considerable gap between official activity 
and reports that anything actually has happened. 

Nowhere is this more evident than in the case of security 
programs. These' projects, usually conducted by police depart
ments, involve inspecting homes or commercial establishments and 
then recommending changes which would increase their physical 
security. The inspectors may suggest better locks, alarms, or 
trimming nearby shrubs to make persons lurking among them more 
conspicuous. Programs which count themselves a sU.ccess, by ac
counting for their activities often report a formidable number 
of such inspections; those which follow them up to s~e which 
of their recommendations actually were implemented usu'ally are._ 
more humble about their efforts. 

For example, a Wilmington "Mr. Victim" program w.as evalua
ted by surveying SOO homes and 245 businesses to check on com
pliance with security 'Survey recommendations: only 29 percent 
of households and 26 percentlSof businessmen reported undertak
ing any of those suggestions. In Seattle, a 20 percent fol
lowup of hO~9 inspections found only 3S percent even in partial 
compliance. In Eden Prairie, Minn., 62 percent, of households 
reported making .some change, but only 29 percent of the spe
c ific recommendations prefe rre(i -we{re taken to hea rt. In Eden 
Prai rie those tended to be fhe less expens i~8 ones, and changes 
tha t householde rs could make fo r themselves. 

Similar interview-based downstream ·evaluations of pr:ogram 
implementation have been conducted for a variety of other citi
zen and business-oriented orojects. Like security-survey eval
uations., they typically reveal modest levels of program adoption, 
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participation, < or impact. Schnej.der' s21 study of a burglary re
duction program in Portland found: that about 10 percent of house
holds were represented at some community'. meeting about crime, and 
that about 12 percent report:<ed displaying an Operation ID door
or-window sticke2~ In her study of Portland's intensive street
lighting program only 25 percent of the residents of the newly 
1 ighted district thought that there were more 1 ights and fewer 
thought their area was well-lit then did residents of other parts 
of the city. Moreover, despite substantial ballyhoo about the 
program, only one of her 3,900 respondents brought it up when 
asked in an op~n-endea question if t.hey knew about any special 
crime prevention programs in the city. Considering the low visibil
ity of the lighting effort, it is not surprising that the evalu
ators found little impact of the program on perceptions of neigh
borhood safety. 

More success indelivering services on the downstream end of 
the intervention process was reported in a recent evaluation of a 
crime reduction program in a public housing project in Chicago. 
One element of the program was the stationing of a Resident Safety 
Aide in each experimental building in the project. The Aides were 
to talk to building residents about safety programs, encourage crime 
reporting, and engage in security patrols. They were dressed in 
uniforms and carried walkie-talkie radios while on patrol. As part 
of the evaluation, building residents were asked how often they saw 
the Aides, and whether they were satisfied with their assistance. 
Fully 42 percent of the residents reported seeing the Resident Safe
ty Aide "everyday," and another 20 percent at least "a few times 
a week. ,,23 

Problems of Interview Measures 

Interesting as such findings are, it is not clear to what extent 
they adequately represented the true extent of program implementa
tion in these j urisd ictions. All of these stud ies reI ied on self
':"eports of behavior or experiences by the respondents, and they 
probably are affected ir, various ways by the "social desirabil i ty" 
problem in survey research. We know that in interviews, as in life, 
people generally prefer to present themselves and their actions in 
the be.st possible light. Studies have revealed that people are 
likely to substantially overreport doing such "good" things as get
ting a library card voting, and contributing money to a chari
table organization8~4 For most, participating in civic programs 
and complying with the recommendations of visiting police inspec
tors presumably would fall into that category. We also know that 
it is risky to employ a single member of a household as an informant 
about family activities. ~his procedure was used in the fi.'Rt 
victimization surveys conducted for the Crime commission,25 and 
it r~sulted in the substantial undercounting of criminal events. 
It is apparent that even adults are not fully informed about the 
doings and experiences of others in the ir household, and cannot be 
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expected to report on them wi th accuracy. This should lead us to 
be suspicious o~ surveys which attempt to characterize households 
as being represe\'1ted or not at community meetings about crime, 
or as participating in crime prevention programs. 

Invalid respoi~ses to questions about programmatic interven
tions also are encoura9~d by the great distance between program 
offices and the lives of most citizens. This often calls for a thor
ough prompting of.respondents before responses about those programs 
are forthcoming. It is probable that they can guess what the in
terv iewer "wants ll to hear. In more general terms, interv iews 
have "demand characteristics" which encourage certain kinds of 
behavior by respondents in order to satisfy that demand~ pleasing 
the interviewer is one of them, .and the puzzle presented to re
spondents usually is that of discerning the questioners I needs. 
For example, to evaluate a property-marking prog'ram in Denver, 
2,000 residents were telephoned and asked if they had heard of 
the program. Approximately 80 percent said they had, but few 
recognized the name of the project .and most had to be prompted 
wi th a description of the P2ggram before they managed to recall 
tha t they had heard of it. ' 

I' 

When respondents are not filled in wi th the details, fewer seem 
to recall hearing of programs. In a statewide survey conducted to 
evaluate a crime prevention program, respondents were asked, liDo 
you know if a security check program is available in this community?1I 
Not only did a substantial number not know, but in addition between 
25 and 47 percent of the respondents in vario2~s subgroups being 
analyzed were "not sure ll if th~y knew or not. 

Errors of a different kind are encouraged by questions which 
place impossible demands on respondents. usuaIly they will do their 
best to answer them, but it is not clear what those answers denote. 
One of the most common offenses in this regard is to ask a question 
which depends heavily on the ability of respondents to recall past 
events. Those memories may be of great interest to program adminis
trators, for. often they are evidence that bureaucrats are doing their 
jobs, but the actions probably were not of much interest to the 
respondents. As a result, we should expect the forgetting 'rate for 
such events to be very high. For example, in repeated statewide 
surveys evaluating a public information program, respondents were 
asked, II Have you ever seen or rece2~ve(l any information about pro
tecting, your home from burglary?" 

In addition to the vagueness of 'the information being sought, 
the IIreference period ll for this question--the respondent I s entire 
lifetime--presents impos.sible demands on the person being inter
v ie\tled. 

The same is true of the demand imposed by another question 
in those surveys, IIHave you ever been the victim of a crime?1I As 
we shall see below, victims of crime often forget or make errors 
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wh,~n recalling information about their experiences, and those dif
ficulties increase sharply with the passage of time. Studies of 
the recall of "objective" events or activ'ities as diverse a's mak
ing home repairs and visiting a doctor indicate that recall e~ 
rors are enormous even when the elapsed time is qui te brief. ~9 

Further, because respondents have a story to tell and because 
they like to give interviewers the information they "want," they 
(apparently unconsciOusly) shift the placement of those events in 
time if necessary so that they can report them in the interview. 
(This is called "forward telescoping.") It is necessary to probe 
carefully the temporal placement of events, . setting up clear bound-

{'aries for the reference period of the question (like, "since the 
first of the year") in order to cqntrol this quite powerful impulse • 

. ~he general message is that evaluators gathering data on in
terventions through interviews must be content with information 
of the sort that respondents can supply reliably. These' are 
likely to be data on events which were salient: when they occurred, 
which they were likely to be informed about, which recently oc
cured, which'took place ,within salient time points, which they 
are likely to identify and label in the same terms as those seek
ing to elicit the ~ information, and which are not so desirable 
that they would be embarrassed to admit not participating in them. 

Estimating Reliability and Vaildity 

Evaluation researchers must expend considerably more effort 
developing measures of interventions which have some demonstrable 
reliability and validity. Again, reliable measures will give the 
evaluator consistent readings from indicator. to indicator, and over 
time. As thi,s suggests, the reliability of a measure is estimated 
from the agreement between two concurrent measures of the same thing 
(" internal consistency"), or from the ag reement of two measures 
repeated over some reasonable length of time ("test-retest stabil
ity"). 

An example of a su~v.ey-based indicator with relatively good 
reliabil i ty is Baumer' s 0 measure of ind iv idual precautionary ac
tivity. He combined responses to four survey items'which were 
described to respondents as "things that some people do to pro
tect themselves from being a ttacked or robbed on. the street." 
The precautions included "gettiJlSl someone to go wi th you," "go
ing by car rather than walking," 'It:a-king something with you that 
could be used for protection," and "avoiding certain places in 
the neighborhood 0" In every case respondents were asked whethe r 
they did those things "most of the time," "sometimes," or "almost 
never," at night. The average correlation between these items 
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was about +.37 ,and when the responses \t!ere factor-analyzed they 
proved to be unidimensional. Added together to form a "personal 
precaution" scale, they had a reliability of .70. This indicates 
that about 70 percent of the total variance in that scale can 
be attributed to consistent responses to the four individual sur
vey questions, which is substantial.) 

The validity of survey measures of interventions probably 
could best be estimated by employing the "reverse record check" 
procedure widely used in health research. This involves develop
ing questionnaires by pretesting them on samples of subjects 
known to have done certain things or to have certain attributes. 
For example, survey items measuring health-care consumption have 
been tested on persons drawn from lists of hospital patients and 
physicians' records. This enables researchers to estimate the 
effectiveness of the survey in accurately el ici ting the desired 
information, such as the cost of medical care or the exact dura
tion of 3~ese visits. In the community crime preventi9n area, 
Lavrakas is now evaluating questionnaire items by inte-rviewing 
samples of participants in various cr ime prevention programs. 
The purpose of the interviews, as well as the source of the re
spondent sample, is "blind" to the interviewers in order to con
trol any motive on their part to probe for the "correct" answer. 

By extension, reverse record checks (which are "criterion 
validations" of measures) could be employed to determine if other 
measurements in the criminal justice ~ield were yielding the in
tended information. Thus, Schneider3 and the evaluators of the 
Minnesota Crime Watch33 could have demonstrated that their questions 
on property marking, home secur.i ty surveys, meeting at tendance, and 
receiving crime information had high "recovery power" when employed 
under field conditions. 

This is important, for stud ies of the relationship between sur
vey measures of implementation or service delivery and other mea
sures of the extent to which those services have been deployed have 
not all shown that survey measures and "~~jectivell counts reveal 
the same distribution of benefits. ostrom . found that survey ques
tions and electronic light meters tended to produce relatively sim
ilar measures of the ade~~acy of street lighting in small areas, 
but Schneider and Reiter found only a low correlation between 
their doorstep count ,of street lights and householder ratings of 
how well lighted the area was, and that residents of their experi
mental lighting area did not seem to have noticed that their area 
had changed. As we have seen, there are a number of reasons why 
apparently valid measuring scales (those which make perfect sense to 
the investigator) may not in fact recover the in:tended information, 
and therefore some evidence of the actual· validity of important 
measures should be presented in any sophisticated evaluation report. 
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Measures of Outcomes 
" 

Because they so easily lend themselves to gathering data at the 
. "grass roots," interviews frequently at'e employed to measure the 
outcomes of interventions and the consequences of policies and pro
grams. Because they focus on people and their experiences, percep-

--tions, and atti tudes, interview data potentially are more reI iable 
and valid indicators of outcomes than they are of interventions, 
which o~ten involve things about which individuals are not well 
informed. While many interview-based measures of outcomes have 
been employed in community crime prevention evaiuations, in this 
sectiol) we will focus on only four: victimization, fear, satis
faction with programs or services, and reporting crimes to the 
p9-1ice • 

A. Victimization 

Developed to the point where it is a relatively reliable and 
valid survey research tool only during this decade, the victimiza
tion survey has become an important instrument for criminal justice 
evaluators. Victim surveys have been utilized to evaluate a number 
of n~~able crime ffevention e

3
¥eriments, in~§ud ing thos\\: om Seat

tle, Portland, Hartford,· Kansas City, and a Chicago public 
housing project. 40 Properly conducted, these surveys have several 
advantages over other sources of information about crime. They can 
gather information about qrimes which are not reported to the pol ice, 
probe for details about incidents and their consequences in ways 
the police routinely ,do not, and gather these data within a lar
ger context of information about the experiences, perceptions, 
and attitudes of victims. Moreover, unlike the police, they can 
gather much of this inf~~ation from people who have not been 
victims of crime as well. 

Unlike most evaluation measures reviewed here, some evid~nce 
about the reliabili ty and validi ty of measures of victimization has 
been produced through carefully executed methodological studies. 
Methodologica}3investigations conducted in Great Britain42 and the 
Uni ted States have led to the development of techniques for gather
ing reports about crimes from their victims that have relatively 
high "recovery power. II. . 

The basic tool in this developmental research has been the re
verse record check technique described above. In the case of vic
timization, questionnaire items and interview procedures have been 
developed using samples of known crime victims, enabling researchers 
to evaluate what kinds of crimes are being misse~in their question
ing. In a typical reve~se record check study interviewers are 
given lists of households or persons to be covered with the current 
version of the survey instrument, wi thout being told that imbedded 
within this sample are crime victims who have been selected from 
pol ice records. After these interviews have been completed, they 
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are compared with data from the police reports. Two important ques
tions can be addressed using this technique: does 4~he survey 
recover the incident, and is it described accurately? 

Using these methods, the Census Bureau developed some of the 
procedures it currently employs in the National Crime Survey. That 
survey seems to do fairly well at recovering accurate information 
about serious crimes such as robbery, burglary, auto theft, and even 
r~pe. It appeared that victims began to forget details about 
th~:ir experiences fairly rapidly, so the Bureau currently ,asks 
only\ about crimes which have. occurred "in the last 6 months." 
It is\ important that this time frame (known as the "reference 
period" for the ques tion) be bounded in some way with a sal ient 
date (like, "since the first of the year") or by an event. The 
Bureau uses a previous interview with the respondent as the ref
erencepoint, taking advantage of the· fact that the NCS is a 
panel st\~dy. The Census Bureau's victimization questionnaire 
also is experience based. That is, rathe~ than ask respondents 
if they have "been a victim" of some crime, they are asked a 
series of questions about things which may have happened to them 
(like, "someone trying to hit you with a rock or bottle"). This 
resolves the definitional issue of "what is a crime?" which may 
vary greatly from group to group in the population, by relying 
on a conceptualization of victimization which is behaviorally 
based. Based on 30 years of experience in the measurement of 
unemployment, this approach enhances the reliability of the mea
sure. Reliability also i,s constantly monitored by the Bureau 
through a vigorous reinterview program which yields test-retest 
estimates of the stability of their measures. 

Despite all of this development effort, the methods employed 
. in the National Crime Survey still have some problems. It ap
pears that the survey does not adequately measure attempted as
sault and less serious aggressive crimes against blacks, and re
verse record checks ind ica te that assaul ts and othe r. crimes wh ich 
involve people who are related or who know each another are being 
undercounted by a substantial marg in. In general, crimes which 
do not usually involve strangers are poorly represented in. current 
NCS victimization data. 

It is also clear that victimization surveys, which depend on 
a series of "screener" questions to jog respondents' memories about 
past events, rely heav ily on the skill and ded ica tion of inter
viewers. Because this varies, there appears to be a subs4-gntial 
"interviewer effect" in victimization da'tao A recent report doc
uments the strength of this effect for eight cities surveyed by the 
Census Bureau in 1974. Interviewer variance in those data seems 
to be of about the magnitude of sampling error, which is consider
able. Unpublished tabulations from the Bureau indicate also that 
rates for certain hard-to-measure types of crime ("series" inci
dents) dropped during the first year of the national program 
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as interviewers 'learned to cope with their new duties for this 
survey. Interviewer t.raining and supervision must be managed 
carefully to combat these problems. 

I 

The dominant methodolog ical issue affecting the use of surveys 
to measure crime is really a "substantive" one, however. Thediffi
cuI ty; stems from the fact that crime is a rare event. Even in high
crime areas most people are not victimized during any brief period 
of time. As a result, within the., reference period for a victimi
zation su rVey, fE;lw crimes will be described. In the Census Bu reau IS 

city surveys, which asked about events during the previous year, 
only about 4 percent of all respondents recalled being robbed, and 
even fewe r women told of a sexual assaul t. Thus, when those data 
are used to make population estimates of the victimization rate 
the ,error in those estimates is potentially quite large, and the 
"confidence in\:erval" we must draw around them covers a broad range. 
This range is so great that evaluators who plan to compare the re
suI ts of two surveys to look for the effect of a program must hope 
fo r a very la rge change in the v ictimiza tion rate so that it will 
fall outside the boundaries of chance fluctuation. For any reason
ably sized. survey the requ,ired effect often is greater than any 
planner would ever realistically project for a crime preveri~ion 
prog ram. 

For example, victimization surveys c0.jlfucted to. evaluate the 
Seattle Community Crime Prevention Program produced "before and 
after" victimization rates for their experimental areas which indi
cated a 36 percent reduction in burglary--but this difference was 
not large enough to be statistically significant. This was true 
in spite of the fact that almost 1,500 households were questioned 
in the first round of interviewing and 1,200 in the second round, 
that these interviews all were concentrated in only five census 
tracts, and that the survey examined the incidence of the most fre
quent major crime. Crime prevention programs that focus on personal 
crimes or on small subgroups of the population like the elderly 
~ill quickly discover that the laws of sampling and statistical 
inference make victimization surveys extremely expensive to con
duct, and that even more extreme effects must be projected for them 
to yield any evidence of positive outcomes. 

B. Fear 

Reports of fear of crime often are employed as ancillary meas
ures of the success of crime prevention projects, whereas programs 
aimed at community renewal, commercial revitalization, and the el
derly usually see reductions in fear as one of their most important 
goals. The evaluation of a crime reduction intervention in Ha rtford 
used measures of both fear and estimates of victimization rates 
in target and control areas. The evaluators found that those liv
ing in the experimental area perceived a significant drop in their 
chances of being victimized by purglary, while estimates of .t2s 
probabilityof this victimization. rose in the rest of the city. 
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A co:ntinuing evalua t.i,pn by the Na tional Counq!'l of Senior Ci tizens 
of a mul ticity project to assist elderly c.rirde v.ictims and decrease 
,victimization of those over 60 years of ,;age is employing survey 
measures of concern ~out crime and cr$1ne-related behaviors to 
assess their progress. 

:f 

Several conceptual definitions and many different indicators 
have' been employed under the general rubric of "fear." Most evalua
tions have fielded measures either of concern about crime or esti
mates of risk of victimization under that heading. Measuring risk 
involves asking respondents to rate their chances of falling victim 
to specifi'c crimes, usually on a O-to':'IO scale. These indicate 
"how likely it is to happen." These were employed an the evalua
tion of the Kansa9 Ci ty response time evaluation. 5 Measures of 
concern, on the other hand, focus on what could happen, or how 
bad it would be if one were a victim. In their evaluation of a 
crime-::red'uction prograJll in a public housing project, ArthurYoung 
& Co. 5 . asked residents: . 

Thinking about your personal safety when you are outside 
after dark in this development, would you say you are 
very cpncerned, a little concerned,' or'not at all con
cerned? 

The fear-of-crime measures most frequently employed in pub
lic opinion polls are of this genre. One, which is popular, was 
used by the Census Bureau in its city victimization !,surveys:-'",,,, 

How safe do you feel, or would you feel, being out alone 
in your neighborhood at night--very unsafe, somewhat un
safe, reasonably safe, or very safe? 

Another, employed by the Gallup organization, asks if there are 
"places in your neighborhood" where respondents" feel afraid to walk 
at night," and employs a "yes-no" response format. 

Note that, unlike estimates of risk of victimization, concern 
questions clearly focus only upon personal attack and injury. This 
may be advantageous, for many suspect that a visceral sense of fear 
is at issue only in the case of crimes against the person. However, 
this conceptualization of the problem cannot yield comparable in- , 
formation about property crimes, which are the focus of most com
mun i ty crime p reven t ion p rog rams. 

Measu res of both, concernil.'ld risk have been used wi th some ef- ~~~""'':' 
fec~iveness t<?evaluat,e crimeptogJg.~rrn2~:;;;:!!t~ .. ~.t.,:~~E~.B-:l~~,,~"!:~it,fn.au::;:r::~~.;::'~~ 
proJect experlment resldents were aSKed"""fiow- flfearfu'l-"/"'theY"""were 
in a number of specific building environments, including elevators, 
stairwells, and the lobby. Infonnation like this could be used 
by planners to detennine where to locate television cameras and 
other surveillance or alann devices. In Kansas City, concern meas-
ures were employed to evaluate whether a reduction in police patrol 
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fre~~ency would affect ci tizen' s perceptions of their personal safe-
ty. . In Cincinnati, the Police FQundation used measurements of .. 
fea·r to evaluate a ne~borhood teamvpoJ..~cing ~ieriment in one.po
lice district there. Schneider and Reiter repqrt that there 
was only a low correlation between how people. residing in well-li~ 
area's of Portland thought their neighborhoods to'" be and how safe 
they fel t alone on streets in the area after dark. 

None of these reports have concerned themselves wi th how reI i
able and valid these measures of fear have been. We usually have, .. 
at best, only evidence of their "construct validity." That is~ 
people who "should" b~ afraid are. In a re-ang!ysisof survey data 
from MinneapoliS> by neighborhood, McPherson demonstrates that 
people who li've in high-crime areas (as measured by police statis
tic~Jare . indeed more likely to report being afraid. A recent 
analysis of the Gallup-poll fear-of-crime measure using national 
su"rvey data collected by the Na'tional·Opinion Research Center 
has provided evidence of the "discriminant validity" of that indi
cator. That analysis demonstrated the independence of "fear of 
crime" from other concerns and worries, including suspicion, dis-

J trust, ana generalized anxiety about social change. The discrim
inating power of the fear-of-crime measure indicates that attit.udes 
about the issue arS6 not simply manifestations of other, more gen-
eralized concerns. . 

A recent survey provides evidence of the~l;'gLial::rilityof a scale 
constructed from commonly-employed measures of risk of victimiza
tion. In a random-dig it-dialing telephone survey of three major 

"cities respondents were asked: 
,. 
1\ 

1':,or this next question I'd like you to think of a row of 
dumbers from 0 to 10. Now, let the 0 stand for NO POSSI
BILITY AT'" ALL of ·something happening, and the 10 will 
stand for it being EXTREMELY LIKELY that something could 
happen. On this row of nUWrs from 0 to 10 how likely 
do you think it is that ••• 
~' ' 

This""--in"troduction was followed by capsule descriptions of the crimes 
of rape, robbery, burglary, and assault by a ~~tranger. 

Responses to these questions were used to fonn a two-jtem addi
tive scale measuring risk of personal victimization. E&timates of 
the probability of being raped had to be dropped, for that question 
was asked only of women •. Perceived risk of burglary, on the other 
hand, appeared to be relatively independent of that for personal 
crimes. Estimates of risk of victimiza,tion for robbery and stranger 
assaul t were strongly correlated, and together they fonned a scale 
with a reliability (Cronbach's Alpha) of .83. 
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C. Satisfaction 

Another common tool used in program evaluation is to focus on 
the level of satisfaction expressed by participants or the targets 
of those efforts. The bulk of these "evaluations have focused on 
government agencies and the delivery of public services. In Kansas 
City, residents of experimental and control areas were asked to 
generally rate the quality of police service, and those who had 
reason to call the police were ftsked" how rapidly they responded and 
how well ithey did their job. 5 One .eomponent of the neighborhood 
revitalization experiment in Hartford wCfs' to be a neighborhood 
policing team, so residents there were quizzed extensively about 
police activity. (As is sometimes the case, the program never 
really was impreme~nted.) In Cincinnati a team pol icing experiment 
was :valg~ted by interviewing a panel of businessmen about polic~,._ 
serVlce. - . 

-.' 

A few evaluations have focused on services other than polic
ing, and on community or housing-project activities. The evaluation 
of crime prevention activities in a Chicago housillg project included 
questions--about resident satisfaction with 17 specific kinds of 
serv~ces, including ~he Resident Safety Aidoe program., building main
tenance, youth serVlces, and elevators. 6 In Seattle, evaluators 
as.ked samples of respo~ndents in target and control areas if they 
had used any of the services of the Community Crime Prevention Pro
gram. Those who had were asked to rate the "helpfulness" ,of each of 
several s.pecoific ac.tivi ties, and if there we~e an6 forms of assis
tance Whlcnthey dld not feel they had recelved. I 

Focusing on citizens as consumers ot,' a program's product fos
ters the development of downstream rather than upstream measures 
of program success. As such, it reflects. concern about the respon
siveness of (especially public) organizations to' citizens' needs, 
and the necessity of developing channels for the systematic feedback 
"upstairs" of information about the effectiveness of programs de
veloped at the grass roots. This concern i.!is re,flected in the in~ 
creasing use of a new tool for the general evaluation of municipal 
services, th~ omnibus service delivery survey. From, St. Petersburg 
to Eugene, communities, are sponsoring periodic surveys of their 
residents to inquire about their needs and probe t'1heir assessments 
of the quality of municipal services. These surveys bsually include 
questions concerning the criminal justice system, and there is no 
reason why the scope of those questions could not be expanded on oc~ 
cas ion' to cover community crime prevention activities as well. () 

. A service-delivery focus for evaluating community crime pre~,: 
vention programs also reflects trends in the operation of communi ty 
organizations. One impact of Etxtensive Federal and State funding of 
community ot'ganizations engaged in anticrime efforts has been to 
bureaucratize those groups and transform them from "bottom up" move
ments to "top down" vendors of services. Groups now get money tc.) 
hire staff to sell people whistles, mark prope~ty, and organize 
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patrols "in their "catchment. area. " Crime prevention is a moderate
sized industry, but operating as it does in a nonmarket grant eco
}lpmy', those who wish -to keep it respOnsible to its neighborhood 'con-

__ c stituencies will have to support the development of new ways to 
feed citizens' perspectiv~s on the progress of the War Against 
Crime. back into the system. 

D. Reporting to the Police 

Many crime prevention programs share the goal of. insreasing the 
rate,s at 'Which victims report thei'r experiences Co the police, 
neighborhood res idents call the pol ice quickly to deal wi th suspi
cious persons, and witnesses step forward to assist the police with 
their- investigations. This is seen as desirable for a number of 
reasons, including that it is good citizenlytJonduct. Further, it 
is presumed that rapid crime repoi:ting -and intervention by by-
standers to summonthe police will increase the rate at which of
fenders are apprehended, and that citizen cooperation facilitates 

=>_ the conviction of those who do get caught. As a spinoff, increased 
,:cr~lfie==roepJ)~r.t!.Jl9 wouldimi?rove the quality of pol-ic-e records-en--er-i-m-e---, 

(see below) .Tni~wotrl~d-e~na'bre P-Ol=ie€-=tQ=plan-,_a_l)g~_~YJ!!~_~te_~h.~ tr:- ==,,"",,, 
activ i ties more effectively." ,,- ------- ... 

Several evaluation surveys have focused on the effects of pro
grams on citizens' reporting of cri},J\e, including those of policing 
experiments in Kansas City and Cincinnati. In the Community Crime 
Prevention area, evaluators in Seattle found that (a) there were 
no differences between reporting rates in experimental and control 
tracts before their intervention, (b) reporting rates rose substan
tially in the experimental tra,cts after the intervention (from 51 
percent to 76 percent), and (c) rePffting rates did not change signi
ficantly in their control areas. 

In Portland, Schneider examined the impact of program partici
pation on burglary reporting rates. She found in a. correlational 
study that participants in meetings and those who marked their 
property and mounted an ID sticker on their door were more likely 
to report victimizations to the police, and the effect of these 
activities was additive and cumulative. Those who .'were victimized 
but knew nothing about those programs' reported only 65 percent of 
all burglaries, while those who had been involved in all three 
activi ties reported 87 percent of them. Thus, al though their bur
glary rates were lower, participants

6
j3enerated ~ reports for 

the l?,ol ice than did nonpa rt ic ipan ts. . 

These differences are impressive, for analysis of the Census 
Bu reau' s vic t im iza tion 5U rvey da ta ind ica tes tha t the prima ry dete r
minant of whether burglaries are reported is1:he amount stolen and 
whether or, not the household wa~, insured for the loss. However, 
the incremental effect of program participation does not seem to 
be marginal, but leads to substantial increases in reporting rates. 
In fact., in Portland, the impact of that community's antiburglary 
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program was so dramatic 'that it apparently increased the burglary 
rate during the postin;tervention period. However, Schneider demon
strated that the' burglary rate

l 
actually went down when she insti

tuted in her ~tudy controls for shifts in the reporting rate. 

Fowler64 observed th~ same phenomenon in Hartford. During 
the S-year;. evaluation effort there, the official crime rate in 
the experimental area was'~~ seen to go both up and down as. a resul't 
of shifts in reporting rates: both shifts were the result of pol ice 
politics ahd policy. Only because the Ha17tfo.rd Insti~tUte was con
tinually riion=i.toring test and control sites via sample surveys 
could they detect these changes," and appropriately discount shifts 
in official crime counts. 

As this .suggests, it: is difficult to enVl.Sl.on using official 
crime reports to evaluate many communi ty crime preventfon programs 
wi thout gathering parallel information on the crime reporting prac
tices of the community. The problem is that good measu;es of the 
reporting rate depend on the same methodology and procedures which 
pr.oduce g.oog~e~;Jmates 9f the v:i...~tiIi-azation xate. This means, among 
other things, that the samples involved must be very large. In the 
Seattle evaluation it was impossible to compare. r~porting rates for 
participating and nonparticipating households, ". • • due to the 
small number of bu~glarycas.es. All of the six burglaries to 
CCPP residences were reported, however." It is for this reason 
that Schneider confined her analysis to' burglary, although she 
collectep data on a numb.~r of crimes. Burglary was the only major 
crime frequent enough to be measured well in a survey with "only" 
3,900 respondents. 

Further, we also have no inkling of the validity of survey mea
sure's of ci tizens' crime reporting. There is considerable evidence 
that a "bandwagon" effect exists for socially desirable responses 
to questions about citizens' behavior,6S and crime. reportin~ray be 
among that set. In her "forward record check" Schneider took 
reports of crimes which were said to have been reported to the Port
land pol ice, but she could only find 50! percent of them in depart
ment files. It is uncertain what proportion shouJd be 'written off 
to police nqnrecording and what percentage can be attributed to in-
valid responses to the original survey question2 ' 

Surmary 

" II As we have seen in this section, data gathered through inter-
views are very attractive to evaluators. They are perhaps the only 
practical way to gauge t.,he impact or the implementation of programs 
among mass publics. The'y give us an alternative perspective to what 
officials say they did. They can probe the past, gathering data 
on events or conditions l}'lhich were obtained evenbefore eV'aluators 
came on the scene. Surveys can employ respondents as observers 
by asking them to recount things they have seen or experienced~ 
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they can 'also be used as evaluators to make judgments about those 
events. However, interview data typically are replete ",ith error. 
Few community crime prevention evaluations have focused on the 
technical characteristics of their data in this regard. People 
do not always reliably report things they have seen: they forget, 
misremember, lie, and strive to meet the (often misinterpreted) 
"needs" of the' interview~r.On the other hand, evaluators also, 
too often, place impossible burdens on their respondents, or quiz 
them on things about which they have no information or opinion. 
Ther.e are specific techniques for estimating the reliability and 
validity of measures, and knowing these characteristics of one's 
data should play an important role in its analysis. Too often 
it does not. ,; 

ARCHIVAL MEASURES 

Introduction 

A~chival ~easures are'traces of programs or their consequences 
which are found in existing banks of records, files, reports,. or 
accounts. Because these are kept almost exclusively by (Jrganiza
tions and government agencies, data from these sources inevitably 
reflect upstream rather than downstream perspectives. Further, 

.) because the information is drawn from things which administra tors 
thought important to commit to paper (and now to computers) the 
data have a strong tendency to reflect what they feU: toibe signifi
cant, and to exclude information which was uninteresting to them, 
difficult to gather, spoke poorly about their efforts, or was 
potentially embarrassing and thus prone to getting "lost." Good 
examples of theg; difficulties would be encountered if one were 
to follow Yin' ssugges tion to make use of agencies ' records of 
complaints against themselves. 

As a resul t, the fundamental problem wi th most archival mea
sures is one of validity--do indica.tor:s reflect "what the evaluator 
really wants t.o know? "'I More often they reflect what is available. 
The most frequently cited rationale for the use of archiva'l data is 
that it is "unobtrusive," or that its collection flows naturally 
from an organization's activities ana does not intrude "unnatu
rally" in the process being evaluated. As this criticism sug
gests, however, intervention and outcome data can be "obtrusive" 
a t the time it comes in the door. 

Measures of Interventions 

Becaus~ intervention ind ica tors usually employ data collected 
by and for proj'ect administrators, indicators of implementation 
collected fi~om archival holdings typically reflect upsteam inter
vention proc'ie~ses. They detail how project pe rsonnel and resources 
were allocat.ed, how people spent their time, and the extent of 
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/their "outreach" into the community. As· we have seen above, these 
measures may not square with those generated from the standpoint 
of the targets of those efforts, but archival measures like these 
are employed frequently because they are available, cheap, and 
reflect the interests and internal accounting needs of sponsoring 
qrganizations, and thus, almost by definition, are of concern to 
them. Under those circumstances the val.idity of the measures 
seems to take on secondary importance. . 

The simplest archival measures of implementation are activity 
counts. These describe what an organization thinks it did with its 
personnel and resources that could be counted as "services ren
dered." For example, an evaluat.ion of the. Miami Robbery Control 
Project noted the number of witnesses and victims interviewed, 
the. number of publ icatir.ns distributed, . the number of stakeouts. 
and field. interrogations carried out, and how much the project 
cost the police department. As is often the case, the Federal 

. money which sparked the program also paid for the first systematic 
collection of most of this information, so there also were no 
"before" measures of those efforts in an archive. 6B 

More sophisticated activity co.unts are used to account for 
the attainment of specified project goals. The Oregon Law Enfor.ce~ 
ment Council thus reported that the Portland Crime Prevention 
Bureau held 50 percent of its targeted number of meetings and marked 
property in' only 27 percent of the desired number of households,. 
The evalu.;ltive potential of these sorts of meaSllres was \reflect~d 
in the cor.:.clusion to the report: "Either the number of visits per
formed will have to be increased 0 69 the objective will have to be 
revised ar,ld made more realistic." 

Agency "outreach" measures estimate the number of persons con
·tacted or clssisted by a program. When they are combined wi th pro ... · 
jections o,f the number of qualified recipients of the program, 
those counts may be .converted by long division into measures of 
"program pt~netration~" The central staff of the Minnesota Crime 
W~tch program gathered figures from police and sheriffs departments 
on the nUJIuber of persons who had enrolled locally in an Operation 
Identification program. They then estimated the number of house
holds located in jurisdictions which were served by &gencies that 
made this participation possible by cooperating in their program. 
This constituted their universe of "targets to be served," of whom 
they enrolled about 9 percent. In addition, they then recalculated 
their program participation f j,gure as .a proportion of the .rate 

\ achieved by the Operation Identification program in Monterey Park, 
California, which they argued is the "benchmark" American program. 
This placed them at 38 percent of "success" as defined by the 
~onterey Park project. 70 . 0 

The unknown quanti ty in all of these measures is what they 
"mean," which is a v~lidity question. They are, at best, descrip
tions of the operation of programs, ~nd their analytic utility for 
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any but the most mundane accounting purposes remains problematic. 
Further, they may not even be accurate indicators of the operations 

. they purport to describe. Because they largely are "management" 
data describing the activities of subordinates, there doubtless 
is a tendency for them to overstate levels of effort and effective
ness. People who are held accountable at various levels within 
organizations!l, as well as organizations as a whole, usually attempt 
to present tl7leir activities in the best possible light, and evalu
ators--liketop managers--usually find it difficult to ferret 
out what is "really going on." 

Outcome Mealurel: Crime Ratel 

We have indicated that the most commonly employed set of mea
sures for judging the effectiveness of local community crime pre
vention prog rams remains official pol ice reports about crime. 
The designs in which they are. employed vary tremendously in so
phistication, ranging from "before-and-after" to "mul tiple inter
rupted time-series with control groups. II Those designs also vary 
in the detail of the data analyzed, which ranges from simple Uniform 
Crime Report (UCR) category frequency counts to detailed analyses 
of the characteristics of individual offenses reports. However, in 
the end, all use police records as a source of information to 
talk about crime and what happened to it, which in turn depen¢ls on 

some quite unsupportable assumptions about the quality of the data. 

At fa highly aggregated level, official police reports are 
frequently employed to evaluate crime reduction programs using 
"before and after with control ,~reas" designs. For example, -the 
Harrisburg Street Lighting Program was evaluated by calculating 
percentage changes for Part I crimes from the pre- to post-interven
tion >period ifI"control''''''experime~ttl,,, and "potential displace
ment" areas, In Seattle, Mathews examined monthly percentage 
changes in burglary for target areas and the remainder of the city, 
before a,nd after (or more apcurately, during) their program. 

. As more sophisticated statistical analysis of the frequency 
of crime was reported by Lavrakas et al., 7J for a Portland commercial 
tract. They analyzed fluctuations in a 36-month series of burglary 
and robbery counts, examining interruptions in the trend caused 
by' a commercial security survey program and a high-intensity street 
lighting project along the avenue. They made impressionistic use 
of residential crime counts in the area as "controls," for they 
should not have been affected by the program. 

Arthur Young & Co. 74 made extensive use of more detailed break
downs of repor:':ed crime in an evaluation of a crime-reduction ex
periment in a Chicago housing project. In addition to comparing 
crime counts over a 3-year period in experimental and control build
ings, the company al so analyzed them by type and loca tion. Fo r 
example, contrasts were drawn between t.rends for crimes within 
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apartments (~Ihich should not have been affected by the interven
tions) with those in public areas, and those which took place 
inside of the buildings (which should have declined) with those 
from outside. They also could have examined such indicators as 
trends for stranger and nonstranger violence, and arrests of of
fenders who 1 ived outside as opposed to inside the build ings 
(in each case only the former should h~ve been ~ffected). 

Criticisms of Crime Rates 

General cri ticisms of th~ official crime reports7~se96in these 
evaluations abound, and will not be repeated here.' A very 
insightful inventory of ~hings for which they are often useful 
can be found in Inciardi. 7 Deficiencies in the data can be attri
buted to two major sources: citizen crime reporting and police 
crime recording. At the reporting elld, it is apparent that the 
majority of crimes are never brought to the attention of the pol ice* 
In major crime categories (robbery, rape, burglary, and the like) 
victims appear to report about 50 percent of their experiences, 
but that figure drops to as low as 25 or 30 percent for petty thefts. 
Thus, there is a large pool of events w%ch never Gome to the 
attention of the criminal justiqe system. The police deal with 
citizens' reports in a variety of ways. At various times police 
have been charged with underrecording, overrecording, misrecord
ing, and nonrecording crimes. Although victimization surveys re
veal a g rea t deal abou tv ic t ims • repo rt ing hab its, we know much 
less about how the police generally deal with those reports. A 
comparison of what people say they told the police ab9ut and of
ficial crime counts 'for 26 cities indicates that the authorities 
prope,gy record about 60 percent of what is brought to their atten
tioni this is roughly of the magnitude of Schneider':s ability 
to recover police reports of crimes which were describe't3oin her 
victimization survey as reported to the Portland police. 

For victims it·appears that the major dete:tl1linant of reporting 
to the police is the seriousness of the incident. The police are 
most likely to be notified about crimes involving injuries, large 
financial losses, or the use of a weapon. The pool of reported 
crime is more serious than the universe it "represents." In ad
dition, burglary and larceny victims whose losses were insured are 
much more likely to report them to the police. In the National 

• Crime Survey data for 1973 the correlation between having insurance 
and reporting these two crimes to the pol ice was +.57 and +.56, 
respectively. It also is widely suspected that victi~s are much 
less likely to report crimes that involve relatives, friends, and 
other "nonstrangers" as the perpetrators. Finally, reporting rates 
are very low for youthf~ victims, who suffer most frequently 
from assaul tive violence. 

The record ing" of crime may vary eno:tl1lously among pol ice de
partments, depending on organizational, leadership, and political 
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factors. At the level of the individual officer, observational 
studies of the decision to "write up" an offense indicate that 
the seriousness of the complaint, the preferences of the ,victim, 
the relational distance between victim and offender, the victim's 
deference to the 0f8f.Jcer, and the victim's social class,' all 
affect that action. In the aggregate, more innovative and re
sourceful departments seem to recg!d a greater proportion of the 
crimes brought to their attention. As the Crime Commission and 
others have noted, however, crime recording practices vary con
siderably wi thin cities and are subject to rapid fl'-1ctuations 
as political and administrative factors change. 

It is precisely change, or instability in citizen reporting 
and police recording practices gener.ally, which constitutes the 
principal threat to the reliability of official measures of crime. 
In measurement terms these resul t in "changes in instrumentation" 
which can become confounded with changes in the variables under 
scrutiny. As the evaluators overseeing Seattle's Community Crime 
Prevention Program noted: 

On the surface it would appear to be simple, to assess 
the impact of the Community Crime Prevention Program upon 
burglary. A researcher would simply need to check police 
records of burglaries before and after the program deli
vered services to an area and see if the number of burg
laries was reduced. This approach is severely flawed, 
however, because ~n addition to reducing burglaries the 
program has a second goal of inc'reasing citi,zen reporting 
of burglaries to the police. • •• Program f:3UCCeSS in in
creasing ci tizen reporting of burglaries would mask the 
crime reduction impact and might even produce an increase 
rather than decrease in burglary repo~',s in neighborhoods 
receiving the services of the CCPP. 

As we. have seen above, the ~roblem of change in instrumenta
tion is reflected in Schneider' s8 findings about the relationship 
betweem program participation and burglary reporting in Portland, 
and in the (presumed) reason why the inauguration of the Phila
delphia Transit CrW Program signaled an in'crease in 'the official 
crime count there., 

In each case, official crime reports measll\red t!:lings differ
ently after the intervention, and did not merely reflect changes 
in crime rCl tes. 

It has been recognized for a long time that there is a sub
stantial "dark figure" of unrecorded crlime'. The serious blow, 
ho\\'ever, is the apparently unstable relationship between reported 
crime and the "true" crime rate. "Crackdowns" and other special 
enforcement programs may change the proportion of reported 'events 
which surface as official reports, whereas programs and longer
term factors like the spread of property-crime insurance may affect 
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citizen reporting practices. Booth and others87 have shown that 
official crime statistics and the results of victimization surveys 
can lead evaluators to quite different conclusions. 

Outcome Measures: Consequences of Crime 

Unlike survey research, reliance on archival data to measure 
the consequences of crime-reduction programs does not seem to 
have encouraged the use of diverse indicators of outcomes. Al
though surveys have focused on fear, behavior, and satisfaction 
with servic€~s as frequently as they have 'personal victimization, 
only a few archival ventures have strayed beyond the analysis 
of crime data. 

, 
,Several of t.hose evaluations have been studies of programs 

in public housing projects in which vacancy rates have been used 
as indicators of residential satisfaction. In their analysis of 
act~~ities in the Cabrini-Green complex in Chicago, Arthur Young & 
Co. used "move-ins" and "move-outs" to chart the P13o~ress of their 
experimental and control buildings. Oscar Newman employed two 
archival measures, apartment turnover rates and vacancy rates, in 
a composite index of the instability of each of 63 project sites 
(the two were correlated +.68, and about +.50 with the third com
ponent of the index, the proportion of residents who said they 
wanted to move out). He found that residential instability was 
higher in highrises, in buildings next to bad buildings, and in 
buildings with high levels of crime, vandalism, and fear. 

In a Minneapolis study, the Minnesota Governo'r l s Commission 
on Crime~O examined statistically the impact of crime on propert:{ 
values, and the consequences this reduction in value had in turn 
for property tax assessments and city revenues. They estimated 
that increases of 1 percent in residences burglarized in a year 
lowered residential property values in the vicinity by $553, where
as every ,reported act of vandal ism per 1,000 res iden ts reduced 
property values by $172. Across the entire city, these decrements 
reduced property tax collections by abou t $17,000, 000. 

Finally, Lavrakas et ale 91 examined the impact of the Portland 
commercial CPTED demonstration on the vitality of business in the 
area. They analyzed new business openings and the rate at which 
old businesses on the avenue closed down, the average "life-time" 
of businesses in the area, and their gross receipts from sales. 
All of these data were gleaned from license applications and 
sales tax records on file at the Portland Ci ty Busines,s License 
Division. 

As this suggests, municipalities can be treasure troves of 
information wh!ch trace the impact of crime in the community. On 
file in various offices can be found data on real estate assess
ments, bus fare collections, telephone connects and disconnects, 
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i', school vandalism costs, street sign thefts, residential sales, 
"going out of business" sale permits, building qbandonments, arson 
complaints and reports, and building permits. (All of these cali be 
used as indicators of the consequences of crime and can be employed 
to track the impact of intetvention on the quality of urban life. 

Summary 
I' 

Archival measures o~ten are employed because they are,r avail
able and inexpens ive to \(:ollect. Sometimes they val idly reflect 
what evaluators really w~nt to know about intetventions and out
comes. More often they reflect the management and pol i tical needs 
of cooperating ,pgencies, (Iwho were already interested enough in the 
data t9 keep it on file. Except for official counts of crime, 
there has been little use of archival data beyond those of an admin
istrative nature. Crime data are themselves so plagued with con
tingencies in citizen reporting and police recording practices 
that they are difficul t to interpret. However, as indirect indica- , 
tors of the consequences of crime, archival measures have some 
potential, especially when mul tiple measures of outcomes are em
ployed. 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter I have reviewed many recent evaluation efforts 
illustrating measurement problems involved in making accurate and 
credible conclusions about the impact of community crime prevention 
programs. As we have seen, evidence regarding the reliability and 
validity of measures employed in those eval.uations was sparse, and 
what we know about the difficul ties of measurement in social re
search and evaluation should not lead us to be optci.misticabout 
the accu,:racyor credibility of those conclusions. This is not, 
however, cause for despai r. In fact, because so many evalua tions 
of programs in criminal justice fail to find a posited effect or 
are able to di.scern them only' at the margins, and the fact that 
those evaluations often are founded on an inadequate measurement 
base should be seen as a positive sign. It is useful to think of 
an evaluation as a contest between the effects of a program and 
noise: programs appear to be "winners" only when they can out
shout the opposition. More systematic appraisal of our measures 
would" enable us to reduce substantially the volume of this noisy 
chorus, increasing the apparent impact of our efforts. From a 
Pllrely technical standpoint, it is possible that efforts to improve 
measuJ:ement procedures could alone have a great impact on the pol icy
making process. 

Efforts to increase the reliability of our measures would 
subs,tantially increase the statistical relationship between crimi
nal justice interventions and most of the outcome measures reviewed 
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here. This payoff is a result of the fact that the maximum pos
sible correlation between two measures is determined by their 
reliabilities. If an indicator is an unreliable reflection of a 
variable, its correlation with another measure would' fall even 
if the "true" correlation were perfect. (More precisely, r-max 
equals the squa re root of the produf!t of the reI iabil i ties of 
the two measures involved.) Thus, the more noise there is in 
a measure the stronger the "true" eff.ect required to reflect it 
in the data. As a resul t of unreliability we probably are rejecting 
hypothesized et:fects of community 'crime prevention programs more 
often than we should. 

Procedures for estimating the reli.abilities of measures, and 
thus for assessing improvements in them, are relatively straight
fotward, and many of them have been discussed above. They all in
volve some measure of the agreemen~ between similar measures of 
a concept. Again, this reflects Eddington's observation that 
scientists read the positions of pointers, and the corollary 
requirement that the pointer swing twice to the same position 
when tested. In the case of observational studies we are concerned 
that two or more observers can cigree on the reading for an ev~nt 
or a condition, and about the Etbility of observers to make con
sistent judgments over time. In survey rese"arch the analogous 
standards involve the internal consistency of similar measures 
gathered at the same time (do they point to the same' thing?), and 
the stability of measures repei~ted over time. In archival projects 
we must insure that data-gatherers follow the same. procedures. 

The rigorous. pursuit of standards to assure reliable measure
ment should be coupled wi th thorough documentation of the resul ts 
in evaluation reports". This documentation should play an impor
tant role in establishing the credibility of the conclusions they 
reach, as well as providing a useful diagnostic tool for those 
conducting "next generation" <evaluations based on those findings. 

The credibility of the conclusions of an evaluation also are 
bound up with the validity of the measures it employs. We need to 
demonstrate the validity of our measures to strengthen the argument 
that the evaluation wasinde:ed aimed at the point of the program. 
Thus, checks of the validity' of our measures aim at increasing the 
fit between those measures and the concepts they represent. Like 
reliability checks (which are aimed at increasing the fit between 
similar measures), val idation involves the use of mul tiple mea
sures. In this case, however, they are different (rather than 
maximally similar) measures of the concept. To the extent to which 
these indicators point to the same position on different scales 
we know that our evaluation findings are robust and generalizable. 

We have seen several examples of the val ida tion of evalua tion 
measures, above. In the case of fear-of-crime measures we know 
that people who live in high-crime areas are more likely than 
others to score in the high range, and that!" fearful responses about 
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crime are independent of (do not point in the same direction as) 
oth~r . expressed fears. As a resul t of methodolog ical investiga
tions in the area of victimization we know that the resul ts of per
sonal interviews about their experiences with victims of many kinds 
of crime correspond closely wi thpol ice· records, but that for 
others the two do not agree. In Hartford, the results of mechani
cal vehicle counters, traffic observers, and interviews with resi
dents of the target community all pointed to the success of an 
e'ffort to reduce congestion there. 

In each case, evaluation findings were more credible pecause 
we had some assurance that the conclusions were "method free," 
and not the artifact of some particular way of looking at a pro
gram. In general, when different observers represel)ting different 
viewpoints agree on something, their judgment becomes more diffi
cult to dismiss as the result of some "bias." The development 
of valid measurement techniques simply is a rigorous approach to 
this standard. 

, ; 
l ' 
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INTRODUCTION 

During the past -few years -American courts have undergone a major 
transformation. Incxeased crime rates and the expanded right to 
counsel have forced the courts to grow in both size and function. 
During this period the combined dollar amount allocated to the 
courts by local, State and Federal governments has also cgrown, in
creasing almost fivefold, and keeping abreast if not outpacing 
crime rates and inflation. 1 

This increase in resources has meant not only an exp~msion in 
size but also the adoption of a host of new and different programs. 
Despite recurring complaints that "court~ never change, , they are 
constantly chanc;ring and are in fact considerably different now than 
they were 25 years ago. By expanding the r~ght to counsel, first 
in Gideon v. Wainwright2 and later in Argersinger v. Hamlin,3 the 
Supreme Court precipitated'major changes in the operations of 
many of the nation's criminal courts,!, dramatically increasing the 
size of public defense systems and 41 tering th~ way courts handle 
cases. 

The bail reform movement enjoyed a resurg/ence in, the late 1950' s 
and 1960' s, spawning a host of new leg isla tion and new types of 
pretrial releas~ programs which by now have firmly taken hold in 
many jurisdictions. This in turn has increased the concern with 
preventive detention, which has ~lready been translated into for .... 
mal policy in the District of Columbia. 

Increased concern over the use of narcotics has led to a 
host of drug treatment programs as al terl)atives to prison. Prob
lems with the--masses of petty cases that clog the courts have 
given rise to the idea of formalized pretrial diversion, endorsed 

~' by the President 1 s Crime Commission in 1967 and subsequently fos
tered by the Department of Labor and 'LEAA • 

. ,~ . Other more recent responses to caseload pressures include 
creation of informal dispute settlements centers, expansion of the 
duties' 'o-I" U. S. magistrates in the Federal courts, and increased 
reI iance Q'h,,-paraj ud ic ial off icers. 
Copyright (aJ 19'7-9 Malaolm M. Feeley 
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At the adjudication stage there have been a number 'of important 
changes within recent years. Despite continuing criticism, plea 
b.~rgaining has been held constitutional and is gaining support as 
a legitimate means for disposing of criminal cases ,expeditiously. 
Increasingly, COnCelfn is shifting from ways to eliminate plea bar
gaining to ways to reduce , stru.cture, and control it. A number 
of experiments now underway are pursuing these possibilities. 

The widespread! .lise of defense attorneys is itself a new and 
novel idea of unpr.ecedented dimensions in modern industrialized 
societies, and so too are the variety of ways publ ic defense 
services are provided. The last few years have also seen an in
crease in concern for victims and witnesses, and a variety of 
programs have sprung up to prov ide these people with increased· 
opportunity to be kept abreast of and participate in the criminal 
process. 

Prosecutors' offices have not only expanded dramatically dur
ing recent years, they have also become better managed. Most of 
the, larger ~nd many of the smaller offices have phased out part
time staff and, in its place, engaged full-t ime, career personnel. 
These offices are bette·r staffed and better organized than ever 
before. This means better.' training, greater specialization, !lIore 
effective support services, and more and better information. 

Prosecutors have innovated in other ways as well. Early 
case screening and assessment by skilled prosecutors have been 
promoted in the hope that they will save time and effort at lill.ter 
stages of the criminal process. "Career crimin~l uni ts"--spe~ial 
prosecutorial sections designed to focus exclusively on seriQus 
cases against allegedly dangerous offenders--have been implemented 
in many jurisdictions' in an effort to move quickly and confi-' 
dently in especially serious cases • 

. The courts themselves have experimented with a variety of 
administrative innovations. Chief judges ~re increasingly as
suming administrative duties, overseeing the work of their col-, 
leagues. Full-time court administrators have now become perma
nent officials·· of many courthouses. Calendaring practices, 
pretrial conferences, motions practices, and court-re'port ing 
practices are all subjects of increased conCern and expe~imenta
,tion. Speedy trial rules have! been adopted in many jl'lrisdic
ti.c'ns in an effort to expedite the handling of criminal, cases. 

, ! 

within recent years sentencing has· reemerged as a majpr issue 
of publ ic pol icy. Some bel ieve that cr iminal sentences: are too 
harsh, others contend sentences are too lenient ,and still others 
are concerned with the problem .. of disparity. This debate has 
sparked a live'ly literature on the philosophy of sentencin9, which 
in J:.urn has begun to influence sentencing pol icies. NElw York, 
Massachusetts, California, Qregon, and Maine have already under-
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taken major sentence revisions, and many more States are consider
ing them., The United State's Congress is also in the midst -of 
considering major revisions in the U.S. Criminal Codec';and, if' 
made, these changes will s.ignificantly alter the naturE! of sen
tenqing in the Federal courts and have an important secondary 
effect in the States. 

Have all these changes made any difference? Clearly the an
swer is yes. Courts look different and do things differently 
today than 10, 15, or 25 years ago. Have, on the whole, these 
changes improved the quality of justice? Overall the answer is 
probably yes, but the elusive nature of justice and the complex
i ties of the criminal process do not permit easy and sweeping 
answers. While there is clearly less corruption, less flagrant 
abuse of the criminally accused, and greater visibility and con
cern in the criminal process than there was just a few years 
ago, expectations and standards have also risen. We expect more 
of courts today than we once did. -

Have individual changes accomplished their limited goals? 
Here the arlswer is even more tentative and mixed. Some have~ 
o.thers have no'e, 'and many have r,/recipitated unanticipated and 
undes irable consequences. In mo.st instances, however, we must 
throw up our hands and admit tha,~t we do not know. From a broad 
perspective, it is clear that there have been dramatic changes 
in the criminal courts, but once we begin to trace the specific 
influences of individual prog]:ams we must admit near-failure. 

It is extremely difficult' to determine if and how and why a 
program has had an effect on a complex system and it is even more 
difficult to assert with any confidence whether or not any individ
ual program has accomplished its goals in a costeffective 
manner. While this problem is in part an inevitable consequence 
of the complexity of the criminal courts, it is exacerbated by 
the paucity of careful evaluation research in the area. C~reful 
assessments are time-consuming, expensive, and intrusive. Court 
officials, strapped for resources, and traditionally isolated 
from scrutiny and the need to justify their practices, are often 
unable' and unwilling to devote their limited funds or yield their 
automony for research. As a result few of the many innovations 
cataloged above have been subject to careful scientific scrutiny. 
Despite their often being labeled exp~riments, despite the bene
fits claimed by their proponents, and despite the source of fund
ing(often evaluation-conscious LEAA), few of them have been sub
ject to careful evaluation.' 

The pauci ty of systematic evaluation during this petiod of 
increased "experimentation" itself speaks volumes about the prob-
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\, lems of the courts. Court systems are isolated, fragmented, and 

1 ack accountab il i ty and central control. They possess a 1 im i ted 
feedback capacity and little incentive to create one. Even when 
evaluations are undertaken, they usually focus on only selected 
aspects of changes and do not come to grips with the system
wide effects of the effort. 

But to say that there has been little first-rate evaluation 
of court innovations does not mean that there have been no use
ful assessments. Ther~ is a substantial body of material which 
has documented, described, and assessed the impact of new programs. 
Much of it is descriptive, litt.le more than project monitoring. 
While the quality of this research is often low, the situation 
is not entirely disillusioning. If regarded as "definitive," a 
single evaluation might t.ake on undue significance and be used to 
promote prematurely or terminate a fledgling cidea in need of fur
ther nurt\,lring. And much· can be learned from careful descrip
tions and partial and ten~tative findings of flawed and imperfectly 
designed studies. The dumulativ,e impact of several such studies 
may eventually yield grei~ter insight and confidence than the re
suI ts of one or a few well-executed stud ies ~ In particular, stud
ies of process which emphasize context and personality may even
tually yield greater insights about the program consequences and 
impa~t than technical~ly well-executed evaluations which often 
dwell on quantitative inqicators at the expense of other "softer" 
factors. As such, quantif~tcation can and often does yield a 
false precision, and methodologically "weak" descriptive studies 
may be of greater value than they are usually credited with being. 

In this review, I have construed the notion "evaluation" 
quite broadly and considered studies which only in the broadest 
sense can be termed "evaluations." This expands what might other
wise have been a rev~ew of only a small handful of studies or 
a long recitation of methodological weaknesses in a library of 
stud ies cIa iming to be evaluations. But in construing my task 
this broadly, I was in danger of being swamped with materials. 
As a consequence, I have been quite arbitrary in wBat I have chosen 
to discuss. In no way does it represent a sample of evaluations 
or a discussion of the' best or the worst examples of evaluation 
research in the courts area. Rather, I have focused on research 
that deals with what I consider to be some of the more innovative 
and important ideas which have been implemented in the courts 
ip recent years. 

I have also taken certain liberties and excluded a number of 
topics that t'easonably could have been included in this discussion. 
Wi th but one exception I have not touched on the enormous 1 i tera
ture on juvenile courts (which includes some of the best examples 
of court-related evaluation research), because this topic meri ts 
separate treatment. Also, with but one exception, I have not looked 
at appellate courts, although here, too, there are innovations 
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and a large bpdy of Ii terature assessing them. Other areas I have 
not touched on are probation, juries, court unification efforts, 
and a number of administrative innovations, all of which are of im
portance and are yielding a rapidly growing, .. if fugitive, body of 
evaluation literature. I have also slighted the vast literature 
on the Federal courts, only referring to some of it from time to 
time. 

Specifically I have limited my review to some of the work 
on pretrial release _and pretrial diversion, some efforts to re
structure the process of adjudication, and studies of efforts 
to reshape sentencing. Part Two focuses on the pretrial process ~ 
Part Three the process of adjudication~ Part Four, posttrial proc
esses. Part Five briefly. examines the evaluation findings on 
several miscellaneous innovations and offers a few tentative con
clusions • 

. THE PRETRIAL PROCESS 

In the United States money bail,. has been the most widely 
used condition for securing pretrial release. This has usually 
meant that the criminally accused has had to turn to a bondsman 
who, for a fee, will post bail. While this facilitates' the re
lease of large numbers of people with 1 im i ted means, it also 
works a hardship on the criminally accused, particularly those 
who are either too poor to afford a bondsman's commission or 
wi th whom for any of a variety of reasons a bondsman refus(~s to 
do business. This initial hardship has' a mul tipl ier effect. ~['here 
is considerable cumulative data to suggest that those not re
leased prior to trial stand a grea·ter chance 01 being convicted 
and, if convicted, receiving stiffer sentences. 

. While many of the defects of ~oney bail were pointed out by 
reformers of the 1920's and 1930's, they were rediscovered in the 
later 1950' sand 1960' s~ Stimulated by these earl ier writings and 
the work of Caleb Foote, Attorney General Robert Kennedy laun(~hed 
a drive for bail reform in the mid-1960's. Sharing his thinking 
in this effort wVe Daniel Freed and Patricia Wald of the Depart
ment of Justice, and Herbert Sturz, who founded th~ Vera Founda
tion to pursue pretrial release reform in New York City.8 

Robert Kennedy began a quiet revolution in pretrial release 
in the Federal courts when he instructed U.S. Attorneys to agree 
to release arrestees on their own recogni zance whenever poss ible, 
and Herbert Sturz and the Vera Foundation began a major trend in 
State courts by instituting a release on recognizance (ROR) pro
gram in the Manhattan criminal courts in 1961. Since then, this 
program and variations of it have been adopted by scoies of com
munities across the country. While many of these programs have 
continued to struggle along on undependable sources of fund ing, 
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others are by 'now ful\y institutionalized and firmly ensconsed 
in their court systems. 

While structured in a great many ways and located in differ
ent age-no-ies, the principal aim of these programs is to minimize 
the inequal i ties of financial cond i tions for pretrial release, not 
only by promoting for ROR those with close ties to the community, 
but also by pressing for court-administered 10 percent bond pro
grams (which return to the arrestee most of the money wh ich other
wise would go to a bondsman), supervised release, defendant-noti
fication programs, and police citation,. programs. 

, During the decade from 1962 to 1972, there was a marked in
crease in use of ROR and a corresponding decrease' in the pro
porti~8 of arrestees detained because of an inability to post 
bond. Th is 1 iberal ization of pretrial release can be attributed 
directly to the efforts of those mentioned above and to the pro
grams they promoted. 

While it is clear that these p~~ople and their efforts have 
made a substantial difference, the evaluator's question is: What 
in particular accounts for these rather dramatic changes? Is it 
due to publicity by important people? Is it the introduction 
of specialized p'retrial release agencies in some courts? Is it 
the validity and reliability of' scientific predictors of like
IHlood of appearance based upon ties to the community? Is it 
the limited capacity of the jails in the face of a rising crime 
rate? Or even more generally, is it a liberalized attitude about 
pretrial release? Despite two decades of bail reform "experi
ments," answers to the questions are difficult to supply. 

Perhaps the most dramatic liberalization of pretrial release 
came about not by an elaborate program or a scientific procedure 
des igned to pred ict 1 ike! ihood of future appearance in court, 
but by the stroke of a pen. When the then-Attorney General Robert 
Kennedy signed a directive to u.s. Attorneys to agree to the 
release on recognizance of those defendants in their jurisdic
tions who appeared to pose no special likelihood of fleeing, he, 
in effect, opened the doors of the Federal jails and cut deeply 
into the business of bondsmen. 

The first formal program sy~tematically to base the release 
recommendation of information about arrestee's ties to the com
munity and present this information to the court was the Vera Foun
dation's Manhattan Bail Reform Project. Established in 1961, 
this project had volunteers interv iew arrestees shortly after 
arrest, assign them "points" ,according to the number and types 
of their ties to the comritu:nity (e.g. length of time in the ci.ty, 
permanent address, employed, living with family, etc.), and then 
pass c.m to the court this information, and, when appropriate, ROR 
recommendations. 
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This basic model continues to operate in New York City and 
a great number of other jurisdictions, although with considerable 
variations. In Cal ifornia, for instance, the Leg islature has man
dated that all courts establish a "bail schedule" so that arre.st
ees, if able, can post bond almost immediately upon completion 
of booking. Formal pretrial release agencies intervene at a later 
stage, just prior to arraignment, which may be up to 2 or 3 days 
after arrest, and after a number of people have already secured 
release on bond. 

There are, of course, a host of ways programs can be struc
tured and a host of indicators of community ties that might be 
used. The central questions for evaluation researchers in this 
area are which structures are most likely to facilitate pretrial 
release and which indicators are best able to predict subsequent 
appearance in court. There are other important quest ions as 
well:. At what stage and how quickly is someone released? How 
effectively do the programs minimize the importance of such in
v id ious factors as weal th and race? At what price-- in terms of 
nonappearance rates--is release increased? What is the effect 
in terms of additional criminal activity of increased pretrial 
release?ll 

Despite an immense literature assessing the operations of 
various pretrial release programs, there is no evaluation of which 
I am aware that provides firm answers for any of these questions. 
While there has been some excellent research assessing a number 
of different types of programs and the ir problems, most of it 
either possesses major defects or ignores basic questions .12 De
spite the purported experimental nature of many pretrial release 
programs, with but one creative exception none of them has been 
conducted as a true experiment, in which arrestees have been 
rando~ly ass igned t~ exper imental and control gt:0ups, i .I~' the 
pretrial release program and the regular court processes. And 
even when a program has established clear and objective criteri~ 
for eligibility for release, these criteria are invariably fil
tered through additional discretionary judgments of program staff 
and judges in a way that undercuts the capacity· of researchers 
to determine how powerful these "objective" factors are in pre
dicting future appearance and recidivism. 

While a number of studies have attempted to measure the effi
cacy of pretrial release programs by comparing release and appear
ance rates of those going through the program with atrestees who 
have not, the compariso!"ts are invariably flawad. For instance, the 
report on the ini tial Vera proj ect compared the subsequent appear
ance rates of those .~he project recommended for .release and who 
were subsequently released by the court with all other arrestees 
who were released. The report found that project-recommended re
leasees had a higher reappearance rate than the others. While 
this suggests that the project was successful, it does not answer 
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the central questions. Was the differential due to the fact 
that the project selected the "good risks" and left the poorer 
risks to their own devices? If so, might not· these "good risks" 
have been spotted by the court anyw'ay, and released without the 
intervention of the project? ,Were the d ifferentialsdue to the 
fact that the project identified those with ;close ties to the 
community or because highly motivated volunteers continued to 
remind releasees under their watchful eye that they had to re
turn to court? If community ties are good predictors, which in
dicators are most effective? None of these and similar ques
tions were asked or answered" in the study, which nonethel~ss con
cluded with an enthusiastic endorsement of the project./ 

A second flaw in the initial Vera Project was that it did 
not carefully identify objective criteria for eligibility for pre
trial release and then scrupulously adhere to them. The dec is ion 
allowed project staff to exercise considerable discretion in mak
ing recommendations and permi tted judges freedom to accept or 
reject them. As long as subjective, discretionary factors in
fluence decisions, in unknown and uncontrollable ways, it is im
possible to make inferences with confidence about the importance 
of the known, "objective" factors. In short, it is impossible 
to attribute relative importance of some factors without first 
identifying the entire set of influencing factors. 

In an extension of the inquiry begun by the Vera Foundation 
and others, Michael Gottfredson 'worked with the courts in Los 
Angeles to construct the closest thing to an experiment that there 
has been in this area. He monitored the post-release activities 
of a sample of defendants who had been released on their own 
recogni zance through the auspices of the Los Angeles OR (on recog~' 
nizance) Unit and also watched a group of defendants who had been 
deemed inel ig ible for 'OR release by the unit but nevertheless 
had been ROR'd by special arrangement with the court.' He com
pared the appearance and rearrest rates of these two groups to 
determine how accurate the Vera-promulgated community ties fac
tors were in pred icting future nonappearance and rearrest. To 
advocates of a scientific release procedure, ids findings are 
disillusioning. While those who would not normally have been 
released did have a higher failure to appear ( FTA) and rearrest 
rate, Gottfredson found that the overwhelming majority of people 
in both groups eventually appeared in court and were not re
arrested on serious charges. He found that the conventional 
predictors had littl'e,tf any, real power. 

Put another way, he found that in order to prevent one FTA 
or rearrest, a great many people who would not "lapse" if released 
would have to be detained as well. The d ifficul ty, Gottfredson 
pointed out, lies in the fact that the overwhelming majority of 
all arrestees are 1 ikely to reappear and not commi t ser iol,Js offenses 
if released. Developing a reI iable model capable of selecting 
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the 1 pro\~pective deviant out of every 15 or 20 people is much 
more d ifd.cul t than tryillg4 to pred ic-t behav ior engaged in by, say 
1 6ut of .very 2 people. 

I, 

Despi':te these d ifficul ties, it is d isappointing--al though 
perhaps not surprising--that no truly experimental projects have 
been designed and assessed and such little first-rate research 
has been c~?nducted. While the Vera study marked an important 
beginning, clnd Gottfredson' s study is an important effort, unfor
tunately neLth,er marked the beqinning of an increasingly sophisti
cated evaluation methodology.~5 

But if the past is disappoint ing, the future need not and, 
in fact, may \ not be so. Recognizing the limitations on past 
"experimental~ pretrial release proj~cts, the National Institute 
of Law Enforc\~ment and Criminal Justice (NILECJ) has recently 
supported a ma\jor effort by the Lazar Institute to help plan, 
implement, and evaluate demonstration pretrial release programs 
which one may l,ope will overcome the problems I have identified 
here. After almost two decades of "experimentation" it is time 
for a true experiment. 

PRETRIAL DIVERSION 

Pretrial diversion is a term commonly used to refer, to for
mally constituted 1),rograms in which the criminally accusedis 
removed from the traditional adjudication process and instead of
fered a short-term, community-based program of supervision and 
supportive services .in ant~cipation of having criminal charges 
dropped upon successful completion of the program. While there 
are no accurate figures on the number of these programs in this 
country, they have grown from a handful of programs funded by 
the Department of Labor in the late 1960' s to several dozen by 
the late 1970's. During this interval they caught on like wild
fire and only now is thei.r blaze beginning to fade. It is still 
unclear whether the idea will burn itself out comple~ely or con
tinue to burn at a steady but reduced level. Whatever the case, 
pretrial diversion remains as one of the major "new" ideas of 
the decade and as such is worthy of careful att'-ention. 

Divers ion programs vary immensely in structure and purpose .16 
Some focus on young persons, some on first offenders, others on 
those charged wi th misdemeanors, and still others on those charged 
with felonies. Some provide employment counseling, training, and 
placement, while others offer. psychological counseling. Some are 
des igned for those wi th drug or mental problems, wh ile others 
categorically exclude such people. Despite these d ifferences~' 
diversion programs share a number of features in common. They 
are justified on the basis that they provide a more effective 
alternative to traditional adjudication, i.e., that those who 
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accept their services are less likely to recidiva.te, more likely 
to improve their self-image, secure gainful employment, or become 
self-sufficient than those who go through traditiona.l court proc
esses. A secondary benefit, proponents claim, is that they are 
~osteffective, i.e., that they provide a che~~e~ alternative than 
traditional adjudication in the courtSa Fi,inally,' there is the 
claim t.hat by diverting these cases, courts aI ; ft:ee to spend 
more time dealing with the fewer serious cases. . 

Developing just as LEAA began to insist on evaluations of proj- . (:J 

ects it supported, many diversion programs have had substantial 
evaluation components, and by now there is a small library of re-
search reports on diversion, programs. There' are even several 
book-length studies reviewing'these reports, spec;fically: 

Abt Associates of Boston has prepared major assessments ~S 
the original nine Department of Labor-funded diversion programs, 
and has also produced a major study assessing more than 100 eval-g uation reports of various diversion programs across the country. I 
The National Science Foundation's Division of Social Systems and 
Human Resources in the Research Appl ied to National Needs (NSF
RANN) also supported a major review and assessment of evaluations 
of pretrial diversion programs, and the results are reported ~B 
Pretrial Intervention Strategies, by Roberta Rovner-Pieczenik. 

Two questions concern us here: What do these sl.lrveys say 
about the strengths and weaknesses of the evaluation of diver
sionprograms? And, in light of this, what can w~ say about the 
claims of diverf ~on as an alternative to adjudication? 

Both the Abt and RANN reports focused on many of the same 
diversion programs, and both of them revi'ewed the be·tter-known, 
well-funded, well-staffed evaluation efforts a,ttached to these 
programs. Thus their studies can reasonably be taken to be an 

. examination of the best examples of evaluation research in this 
area. Despite this, both came to similar disillusioning conclu
sions. They found that on the whole diversion evaluations were 
not well-conceived or well-executed; and that as a consequence, 
they could not draw any firm conclusions about the effects of 
prett:ial diversion. Posing the question, "Is Pretrial Intervention 
mel~ting its goal of reducing recidivism?" the Abt review of the 
re}?Ol:t.S on the nine diversion programs sponsored by the Department 
o:CLabor (DOL) concluded that the question "has not been satis
factorily explored." 

Eight of the nine DOL projects re~fewed had not even attempted 
. to collect data from a controlgroup. Nor, the report continued, 

were attempts to answer the question for other "experimental" 
projects in Washington, D.C., (Project Ct'ossroads)'and New York 
(the Manhattan Court Employment Project) successful. The report 
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then turned to two instances where some type, of control group 
had been assembled (Frankl in Zimring' s 'reanalysis and retrospective 
construction of a control ,group for the Manhattan Court Employment 
Project (MCEP) and the one of the nine DOL projeqts which had 
made an effort to collect data on a "control" group), but still 
observed that "[1] n both instances, the number of participants 
represented. is painfully small •••• Drawing conclusions from the 
experience of so fe~ people in only two projects is a difficult 
undertaking indeed." 2 The report concl uded: nUl timately, mea
sures of the impacts of pretrial diversion as opposed to trad i
tional treatment can only be resolved by randomized control groups 
>composed 0~3subjects eligible in all respects for program parti-
cipation." .' 

Roberta Rovner-Pieczenik's summary of' the more recent RANN
supported review of diversion program evaluations reached simi
larly d isheartening2ionclusions, and went on to offer the fol
lowing explanation: 

This author's assessment of program reports indicated 
major technical weaknesses in the design and implemen
tation of evaluative research. First, evaluative re
search was not an integral part of early program plan
ning. This resul ted in ex post facto research de
signs beset by methodological and operational prob
lems. Second, evaluation research was given a low 
priori ty in the allocation of program r~sources. This 
resul ted in eval uations that asked and answered only 
a minimum number of questions. Third, programs were 
often asked to first demonstrate their feasibility 
and then their effectiveness. Program staff often 
interpreted this ordering of priorities to concentrate 
all their efforts on the former task. Fourth, and 
perhaps most in;portant" evaluation research was seldom 
policy oriented. Rather than increasing a pol icy
maker's understanding of how, why, and under what 
conditions a program could be most effective, so'that. 
policy and procedures could be modified and refined, 
statistics were used to either "prove" or "disprove" 
effectiveness. 

Bot:h the Abt and the RANN stud ies are now several years, old. 
What hae~ happened to evaluation research on d i.version since then? 
The Abt report referred to Franklin Zimring's reanalysis and re
constrQction of I retrospective, c6ntl:ol',~roup ',of the,' Manhattan 
Court F~mployment Project, and his efforts are worth considering .25 
Confroflting an evaluation which purported to show that the pro
gram's divertees had a substantially lower rearrest rate than 
those in a control group, Zimring argued that the findings were 
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al together mislead ing because the two groups--the program and 
the "control" groups--were in fact not comparable in all repects, 
save for participation in the program. Zimring's complaint was 
that the study did not compare all the participants who had en
tered the program--"successes" and "failures" alike--with a con
trol gr~~p comprising people with identical characteristics. He 
argued, 

Those who succeed in treatment are a biased sample of 
all those who entered the project--their. success in 
treatment shows that, all <;llong, this was the group 
most likely to succeed. Assuming that the control 
group is a perfect dupl icate of, persons who entered 
the proj ect, the correct compar ison is that of re
arrestscamong total project participants with the re
arrest record of the control group [emphasis added]. 

To counter wha t he fel t we ref pL3ses in the two groups, Z imring 
retrospectively constructed a more compa~able control group-
comprising those who appeared to be eligible and likely to have 
entered the diversion program had they been asked--whose subsequent 
behavior he then contrasted with all the participants in the 
d~version program. Having done this, he found roughly similar 
rearrest rates for his retrospectively selected control and re
consti tuted experimental gro,ups, .and tentatively concluded that 
the diversion program was not markedly successful in achieving 
its goal of reducing recidivism. 

The most important consequence of Zimring' s work was tha.t it 
led NILECJ to fund a major evaluation of MCEP, using a design which, 
for the first time, optained peopie eligible and willing to be 
participants in the diversion program and then randomly assigned 
them to experimental and control groups. Preliminary findings of 
this evaluation are supportive of Zimring's skepticism about di
version. A still tentative interim study reports no substantial 
differences of reart:..est and employment between the experimental 
and control groups.27 As far as I know, this research--still in 
progress--is the first methodologically sound evaluation of a 
pretrial diversion-project. It overcomes what I argued were the 
two major flaws in the evalua.tions of pretrial release programs: 
the lack of equivalence in the experimental and control groups, 
and the lack of reliance on objective nondiscretionary criteria 
for participation. As such, it should serve as a model for fu
ture evaluation studies in the courts area. 
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THE ADJUDICATIVE PROCESS 

Plea Bargaining 

Roughly 85 to 95 percent of all criminal cases are resolved 
. through pleas of guilty rather than trial, but despite this there 
are pitifully few careful stud ies of the charg ing process and 
the decision to plead guilty. There are still fewer examinations 
of the consequences of plead ing guil ty. And there are only a 
small handful of. studies assessing efforts to eliminate or re
structure plea negotiations. Indeed, despite the fact that only 
a minute fraction of all cases are disposed of by trial, the 
jury is subject to much more empirically based research. 

As a re·sult of this paucity of research, plea bargaining 
and all its various forms are not well understood, and alterna~ 
tives not given serious consideration. Because plea bargaining 
has come to explain so much, i tis in danger of explaining nothing. 
Plausible assumptions substitute for empirically generated assess-
ments, and "logic" replaces careful inqpiry. . 

There are, however, signs that plea bargaining is beginning 
to receive the careful empirical (as opposed to only critical) at
tention it deserves. Wi thin recent years there have been a spate 
of carefully docu~ented stud ies on plea bargaini2~' the "ariety of 
forms it can take, and the consequences 9f each. NILECJ recently 
funded a major study o~ plea bargaining in a numqer< of jurisdic
tions in this country. 9 Albert Alschuler has~published a series 
of seminal articles which, while admittedly "journalistic," have 
yielde9/important insights and stimulated lively debate. 30 LEAA re
cently supported a conference on plea bargaining which for the 
first time brought a number of scholars and practitioners together 
to report on the finding~ of studies of plea bargaining and ex"" 
plore their implications. 1 And within recent years a number of 
jurisdictions have undertaken major plea bargaining "reforms" in 
their jurisdictions, and LEAA has had the wisdom to commit sub
stantial sums of money to assess some of these efforts. 

This lively and growing body of lit,erature is providing a 
set of tentative answers for a set of problems appropriate for 
evaluation research. Some of them result in more sophisticated 
definitions of a complicated process of negotiation il') the crim
inal courts, and others repor.t on the consequences of trying to 
eliminate, reduce, or structure plea negotiations. 

Perhaps the most important piece in this second set of stud
ies is an article by Thomas Church which reported on an effort 
to eliminat~ plea bargaining in one Michigan court .32 Taking 
advantage ofa "natural experiment," Church cataloged tbe changes 
l;>rought about by a new prosecutor who was elected on a campaign 
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platform to "abol ish plea bargaining." Church's find ings p()int c 

to a mixed assessment of this effort~_ 

Trial rates initially increased, although in most cases pros
ecutors, judges, and" defense attorneys quickly adapted to the 
ne.w pol icy without signi.ficantly al t'ering their old goals. There 
was an increase in the number of cases handled as "youthful of
fenders,1I an alternative ,which continued to provide for great 
flexibility in disposition. Judges began to take a more active 
role in "sentence bargaining," thereby guaranteeing much of what 
had previously been assured in charge bargains. Still, there were 
some marked changes brought about by the new policy. Some judges 
were reluctant to informally guarantee sentences and the higher 
trial rate continued in their courtrooms. There was widespread 
bel ief that the magnitude of reductions offered by the prosecutor 
declined. 

'Other, less ambitious efforts have been undertaken in Den
ver and Alaska, where the goal is to restructure and reduce plea 
bargaining. The Denver effort is too recent to have produced 
results, but the Alaska, effprt has been underway for several 
years and has, from th~ outset, been accompanied by a substantial 
evaluation component. 3 

Another experiment in restructuring plea negotiations took 
place in Miami, Fior ida. Here, at the urg ing of a group of 
scholars from the University of Chicago Law School and with 
support from LEAA, the Miami court system ~stablished a pretrial 
settlement conference which involved not o~ly the prosecutor and 
defense attorney, but, if they wished, the defendant, the victim, 
and the arresting officer. This meeting was presided over' by 
a judge~ In a tightly controlled experiment the team from the 
University of Chicago compared outcomes of cases handled in the 
regular manner, i.e. by ·bilateral negotiations between the pro
secutor and defense attorney, and by this larger group. 34 ' 

In the project's view, the heart of the experiment was the pre
sence ~f the judge at the conference. It was hypothesized that 
his or' h~r presence would legitimi<2:e the proce~sof negotiation 
and protect the dignity of the criminal process I by assuring that 
prosecutors and defl~nse attorneys were open about their reasons 
and based their decisions on legallyrelevant factors. Detractors 
of the idea argued that the presence of a judge and the defendant 
would curtail . cons ideration " of important factors, slow the 
process down to a sna ill's pace, and poss ibly disrupt the proceed
ings. Given this, perhaps the most important finding of the 
evaluation was that the experiment took place and that the confer
ence worked. It did not create running backlogs, the defendants 
and victims were not disruptive, and the judge's presence was not 
perceived as coercive~ nor did it appear to demean the dignity of 
the court. An additional result of some significance was that the 
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conference dramatic~lly decreased the elapsed time frOm arre~:t 
to d isposi ~ion ,< al thou9'h.~no~f)EScessarily the t.otalamount of ~ime 
spent cons1der1ng each case) • Furthermore , the rate of tl:"l~ls 
for cases which went to conference was ,ro'iighly the same as for 
those in the control group which were handled in the routi.ne 
manner. . t) 

. substantLyely, the resul ts of this experiment·· were" posi ti ve 
but modest. While those who participated inc,~he experimtent were 
generally satisfieaw.ith their treatment, sol~Qo were tilt)se who 

.c participated in the traditional procedures., T.he',\$lightly higher 
,t;'at'eor satisfact,~on among those victims and poll:Qe in the ex
p'erimental group who actually' attended the conferEtnces was en
couraging. (While appreciating .,the' opportunity, the \t',~st major
ityof victimsart'P police dec::linedthe invitation tOI\attend.) 
But it'appe'h~rs that this increased satisfaction was dui9',~argely 

'·."to the fact that participants learned of the outcome of the ,cases 
in which they\were involved, a bit of information that just; as 
eas,ily could have been p~,$s~d on by a post card. 

Perhaps the greatest 'importance of this project is thatJt took' 
place. The effort and ,:the careful ev,aluation stand as a direct cpal-

q lenge to those who clalm,that it is imp~ssible to innovate, experi
men t, randomly ass ign ca,,!?es, and care fully mon i tor the behay'ior 0 f 
a fragmented and disparate group of officials who traditionally have 
resented intrusion into their private doma~ns. Although the re-

o suIts of theexperirnent 'Ilere not startling, this and similar ex-:~, 
periments are important reminders that true experimentation and 
first-rate evaluat.ion can and do take place in the courts area. 

None of the studi,es on plea bargafning, however, hassysteml
jaticallY,assessed what islef primary int~~rest to most of those 'con-' 
cernedabout the process: What would ha're happened if t.he de fendan t \ 
had opted for trial rather than plead gu,il ty? Critics of plea bar
gaining argue that two quite different i'types of results are likely 
to occur. Some argue that defendants who plead guilty would have 
been acquitted at trial~ others maintain that "defendants who 
are sentenced after trial are! ikely to' receive'" ,substantially 
harsher penal ties for no other reason than that;~hey exercised 
'their "right to trial. The extent and magnitude,ofk'suchbehaviqr 
is hotly depated ,but as wi t:h.,most'd'eoa'tes 'a-bo"U't -pi~~~tl)a,j;~f~<lnihg-; 
II log icllan~~ anf;tcd,p,tes'rafher than systematically ~obtained data 

b ' .., ;;;" .".I\:o.-C!,: '----h- d ., d " I' 
"";.f-""==-:-,,,:::-,,,,<.'~;s;u.. ,.s:b:'l.~...'u-t:e-\!=or ar elY 1 ence. ., i$ 

" /' 
It is ~\n+ ikely, i~~owever, "that this void will b~!filled, in ther' 

future. Evert.l·the most ardent proponents of exper1mentat10n are 
Qot likely d~ advoca(#e experiments that would wreak havoc on the 
c'Ons,titutiona~~ right~ of the accused. And, given 'the gross im
balance' and. d~e·"na.t:'ural ~election" between the handful of cases 
that go to tri~\alandthos\~ which are settled by guilty pleas, 
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comparisons between the two groups are suspect. Sentences for the 
85 to 95 percent of offenders who plead guilty cannot meaningfully 
be compared with the sentences of the 5 to 15 percent who are 
trial convicted. Experim'ental exploration 'bf this aspect Of plea 
i?argaining might best be 1 imited to simulation. 

Expansion of Public Defe"se Systems 

During the past two decades the Supreme Court has expanded 
dramat ically the coverage o'f the sixth amendment' s prov is ion guar
anteeing right to counsel. This right now covers virtually anyone '. 
accused of, any cl:'iminal charge that involves a possibility ofa 
jailor prison term. 

The threshold question is, 'does presence of an attorney ,make 
,any difference? Perhaps because the legal community and 1 ibeical 
c-senti111~J1t are so overwhel'mingly in favor of the expansion of t:he 
right to-counset,~t-heJ~:'eis little systematic evidence on the ef
fect of counsel in variot,ls~type.s<of criminal cases ~ There is, !SO 

far as I know, only one such effOrt<to experiment with and eva,l
uate the" impact of presence of counsel, and it focused on j uv'e
nile courts, where, historically and philosophically, the presence 
of counsel has been more problematic. In their book, In Defense _"''''_'''_ 
of Youth, Vaughn Stapleton and Lee Teitlebal.L'll report on a project' 
which provided attorneys at no cost to a group of randomly se

6
-

Iected juveniles charged with dfHinquency in two different courts. 3 
The outcomes in the cases with attorneys were compared with those 
in the control group, and tl1ese data were supplemented with in-
court observatiohs. 'rhe authors --mO!,mt overwhelming evidence that 
presence of attorneys " not only significantly altered the nature of 
the proceedings, but that it dramatically affecte(j outcomes as well, 
the result be ing that those children represented by-att,orneys were 
far less likely to be adjudicated delinquent and sent to insti
tutl.\ions. 

,\ 

, While the author-f:>.:"ca~~_~.rully limit their findings to the two 
juvenile courts at which they' looked, the boo~""Js nevertheless a 
model for sociolegal research and rai::H~sa host of- quest-ions about 
the adversary process in gel'leral. This book too stands as eloquent 
testimony to the fact that first-rateevallJation research can be 
undertaken in the court system and on a topic which is subject, to 
heated debate and intense feel ings.· ,. 

If the presence or absence of attorneys is the threshold ques- . 
tion, the more modest but also more policy-relevant question deals 
wi th the consequences of various types of representation, most no
tably theocomparfsons between private and publ ic defense attorneys 
and among various ways of organizing public defense systems (e.g., 
publ ic .defender (PO) systems, appointed cO.unsel, etc.). Here there 
is a sUbstantial and interesting body of research, al though there 
are--to myknowledge--no truly .experi.mental evaluations which ex
amine the bene!)'i ts and costs of competing defense del Ivery systems. 
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1\ • k . 1;n a recent maJor wor sponsored by the 'Twent1eth Century Fund, 

\\ ." •• ,;1., • 
Rpbert Hermann, Er1c Slngle, and John Boston compared publ1C and 
p\:rivate defense systems in ~ree cities, Washington, D.C., New 
ybrkCity; and Los Angeles. 3 Amassing data on tile par'tdcipants" 
p~\rceptions abouttne way cases were handled and outcomes of cases, 
(i\\oe., conviction rates and sentences), they concluded that, on 
thb whole, public defenders comp'ared favorably with private at- , 
torneys. Their findings are by and large consistent with -other 
studies ~ompar!Hg public defenders with private a.ttorneys in penver 
and San Diego. These fipdings run counter to conventional wisdom 
and must surely be a boost to advocates of publ ic defense systems. 

,. 

There is, however, a false precision in quantification of so
cial processes, and the problem may, be of sufficient magnitude 
here to obscure important differences. Recent descriptive stud ies 

,\,of cr iminal courts show that courtroom work groups ad'opt a rO~ltine 
way of ,handl il)g most cases, and that ·this informal standar91 i:z-a"',.L 
tion ~~ tasks tends to minimize di~f~rences a~ong type~ of attor-! -
neys. Most attorneys handle tYP1cal cases 1n arout1ne manner. I,' 

If, as it appears to be in many courts, th is is true, then the 
telling differences among attorneys may occur only once ina 
great while, too few times to make themselves felt in light of 
the large number of "routine" cases. While such "special" cases 

... Q~l-t:--on-l-y - ClCC as i 0 na -1-1 y·,-they-a-re .. -im po r t a n-t:;-'-f-e-r-t-n:e y may me'a n the 
difference between prison and freedom. It is th,=secases that 
might best reveal differences among types of attor!1eys, but because 
they may occur only occas ionally such differences' are most 1 ikely 
t.o biofound through qualitative rather than quantitative analy
sis. Looking beyond outcome to process, Jonathan Casper inte~
viewed convicted offenders about th2irattorneys and has drawn 
less favorable conclusion~ about PD"s. He consistently found that 
clients of PD's strongly believed that their attorneys were less 
concerned with their cases and did not try as hard as priv.ate 
attorneys would have. But even here Casper's findings tend ~to 
find differences o~ly with respect to sa~isfaction, not outcome. 
That is, while he found that PD clients were far les,s satisfied 
.than clientsbf retained counsel with the ways they were treated, 
he d ia not find that they were treated more harshly by the court. 

While the comparison between public and private attorneys is 
instructive, and useful for set'ting standards against which public 
defend.er systems can be assessed, perhaps the more pen icy-r~levant 
concerns deal wi th the al terna,t ive ways pub! ic defense systems can 
be organized. Here 'th'ere are a myriad of questions about the ways 
this service can best be offered (e.g., essentially full-t ime court
appointed attorneys; occasionally appointed attorneys drawn from a 
cross section of the private bar~ ,·full-time public defender offices, 
etc. ) ; where these off ices ·are loc~\ted (e.g., in neighborhood offi
ces, intermingled with the off,icesof private attorneys, in offices 
in the courthouse, etc.); and how these offices are structured 
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(e.g ~, "man-to-tnan" versUs" zone de~~pse, "misde~eanor/fel0ny spe
'cial ization ,etc.). While there -is' a consideti'able I iterature de
bating these. and other topics, there are few systematic. stud ie's 
Charting and 'comparing the impactc)f particular al te~natives and 
stllll fewer evaluations of truly exper'imental progl):'ams . tei;ting 
alterna~:tv~c'delivery systems. Giyenthe importan~:e of d_~fens~ " 
attorneys, thei1;lul tipl ici ty of pro.grams that: e]cisfc acro§s the 
nation, and the recent rapid expanl3ion of publ ic defei)Se services, 
it is disappointirig that 'there is not more and bett~r evaluation 
research in the area. Fostering an experimental \/attitude and 
helping des ign experimen'tal demons'tration programs ought to be 
a primary goal of t.henational defenders' organization .• 

Changel In Prosecutors' Officel ' 

rr 

" <'~"""J)uri~g recent ye~rs prosecutors' offices, have also expanded in 
sizeaild functions. While there is no single' major change in these 
offices comparable to tlleexplosion of publ ic qefense systems, nev
ertheless they have und~rgone a major',. transformation • 'Marty qf 
them have g,rown from small collections ·of relatively auton6mo~s 
individualss'haringan office to become much larger and highly ~jr
ganized teams, with the chief prosec:utor increasingly assuming 
the, role of "manager." One important innov,a,tion in pros~cutot's i 

'," -':···--·---------q;ff i-c(;1;s~':~i:clr --s-ymbu:l"i.-ze-s-~"t hi s'--'E""t ailS-format lon-tcr-prc:ffess'tonat-rsnr .... -.-.----
I .is .the implementation of automated information systems, a 0 change 

;i 
, AI 

/, . which~, on thesl:lrface, does little more than put oncomp'uter, tape 

II 

" 

and ma'ke a.\?ailable a't the push of a bu'tton information that pre
viously was re'corded on paper and placed in file drawers. But 
under the creative efforts of Charles Work and William Hamilton, 
the prosecutor and managemfmt" specialist team which conceived of 
and implemented the first such systellfl(known 'las P~OMIS, for Prose.
cutor's Management Information System) in Washi!Jgton, D.C., this 
system has been used to stimulate a wide variety of improvements 
in courthouses acros~ the countiy. ~ 

, The ready availability of information' on pending and completed 
cases facilitates streamlined management and increased ac;pounta
bility. In Washington, researcher.s have been able to monftor the 
workload and records of indiviqual prosecutors to better\allocate 
time and to spot problems. "The ability to canvass ,the entire 
backlog of cases has allowed chief prosecutors to establ ~sh priori
ties and allocate reso'urces to the more serious and older cases. 
Automated lists of defendants, victims, and witnesses facilitate 
scheduling and permit automatic notification of court, appearance 
dates. ' 

In Los Angeles, the chief prosecutor adopted the PROMIS sys
tem after a stud.y revealed substantial ~nconsistei~ies in prose
cutorial practi~e~ in his several branch offices. 

. As more offices adopt th~ PROMIS sys'tem. or other similar in-
formation systems, the amount of data from different cities wilf. 
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frlcrease and thereby facilitate more sophisticated studies com-
l' par.ing different practices across citi,es and oVer time. It i,s 

already clear that PROMIS has made a, difference, and during the 
next few years i.t shol,lld be possible to determine just how impor-' 
tant this'differenee' is. 

" 
Thecr'iminal law covers a broad' spectrum of behavior and tr,a-

ditionally prosecutors have ,been expected to be experts. in alL., 
area's of the criminal law and all steps of the court process.-· Thi's' 
atti tude has changed in recerft years. Increasingly' prosecutors 
are specializing, handling only certaintypes~ !~f cas·eso.r only. 
a 1 imi ted number of duties. Al though there are now a wide varlety 
of types of special ized units wi thih pro'secutors' offices, fn omajor 
ci ties, I ,",ill restr.ict my comments to a "'review ofonly.:qne 
such program, the creation of spec ial i zed unfts to 'prosecute' II ca
reer criminals." 

Our ing 1:.he past few years, LEAA h~.s supported efforts to in
crease t:.he certainty and severity of criminal conviction against 
violent and serious offenders. In many offices this has been 
'transla.ted into. projects to increase the level of effort in ca~es 
involving serious charge~c,or ~.here tt.re accused has a history 
of commi t t fng seri'ous off'enses. 'I By 90ncentrat.ing_:r;Jt~Q.Yr.c.e,s .. on 

---- ...... · __ ·_--··t·hesecases, 'i t--n3--expecEea-Ell\atT "tfjey .... will bErd ispo'sedof earlier 
and re!sul t in less plea barga,ining, a higher rate of conviction, 
and lc.>nger sentences, all. of which should lead to a reduction 
in crime. At present, LEAA has, or is supporting, 18 such career 
crimih~l p~ojiec~,s, and no doubt there are numerous others also in 
operatlon. ,. ' 

Al though de.fender organizations have .voiced concern' over the 
selective attentionc.given to the pros~~cution of a group of cases" 
prose,cmtors and pol fee. strongly endorse the idea. One project 
that h'as been particularly well-received and was designated an 
II Exemplary Proj ect" by LEAA, is the Mc\jor, Offense Bureau (MOB) 
in the Bronx County OistrictoAttorneY'~l Office. 

The MOB project consists of several c:omponents, wi th a selected 
group of specially trained prosecutors backed up bya well-trained 
staff. The project created a special trial court whose primary 
function iJs to handle MOB cases on an expedited basis. It .provided 
add i tional resources to facil i tate early case' preparation. MOB 
also maintains a policy of full disclosure and limited plea bar
gaining. Reports prepared by the Oii~{;rict Attorney's office and 
the National Institute of Law Enforcemeht and Ctj';l.minal Justice44 
stress that this effort has substantially shoitenedth~tinle to 
disposition. MOB cases take a lTledian of only 97 days from .arrest 
to di .. sposition in con{~ast to a median of over 400 days for ~pn-MOB 
cases in the office., Si~ilar positive resul ts were also found 
for conviction rates al)d sentences. These reports conclude that 
by increasing resources to prosecute selected caseS, the .. re~Hl1 t 
~ill be ~dre, faster, and "bettet~ convictions~ 
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No o'ne seriously doubts that this effort has had an. effect. 
However, there ~emain serious questions: How much difference? 
Would not some additional e:ffor.t "haturally" be mounted ih serious 
cases anyway? What preci$ely accounts for the difference--the 

,special prosegutor.s? the special court?· or ag.eneralized "get 
" tough'!' at·titude? Add itionally, ,"what al ternati'ves were sacrificed 

as .a result of 'a concentration of' 1 imi tea resources on these 
cases? Were the results worth the cost'? nespi te its designatio'n 
as an "E>:empl'ary Project t'" this effs>rtwas not tested agaihs,'t 
a-control group'. Rather, MOB cases were contrasted to a group 
of other non-MOB-e.l·igible casese Thus there is no real test 
of alternative rival hypotheses, and no convincing answers for 
the questions pof?ed above. 

. . WhilAe the LEAA -publication') describing MOB as an exemplary 
project ,<:l()esa'pexq~lleht' job ingescribing the prbject origins, 
functIons, and operations, the chapter on evaluation does not actu
al~y evc;tluate the unit. 4~ather, it discusses how such an eval~
atlon mlght be:conducted... Before LEAA supports t,oo many addl
tional career criminal units, it is hoped that it will pause 
and t'ake the I advice of its research division, so that when it 
publicizes the benefits of pioneering "experiments il a'nd ur.ges 
wid,espz:ead_~dQP:tjo_n_,, __ they are in fact true experiments supported 
by hard data. _. . 

I 
This same advice applies to a great many other "experimental" 

projects currently underway in 'courtrooms across the country. T.!l,ere 
are an increasing number of reports on the benefits of ' special vic
tim/witness assistance units, early case aSSEtSSment bureaus', 'spe
cialized narcotics prosecutors, white collar prime units and the 
like, but a peru"sal of these materials reveals few empirical studies 
of any ,sort an~ a virtua~ absence bf acceptable ev~luation worko 
It may s'eem fool ish to call for research to val idate the impact 
of what appear to be suchoovious benefits flowing from inct;'eased 
resources, but the "obv ious" is not always so obv ious, and eval Liation 
research offers much more thoan simply denionstl:'Citing that changes 
have occured. It should document. the magni tude o.~f changes and 
offe'r some basis for estimating the costs and benefits of particul ar 
changes. In a world of scarce resources, the question for policy
makers is not only will more resources make a difference, but 
how cart ,scarce resburcesbest be used? It is in this context 
that detailed evaluations--which facilitate consideration of al
ternatives--of even the most obviously successful projects can 
be of greatest benefit. 
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THE POST-TRIAL PROCESSES 

Sentencing 
, y, 

We are currently witnes,sing a majer reassessment ef the philes
ephy ef the cr'ifninal law and a rethinking ef the use and efficacy 
of the criminal sanctien. "Seme argue that the criminal sanctien is 
everextended:- and .teo severe, while ethers argue fer mere extensive 
'ceverage an~ ,hars:herpenal ties. St ill~ethers ca 11 fer 'greater cen
sistencyin ~ent~ncing ~nd advecate preceduresdesigned to reduce 
disparity. This cencern has already made itself felt in a number 
ef' States and many mere new sente,ncing schemes are expected "in 
th~ next few years. While m~ny ef these new peltcies are incr~
mental adjustments to' eld ideas, seme ef them arestrikinglydif
ferent from past practices, an,d ef these" a few are being care-
fully watched and ass esse d.- , 

Two' majer revisiens ef sentencing ,pr~/6tices, in Mas$,achusetts 
and New Yerk, have been fully implemente1d and ar.e being closely 
watch~d. They i5prang frein a des ire to' make penal ties against
selected effend€~rs beth harsher and more cens istent. In 197 5 the 
Massachusetts Legislature amended its e~isting gun centrel la~s 
to' require that persens cenvicted ef unlawfully carrying a firearm 
be se2~enced tC) nO' less than a year in jailer a house ef cerrec
t ien. Preper:tf~nts of the Bartley-Fex Law--as it came to be knewn-
heped that the stiffer and mandatory 'sentences weuld serve as 
an effective deterren't to' crime, while eppenents argued that its 
inflexibility and mandatery nature w0\;l~d fail to' adequately dis,tiQ:
guish the unwitting and etherwise blameless citizen frem the sea
sened criminal, and that it weuld create a new and heavy burden 
en an already everbqrdened ceurt system. 

Recegnizing its significance, plans were made early to assess 
its impact en criminal activity and the criminal justice system. 
TO' date, research efferts tracing the law's impact have resulted in 
ene major Harva~d-based study cemparing the l,.aw' s immediate impact 
en the ceurts and\ the availabil i ty ef guns, 't8 and anether, Beston 
University-based study, still in pregress as ef this writing, 
that extends the analysis ever a lenger peried. 49 ' 

Prepenents ef the B3rtley-Fex Law claimed that ene of its majer 
,benefi ts weuld be a reductien in the use ef firearms, while its 
eppenents claimed several defects: that itweuld catch naive and 
inappropriate peeple In its ne~, lead to' incr~asedtrials which, 
in turn.. weuld crea'te havec in the ceurts t alid that pol ice and 
presecuters weuld change their precedures and evade the censequences 
ef the law. Preliminary research suggests that nene ef these 
pred ict iens hasbe,en berne eu t:, al the ugh , en ,the whele, prepenents 
seem to' have been pleser to' tbe mark than eppenents. 
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The; Harvard stu,dy which compared reporfe<;''-gun-related charges 
f9ra 6-n10nth period. immediately preceding and\\following j.mplemen
tation of the law found a d~op in arrests 'dn charges affected 
by the law, and to the extent that it was" pass ible ,to tell, 
the. studyoconcluded that" this drop was attrributabl¢ to the law 
and not to altered"behavior of polic~ or pr6lsecutc#s (who on "the 
whole had opposed the law). Furthermore', there was :rlo substantial. 
evi~ence to ind icate that j udgee; were' thwarting 'the intent of 
the law by encouraging substitute charges • Other i~~icators also 

" sugges.ted that the law was producing its int;ended effect. Al though 
there was no substantial drop in the number of armed robbe'ries· 
in' wh'ich guns were used, there was a grop ii1t:he' Ihcidence" of 
"firearm homicide"s" 'and armed assaults 'in which a gun was used. 
(There was, however, a correspond ing increase in the use of other, 
but presumably less lethal weapol)s,). 

These inferences cannot be dismis,sed lightly, nor can ·<theybe 
accepted easily. There are at least two other~ related and con
founding factors that might account ,for some of these observed 
changes. First, tpe new law was 'accompanied with. a wave o:fpub
licity against illegal carrying "and use of firearms generally, and 
it may have b,een the publ ici ty campaign rather than the, new and 
stringe.n.t .sentence~ ~h,~t."p.F.Q¢I~,9~d this effect. Second, the pol ice 
department in Boston--the j urisd iction l'or'''wni-cn:''''the' I ion's share'""" 
of the data were collected--was undergoing a major and well-pub
lici,zed. upgrading at the time the new law went into effect, during 
which special new units were created and new, pol i9ies were an
nounced. It may have been these new pol icies ~and not the law' alone 
tha,t accounted for the observed changes. We may hope some of these 
concerns will be addressed in the final report of the Boston 
University study. 

As for the courts ,', some of the pred ictions of the skeptics 
,were borne out. Massachusetts has an antiquated double tier system' 
of courts which allows for,trial de novo on "appeal" from'thf~ low
est" court level, and the new gun Cases creat'eda significant,dis
rup~iorr in the"way these courts operated. Wi ththe advent of the 
law; these cases were contested and appealed to the higher leve1 
trial co'urt more frequently, went to trial more frequently, and 
went onto appe~l more f.requently//. They. also were di'smissed more 
fre'quently. Finally, people charged Wl th gun offenses fled the 
juiisdiction mor~ frequently than before. One critical observer 

.of >the impact of this law noted that its "practical effect ••• is 
not to penal ize the maJor off.enders--they usually receive a prison 
sel1tence regard,less of the mandatory sentence--but rather, it 
affects mirior,,\~Qffenders who wou~'b have received probation or been 
placea in a diversion program." , , 

, The Bost6h University interim report examined the impact of 
the law on the courts' over a longer period of time and came up 
with more positive conclusions. Both interview and case file data 
showed tha,t while the Bartley-Fox cases took disproportionately 
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more court' time and 'resourc~'s ;bhey .d ia not throw the ,courts into 
anything approaching a crisis. Two factors se~med to account for 
th is: a steady decl ine in the II number of cases involving guns (al
though t,he st,udy does not attribute this to 'the Gun Law itself) 
and a general decl ine in all types of cases. Thus, to some extent, 
the increased work imposed by the Bartley-Fox cases was offset 
by a declJ:ne in other work, which led' the authors of the interim 
report to conclude that IItl)ere is no evic?ence that the Massachu
setts Gun. Law ~gravated the Massachusetts' court system's case 
load problems. II ' 

". Changes in New, York State's criminaL code also imposed manda
tory sentences and'raised manY,of the same issues, but on a much 
'larger s.cale. 52 Adopted in 1973, the ."Rockefe,ller Drug Laws, "as, 
they-came to be known, provided for stiff mandatoryminimum sen
tences rangJng from 1 to 15 years coupled with "I i fet ime probat ion 
upon release for~those convicted of possession of specified types 
and amounts of drugs. Proponents of the, measures, un iversally 

,,' conceded to be the nati6n~s" tOlighes t drug laws," ar:gued that 
the harsh penalties and the accompanying I imitations on plea bar
gaining would stem the flow of heroin onto New York's s't:reets. 
Opponents--and they included most jUdg'es" prosecutors, police, 
and defense att;:orneys--argued that;, the law9" would have' lit;tle 
or no effect .. on drug use and avai,l.al;i~li,ty, and atbes-twould be 
applied against low level pusher-us~'r's rather than major dealers. 
They also feared that the mandatory nature of the sentences wou!d' 
reduce the, ability of the po<i ice to obtain informants ,who tradi";;; 
tionally seek leniency 'in exchange for informa,.tion about sources.' 
Finally, they. argued that the in'crease i", frials and motions 
which would surely come would overwhelm the courts. ,To counter 
this last objection,' accompanying legislation provided for the 
creation Qf 51 new j ud icial . .parts statewide. " 

'.' . / 1- '. 

, Concerned about tQe imp~ct of the law on bo'th heroin use and 
the courts, the Association of the Bar of the City of New York, 
in collaboratJion wi ththe prug Abuse Council, obtained ,a si.zable 
grant from LEtAA to study" aila report' on the law's impact on both 
heroin use and the courts.. Like the Massachusetts experience, 
the Bar-sponsored study groUp sought to take adv;antage of a, natural 
experiment and compared cri,minal activity and court processes before 
and after the adoption of the new laws. In order to 'determine 
whether changes in New York were due cto the impact of the new 
law or widespread market fluctuations, they also compared the 
availabil i ty of heroin in New York after the, passage of the law 
with its availability in several other cities. 

\,1 'l;'he l~w' s sentencing provisions and restrictions in plea bar
gaining were rigorous, and the study group sought to determine 
their impact on the courts, particulC!lrly in New York City where 
the great bulk of the more serious drbg us'e and' court cases were 
concentrated. The stUdy found that t.he pol ice did not measurably 
alter €heir drug arrest Practices in response to the new lawf 
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they continued tel concentrate on the same types of offenders and, 
arrest at 'oltloref"''br less their previous rate •. S'i~n'Ce-the Leg islature 
created morr"'than 5.0 ne,wjf:jaicialparts, in the State and allocate91 
3·1 o~ they to N~WYo:~Ci.ty,.there cwasho clear way to " measqre 0 /Ii!' 
preclselyY the d lsruptlve lmpact of the laws on courts. But the &p> 
study g:fd' find that these new courts were ev,entually kept; bu~y 1/ 
wi tf1ofts'Gsiness resulting from the. new· l~ws, ahd. that these laws 4' 
conJ1fibuted~o a dramatic increase in trials, motions, and appeals, 1/ 
a"nd substantially longer d isposi tion times .Whetherthil?dramatic ~l 

/f'ncrease in workload would have ~continued oncenewl\'~9'6ing 'rates" .11 
// had' been "established" is impossiple to answer since, 'in 1976,.a ,,(,/ 

"",,:: key pro v is ioIl--one requ,iring a mandatory minimum of 1 year for "'/ 
/,/f./" possession ofa small amount 9f heroin "and allowing for'eno pleafi' ~ 

, /',/ bargaining;--was relaxed and the catalyst in a poteptially °explo"; 
/~ sive mixture was removed. // . II ,:I' 

Given the substantial.costs of maintaining the/I increased num
berof judges, the study group attempted to prov:4fde a basis for 
making a costbenefitassessment of the new law •. ~&he group fouhd ." 
that the new law was relatively successful in inc~ieasing the' ce~
tainty and· severi ty of sentence for those, convllcted, and that 
this represent~d a net increase of about 600 new prison sentences 
per year·. oyer previous drug felony. rates'--a. substantial increase. 
Nevertheless, the authors concluded: 53 , 

'" .". - '.' 
, 

Implementation of the 1973 drug laws had not resulted 
in a measurable increase in the likelIhood of punish-. 
ment •••• The rest,1l t c"",, is not surprising. because even 
if implementation had been more successfb~, the poten
tial for increased deterrence may be small bec.;!use the 
laws focus on the sentencing state of the criminal 

(, 

justice process, and few crimes reCl.ch .th·i,csverylast····-····--------
stage in the adjudicatiol1process~'-

~~~;'~~h " ~ -- --

-·~~~~.i; ~\,hile the report itself did not draw, ahy costbenefit con-

c· 

"""'-~;<,clus io1'\s, it did note that the. cost of send ing these add i tional 
, ofr~n9"er·s to prison translated, into roughly $40,000 per prison 

sentence~~ It also, pointed out that. these new prison sentences 
tended to be concentrated on firstor minor offenders, since the 
more serious offenders were already likely to ha}le received sub
stantial prisdhsentences. under the old laws. 

Both the stud ies of the Massachusetts Gun "Law and the Rocke
feller Drug L'!.wsare models of impact analysis. Both were con
ceived and des igned before the laws tent into effect: both were 
well-funded: both involved multidisciplinary teams sensitive to 
subtleties in the law, knowledgeable of the informal practices'of 
police and court$~~and sophisticated in research design and method
ology". And, both w~re conducted by groups with no a'xes to' grind, 
indepEmdent groups whose pr ima~y . interest was in tracing the con
seq~ences of the laws and supplying information to pol icymakers 

L! ' 
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in their own and other States ,\.Tho were cog;t-em:pl:ating similar leg
islation. As a result,-to the bes,t of my k.nowledge, the credibil
i ty of these studies llas not been .ser;;i:o.tI§.Jychallenged by anyone 

/' who has taken 'a car;eful look at them. ''-We may hope they wi'll serve 
8 as"" important sources of i,n~9.Frilafion " in othe~>J ur~~d i9tions wnich 

cur:t:;ently are contemplatl'ng mandatory 'seJ'l.!:enc~~.f. . 
.,;. " {/ (' ;"".y,---

Th.ere ate, of course ,a'.host,' of other~efit~ncing schem~.S.lwh ien 
have received, some.'a=ssessment butli t.tle systematic;:,::e'vatuatioh. 
Many of athese'\stud fes comment·on plans to egJlali zes~ntences • These 
schemes are: ,lappellate re~ieW·o'f.se9j;:",~,!l.c::c:erE" ~multij udge sentencing" 

., councils, ,cando sentence' r'evi~,w boards'~'J"'=;::"'CWhile the~e is a, goo~ 
- deal written about these and oth~r aTternatiyes" ,there is very 

1 ittl.eernpirical investigationaiicfst.il1 less~evaluation re!:iea'rch 
assessing their efffict.S:.=Two studies which make iinportC!J'l,t'~S"tep$ 
lh this directiond:€al' with ('sentencing councilsahd review\'of, 
sentenC.es. sherri Diamond and Hans Zeisel'carefully examined <,~tlle 
operations' "and results of' two mul tij lJdge sentencing councils in 
the Federal co,urts and cj:lme, to generai"ly pessimist~c conclusio9s: 
about their capaciti.es. 56 p"amela Samuelson condTicted!an4tssessmeht 
of the Sentence Revie~wDiyision in Connecticut (a panel of judges 
whos~ ,fu,l);?tiop ,is' to rec:ive petitions from senJ~~~eq off:nd~rs 
to revl~W; and llghten thelr sente,ncesl 'and cgJ}cluped tha.t It,,too 
was not/f"ery effectIve. 57 Samuelson 'foting"","t1l!3t while the d iV'ision 
occas;i:'bnally did red uce a sente.;\ce, ft·'tfiSi,,·SOgrdy under e)!;treme' 
and o,compelJ. ing circumstances, ~tleJnost typica)fsi tuation inv;olv in~~ 
g!'oss <)Hfferences in sentenc;::,es between two equally resi>.6!1s~ihle 
d,~fend~mts involved in !the;r~ame inc idept. Samuelson..fotitld/ that 

"the div.ision was ,Felticfa.r{t to mov~, beyond this. easY:' comp?lrison 
.('L·

J c;l110 review individual ','sex:ifences .for general consistency in Jight 
.,' ')7" oTt.--y~pTcaTs'e·nt.ences'fh,;~tcla:ss;'6faTl·s''im ilar ca}c;;ie~s .·She'pos i ts 

. sever,al reasons for t.;Bls m~nimalist position: institutional dis,:" ' 
incentives make sen.te"n'ce ,'rev~ew(J servJce a low priority forjudges 
(it is in addition to their 'other duties); there is a lack of 
syst~matic infpJfmatidnon sentencing patterns through9l~J:~,the State; 

.~ t~er~~ is ~ ~t-r,oh9..be,l ief .that the Oi v-i,sion is n6~ tffe,' a~p~opriate 
place tOln~ltlate' wl,despread changesln sentenClng pollcles; and 
fhere.}is ·a dlsinSlf'natign for, j u,dge~ to challenge the dec~srons 
oftt-elF fe!!9\rl Judges. 8 rn , 1 tseil f.: Samuelson IS st,udy lS hot 
a'1;evalu.ation, bilt it provides imPortant data and would be extremely 

,.<.~useful. to anyone assessing the cal ternative methoCls of reducing 
~. disparity"; in ,sentencing. In this regard it stands as a model 

of/sociolegal research .c, . 
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" Some ACldltlonal Problems for Evafuatidrf Research on COurts 
. / _~<::--:5/::;5 ,-~-- , /' 

"This re\1jewr"3c;f~alu:~tion' research studies on courtts is by 
no means}~om~i:ehensTve~:if have):ef.t out much and skipp,ed lightly 
dver<;.f;1,,;rgOodrra~al. There,,~r~ 'o.=-how~ver, a jiandful;g,fr ~fther ~opics 
j;pcf€ d,eserve ,oriefl!leIJP~orrr" et~her because. they illustrate the 

~j; •. /rf'~problems 0; .·und,~rta·knlgr evalua~fve research in :,tHe co,urts ar.ea or 
;,;,:;;,,'" bJ!caase theytrlustt:;ate what. can be 'achieved in this area despite' 

p'i'/~ the m,a,ny' obstac,les. - " , '" u~," ,,:' , ' , 

Tpe Federa'l Speedy Trial Act ofl:97459 provided for the t~veh'::: 
tl,lal ad)::ip~ion of limits onthe""lengfh of t.ime a, criminal caSe c~h 
take .. <in the Federc-i'l courts • The device

r

, to inducecoinpliahce' wfth 
tl'le;/.:time limitsPFovided fpr,in the act is .t.he threat.S:;f dismj;:-sscH. 
Because lengthy j.,ielaysare so pervasive in many of the 9,istrict 
~o9r~s, ~~act' proy-j;ded fori, a 5-year period 9f graduallirmp~emen-

.r ,t~~n~-:au~~ng whiSh ti~e ~t.h~ d istr~ct courts could d:ve,lQP plans 
",_,.%.#~t:o meet thea9t~' s 'requlrements • Although funds, and pers~>nnelwere 

,-?:<£,:-:.~*"- alloca~ed Jo facilitate this planning proce§s~sli~~veys of' the plan-
'ning activity in the districtcouits reve-al a low l,evel'lofactivity. 

It appears t,hat few courts have engaged in a sustained process 
of self,,:ev'qluation. For the most part, the plaiming documents are 
products 9f.: a single author, reflecting ne:i. ther the collection of 
importan,~/relevant data rior careful" analysis. As a r:.esul t, over 

=' " 4 years;,i~f,terthe act,\!ias passed and shortly before it .i's to take' 
fUll. e:fZfec.t, most d is"fricts' ate ill-prepared for it; not even. 
~nowin~f"how they stafkl vis-a-v i~ the inter im";rtime limi tf? spec i7 
fied,,;-~i'h the' act. ,//~ '/. )5~"') .. '!J~ 

" " 

II' 
1\ 

::::;, "; P .... ,c .. -. " .. ,/'/"')/ / . .-t"':::':';'''?':'7'' ~._~ 

'I. ' one o~ fHe reasons for t,his lax ,r~,s'pon~)e fJppears to. be a ,~i~e-"'""~:~p-
spread bellef among Federal J udges--.who on th(~ whole opposed 'pas~;' 
§.~ge o~ the ~act7-tha,t it wil~'b~si~nifi,can,t~¥ .. I!1.oJlifi€·<};~bY: ~~theF 
expand;ng the except lOlls to the' str lcttlme J.,xml ts, EostP0111P9 the 
d~t~ at,~hich they aret.C)~ go .. into. effect; Q;'\::' extending eh-e t;ime 
l,imits so ,-that fewer/cases /willpose a problenf.It r:emains" to' . 
;be 'seen which, if/afi"y, ofthese",al ternathies will be adopted. 

_~"In"c.'Jlight~w~at could have been'~hE{~,;st;ory of pi,~nnirig "under 
·-the Speedy Tp~al Act is disappoint)"rig. More than most pi~ces of 
le9isla~~ort;'- i.t was meant to: be/~xperlfllent;aland to go in:to full 
eff~,c,t"'-::-t>rily after careful ':~rfa,lys is~, . adj'u~:t.ment of r.esources, feed

-cc:-;.;:"b'a:ek,i:md. ada i tJonal a'na~:ysis over aEperiod of several. years. 
. Yet; wi t'h but few except't()n$~ ther.esul;t to date has been one 

of minimcU. or perfuric1:0l:'Y ~fforts. Such.·a history,.I'think, serveS 
,-" to pO'lnt out the ,wea]{l1esses in. the frttquently made argument that 
'thosein~o~y~q;in i~~le1Ti~n:t~.rfg;and adjusting~o new poJ,icies are 
best eqllj!.pped to evaluate afld assessthelll~60, 

r':.- ." ., 
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~lhat,!} has b~en sa±d'aHoutthe failul'.es to~evaluatje i~he interim~~>~;2" ", 
stages of" the FederaVSpeedy Trial Act also applies to{?;the lack' 6f>~"" 
analysis ox SJ~ate<;speedy trial rules. Although there/lis alarqe 
literatur~, commenting on their likelyimpact and imgiications, 
tttere are--tomy,knowledge--virt:.J,lallyn6 c-areftil empirlica1,evalu-

>, a t ions 0 ft~e, i r impact. .'/ c, = If 
~' / 

I/f the' Federal jud ic~ary has been ;reluctant to e:l1gage in 
serious plann~ng" for the' Speedy Tr~al A~t, this ,reluctance has "';?r: 
not, extind'ed to all other i~reas nd,!r, to,': cUI par'ts of ~the jUd i- ":,:' 
diary. 6 . One :cof:: the best:~xamples': oftir,ue, experimentation and.//' 
/,~valuati?n in the cou:ts,",Has takpn Plab'e "in the U .,S., Court, ~ff/ 

~! Appeals 10 the Secpnd Clrcull~. Concerneq about the rl~llng nUJ;tber () 
of' appeals, the Chief Circ'!uft ccfurt of'Appeal~Judge', IrvJ,n'gF. 
Kaufman,/ wor~,ed wi,th, pol it leal/scientist Jert:'Y q!?l~m~!,l-t ~~~n~ 
of the Feder,al .Judlclal center,ito conduct an exp~!rlm~ttt-'us'!!-ng 
a preapgeals settlement. conference to determine ['whe"ther, thi.$. 
deyic~F6~ld reduc~the burd~n on the appeals court' b~!r ~os~e:rrng 
settlemehts, thereby redllc~9~ .. !Jle:",JlyqJ..ber of ful1~/adJ UdlG.,.ated 

f:.~peeils, proport:.tQQ:::::l~:,f<l e-a~'e::~~~'fequlrf'i1g lesser j yo!icial effort ,~j; ~:::.A'~";!' 
~;and number of:ftlI'I:::length briefs and dral a;:gumenJ:s, and bril1ging .'~J(~ 
:t~i>'rovementiU the quality of presentatio.~of th0!:le--"'~J?.'-eals: , .. " , , 
S;ha€ ~remaiped"j62, A host· of. measures we:e .ws~d .. ~9",:,:,~9,rripar~ th~~;e '~~;:5:;'r- I 

and. ,related lnd lCn tors of Improvement ln~the e'xperlmental.~tind 
controI-' ~gr9u·p§;=c· ~/While many.of the ingJcators ,werep9~{~ve, 

e' sugge~ting that the experiment' was hav'lng its desired"e-ffect, __ 
m9s:t of the .. differences between'the twogroLips \<lere, so ('small 
th~>tc.they had no statistical significance. On the baEfls of <this, 
Goldmj~n Gonc;l udedtha,t wh.ile the e~,per iment.,'?ou'l¢j'· not g~ Jabel,ed 
a falil ure, It could In neD way be takenJ3:~v a success. , .... 

• ~_'>/ - I) 

. Reaction ~9 Goldman' 5 study· "WCfs'''interest.ing.0 Lawyers ",are 
, skept.,ical of·empirical research an\c''f are skeptical of conclusio;ns 
dra~n from numbers'f in table,s •. Ferhaps most important ,1::he aq!Jer
sary process fosters age:tetmined advocate's pefsp€ktiv~i~ and 
itwas:th is, gerttaps i..(,·t-nat 'caused Judge Kaufman ?CO persrist in 
propound ing die ,y,ben:efi ts' of his/preappeals irinovation in the 

/f'ace of e..videnc;€ to the contrary. ,Thus, while Goldman's study 
stands as amode'lof first-rate experimental ~valuation"research 
in the c,?u~~s, i ~ also se'rv,esas a. reminder that conducting 
research lS:,'one thIng and actIng ontt ~another·/;"d;r:;.:?': .. ,r="''' 

---." --.':; .~."" . 
<.: ~~Jr_ ConclusIons ' 

J 

',' 
Ii 

The evaluation literature on crJm"ffla1 courts is much too dif-
fus~; 1:0 allow fOF an overv iew Jdj:t:fiTn the".space of a few. pages, )'~, 

),c;o here I commented on!¥"q'tfthe Eh7aluati6h effor·ts accompanying ;/ 
. a few of the especia-tJ:y" important innovations in the cou.rtSj 
'in.the past few"years .l~hat.is s.tr~,king 'after nearly 'a decade/' 
of act ive pro.motion of evaluation "r,esearch in the courts, a;ea 
is how mtich we.~ s;y1:itl do not know. There has been pitiflilly 
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,lit,tlie ·e~aluat.ton::'l\e~~arch of, real quality and of rearliS~,.tb 
"poll"'~:wnak~r,S?~"Some studies are suspect because they have been 
prepared py -"stronc;f'p~()ponents of innovations, people with moral 

" ~comltli tments Ito their -prog rams, A, ;Many more studies are of 1 imi ted 
va,lue because they lack adequate research designs and compara

"ot'ive perspectives. Still, I_have argued, even these partial studies 
,can 'yield substantial iris~9hts.· ,~:. >, 

~ '~ .. 

"Earlier, I quoteq Roberta fRovner-Pieczenik~. who suggested a 
number of rea'sons for the fcl!~lll~e in the detign arid execution 
dfevaluation ,~esearchoon pretrial dlversion. 4 It is, I think 
pc;>ssil:>le to extend her atrgum'ents and apply them to evaluation 
~'r~search6n courts "genei~alJ:Y. To sumrna,rize.! she argued that: 
(1) evaluation research is usually not' a part of early program 
plann i ng ~ (2) .i t is g lven low prior i ty in the allocat ion of pro
gram!re'sources~l'3) it emphasizes the feasibility rather than 
the effec;tj,v-~ness of proj ects ~ and (4) it does not address i tsel f 

()adequately to the needs of pol icymakers. No doubt th is 1 ist 
could be expanded and :r.efined, but I think that it does capture 
the primary reasons for·~the gene'rally low qual i ty of so much 
evaluation research on the courts. Because these cond it ions 
tend to remain constant, the same errors in research design and 
execution are repeated time and time again • 

~,,~ !.\ .- -

~'" One need not conclude with such a pessimistic and determitfts-o ~, 
'., ticvi~w of the process. Throughout ,this review I have tended 
"'~" t-o dwell on the exceptions ,examples of the better evaluation stu-

~""-"'" "'.,,,dies, rather than the large':numbers of less successful efforts .. 
"'~"" While.! . have. n.o~ identifie~ all'the better studies, :one~~~~heless 

.-'~;;'-" I h~\.Te ldentJfled and examlned enough of them to feel prepa,red 
"~. '~'-::r~' '~"tQ'-. of.fer a few generalizations ab-out the conditions that give 

rise:\,,~o successful research efforts. 
''.,'-. 

~~ ~ 
Abov.e~~\all, their very exis'tence is, I think, testimony tothe 

fact that f~~st-rate and useful evaluation stud ies can ,be com
pleted, a fa'c'~,~that all too many practi tioners and researchers 
tend to ignore tth;t,beir haste to settle for les~ ... than-the-best. 
While second-'besf i'S''-as,.a rule better than nothing, this posit-ion 
is often embraced pr~i'rH~'ttii!',e,!y"as an excuse, not a reason. Franklin 
Zimrj.ng has arguedtha't ie::C·is, nonsens~~ to claim that a project 
is "toe experimental" to be, "e'x-R~_riment,ally evalua~ed," and I am 
in complete agreement with him on~,.,tJtis point. 

• 1.~.", 

The existence of this small but. ~~b"'sctanti'al body of first
rate research suggests other lessons as ''1eI'I ... " 

.... .;,'-, 
";~: 

'For the most part these stud ies appea~ to have avoided the 
pi tfalls alludea to by ROVner-Pieczenik. They" usually have been 
pianped s imul taneously wi th the"'t?l:evelqprnen,t of the 'program i tSf!lf, 
not as afterthoughts tac}{ed on after the 'program has begun op'e~ra
tion.. They have "been accorded high ,priority, often because they 
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have remai?ned separate and distinct from program implementation-it-
serf. Th(atis ,wi th separa~e blldgeft;s, separate staffs'ianda. ___ --=c -
separate jidenti ty, they have ?cesisted :the tendency to ~etcaugll£ 
up in prq~ram administration at the exp1anse of prqgl:am~--'evaluatiGn. 

. Often th~:f sllccessful evaluation effol;ts.-:~have·~-been conducted by 
"',,~eopl~ alL toge,ther divorced ~r~!!L~hepjcoj~ct" management and spon

SO~Shlp.11 Whlle no doubt;thls-alstanc,e hlnders access, the bene
fits of lindep~!1c1~nce~appear to outweigh; ~the h~ndrance. And because 

.. they-h~ye he,eni,ndependent~ th~se e,'l7aluatlon e.,fforts app,ear to 
have bffr-en more llkel~~- to malnta'ln;af'ocus'onprogram effectlvene·ss 
and im,pae:t;, rather than ge~ting cau;ght up in examination of the 
host q!'f.irit~rim goals a'nd activities that invariably creep up 
to divert' attention and slow down the 'pace of a project. 

\.\1 

;If these conc;lusions are more or ~lEl~~ correct, and I think 
they 'are, they suggest someobviou~; and important lessbns on how 
to struc.ture evaluation re$earch in a way that might prd~ote (but 

~~/bv n:o means. guarantee) higher quell.ity and more useful 'tesearch. - - . ~~ \' 

I I 
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18 Pre-Trial Intervention, see note 16 above. 
19 Pre-Trial Services, see note 16 above. 
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21 Pre-Trial Intervention, p. ~1. 
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23 Ibid., p. 22. 
24 Rovner-Pieczenik, Strategies, pp. 143-144. 
25 Franklin E. Zimring, "Measuring the Impact of Pretrial Diversion from the 

Criminal Justice System," University of Chicago Law Review, 41 (1974):224-241. 
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27 Research Design and Implementation: A Preliminary Report (Vera Institute 
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Organizational Analysis of Trial Courts (Boston: Little, Brown, 1977); Milton 
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'29 W:f.lliam ,McDonald, "Plea Bargaining and the Criminal Justice Process: An 
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1976). ~ 

30 See Albert Alschul\'i!r, "The Defense Attorney'.1:l Role in Plea Bargaining," 
University of Chicago Law Review, 84 (1975):1179-1314; "The Prosecutor's Role 
in Plea Bargaining," University of Chicago Law Review 36 (1968):40-112; and 
"The Trial Judge's Role in Plea Bargaining, Part I," Columbia Law ReView, 76 
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(J 

perspective is required, and this is more likely to be achieved if one does 
not have responsibilities for day-,to-day management of a project, especially 
if i,t, is nel~ and unwieldy. 

61 I sho,uld note that' the failures of the planning processes under the 
Speedy Trial Act are not due to a general inability to undertake first-rate 
research in .an obviously' sensitive area. The continuous stream of first
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reputat~on for excellent and useful research on matters pertaining to the Fed
eral judiciary. Perhaps it should have been more actively involved in planning 
for implementation of the Speedy Trial Act. 
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BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION 

Examination of the result,s of'police field services research 
evaluation was particuI'arly appropriate in 1978 since we had just 
passed the lO;;"year mark after publication of the reports of the 
President's Commission on Law· Enforcement and Administration of 
Justice (1967). The decade since the Crime Commission has been 
an active one, productive with numerous field service studies, 
evaluations, and experiments being conducted; new 'technolog ies 
being tested; and new management tools for police being devel
oped. 

This section first will examine the issues in police field 
services and then circumscribe them c(Jnsistent with the scope, 
purpose, and audience of this volume; then, explain the perspec
tive with which the state of knowledge is being viewed; and fi
nally, develop a normati vet or ideali.zed, imodel for field ser
vices experimentation as a frame of ref~rence for looking at 
real~world studies. 

A Police Field Services Focus 

Establishing the state of knowledige attributable to the con
duct of a large body of evaluation research ca1.1-s,-.for a systema-" 
tic approach to its review and assessment. One "cut"",,:(;ot' struc-" 
turing such an inquiry follows police organizatipnat li~a:,,,,-, 

• Patrol encompasses both traditional 
and specialized patrt;l modes 
as well as alternative re
sponses. 

• Investigation includes criminal investiga
tion methods, procedures, 
and organization. 

This paper' was pr'epar'ed with par'tial suppor't froom the National Institu'(;;e of 
LaIJ) Enfor'cement and Croiminal Justice" LEAA, through Groant No. 78-NI-AX-006l.' 

\' 

'. \~ 
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As long as one remains aware of the responsibilities shared be
tween the ~wo functions, this is a useful dichotomy. First, 
as one might expect, . the pioneering evaluation research acti
vi ty of the last decade h~s tended to structure itself .. along 

"traditronar organizati1nallines--primarily in patrol Find sec-!:"=--~~=,=" 
ondarily in invest.,igation.· This is perhaps due, in part, to 
the tendency of evaluators and researchers to take their "first 
steps" along an inquiry path which qlu~stions traditional assump-
tions. Clearly, the traditional assumptions in police field ser-
vices are embedded in the patrol and investigation functions. 
Second, the technologies which relate to police field services 
(e.g., resource allocation; command, control, and communications, ,;1 

with regard to which see paper beginning p. 295 this volume; in
formation systems) have rarely been themselves subjects of eval..., 
uation or research studies. Rather, they are more likely tools 
which can, and occasionally do, aid in the conduct of patrol and 
investigation research and evaluation studies. 

This is not to reject highly significant issues oi' a socIal 
or organiz~tional nature (e.g., police interaction with the pub
lic, police. roles, unions, training, administration, etc.). 
Rather, such "institutional II issues are either specifically ad
dressed elsewhere in thts volume or have not been sUbjected to 
,a significant level of competent research or evaluation to war
r,lnt'special attention. In ei ther case, the purpose of tfii,s 
chapter is to familiarize the nonresearcher with "what is known'" 
about police' field services through the conduct of research ~nd 
eVI'aluation studies. An examination of patrol and investigation 
issues is ~ufficient to satisfy that requirement. 

'. A Hype,thesls.Sased Perspective 

To the extent possible, it. is desirable to review and docu
ment research and evaluation studies in the context of a stand
ardized frame~ork. Such a strategy affords the maximum oppor
bunity tC) compare, generalize, and merge categorical conclusions. 
The apprQach pursUed by the authors in the patrol and investiga
tion dom,\ln is generally hypothesis based and involves a sequen
ce of analytical s,teps :" 

I 

(I) Establ ish through a historical analysis the "gen-
e,rally accepted" functions of patrol or investi
gation field operations. 

(2) Document the associat.ed measures of patrol or in
vest,igation effectiveness with attention to the em
phasis upon operational, technological, and atti
tudinal measures. 

( 3) Based upon rev iew of "maj or" research eiforts, iden
tify a set of hypotheses which have been explicitly 
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( 4) 

or: implicitly presented as e:Kpl~tning relationships 
bE!tween activities and the' etfecti\Teness of field 
o~'erations. '1 i 

Pinpoint the extei'lct to which the research endeavors 
have tested the stated hypothe.es either: (a) ade~ 
quately, (b) inadequately, or (c) not at all. 

(5) C()rrlpile""a general-synthEtsi:s~ of findings identify
iilg knowlegge weaknesses or gaps, explicating knowl:;' 
edge achievements, and pointing to future research 
activities aimeo at improving research-based infor
mtation. 

Figure I depicts this "log ic track" diagrammatically. It 
should be noted that the functions of field services, aspe.r
ceived by thepolic~ practitioner and police researcher or eval
uator, have given rise to numerous accepted' theories':, often these 
theories have provided the spark to conduct police reseat\ch and 
evaluation. The authors have focused particular attention on 
the choice of experimental performance measures, problems of data 
collection ondaggregation, choice of experimental methodology, 
interpretation of statistical results, and the presend~ or ab
senc~ 6f experimental controls. 

'The studies chosen for examination herein are certainly rep-" 
resentative of the body of, significant police field services re
search and eval~ation in patrol and investigation. And when put 
in hypothesis-specific t~rms, the results of these "major" stud
ies reveal much of what has been learned about patrol andinves
tigation, specifically as the result of such studies. In this 
context, one can formulate SUbstantive inputs to future research 
strategies through the identification of "danglihg hypotheses," 
those that have yet to be tested conclusively, or more simply 
not tested at all; yet which could have considerable decision 
implications if confirmed or disproved. 

The.following section examines the structure of "typical" 
police fIeld services studies' in terms of a normative model, 
since observed deviations from theoretical constructs frequently; 
have strong implications for the assessment of such studies. 

, \A Normative Model for Field Services Research/Evaluation 

Most of the truly significant patrol studies c<;mducted in 
the last decade are modeled after experimental designs, so it 
is useful to examine. this analytical approach. In contrast, the 
m?jor investigation studies have generally been conducted through 
the use of design strategies involving survey, case study, or 
both. Whereas explicitly stated hypotheses are common in pa
trol studies, they are virt4ally nonexistent in the body of in-
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Structural Analysis of Patrol and Investigat'ivtf-Studles-

Historical Devel'opmeiit, 
'of Research 

I Stated Functions ofPatrol/Inye$~t.tgation· 11---------"--"·''''-'''-·~·--·----... 'I''< 

, 

' . ", '1" -; ,.~~".~. " ,f'.1 .u / 

~" 

,/ 

Measures for the Assessment of Patrol/Investigation 
" (Operational, Attitudinal, Technological) ~' 
," (.) 

! 
" ....... 

Hypotheses,Relating'Patrol/Investigation Activity 
to PerformanceMeasu~s~-", .. ~ .~. ,-- .. 1,-. --f--....~ ................ ~--.I 

/ 

Police Experiments in the Patrol/lnvesti;gation Are"as 1- (Data and ConClus~on~), ',1 
1----- '> t" " _c/o -»-",7 '" 

cf 

Hypothesis #1 Hypothesis #2 c= '~~"HYfbthe~f;i'! -, 
Accept? Rejep,t? Accept? Reject? --------, Accept? Reject? ' Ii' 

Qualify? Refonnulate? Qualify?, Refonnulate? ,,' ,'Qualify? Refonnulate? 

'J 
GENERAL SYNTHESIS' 

(Conso 1 i dated Conc}u5 ions) C!-( -----

,/¥"L..' 

Knowledge Achievemertts, Gaps, and W~aknesses I 
with respect to Pol ice Patrol/Investigation +of -----~ __ ' 

;(: 

,~ ,.J 
I/input'to an Agenda for Future Research 
I ' . , ' 

Cr 
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'vestigationresearch:_~andevaluation, and/must· be sur~acea"a~ im
plici tlY. In ""essence, investiga'tion has' predominantlybeensub~'" 
jected" to.a nonexperimental type of, scrutil1.x~!.if,.Howeyer) a· 
hypothesis-,6asedassessment 'cOf,. the tptal resf;:!i{rcch body ie; both· 
feasible ,/ and useful, particularly as ,a mechanism, for fdentif'y
iilg knowledge g'aps and establishingagen'das' for JutUiestudl.es. 

/ " -
-" 

./ ,", Given this hypothesis-based framework".a field service'"'ex";' 
/' // pefimeryj:may Qe thought ,of as cons~~ti2,g of" five steps: ", " i 

':07'// ~ .;0 \\ ." 1/ 

• Select\ion of hypothese's" ,":' 
'\ .~,':/ 
\( " " - .;"? 

• Se'lect10n of performance griteria by which to test the 
statedh-ypothe§es # ,~ 

~ ~ 

'./,De~ign of an experin;v1ritiil mecHa:nism for 
/\. poses' =~=~;~~7~;,....f';~ '" ,,-/..::o:-';{;?' 

• E'xecui:ion ',,9f the"?~ei~mental,mecha:nism 
'! . ... " ~-. r;;; . e- -~ " 

testing pur-

Evaluation of the. e'xperimentai'ry',dfLrived results 
--':;'-;:,:. 

c~;., , 
• 

--.;:-... ~; l I, i." • ~ " ~' ," 

Each of these steps will be examined in the followinej"sectiol)s/ in 
the conte.xt of police field services evaluation research, with em
phasis upon contrasting applications to patrol and inve.stigat~on: 

Selection of Hypotheses 

The rel~vance of a particular field .. services resea~rch ~tUdy 
is, to a large extent, determined bytfie" hypothese:; U'nderlying 
the research. In selecting hypotheses f.or field services. in
vestigation, the researcher mllst keep, in mind the potential im":' 
plications that confirmation or denial of tbe post~]"at,ed·.hypo-
theses hold for the police decisionmaker.' .. ~5;'j)?";"·--- . . 

, ,1/ -" -_:}::; ....... --~ 

The majorfty 'Of patrolrese~arch hyp-<fthJ,ses have stemmed from 
a qU!~Jstioiling of the stated funcBJm~ of pa~rol; t~g.$~l967 ~cien7e 
and Technology Task Force Rep0.d~t~ was clearl(y',,91.,,----catalyst 1n thl:.$ 
rega:rd • 'jf:':P"/ ~/-:; 

~ c ~.-?" >,~)') .',> 

The majority of ?criminal ,investigation fiypothese;:;;.are pre;.. 
dicated on th~ tradit~onal f~nctions of th~ police inv¢stigator. 
As David Farmer notes, "In police managem!f!nt andopet:ation~." if. 
is ~ecom'ing increa~irgly ~lear that the old ways may 'hot neces-
sarl,ly be the best W,ays." <. 

~--

Selection of Performance Measures , " 

~ , ~ 
The testing of i"specific hypotheses \requires their redefini-

tifon in oper~tional \;and measurable terms, whenever possibl7: Se-

II 
:f, 

1\ 
\' 

\\"6 
·t\ \' 
.~, 
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;~ r ;,; ... 
'" '~l ~[' 

::=-~~ r/ 

/ 
/' 

/~nqQPer~tional ,~'sures sh~tlld sat:~!y cer,,:,,;. 

// 
'·,~.,The rr(~asures should be/</~ble .togauge' the desirgd '" 

'phenomena under kriow,n/;condLtior-Hi/ Co 

. ,.# ~ 
'/ i /'f_ ._", 

• The measures sfiO.ltld .respond: to environmental changes 
~<~~f'; i~=,~~!>E!:_g~i~,~~R!,e,t~shior;C' . . J ~,' .:~ /'0 

j"., • v· ,.:~ //' ,,'. 

D ,/'",. The measupes should be bas~d'" upon availahle or col-
lectable/data 6 

/-.:;// 

, ,The ·f.j.,rst of .thesepointsimpl·iesthat;:lh~ condlflona;t values 
taker{ onJfPythe'tneasur.'es are known, g·iven. diffeJ?ent levels of' 
progt:amf/performartce. .The s~cQnd pOint impl ies thcii tne inf luence 
exez:.i€d by:.:, e"nvironmental factors, ot,herthantheexperlnfental pro;" " 
grain can be accounted for. The third ~po~nt ~mbodies .. the obvious 

/-,::'a performance measure is·inva1''1d if ,/'it.,c,anno,t.~b~lbbserved and 
,c":' recordifd';o -'>" 
- ~ .. ~ ... ~. - " .;.- - <;: , 

:;"- -~ 

It is wi th'~gr;;t difficLiI't:Y--Ft'haot=--t::h,e firf?,t" two "ppints above' 
can: besa.'f'isfied. Thus, i~ is advantageous for a,studyto uti
lize&:' "family" of measures'-','for anyg:i.ven study rather than to 
rely solely on,pnedr two variables. Of(~qual importance is the 
a priori allocation oft-fme' .to 'the 'collection of qualitat.ive', 
ilpro~ss''''ol~ierlted inJgrmation. (This last point is discussed fur-

",' }"her" incc;;pojJl:rH;'i:'ronwith' e~perimental conduct and evaluation.) 
•. :r .j - U ~ ,', 

The measure's chosen for a given" field servidEH:; IJresearch 
study are,.of course, ,', dictated by the selected hypotheses. How-·" 
eve!',. for Jany given class of studies, the same meaSures .,almost 
always appear,to surface. Soine example~/.are presen,ted in rigure 
II. 

Experimental.Deslgn 

.~'" 

The overriding concern bf patrql experimental.d~sign is the 
formulatioliof "experJmen'tal" and "contro'l" groups (e.g., beat,S, 
squads" districts ,~tc.::.r. oTh~oretically, both groups should be 
idfmtical in",,~characilt\:r • ",H6wever , ~hile" nothing cha~ges ft;om the 
usual modifOf police operations inLi:hec,contrQL;'\@.rCiUp ,arlexp'~ri~,; .";f[~; 
mental mode of poliqe operation shQ9.ld"'ife'the only dif'fer~nce Ef~' 

",r "" '". ,", • - __ :::<.-' -- :,-~' ,"'- .- .... 

be.tween t,he experimental an,d c:;ont-rtH group. The 1~velsr61f pre- ,ct· 
,determined perf9rmance ,,,IDeastfres" are moni te>l;ed ;,0v'e'r ,the cours'~4~~) 
of ~he expepiment_-::;-""tyffically 12 to, 18 months--aild at the conC+,~~5;;'/ 
sion, the'~6ntror and experimental groups ar.~" subjected to,sta-
~,tJs'trca,l>compa,rison. ,/' ,:::?:' c ' 

;-:- -~ 

~,;;. 

"" '" In many experiment~,it>has not proved feasible to estab-

, ~, 

lish "the c6nt-rolledsit'uations prescribed ~·a:bove. These typi
cally rely on less npowerful n comparison groups, gn before-and-
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conrno~A)OliCe Fiel~,c.se''''vice Study/Performance Measures ,/~A, 
; "PATRe~~ .' ~.-

Type of-Study 

Crime' Pre'lention.// 
'" 

~-

'Associated Measures 

UCR Index 
Local crime statistics 
Victimization rates (survey) __ ,,-,' 
Po H'ce''''Yis4billty -"~ ,-", ,_= _""K' 'i' 

Probabi 1 i ty= of~cr~iJJlebH;:te~eept ion 
Citizen-perJ:e-;j,veCi fear of crime 0", 

CitJ~en-pl!rceived level of"safety'" ,~-:-_ 
\' 

, Po 1 i ce Resp~nsl!'"-Time'''~ 
,"" . ';: -:-',;'-,.:;.:: 

Patro 1 P?od!.fG-tNi ty / 
,,_ Manpower;:fAl1ocation"'-
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after obser:<vations, or both. Some quasi-experiments hav'e man~ 
'agedtto-;~i-ncor;poratemodels of the .. relevant pe'rformance measures 
into experime:ntal,design. Utili'zing this' structural modeling 
strategy one 'Can predict the levels' of perform.ance measures that 
\Olould have occurred in the absence 'of experimental treatment~ 
and hence, :"replace ll the control group. Clearly, the validity of 
such, designs rests exclusively on the accuracy of the models in-
volved.' .... ' " . 

. ~ . 

$ingec:j,~h,;,"e:s,t'igation rarely lends its~lf to e~xperime~tal or 
·even quasi-e.1xperini'ental designs, other approaches are utilized • 
It ~hould be noted theft certain specialized field services strat
egies which II incorporate' investigation components':;'-crime control 
teams or strike forces are exainples--may be. characterized by the 
performance mea'sure ,_comparison pf control and experimental groups. 
More prevalent, howeve"r, are designs which could be categorized 
as:,. (1) the hi.s~orical method, (2)"3'the descriptive survey method, 
(3)4the analytl,cal survey method, and (4) the case study me .. h
ode The historical method chronicles change in the investiga
tive process overtime as influenced by""external factors (e.g., 
Supreme Court decisions) and internal factors (e.g. r agency pol
icy, staffing le~~els, etc.). The descriptive survey method is 
based primarily on observation as the principal data collection 

.'strategy, and employs questionnaires and interviews as its pri
mary cOlJlponents. A more sophisticated survey'approach is embod
ied in the a'nalytical survey method which embraces more rigorous 
methodolog~ including perhaps the statistically-based testing of 
hypotheses. Finally, the case study method usually encompasses 
a retrospective examina·tion of a completed program designed to 
"learn frc;>m experience. II~ Typically, this method aoes not involve 
major data"collection or analysis' activities. 

Experim"ntal Conduct 

While the laboratories of the physicist or chemist allow 
·desired conditions to be prolonged almost indefinitely, the en
vironmer~ts of police field se.rvices experiments"a·r.e~ol')J.y approx
imations\ of these laboratories. Hence, there is reason to be 
concernet~ l oout problems such as the contamina·tions of the con
troland ':.experimental groups. The conduct of a successful ex
periment t~equi res that the general conditions in the cont:rol and 
experiment~l groups remain the same throughout the course of the 
experiment .(, 

To ach ieye th is it is necessary to monitor the experiment 
continuously \~or the entirely of its duration. This activity 
may take the for:m of onsite observation, periodic interviews with 
involved personrlel, .routine statistical checks on var,ious mea
sures (e.g., number of cars in patrol areas, surveyed cl:ime lev
els), or continuous time observation (e.g., use of automatic 
vehicle monitoring (AVr4) , tachographs) 0,' 
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The above comments are even more important ~when the program 
is of the quasi-experimental type. Without controls, one has an 
accountability problem with respect to the true determinants of 
program outcomes: Was it the program or some other-environmental 
condition that caused the observed resul ts? The col:lection of. 
process information won' t guarantee an answer, but such infor
mation may surely provide clues not "'otherwise available. 

Continuous time observation is clearly the most powerful 
method for ensuring that the conditions demanded by the experi
mental des ign are maintained 1 in particular, the use of AVM 
technology is promising in the patrol area. IMost patrol studies 
have utilized statistical checks combined with interviews, onsite 
obse,rvation, or both. 

Evaluation of ExPerimental Results 

.- The evaluali'on of experimental results in police field ser
vices generally, and p~rticularly in patrol, has relied heavily 
upon the use of clas'sical statistical procedures. The use of 
such procedures .. is pred,i'cated on the control group-experimental 
group design discussed earlier. If it is true that the sole 
difference between the experimental and control groups rests with 
the presence of an experimental tJ;,,~atm;en~t appl ied to the experi
mental group, then observed differences in the levels of pt~r
formance measures between the two gro,ups may be attributed to 
one of two sources: 

)/ 

• chance, or 
,; 

• the experimental treatment 

Statistical procedures along the lines of hypothesis-testing 
check to see if observed differences can be plausibly attribu
ted to chance. If plausible attribution to chance cannot be 
est.clbl ished, then the experimental tre.atment is assumed to' be 
r i ':,-;;ponslble for the observed differences by a process of elimi
n.ation. 

Similarly, quasi-experimental procedures util ize statisti
cal routines to compare program performance in the light of com
par is on groups, II before-and-after" periods ,or a reasonable model 
as discussed earlier. However, as ,the design of a test program 
dev iatesfrom that of the classic experiment , the rationale be
hind the use of statistical evaluation devices is weakened. In 
such cases ( which constitute the'maj ori ty of pol ice patrol re
search efforts), the collection of process data is extremely im
portant,as such information aids in determining whether or not 
it was the experimental innovation or some other combination of 
factors which was responsible for observed outcomes. 
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A REVIEW OF KEY PATROL STUDIES 

" The primary functions, ~)f pol ice patrol have not changed dras-
'tically over ~ime. Sir Robert peel stated in 1829 that: 

It should be understood, at. the outset, that the 
principal object to, be obtained is the Pre'iTention of 
Crime. ' 

.".'. ;';'~lr~~:~~·~ 
To thia great end, every effort of the polfc'Ef;'",i',-.:; 

to be directeO. T'he securityofp(.~rson and property, 
the preservat~on ,of the . public tt~anquility and all 
other objects of t.i police establishm\ent, would thus be 
better effected than by the detection and punishment 
of the offender after he has isucceeded in committing 
the crime ••• "Officers and police constables should 
endeavor to d~;.stinguish themselves by such vigilance 
and actlvityas may render it extremely l1ifficult for 
anyone to commit a cri~e wi thin that portion clf the 
town under their charge. . 

Over 140 years later, O.W. Wilson, iln his book .Police Admin
istration, wrote that'''the elimination of the actual opportunity, 
o.r the belief in the opport~it'y, for successful misconduct .is 
the basic., purpose of patrol. " Simi.lar statements may be found 
in any r.efererice which discusses the functions of police patrol. 

The preventive goal of patrol Ii as stated by Peel and echoed 
by Wilson) has given rise to what arle here referred to as "tradi
tional" patrol 'practices. For example, Peel's notion that "offi
cers and rjol ice constables should.endeavor to distinguish them
selves ••• " is directly reflected· i:n patrol. strategies which em
phasize ,Y'isibility as 'a major component. Strategies geared to
wards min!iimizing response times also tend to aid j.n the creation 
of an image of poliqe omnipresence. 

" 'J .j 

For :many years, these traditional practices were assumed by 
police d;~partmEmts to effectively deter crime. However, it had 
not been proven that preventive patrol does in fact deter crime, 
or tqatrapid police response affects the outcome of incidents 
invol.ving the police. This is somewhat curious when one con
side~fs that staridards for the evaluation of patrol forces are 
as rc)oted in history as is the notion of patrol i tsel f. Indeed, 
Peel claimed in 1829 that "when in any division offenses are fre
quently committed, there must be reason to suspect that the po
lice is not in that division properly conducted 9 The absence of 
crime will be conside~d the best proof for the complete effi
c iency 0 f the pol ice. " 

Thus, there existed a normative sense of what patrol was 
supposed to achieve (i.e., the prevention of crime), and an in
tuitive sense of how patrol could achieve this goal (i.e., strate-
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,. gies emphasizing high visibility patrol and rapid police response) 
throughout the first half of this centurYe with the exception of 
one or two efforts by individuals such as August Vollmer (in the 
192Q.,' s Vollmer attempted to redistribute manpower in order to 
equalize unit workloads: he was also the girst police chief to 

/' 'i nst.i tute a fully motori zed poli ce patrol), no serious attempts 
were'made to question whether or not the intuitive strategies 
were in fact attaining the normative goal. 

One of the earlier studies (1967) which did question tradi
tional patrol practices is contained in the report of the Science 
and Technology TaskForce of the President's Commission on L,aw 
Enforcement and Administration of Justice. Based upon an analy
sis of police operations in the City of Los Angeles, the find
ings of this study were sufficient to raise questions pertain
ing to the, utility of accepted patrol practice. One activity 
directly questioned by the Task Force was prev~htive patrol: 

Police on "preventive patrol" cruise the streets 
to look for crimes in progress. Presumably, this ac
tivity prevent~ crime because it poses a threat of de
tection and immediate apprehension. However, there is 
little evidence on how much crime is thereby prevented 
or 0t; ho~ much would be prevented wi th alternative 
tactlCS. 

The Task Force researchers estimated thatthe'probability of de
tecting a crime, such as robbery, via preventive patrol was so low 
that an individual patrol officer could eXPi8t an opportunity to 
detect a robbery about once every 14 years. 

, Limi ted ev idence presented suggested that apprehens ion prob
abilities were inversely related to response time, hence response 
time minimization on calls f'or service was seen as a useful goal. 
However, the Task Force stated that the effects of response time 
on ar~ests needed to be studied in more detail. 

Another conventional patrol practice questioned by the Task 
Forcl: was the equal manning of patrol shifts in large police de'
part;ments. Such time-independent manpower allocation schemes do 

'not reflect the time-dependent nature of demands for police 
service, nor do they reflect relative spatial needs for police 
service. The Task Force outlined some crude yet indicative sta
tistical procedures to deal with this problem. 

Stepping back for a moment, it is evident that three areas 
of patrol practice were· being questioned by the Task Force re
searchers, namely: 

(1) Issues surrounding the meri ts of preventi've patr91: 
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(2) Issues surround ing the merits of rapid pol ice re
sponse7 and 

(3) Issues surrounding the merits of traditional man-
power allocation schemes. 

We have already discussed the history associated with the first 
two of these areas 7 interest in t,his third area arises from a 
,questionin<l'of organizational and deployment policies practiced 
by th0 police for decades. 

These three notions of preventive patrol, rapid pol ice re
sponse, and time/space-independent manpower allocation schemes 
are characteristic of what was assumed to be efficient and ef
fective in police patrol. The Task Force report was one of the 
first studies to question these notions; most (if not all) of the 
"patrol research that has been conducted since 1967 may also be 
viewe~ as reacting to and/or expanding upon the presumed useful
ness of preventive patrol, rapid police response, and traditional 
manpower allocation schemes. 

What follows is a reView of selected studies wh~ch are quite 
representative of state-of-the-art patrol research. The intent 
here is to familiarize the reader with some of the substantive 
hypotheses which occur frequently in patrol research a,nd the con
clusions which have been reached by this research. While the 
studies reviewed do not exhaust the 1 ist of studies performed 
since 1967, the findings presented are indicative of what has 
been learned from patrol research. 

The Crime Control -n.am Experl",ent11 ' 

Beginning in July 1968, a~xperiment" involving an organiza
tional restructuring o£2"the police department was conducted for 
a I-year period in Syracuse, N. Y., a joint effort of General Elec
tric's Syracuse Electronics Laboratory ahd the Syracuse Police 
Department. It utilized patrol strategies such as: 

.th~; use of one-officer patrol cars; 

• the use of time-dependent manpower allocation sche
mesl and 

• the use of a mathematical model in an attempt to 
increase the detection p'robability of patrol. 

The Crime Control Team Experiment was evaluated, and the re
sults of the research included several interesting findings: 

• The substitution of two one-officer units for 'one 
two-off icer uni t was shown to increase the apprehen
sion capability of the patrol force. 
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" The use of systematic patrol procedures increased the 
crime interception rate to aboiJtsix time's the pre
experimental level. 

The new patrol strategies implemented' were viewed 
favorably by citizens of the local community. 

Although the Crime Control Team Experiment' was not able to 
show conclusively that the program strategies reduced crime rates, 
it did demonstrate that organizational str~Jctures other than those 
nOI'mally associated with traditional police departments could ef
fectively contrpl crime in an urban area. 

The Kiln ... City Preventive Patrol Experlment12 

'The results of the Crime Control Team Experiment were avail
able in book form in 1971. While this book was generating inter
est among police researchen'; and, practitioners, the groundwork 
was being laid for the most elaborate and well known police study 
to date. The intent of the Police Foundation's Kansas City Pre
ventive Patrol Experiment was to determine the effect of varying 
levels of preventive patrol on outcome measures such as the crime 
rate and citizen satisfaction with the police. Beginning in 
October, 1972, fifteen Kansas City police beats were divided into 
three groups of five beats. Each group of five beats was to re
ceive one of the following three levels of patrol acth~ity for 
a I-year period: . 

(1) Reactive Beats--no:,pr~~'entive patrol was to be per-
formed in I these areas . , 
I, , I, 

(2) ControlBeats--preventiv,e patrol was to be car
'ried out as usual 

(3) Proactive Beats--two to three times the normal 
level of patrol was to be implemented 

Th~ general finding of this study was that variations in the level 
of preventive patrol had no effect on the relevant' outcome mea
sures. Stated differently, the crime rates and levels of citizen 
satisfaction found in r::eactive, control, and proactive beats were: 
not significantly different from each other at the end of the 1-
year experimental period. 

The impl ication of these resul ts could be far-reaching. In
deed, if it really is true that preventive patrol has little in
fluence on the incidence of crime (this was suggested by the Sci
ence and Technology Task Force Report discussed earlier), then 
perhaps the amount of resources allocated to the patrol function 
should be seriously questioned. While some took the Kansas City 
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results as an indication that patrol forces could be vastly re
duced in number wi thOllt a' concurrent degradation in service, 
other researchers questioned the experimf~tal methodology and 

~ hence the validity of the stated results. 

While the emphasis of the Kansas City p'reventivePatrol Ex
periment was on the relationship between patrol and the crim'e 
rate, some positive "side effects" in the area of manpower allo
cation have emerged. For example, R. C. Larson presents a case 
for ~fluid patrol": 

••• if conditions warrant a change in the spatial de
ployment of units within a confined region (say a "pre
cinct," "district," or "divisiOn"), then if procedures 
are followed such as those used in Kansas City, such 
redeployments can be made without suffering marked de
gradations in ei ther lfctual or perce ived serv ice in 
the depleted regions. . 

Without doubt, the Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment 
remains one of the most significant pieces of patrol research 
performed to date. While the experiment did not prove conclu
sively that preventive patrol does not influence crime rates, 
the experiment did demonstrate that the relationships between 
patrol and crime may be much weaker than has been assumed. Fur
ther investigation of the relati,onship between preventive patrol 
and crime is a major concern for future research. 

Police Response Time: Its Determinants and Effects15 

The Kansas City Preventive Patrol Experiment generated large 
amounts of data useful for the testing of hypotheses other than 
those central to the relationship between patrol and crime. In 
particular, data on response time and related outcome measures 
such as arrest rates and citizen satisfactionm were collected. A 
detailed analysis of these data was released by the Police Foun
dation, in 1976, in a st\,ldy entitled Police Response Time: Its 
Determinants and Effects. ' "1 

.I 

While the small sampies involved in this study render its 
findings somewhat weak, ,;three separate surveys indicated that 
there was, no relationship' (between response time and arrest rates 
(contrary to the drift o~ the 1967 Science and Technology Task 
Force resul ts) • Similarly, wheh examining the impact of rapid 
police response on citi~~n satis·faction with the police, re
searchers found that citizen satisfaction with response time re
mair'led at a (high) constant level over a large range of response 
times, thus demonstrating that citi~en satisfaction does not de
pend on rapid police response. 
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Instead, the Iresearcheris found that'citizen satisfaction with 
the police depended upon th'e difference between observed and ex
pected response times, a dif:ference that was previq!Jsly not given 
much thought. If the polic-e were able to respond quicker than ex
pected, the citizen involved was more likely to be sat"isfied than 
if the police responded slower than expected. 

Kansas City R.spons. Tim. Analysis" ' 

Another major stUdy;' which examined the merits of rapid po
l ice response was also ,Undertaken in Kansas City when, in 1973, 
LEAA awarded a grant to the Kansas City Police Department. Pub
lished in 1974, the report Response Irime Analysis examineq sev
eral hypotheses similar to those scrutinized by the Police Foun
dation's response time "study just discussed. With respect to 
arrests, response time was shown to be inversely related to ap
prehension probability, but only marginally so. AL.so, surveys 
confirmed the earli'er result .. that most of the population was 
sat isf ied with response time regardless of the actual response 
time involved, though the difference between observed and expec
ted response time was again shown to be a determinant of citizen 
satisfaction with the police. 

This study is important for another reason; it was the first 
study which attempted to determine the length of the delay asso
ciated with citizen's reporting of crimes to the police. This 
delay was shown at times to be larger than typical response times 
(including dispatch delays). Based on thi~ finding and the re
sults discussed earlier, it was concluded that the minimization of 
response time is not an empirically justifiable goal. 

The St. louis AVM Experlment17 

Wh ile stud ies examining the effects of response time on 
various outcome variables were being undertaken in Kansas City, 
other researchers were focusing on the appl,ication of modern 
technology to police patrol using response time as a perform
ance measure. In July, 1974, Public Systems Evaluation, Inc., 
began an IS-month study of an automatic vehicle moni toring (AVM) 
system in conj unction with the St. Louis Pol ice Department. The 
potential gain in efficiency achievable via AVM was expected to 
arise from the practice of closest car dispatching, a practice 
not possible without exact car location information. 

A somewhat surprising result of the initial l6-beat Phase 
I study was the finding that the use of an AVM system did not 
reduce response time, despite the expected benefits of closest 
car dispatching. This finding was confirmed in a city-wide 
Phase II effort. involving all 135 beat cars. 
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However, as in th'e Kansas City Preventive Patrol Ex per im.enl:, , , 

a positive "side effeqt" was notiqed, again in the area of man
power allocation. It was suggested that'apprec-iable improvements 

,in patrol productivitY:tmay be obtainable by exercising the poten
tial for improved supervision of the patrol force using AVM. Such 
a supervisory capability could greatly enhance the possibility of 
et;tabl ishing a "fl uid patrol n 1 ike that suggested by Larson in his 
review of the Kansas City Preventive PatrolExperimen~ presented 
earlier. . 

The Worcelter Crime Impact Program 11 

Fluid patrol may be viewed ·as one alternative to traditional 
deployment and allocation schemes. A quite different alternative 
could entail a change in the role played by/police officers with 
respect to the call-for-service response fqndtion. In particular, 
the use of civilians to respond to noncrime, calls for service 

c,offers the opportunity for both a "depar"ture from traditional pa
trol staffing and an improvement in the productivity of the po
lice. 

In March, 1974, Public Systems Evaluation, Inc., undertook/' 
a 6-month Clfter-the-f~act evaluation of the Worcester 'Crime /Im
pact Program, whOS~tdnain innovative feature was '. the use/of some 
41 Police Servi,ce' Aides. This study demon~trated\ that for many 
police calls,.;a trained civilian can handle thE! work required .,' 
at a lower cost without compromising the qual~ty' of ser-vice p~,q,,:,,:::-:' 
vided •. In fact, the fracti()nof callsh~ndled,byciwiliaTIS~-can ' 
appr9ach the fraction' of calls fiandfedby'uniform~d~l?61ice off i-
cers~ > •• - ... ~'. 

/ ... --- .. -' 
As part of the evaluation eJf6rt, researchers were inter-

ested in whether or not the/-response times of Police Service 
Aides were acceptable to "the public. As in the'two Kansas City 
studies discussed earlier, citizen satisfa.ction with response 
time. was consistently high despite wide variations in response 
time. While 'this indicates that Worcester residents were hap
py with th~ attention they received, it also indicates that cit
izensatlsfactiot) is not too dependent on response time. 

The Wilmington Split-Force Experiment 1. 
/' 

.~d'/':· 

/ 
/ 

Yet another approach t.9;~lthe utilization of police resour
ces was tested in WilildngJ:'.'&.n,j' Del. The concept of split-force, 
which involves separating the preventive patrol and call-for
service response functions of the patrol force, was first tried 

. in St. ~ouis in 1966 and in Chicago in 1971. An :LEAA-funded 
test of the split"~force approach was conducted in Wilmington in 
1975, and again, Public Systems Evaluation, Inc., performed the 
evaluation of this program. 
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The results of thisstuay showed thatspiit-force patrol 
does increase the ~;~ficienrcy of the pa~}:;'Cil~ force" in both the 
ccall-fp_t:,,-s~,~"yice respon'se function aQ,d/'the preventive patrol 
function. Tfiis- improvement was aclyieved,,,c\ti;t;;hout decreased .ef":'o 
fectiveness on the part) \of the pat"tol force. Thus, thls program 
was able ,to demonstrate the feasibility of split-force patrol as 
a costeffective alternative' to trad i tional patrol strateg ies. 

,~~~ 

Another intere~,tl~g result from this study was in the area 
of response tim~,,./~here it was again. found that response time 
had no effect",/'on citizen satisfaction. In addition to this, a ,~ 
limited n!.lffiber of citizens were formallY infor.med that a re
sponsedelay would occur, and4'5"'p~rcent of these citizens re
sponded that they." couldr!" t care less"lo..,,-, Hence, the Wilmington 
study supports the contention that pol ice-r~sponse- time is not 
an important factor contributing to ci ti zen satisfaction with the' 
police., ' 

Patrol Staffing In San Diego: One- or Two-Officer Units 20 

When considering the allocation c-and deployment of police re
sponses, a seemingly simple· decision such as whether to staff a 
patrol unit with one or two officers c::an give rise to rather com
plex implications. Traditionally, many police departments have 
J3~t_a.ffed their cars with two officer!;, primarily for reasons of 

.~= "-"OO-'-~-=-safety. Those departments which have used one-officer patrol 
(such as the Crime Control Team in Syracuse) haver. usually ex
changed two one-officer units for each two-officer unit. 

In October, 1975, the Police Foul}dation began an experiment 
in San Diego where only one one-officer unit was substi.tuted for 
each two-officer unit. It was found that, in terms of response 
time, onscene arrests, officer injuries, and other perfo~mance 
measures, one-off icer uni ts perform~~d at a satisfactor.Y' level 
of effieiency and effectiveness. The cost implications of this 
drastic teduction in manpower are cleari .if one wished to retain 
eq~al-cost staffing options, the potential for increased produc
tivity through the use of one-officer patrol is very 
great. 2l Thus, a simple switch in staffing policy may have sig
nificant implications towards patrol pro~uctivity. 

To summarize, the major hypotheses tested in the last ten 
years of patrol research may be grouped into three major cate
gories: 

(1) Hypotheses which p~stulate the merit of preventive 
~atroli 

(2) Hypotheses which postulate the merit of rapid pol ice 
responsei 
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(3) 

.. 

. ,;'! 

Hypotheses which postulate the..mertt of alternative 
manpower allocation schemes and'othe:r-"'tfrOa(h:·t-i"v~~Yc._~~:~ 
issu"es. c;; • ~----~ 

While research inito some of these. hypotheses, ha~o proved to , 
be somewhat inconclusive (e.g., it, nafl yet to be shown in a cpn-, 
vi!,}cing' . manner that preventive patrol' does or does. not de.ter 
crime) {' there has been a consensus of research findings~ncer
tain areas. of inquiry. Most notable is the finding that'cr£izen 
satisfaction .. ,wi th the pol ice is _ not affected by pol ice response 
time; this i~;e~l twas· reached bY- four stud ies i which employed·dif
ferent me tll'odolog ies and Were des igned for d if ferent. purposes • 

. It is also apparent tha~fl~r ternatives to. traditicmal.vpatrol prac
tices (as illustra.ted ./iMW t.he Syracuse, Worcester, and Wilmington 

'studieslcan be.'impl'emented both efficiently and effectively in 
modern pol ice dei?!fr'ttnents. . Wee are hopeful that with further re

il·search in thep;ipatrol area, a corisEmsus of resultsgQverning the 
majori-ty-c:o~jpa"t.rol hyp()theses will begin, to surface. " /v· .....,:.. __ ;. 

" ~--;;;'::~~;::i 
i ~ 

/".. / "'. i_i .• 

A"AEVIEW/GFKEY INVESTIGATION .STUDIES 
. -::=~~~. , .-::' ;-': 

=- _~_~""/uniike ,patrol, thecriminai investigation function has not, 
_>."'-""-"''';~ historieally' been viewe!d as a-poi lce responsibil ity~' It has 

9 ~een said that Marc~s ~ucinius. Cra~sus of. early'- ~ome use~ cit
l.zens to gatherevl.de,nce for use l.n law courts,·· and lt was 
not until welL into tfle 19th ce!'}~ury .that cr;iminal i2yestiga-

. 'tions formally entered'the domain' 'of police activities. j . 

Wi th pol ice assuinption of investigatiye'" respons ibili ties a 
myth quickly . develop~d :th~4 c~ime COUl;gV"only be foug.p.t effec
tively by former criminals.. . Cons~quently, many of the eat:ly 
detectives were, in fact, f6riner cl7fminals. The belief was so 
strong that Parisial~/' officials, in an innovative attel1\pt to cope 
with ~ rising crime .rat;e"'at the·Oturn of the 18th century, appoin0' 
ted Eugene Vidocq (A~f6rmer-criminal) to head their new security 
organization. q/-' . t 

~~: I ~ r 

'\\ 

.-.:;:: 

.' Couplectwith. this belief was another which sUggested that 
investigQ1z8rs oug-ht' to mingle with criminals in order to learn 
their haQl.tsand i(:)btain inforrpation which w,ould <aid in the solu- , 
t~Oi1 of d:'~,m~s.'-~;Ur:tfortun~!:elY, this association with known crim
i8als led tQ,~the.ijemise of many an invest':i;gative unj;.t;-.~~i-::·E!er~-",e'xiam"'ii~~~iiC--' 
pie, the Londonl'"BOWj,Street' Runners, or "Thief. Takers," severely. I, i~ 
tarnished its lreputation by a willingness, to associate . \fiith ' 
known criminals/)~ In some instanSes, these civilian investigators 
even commi~ted~criminal acts. . .... 

l" .' ReCogniZ~hg the deficiency of investigative u~its .. like the 
Bow Street Rqhners, Sit:' Robert Peel introduced a proposal in Par
I iament in _f1829 i calling.-.-f-oiri-afoilffa.T-~fOl·ic.e'ose·rvice.=~"'~.is pro .... 

. f .r.-T 
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posal accepted, Peel was "appointed \to head t-henecWlycreated 
force. Al th~ugh _London's first police force had,_;,~eEfn formed ,it 
did not become - apparent until 184,2 that uni~;orined poliqernen 
cQ~ld: not adeq'ilatelyperform both the patrol c3Ald investigative 

;.:-~"",,;r:'>n-.,,~_ . ful'i'cl"tGn's~.- -aence";"",d2--,-,o,~..;rl.a."ee'rs wereassJgJ1,§!c~Vto a plainclothes 
unit and housed at Whitehall Place--also known as Scotland Yard 
--and special izat·ion had, in essence, occurred for the first time 
in a. £otm~l law enforcement organization. -'- _0_ 

The use "of. such -a special ized unit in the United Statesc:J~ ... " 
.mellqed ~years later when U~~ Boston p/ol ice Department, ',ulsign'ed 
3 of~its 33-man. forceasdete,ctives./ Since these men were as
signed to the police headquarters,.,the~first detec1;ive func·tion 
in the U. S. was a central i-zed one. ,,' (Still, U~e theory prevailed 
that detectives must be closely a:ssociated with known criminals 
in order to perform the~r duties, adequately.).: 

._. As detectiveu.nj.tsexpanCl~d, sp too'did the number ,-of~c.hol
arly·attempts' to examine various criminal investigation topics. 

,Examples include a dissertation by Hans Gross on the impact of 
psychology on crime in his book Criminal Psychology; Leonhaid 
Felix Fuld's discussion of the administrative functions of po-~" 

·'·lice and specific units within police departments in Police Ad
ministration; Elmer Graper's examination of detective' service cfl(:~o 
in his book .. American Police Administration; and Charles O'Hara's 

- class ic text, Crilninal ,Investigation, which analyzes criminal in-
o vestigation techniques. -

cd 
Many of these writings only perpetuated the myths associa";; 

ted with investigative. ~work. One such erroneous ~ss4mption pre-
sumed that the solgtion' ofa case was a function of ci:!detective' s =~. 
qualifications •. 'Even:. , today manY,.li"nconfirrned suppositions are 
espoused as"gospel by "experts" in the criminal investig;ation area •. ,~;., ~ 
For example-', a widely used contemporary text claims tl1:at the per~ '. 
centag~s:: of case clearances by arrest and the percentage and 
amouir.~r cof "property recQver:ies, reflect closely the ability and 
effort of the investigating-officers. . . 

Scientific Criminal Investigation 

. Interwoven· with the.~Atleve.fopment of the field of criminal 
._ .-;.."",,~(n'l.e.~tt.i9.act.-~,<:m, .. ~,,"j;:s~~t1fec- use. of scientif ic techniques to assist 

="==./~ in the soiution of crimes. Simpson (1969) descr:ibes the"advance-
,rY':r ment of scientific techniqu~~s applied t~5criml.nal investigation 

{ as evolving in three overlapping stages:-

(1) the Medico-Legal Era 

(2) the Criminological Era 

(3) the Scientific Era 
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:- ThJ§Y"!ledico-Legal Era; saw an increase ~n 'the use of eXE~~'t 
med ~G'a1 advice. to determl,rl~~ the cause' of death 'or inj ury in cr im- <_,~:=-"-'" 
inal c~s~s and. the pr~ciressi,ve dever9c~mentaof; foren;;}2 medi<?ine.~--4' 
~he Crlmlnologlca-l Era produceQa ser1es of. ~cales 'for the lq~cn~r;~/ 
tiJication 'and description of evidence, but: the maj or,qS,,-compT'"'itSl)-
~ents .l~e ir:tthe d~velo~mentc:o~ techn~~ues for 5J,~~:sei~fication;:~nd, ? ~ 

. ldentlft?atlo~ o~ physl.ca.l eVl.dence. rA;~~amp:l-es.~nclud.e .}}ertll- , ;/fr 

lonage-~l.dentlfYlng crlmlnals by;::c.,centp-arlng thelr phys~c'al mea-:?",/ 
surements--:-" Rouge' S" portra,itgalle.ry,and tte dev.e,ropmen~o-f 
fingerprints. r Fin~,l}Y:j~'~i.he .ScientitLg~~r?a=w-as cl~a'ract~",~:h'zed"by~ 
the~applicati.op;,of scientific tecrrn'iques of measurem~nj~rand ahdly'" 
s is to pbyS"'l'Cal~v id~nce-; _-/~:,-::r 

.,;;_' "._ :~.' \0it r . __ -:; ",-:-_-o"_,.,-;"~':r , __ "-_"._~~~._ .. _ 

"pp:.s~''::'''Unti.i' recently 1,i ttleatteht:ion JlaS"1f~en g i~;~"to £he"cpn-" 
. duct of experiments 4r quasi-expex",i-ments in the ""area of crim.i-

nal investigation field ser~icgS: As a,resul t, the old mytQs' ';" 
a:ndurifouridedassumpti:ops!~~bgut ' investigative practices perpet.-:!i c,-:: ,'c 

'uated literally for./centuries. - The first significant, attemftt.c, -
to dispel the ,aura surrounding the investigative functipnwas 
made in l,967 by the President's Com~ission on Law Enforcement 
and Administration of Justice. The Task Force examined the in
terfaceb_etween/patrol and investigation, suggesting, specifi- ~~:;;.:~-;. :;£::;"',;" 
cally, that It'd faster response time leads to more arrests;"~()~~p'}e'd~::~'-
with a reduced response" time was the recommendatio!!.f7,t:na;€f,;;"Patrol 
officers cpoduct more thorough preliminary i!)Re,S't"fgations at the 
scene in order "to obtain' more inforI1!.c!90nc'f"O"'"t follow-up investi-

~gatiory.s by detectives. The ~~~.reaorcWers noted that few foll:9}'1u~g 
were made by detectiv~§.<',4:Jl,;'ca'S~s where information was lacking.. <' 

~. ~:::::4;~9~ '-'~---

Th.-e~.a's'K'J7'F.orc~ report went on to suggest that due to scarce 
~,.<""pat1t8r:::-resources,civiliar'is be used to fO,rm ckP~linfinary inves

d~,,~;,~,:~r--'~'tigative squad;, that computer-aided search capabiYlty be devel-
",,_":;" oped an~implemented c(o ,),ifacilitate the searching; of latent fin-. 

gerprint~i that detective forc.€tS':5should consi~er employin~ more 
field resQu'rces for dealingGwith burglaries; .~nd that police de
partments modify their crit'eria for emergency~ disRatching,. i.e., r'-".7"~"= 
prioritize calJs. . ",'3"~"" 

,,' . _. __ ~ .. ,;c.!=--_-.=.-:cf"''='.-';-~:''''''--''''?c. "C---:;-' '--'fE!;s~- :.--0-.-0="-,'-' -c..;-_':",-"- .. _ .. _'< < 

> perhaps the,)ll,pst"-:rmportant long .... term contrlb"ubl'on of the 
-1"" ,T~,s1s'Ff,oroed.:r-e':p6rfwas not its questiol}Ancj of investigative pro-

c..==r~,c"'''K.',;'''4''C'(''-'''Y"'''''cedures, but rath'e"r its catalytic effect on future inves'tiga
,tion research. Of particular interest to ,the researchers was 

the impro"ement of po,]. ice effectiveness. To this eria; the Task 
Force· recommendations~"'we'reto; 

• 

• 

- . .,..' ~ 

Develop a fundamentaJ:research and analysis program 
over a multi·~year tJme'~/'period in one or more large 
metropol itan po~ice department in order to explore 
in:. m6rE§' detail 'the characteristics of crime, arrests, 
and fJeldand investigative practices 

Develop computer-aided search syste~fi 
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J'" 
.,'-" - +-~. ..;:::::::,/" -... ::.; - --;;:; 

•.... De.velop spec:i)al da,~a' collection meth9~'fAinordeJ:' ~tQ" 
- _~c' 0 :' -obtain infor,:ria1;.j.,oh on field prae1::,i¢es· ,Y " 

=~ ,~::/~y ~~~r1~ ,-;-. .:'~ 

• ' ~~~::t~~:~~~~:r~~:n:~,:~:~~~~~~ge statistical proce-
U"UI.t::::s .LVI.. IlIClll1:-'OWIC:~ __ ~.L.LV"'Cl'-'&'~1l 

~,. 

'~As in the patrol area the Task F(;)~ce report calJ,:e9'iJ~~:1·(con-
P?'- trolled experimentation. The Task Force rese-%,fJ}jte~l"'s="'C:O)funented 

on the' type of st""g,dy needed: ,~, 
. . ~, ...• r:2';c/~;=-~;'> , 

'l1hestudywould have to be ofp'-'an iterative (step-by
step) , nature. It wouldbeg,pl with a series of hypoth-
eses based on the resul t~,,,'''of this study, and for which 
data' would be specif iCi3,l/ty collected. As anaIysis is 

~,'~' underJ:ci'k.en,·, new I:!y..R0e1~ses would be developed arid would 
'also have-",E9-<!:':be;;:~test'ed and special datac;:ollected for 

. thQse5,.!.ptfrposes.. It is clear that studies of this kind 
)\:9~~ifi::;?arious departments are essentic~l if the pol ice are 

'

,; .. ,,,,s:cr<,p~~'D.,e-- .. ,., to gai,n their. factually s~~ported understanding of ways 
,'~ to improve effectiveness oj . ;' . ' 

''''.-:-

W' As i!y~patrol'" during the last decade researchers have ini-,,,,,/ 
",_=~ta:,t~g several major.studA~s.-in an attempt to clarify the issue~ ~,'~~' 

ra,t'sed by the Crime ,Commission. However, unl ike patrol, the area j~; 
of criminal invest1gation has not been explored with great vigor~,:",~ 
This hgs~-been due, in part, to the avaihlbility of more rea~liI~y 

, guanitif iable' patrol performance measures, and, perhaps, to .a,'·'com
,Groon! perception of patrol as the core of pol ice fieldserv).:(..:~ .oper

ati9ns.. When investigation issues are explored, survey research 
has been the most prevalent examination technique.~<::·· 

~. '/ ./~- ~ 

) What follows ;s ar::gv:i,~w oi""select:ed· -;:e,sb~r_chror>roj~c;ts>p~;rJ'2:'';''
,formed siI)~e,c t-he'"T967- Crime CommissioD.~/ Whicl~ C these reports 

"."a!:.$'but"'~~a'·· sample, of all research _efforts::: in the inye'stigative 
ar&a, their findings are representat~ive of what has beem learned. 

i _ 

Municipal, P~t~ctive Systems - a QuantBr.~ive Approach 30 
-"------

-F~-- In 1971, Joseph Folk, a graduate student at the Massachu-
setts _Institute of Technology, publ ished his find ing s concern
~ng alternatives in case assignmentopolicies. Folk's research 
-employed~.a computer simulation model wh'ich incorporated a "min-
imum service-time" . cri',terion, "interrupt" matrices, and cas.e 
priorities. ' C 

" S . ~ 

Folk reported: 
Ii 
~: a 

(1) that eyewit;nesses were the most ft;~aquent and valua~' 
ble sources of evidence; 

(J i: /1 
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(2) that Boston detectives had caseloads too heavy to 
allow for detailed case-solvin9 procedures~ 

,( 3) tha,t Boston. distr.ict detectives were being assianed 
to 'many special details, thus reduc.ing the iriv~~sti
gative manpower, 

'~----

(4) that the supervisor's estimate of minimum investiga-; 
tion times was unrealistic1 

(5 ) that mug shots ,eyewi tnesses, or victim's friends 
and relatives can be' helpful in the investigation 
of certain Section. A crimes (classified by Folk as 
homicide, rape, rObber'y) and in less than 20 per
cent of Section Bcrimes' (classified by Folk as 
burglary, larceny, auto theft, etc.); 

(6) that there was I a correlation between case closing 
and seriousness of crime; and 

(7) that physical evidence was seldom found in Boston. 

Folk acknowledges that' his effort is a first-cut and by def
inition also parochial in nature. Despite these admitted short
comings, Folk's effort was, and still remains, one of the very 
fe~mathematically-based investigative research efforts. 

The Investigative Function: 
, Criminal Investigation in the United States 31 

While Folk was conducti.ng his research in Boston, Richard 
Ward was preparing his doctoral dissertation (at the Univ;ersi ty 
of California at Berkeley) which was completed in 1971. Unlike 

'Folk, who rev:i,ewed operations ''in only one police c""oartment, 
Ward expanded his research to include several'. Compar. _ . detec
tive operations in the New York Ci:ty. and San Francisco Police 
Depa1:'tments, he set out to determine': 

(1) if there were any differences in investigative ef
fectiveness between these two departments, and 

, , ' 

(2) whether or not investigative effectiveness was de
pendent upon detective organization (generalist vs. 
special is t) • 

His sample for the latter comparison consisted of 21 police 
departments which employ one or the 'other style 'of organization. 

'Ward, a former New York detective,' found that upon examination of 
burglary and robbery clearance rates there were no significant 
differences between New York and San Francisco general ist and 
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specialist detectives. However, in his comparison of the larger 
grouping of agencies, he concluded that "generalist or specialist 
detectives have no impact upon robbery_ arrests ••• but those de
partments using generalists had greater success in the3~urglary 
arrest category than those using burglary specialists." . 

Like Folk, Ward also found detectives to be overburdened with 
cases, and a 'correlation between 'the seriousness of the crime and 
the likelihood of case-closing. In addition, he cited a high 
physical evidence recovery rate and suggests that the processing 
limitation~ of the crime laboratory limit its value. Raising 
serious questions about 'the efficacy of arrest and clearance rates 
as a measure of detective productivity and efficiency, Ward cites 
a lack of uni form standards, among pol ic~ departments regard ing 
these rates. Some departments clear a case based upon suspect
related information, others clear it upon arre,st, and still others 
only upon conviction forI/the offense. 

Because h~s work is frequently cited in the investigation 
literature,'on,e must look beyond Ward's own caution to the reader 
and examine his methods carefully. (Ward cites many methodologi
cal problems which include: lack of adequate records, agency non
cooperation; lack of relevant data1 absence of related studiesi, 
use of a comparative systems approach1 size of the police depart
ment1 ,and the year of the study.) Under clo~e scrutiny there 
appear to be, some questions ,about the validity of his conclusions. 
However, the data needed to verify his computations are not avail
able in text. 

Enhancement of the Investigative Function 33 

In 1973, Bernard Greenbert ~t aL of -the Stanford Research 
Institute completed a major research effort and produced what is 
now known as the SRI solvability model. In essence, this model 
helps pol ice offic:~rs identify those burglary cases which are mOst 
likely t~ be solved through further inve~tigation • 

. ' 
Focusing upon the type of information obtainet:1 by the pol ice 

officer after arriving at the scene, it wasfd;und that during 
the officer's preliminary investigation certainttpes of informa
tion about the crime it'self (e.g., a vehicle license number) was 
found to be of greater vaiue than a description of the stolen item. 

Upon close examin~tif~Q' the SRI researchers were able to de
velop a burglary, ~nvesti;g'ative, checkl ist, which aided officers 
and police managers to ,ae~ide which cases would most likely be 
sblved. Under their syste~'each piece of information is assigned 
a numerical value" bas~d lJpon its importance. For example, usable 
fingerprints c:lre assignetl a higher value than a description of 
stolen property. After total~ng the values assigned to all the 
information' obtai/led at the ci.rime scene, a, case with' a number 
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exceeding a presc'ribed threshold is pursued1 a case with a number 
below the threshold is not considered likely to be solved. 

The resul ts of the study have been adopted by 'many iPol ice 
departments in an effort to increase the product.ivity and effi
ciency of the investigative unit. In most cases the implementing 
departments have been successful in focusing greater attention 
upon the cases which have a higher probability of solution~ Other 
researchers have replicated this study and further replications 
are currently underway to verify, refine, and add precision to 
the model. 

The Criminal ,Investigation Process M 

The Rand Corporation conducted the most comprehensive inves
tigation research to date. Under an IJEAA grant the research 
team carried out a 2-year study during whj .. ch they surveyed approx
imately 150 law enforcement agencies, and conducted interviews and 
observations in 29 departments., 

Publi!shing its report in 1975, Rand confirmed the results of 
other evaluative research and also broke new ground. Selected 
findings reported: 

(1) that in over one-half of cleared cases, the identi
fication of the offender was supplied to the re
porting officer by the victim (supporting a Task 
Force finding); 

(2 ) that most cases receive cursory attention (if there 
are few leads, little followup will.·occur) ~ 

(3) that investigators choose cases using the strength 
of leads and seriousness of the crimes as selection 
criteria; 

(4) that more evidence--especially latent fingerprints 
--was being collected than could be effectively 
used; 

(5) that the! structure in which pol ice investigators 
are organized--specialist -vs. generalist--had no 
correlation with crime, arrest, or clearance rates 
(parallels Ward's finding); 

(6) that investigative strike forces possess the poten
tial to increase arrest ratf;!S for a few t.arget 
crimes; and 

(7) that differences in investigative training, staff
ing, workload, and procedures have little effect 
on crime, arrest, or clearance rates. 
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Comprehensive in scope, the :Rand study had many outcomes. 
One, in particular, was reduction in the "mythology" which hitherto 
had surrounded the detective. For example, the finding that in 
more than ,half of the cleared cases the identification of the 
offender was suppl ied to the pol ice all but erases the image of 
the detective as a "super sleuth." The inevitable controversy 
surrounding the report's findings resul ted in a large volume of 
criticism--some competent and some irresponsible in character. 
Legitimate criticism addressed study design problems, largely at
tributable to the enormous scale of the study. Of equal concern 
were some resul ts which appeared to be based upon limited data. 

To their credit the Rand team listened to the constructive 
criticism of its report. When appropriate they defended their 
resul ts; in other cases, s imply acknowledged their peers. The 
outcome, however, was a text, published in 1977, restating their 
findings. It a.ddressed the earlier criticisms and in most cases 
clarified questionable results. 

Detective Work 35 

In 1977, sociologist William Sanders published a text based on 
his study of a California Sheriff's Department. In most cases, 
his work supported the findings of others. " 

For example, Sanders study confirmed that information sup
plied to the police officer about the crime is significant. In 
fact, he notes two rule~ which seemed operative wl)en it came 
to screening cases. First, the "important case rule" stipulates 
that only cases deemed important by investigators were investi
gated. Second, the "workable case rule" implied that where no 
leads appeared to exist, cases would not be pur.sued. 

Sanders also found a correlation between case closing and 
ser iousness of the cr ime; th,a t 1 it tIe could be done with phys ical 
'evidence because of processing limitations; that variou.s special
ized investigative units produce higher clearance rates on target 
crimes (e.g., homicide, burglary, robbery); and that certain types 
of investigations require unique methods of investigation (e.g., 
arson), hence specialized training is required. ~ 

Varieties of Police Behavior 36 

James Q. Wilson began his research in 1965, first published 
his results in 1968, and his book is now in its seventh printing. 
Always an influential figure in shaping criminal justice policy, 
W~lson's study characterized police departments according to their 
operational modalities. 
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, 
The typolQgy is comprised of three descriptors: 

" ,) 1 

i r 
(1) The watchman style which emphasizes ma~ntenance 

of public order; " 

(2) The legalistic style which promotes fhe .. law en
forcement aspect of the police role; 

(3) The service style ofpplicing in whichpolic.e re
spond to the community as if it were the "market" 
and they the producers of a' "product," which meets 
the demand of the community. 

In Wilson's view, a police department's style will affect its 
procedures, hence oftentimes influencing its arrest or clearance 
rates. The notion of different styles of policing has important 
consequences for the involvement of patrolmen in the investigative 
process. It seems likely that in ~ ~egalistic police department 
arrests and clearance rates may be more" important than in a watch
man-style department. As Wilson notes, "a watchman-like depart
ment is interested in avoiding trouble and in minding its own 
business •••• The pre-disposition to avoid involvement--to control 
(not eliminate) public disorder rather than to enforce the law-
depends not on corrupt motives, but on the incl inations of the 
men recruited into pOl~7e work and the norms of the organization 
to which they belong." 

The legalistic department, according to Wilson, " ••• tries 
to get the men to work harder, conf ident in some areas (for example, 
vice suppression) and hopeful in others (for example, preventive 
patrol,' field interrogation, juvenile ~~tations, traffic summons) 
that will achieve a desired objective." As Wilson notes, in this 
style, there has been an attempt made by some pol ice chiefs to 
erase the long-standing separation between the patrol forces and 

" the detective force, so that men could be assigned from on~ area 
to another. 

Patterns of Metropolitan Policing 39 

In 1977 Elinor Ostrom et ale released a study of th~ organi
zation of metropol itan pol ice departments in 80 Standard Metropo
litan Statistical Areas (SMSA's) across the country. While most 
of their report does not imp.act greatly upon the inve~tigative 
fu~ction, portions of it do support other investigation evaluative 
research stud ies. Closely relat.ed to Wilson' s perception of a 
service-style of policing, Ostrom et ale view police departments 
in an industrial framework--a concept of producers (police) and 
consumers (users of police services). 

The researchers noted, in general, that detectives were over- . 
wo~ked; observed a high recovery rate of physical evidence that 
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was seldom used due to the inability of crime labs to process it1 
perceived that ~nvestigators are assigned differently depending 
upon geographical areas, and that such assignments may impact 
upon productivity and costeffectiveness (one- vs. two-man detec
tive car) 1 and that "more that 80 percent of the 'producers' 
of burglary investigation in the 80 SMSA' s (Standard Metropol~tan 
Statistical Areat~) ;Ytfign police generalists to investigate resi
dential burgulary." 

Hypothelel Telted 

In presenting a representative review of investigation re
search and evaluation in the past decade, the intent has been to 
acquaint the reader with the recurring iss'ues addressed in the 
conduct of the studies 1 to convey a sense of the h,istorical evo
lution of the research and evaluation1 and to familiarize the 
reader with the kinds of conclusions drawn as a result. To sum
marize in hypothesis~specific terms, the last 10~ years have 
examined: ,- t 

l t 

(1) Hypotheses which postulate the merit of case
.blosing and -clearance methods; 

(2) Hypotheses which postulate the merit of the coliec
tion and use of evidence1 

(3) Hypotheses which postulate the merit of alterna
tive manpower allocation schemes and other produc-
tiv ity improvement schemes. "\ 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 

While the state of the art of police field services research 
and ,evaluation is well, represented in the foregoing sections, i.t 
remains to focus upon the collecti'\7e findings of these studies in 
an attempt to discern what has been learned. Two significant 
issues are evident. First, using the experiment as a research 
tool has engendered large investments of time and money to examine 
relatively few hypotheses. Second, reasonably conclusive evidence 
has been generated for only one or two of these hypotheses. As 
an example, the patrol hypotheses that" response time is inversely 
related to citizen satisfaction"--one of the more popular issues 
examined--has pretty much been disproved. In its place several 
studies have suggested that the difference between observed and 
expected response time is the major satisfaction determinant. 
Yet, these "conclusive" results are virtually singular in that 
very few additional hypotheses have been adequately tested. 

Part of the difficulty may lie in the paucity of replication 
activity. If field services ev~luative research is known by the 
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hypotheses it scrutirH;,zes,we have too many disjoint studies. It 
is inappropriate to experiment !~9nly \'{~th previous untested hypo
theses. Ratherthan exhibiting ''Planned overlap in the hypotheses 
considered for investigation, it seems almost coincidental when 
stud ies address common questions. For instance, the following is 
a list of 10 substantive hypotheses: 

• Increasing patrol intensity increases the number of 
crimes intercepted in progress 

• Response time is inversely related to citizen satis
faction 

• Response time 'is inversely related to apprehen~~Qn, 
probability 

• Response time is inversely related to the number of 
officers in patrol 

• Automatic Vehicle Monitoring reduces response time 

• Automatic Vehicle Monitorin~ increases officer safety 

• One-officer patrol is more efficient that two-offi
cer'patrol 

" One-officer patr6l is characterized by a higher work
load than two-officer patrol 

• Two-officer patrol is safer than one-officer patlt'ol 

• "Specialized" patrol is more productive than "rou-
tine" patrol 

On the average each hypothesis has been examined by only a few 
major studies--not enough to yield conclusive results. Most re
main as "dangling hypotheses" yet to be tested. 

The' experieri'ce of other disciplines is valuable here~ In 
fields such as education and psychology it is not uncommon to find 
a large volume of studies tes~ing essentially identical hypotheses. 
Given recently developed rigorous procedures for collec4fve anal
ysis of the resul ts of many such independent stud ies, it would 
be advantageous if more studies examining equivalent hypotheses 
were available. At the very least, this would permit a possible 
consensus of results to surface. 

When compared wi th elaborate field experimentation, secondary 
analysis is a far less expensive approach. By secondary analysis 
is meant manipulation of orlg inal source data in order to test, 
develop, or refine hypotheses that were either not analyzed or 
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inaequately analyzed in the original study. One can identify and 
specify e'xtant data bases which afford the best opportunity for 
secondary analyses leading to: deeper probing into the jurisdic-.' 
tion--specific or project-specific questions addressed in the' 
original studY1 and, comparative analyses across jurisdictibnsand 
agencies. The authors have identified several such secondary 
analyses which reanalyzed prior evaluative research using4~iffer
ent statistical methods to test the original hypothesis. 

Having viewed evaluative research on investigation in a hypo
thesis-based framework, the authors perce~ve a need for the con
duct of investigation studies which utilize an experimental ap
proach. To date, most investigation studies have involved anal
ysis of operations as they were practiced in the police depart
ment(s) at the time the study was conducted. One could reasonably 
alter tr.aditional investigative practices in order to test one or 
more specific hypotheses. For example, the relationship between 
the quality of the investigative process and crime analysis or 
report scre'ening/enhancement activities merits experimental exam
ination. Such experimentation would also shed needed 1 ight on the 
patrol/investigation interface. Too little is known about the 
relationship between the two functions in terms of their shared 
responsibilities for essential 'field service tCisks. A larger 
aggregate body of experimental resul ts in investigation would resul t 
in a more complete systemic view of people field services and, 
perhaps, improved methods of cr iminal apprehens ion and cr ime pre
vention. 

A number of trends attributable to the prevailing austere 
economic condition have been reflected in the body of field serv
ices evaluative research. One such trend is the rapidly increas..:. 
ing attention being given to field service resource allocation by 
police agencies, with the objective of providing adequate service 
with fewer personnel and less material--i.e., improving producti
vity. ~o assist in meeting this challenge, police decisionmakers 
are turning to repently developed resource allocation tools, in
cluding some sophisticated computer-based models. This may be a 
sign that an enthusiasm for creative uses of technology is sup
planting the technO-log ical II negati~,ism" of the past several years. 
Another cost-based trend is the departure from crime-reduction 
methods of accountability. In its place we find that police 
agencies consider, for example, that patrol operations are cost
effective so long as the dollars allocated t.o p'atrol and the 
local crime rate' remain at or below some establis,hed threshold. 

While organizational in nature, there exists a diversity of 
operational constraints which impact upon the conduct of police 
field serv ice activ ities--and are discussed in field serv ice stu
dies. Among them are union-imposed constraints which can, for 
example, impinge upon patrol flexibility by requiring two-officer 
staffing. Similarly, ,legal constraints have, in the past, estab~ 
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lished .that a jurisdiction may not de~iate from a statutory patrol 
schedule." Of course traditi,on--the severest constraint of· all-
often finds police departments employing the same field service 
strategiesl~or decades. 

1 ~ 

The process of evaluation of field se~vice innovations is 
itself und'ergoihg discernable changes. In particular, the use of 
structural models (described above) is growing rapidly. This is 
largely attributable to the dimensions of generalizability and 
insight ,regarding causality which model-based evaluations add. 
In fact, recent evaluative research solicitations issu~d by the 
~ational Institute. of Law Enfo.rcement .an_d cri~~al ~Justice have, 
1ncorporated mode11ng as a des1gn requ1rement. 

The current state of knowledge in police field services is 
significantly advanced from that of 1967, due in large part!, to 
what bas been l.earned from the conduct of a. number of highly 
significant research and evaluation studies. Despite the inevi
table controversy surrounding study findings, occasional contra
dictory results or technical inaccessibility--causing some prac
titioner, evaluator, and researcher confusion--there can be little 
doubt that eval~?ltion and research have found acceptability in, and 
contributed to the police practitioner community. The task before 
us is to establ ish what is known, through a process of assessment 
and synthesis; enhance that current state of knowledge through 
repl ication, secondary analysis.f and other research and evaluation 
activities; and extend the state of knowledge by establishing and 
implementing a well-::thought-out agenda for future evaluative re
search. 
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Police Reorganization 
A Review of Hs Evaluation* 

Roger B. Parks is associate director of; the Workshop inPoUtical 
Theo~ and Policy Analysis~at Bloomington, Indiana. 

, " 

For many years reform-oriented government commissl.ons, &tudents 
of public administration, and members of good government groups ,?have 
"worrj}ed that there were far~toomany police agencies in the United States 
Cl~ld, lin particular, too many small pol ice agenc ies. These small agenc ies 
have been charged wi th being iheffective in supplying serv ice to their 
own jurisd ictions and' wi th contributing negatively to the effectiveness 
of pol ic ing ac ro,ss broader ~ u'r~sd icti0r:ts through theL-"fragmen ting ef-~ 

I effects on delIvery of /pollce serVIces. , 

A variety of st.ructural reforms have been proposed to allevi'ate 
this perceived defect in Ame-:ican policing. Total consolidat.ion of 
all police agencies in a / county, a metropolitan area, a region, or 
even statewide has often been recommended as the most desirable so
lution. Second-choice solutions for the "problem" /include partial 
consol i'dations through smaller scale me.rgers . (particularly of ag,~n
cief? with less than 10 officers), interlocal service agreements 
or service contracting" consolidated production of particular subser~' 
v ices in pol ic ing such as., d ispa tch, train ing, and crim inal labora
tory facilities, and enhanced coordination and cooperation through 
the use of formal mutual-aid ~acts and other binding intergovernmenno 

tal or, interagency agreements. . 

Those reform recommendations have been based on principles of 
"g60d government" and on management and orgarlization theories rather 
Uian on fact-based evaluations of' the associated costs and benefits. 
~one of the major reform statements contains empirical data bearing 

Ion the effectiveness or the efficiency of police agencies of differ
! ing size, nor do they contain data that might be used to dem,:)n

strate improvement in services through organizational change. Frag-
mented metropolitan areas are damned through a count of the number 
of separate agencies operating, while consolidated or parttally con
sol ida ted areas are claimed to be succe,sses on the basis of state
ments bY3 the administrators ,.responsible for ,implementing the 
r'eforms. 

More\'recently there has been a growing concern tbat changes might 
be necessary in the organization of the very large pol ice agencies 
found in major cities. Critics have argued that these large agencies 
have become overspecialized, overprofessionalized, and more and more 

>I- This reviezu UJas prepared UJith paptial support from the National Science 
Foundation through Grant No. GI-43949. The opinions expressed are of course 
the author's "oUJn and do not ~necessaPi ly peflect the viezus of the Foundation 
or of the Workshop in Political Theory and PoUcy'Analysis. 
Copypight (c) 1979 by Rogep B. Parks 
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~.l.{.~r.~(>v .. ,v,~.C::Jf. ro~ <the~ c i ti zens., in" t.".~,e i~. .,j u : ...... ~. s:.: ~o~t10ns. ru:comm.e~;a.t i. o ... n\~. 
·tI,llons."have 1ncluded decentral1zat10n through prec1nct and low.er 

, l~vel'~(stor~front)·, pol-ice stati.9ns,.j-Il~J::eased usage of,pgenef'..;.'~-~ 
al'~st police officers rather' than specialists for many duties, 
and'wa.rious fonns of geographic-pases3 team pol icing, wi th small 
~roup~ of efficers. a,ssi~ne~~esf>0fsiblli-ties for pqlicingsp~sJ.f-
1C subareas of the ]qr1sd1ctl.on..._""""'''' 

THE SElTING FOR POTENTIAL EVALUATION 
.. 

~ ~~.~?~~~ ~ 
In recent ye.C!,rsJ,there have been several l~arge-scale con

solidation~.~oJ:<'7~aTl or most police agencies in a g.iven area, 
sev . .e.ral<·fnstances .. of con sol ida tion of two' or more pol ice -, agen-
~ciEis,c and 'manY inst;anc~s6f functional con sol idations for the 
purpose of producing ol1e or more services .. for otherwise separate 
police agencies. Examples of recent large-scale consolidations 
of agencies included those undertaken in Nashville-Davidson County, 
Tennesseej Jacksonville-Duval County, Florida; Lexington-Fayette· 
County, Kentucky; and . Las Vegas-Clark County, Nevada. Smaller 
scale consolidations of police agencies have occurred inNo'rthern 
York County, Pennsylvania; Roseau County, Minnesota 1 and Ward 
County ,.,Not;th Dakota. , ' 

. ..." F.unctional consolidations can be found as jointdispatch 
centers, join't: training facilities, joint.detention facilities, 
mul tiag.ency cJ;'ime labs, narcotics task forces, and "major case 
sq:uads'1, in many parts of the country. These consolidations have. 
been p~rticularly prevalent in ar::rangements for aux iliary and 
staff services. In a recent study of policing. in 80 Standard Met
ropol,it:an Statistical Areas (SMSA) across the United States, 68 
perc~ht of municipal police agencies were found to,.produce !their 
own.t;adio communicat,ions and 7 percent .. the·irown entry-level train
ing. Those agenc·ies not producing their own services received 
them' 'und.er a variety of interorganizational arrangements often 
incl,uding contracting with a county or interju:risdictional.commu
nicatiQ'ns center, or participation in a regional training academy.5 

= Cooperative arrangements also have proliferated. Formal 
mutual-aid pacts are common, and infonnal cooperative exchanges 
of -s,ervices are even more so. Fifty-one percent of the mlmicipa.l (' 
police~'agencies in the sample of SMSA's referred to above partic
ipated in a fonnal mutual-aid pact. More than 90 percent of the. 
consg.b ida.tions of two or more pol ice agencies, and in many ins tan"';" 
ces i of municipal agenc ies, reported that they prov ided and received ' 
aid from surrounding police agencies at various times, whether mem-
bers of fonnal pacts or not. 6 .. 

Cooperative exchanges often follow e~tabl.\s~ment of' jOint 
auxiliary service pr~Cluction, particularly joint dispatch arrange-
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men_.ts.-thafCc~n £acilitate-backupbY· adjacent police agencies in times 
1>£- peak deman(t._~Contractual a-rrangements·--for service prov is ion 
have also betome common~ The-se'often inv_olve the supply of-full or- . 
~a~.tial,ser,vices by a county sheriff o,r police ,agency t<;> j1unicipal
lt1.es wlthln the county, ~Jbt also lnclude Cl.ty to clty-and even 
city to county contractin(J. ' ,::::f' 

~/ 
_. ---~ ,,'=' 
Or"gqn~i--zCftional changes cODs isten t with-:d-e'Cen traliz-irtg-~;re·com-

_~~-mendatioris have also occurrect~._--"1·10S"t-~~cbmrnon have been varian ts 
of team policing~ - -We~rr..:Jtriowri- examples include those of the Los 
Angeles .PoITceDepc3.'rtment, the Syracuse Crime Con tt:ol Team, 
Albany's Neighborllood Policing, and the Cincinnati Community Sec
urity (COMSEC) experiment. Precinct, district, or sector decen
tral ization (in the sense of emphasizing the importance of these 
subunits in a large organization) has occurred to some extent in 
New York CitY1 St. Louis,--~10.1 Rochester, N. Y.1 and other large, 
cities. The use of-steere-front offices further to decentralize 
police-citizen contact points has become common in many cities. 
Concurren~ with team policing has been a move toward a view ot 
the pa trol officer as a pol ice general ist and the deemphas i zing 
of specialization in some police departments. One additional form 
of decentral ization has been the continued formation of new po
l ice agen'c ies in g rowing suburban and rural areas as new commu
nities incorporate and small communities growctodemand more than 
the undifferentiated services of State or county law enforcement 
agencies. 

ORG.ANIZATIONAL CHANGES AS EXPERIMENTS . 

It is tempting to a social scientist to think of these organi
za tional changes 'as "natural experiments." They are not. the 
sorts of clearly delineated manipulations of one or a few vari
bles, wi th other variables held constan.t or randomized, tha tare 
characteristic of the' "true experiments" available to our col-· 
leagues in some of the sciences. 'But, reasoning by 'analogy, we 
argue that they are sim;ilar in kind if not in detail. If we were able 
able to sharpen our methodologicaY skills an5 obtain ,ufficient 
funds, we could use these "reforms as experiments," much as" 
chemists use bottles of reagents and laboratory glassware, hold
ing many variables constant and examining the effects of a' change 
in the experimental variable , organizational form. Th is analog iz
ing constitutes the major support.,for evaluation research. 

Additional elements of evaluation research are drawn frbm 
systems analytic approaches to problem-solving. Goals and objecr 
tives should be stated in l.T:nambi,guQus terms. Al terna tive program~\ 
for achieving those goals and obj~ectives can then be advanced, and\ 
the more promising programs tested "in the field," in communities 
willing to adopt them. Evaluators cari then collect measures of 
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effectiveness to determine how' close actual resul ts come to meeting' 
stated goals and objectives, and determine the costs involved. 
As different communities articulate their goals and objectives 
and try new programs to achieve them, we accumulate a body of 
data to show what works and what doesn't in addressing social 
problemse 

EVALUATION RESULTS 

Authors of this volume were, asked to provide a "state-of-the
art review of program evaluation results" in the following spec
ific areas of criminal justice: "(1) analysis of program impacts, 
(2) details and critiques of methodologie§, and (3) suggestions 
for future r,esearch directions." In light o~ the many organiza
tional changes in policing, it might seem likely that one could 
repor.t substantial results from evaluation research. Many 'natural 
experiments have been conducted. Some goals and objectives have 
been delineated, alternative. programs have been explicated, and 
som~ implemented. Evaluators have been on the scene to monitor 
the effects. Many documents labeled evaJ.uation reports have been 
produced. Yet, in response to the question "What do we know with 
respect to organizational and interorganizational arrangements 
as a result of evaluation research?" one is forced to reply, "Not 
much." 

For our purposes, "evaluation ll was defined as "the measure
ment of the effectiveness of criminal justice programs and projects. 
Evaluation studies ath~~pt to determine whether a program has accom
plished its objectives directly, in relation to the particular' 
problem the program addresses, and relatively, in comparison with 
other criminal justice efforts dealing with the 'same problem. 
Evaluation attempts' to establish a causal relationship between a 
program's activities and the perceived results of those activi
ties." In review of the holdings of the National Criminal Justice 
Reference Service and other literature resources available to the 
author, it was not possible to identify any evaluation studies 
that succeeded in meeting these criteria., Before exploring causes 
for this consistent failure and the author's suggestions for an 
alternate approach that may have some promise, a review of evalu
ation eff6rts in areas of organizational and interorganizational 
arrangements will provide some illustrations. The review is lim
ited to evaluations of consolidations, both total and those lim
ited to specific functional areas. 
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LARGE-SCALE .CONSOU.DATION OF POLICE AGENCIES 
" 

, , 

';r,he best documented of recent consolidations i.s that ot the 
Jacksonville Police Depar;-tment and the Duval County, Florida, 
Sherif f I sDepartment, which occurred 10 years ago. Through the 
efforts of 'Koepsell-Girard and Associates, Inc~, an extensive set 
of reports ent'itled Consolidation 0& Police SeJ:'vices Case Study: 
,!!..acksonville, Florida was prepared. Th.ese documents provide a 
description of the problems in the Jac~sonville area that we·re 
used as the bases for the consolidation effort, the t~ctics em
ployed successfully to sell the consolidation to the legislators 
and voters (whose approval was needed), and the organizational 
implementation of consolidation in the newly-formed Office of the 
Sheriff. A number of statistical series for the first 4 years 
of operation by the con sol idation department are also prov id~;d. 

The findings that are potentially relevant to an evaluation of 
the consolidation are as follows: 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(D) 

(E) 

The cost of policing in Jacksonville increased 
following consolidation--approximately 8 percent 
in absolute dollars (adjusted for inflation) and 
6 percent in per capita terms (again adjusted for 
inflation) when compared ~o preconsolidation ex
pendi tures; 

Crime and crime rates increased dramatically fol
lowing consol idation , with some reduction from 
the increased rates occurring in the. last year· 
studied (1972); 

The number of clearances rose 29 percent in the 
4 years following consolidation; fhe clearance 
rate first declined and then increased slightly 
over this time; 

Arrests per 1,000 Part I offenses rose 58 percent, in 
the 4 years after consolidation; arrests per sworn. 
officer first increased, then decreased, leaving 
a net increase of 15 percent; 

Traffic-related activity indicators increased 
substantially, around 100 perct;:!nt in total, and 
nearly 70 percent per sworn officer; 

(F) Data staied in per-dollar terms closely parallel 
those in per-officer terms, though they do .show 
slightly smaller changes due to the increases in 
salaries in the depar.tment over this period. 
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These findings, unfortunately, do not allow evaluation of 
the effects of con sol idation in Jacksonv ille. Al though expendi
tures increased, ~e cannot say whether this increase was larger 
than what might have otherwise occurred. The Sheriff's department 
was understaffed prior to consolidation in comparison to other 
agencies of similar size. Pressure to increase staff (and thus 
expenditures) could bave resul ted without consolidation. J.ackson
ville Police Depa'I-tment off icers received lower salaries at given 
ranks than did Sheriff I s officers prior to consolidation. Even 
without cOQsolidation, pressure to increase these salaries might 

, have arisen. The changes, in crime and crime ra tes shown in the 
report are dominated by a change in definition: larcenies of any 
amount are included for the years following consolida.tion, only 
those over $50 ,in estimated value were included in Part I totals 
priori' to consolidation. The same pattern of a substantial increase 
in crime, followed by a decrease in the last year for which data 
were available, can be seen when an estimate for the number of lar
cEmies of $50 or less is subtracted from the figures prov ided. 
The data, however, are .'. less dramatic. There is 1)0 attempt to 
estimate what crime figures might have been had consol idation not 
occurred. 

The data on clearances, arrests, and traffic activity are 
unusable for evaluation purposes because they are only available 
for the years after consolidation. Furthermore, no attempt is 
made to estimate what they'might have been without consolidation. 
The traffic figures show such a large change that one assumes a 
change in policy was instituted within the consolidated depart
ment toward emphasizing traffic activity. Of course, such a pol
icy could have been adopted by the two departments in the ab
sence of consolidation. The chang'es in cleara.nces and arrests 
over the time studied may be bound ,." up in the inclu~ion of lower 
value larcenies in the definition of Part I crimes (thus i.nclud
ing a large number of shoplifting arrests by store detectives 
and the like), but there are no data presented to examine this 
possibility. 

The reports do indicate that salaries were increased and fa
cilities improved in the consolidated department. This could 
account for the approval of the consolidation by the officers 
involved (the reports indicate 85 percent approval among 142 
officers interviewed in 1973). But these changes, too, might 
ha\?e been accomplished without consolidation. There is an indi
cation that citizens of the Jacksonville area perceived an improve
ment in services, with about one-third of 300 interviewed saying 
that services had improved, versus 8 percent who felt services 
had deteriorated since consolidation, but again no comparison is 
provided. 

Taken in sum, the Koepsell-Girard reports provide a weal th 
of useful information regarding the Jacksonville consolidation$ 
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~hey are particularly useful for any area attempting to sell, and 
s\qbsequently implement, a consol idation of pol ice serv ices. The 
m~or shot"tcoming from the perspective of this review is that 
they do not tell whether consolidation led to more or l~ss effective 
police service in Jacksonville, or whether services have been 
provj,ded more or less efficiently following consolidat.ion. Still, 
they 'represent a mountain of infor~ation in comparison with that 
found bearing on other large-scale consolidations. 

The data on the Nashville-Da,vidson County, Tennessee, police 
consol idation are marked by their. absence. The report II How Well 
Is Metro Doing?", prepared by Nashville-Davidson County's Depart
ment of Finance (with help from the Urban Institute), provides 
data for the ygar 1974 for use as a "benchmark" for comparison 
in later years. ' 

No attempt is made to compare pre-Metro performance. As the 
authors of the report note, " ••• it is difficult to determine, 
in many cases, what the data means [8 i c], s.~nce there are no 
standards of comparison. II One comparative study of Metro polic
ing in a small area of the County to policing provided by a small, 
adjacent, independent community found citizens in the ind~endent 
community much better served than those in the Metro area. How
ever, no data were available to address whether police consolida
tion through Metro was a causal factor in this finding. 

No reports, ev.aluative or descriptive, were found with re
spect to recent police consolidations in Lexington, Ky:, .or Los 
Vegas, Nev. 

SMALLER·SCALE CONSOLIDATIONS OF AG~NCIES 

One report was found that dealt with smaller-scale consoli
dation of police agencies. This report, "An Evaluation of the 
Northern York County Regional Police'· Department, II provided data 
to compare the consolidated department to other police agencies 
serv ing cities with similar populations. 1 The department compared 
quite favorably i.n terms of crime rates and was about average 
with respect to clearance rates. Unfortunately, there was no at
tempt to show that the comparison groups were comparable on any 
variable other than size. The disparity in crime rates probably 
indicates that the consolidated department is serving a quieter, 
less crime-prone jurisdiction than many of the comparison cities 
rather than preventing crime more successfully. In essence, 
the report is a management study similar to many done by the 
report's authors and other consul ting firms in the pol ice field. 
Although useful to the department itself, it does not contribute 
to an understand ing of the costs and benef its of consol idation. 
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• FUNCTIONAL; SERVICE-SPECIFIC CONSOLIDATIONS 

Of all reports reviewed for this chapter~) the Exemplary Pro
ject report on the Muske¥~n (Mich.) Central Police Dispatch ap
peared, on first readin9'~ the closest to a useful evaluation 
report. It. documents per service unit cost reductions obtained 
through the operation of a joint dispatch ,operation for eight 
police jurisdictions in Muskegon County, including all of the 
la'rge police agencies. using cost and volume figures from 5 years 
of operation, the report demonstrates that the joint center was 
able' to keep costs per service unit low in the face of rising 
public and police demands for communications services. It appears 
to show that the primary objective of the program--"to afford a 
more efficient and economical means of transmitting information 
from and to law enforcement officers ••• "--was achieved. 

,Further reading reveals that, although the report is useful 
for documenting thei adoption and implementation of what most ob
servers agree is a successful functional consolidation (including 
a good discussion of implementation problems), it fails as an 
evaluation st.udy~ No baseline data' are provided relating to 
costs and servrce volumes in other, compatible areas served by 
different communications arrangements. Although the authors con
clude that the centralized system saved money for the cooperat
ing jurisdictions, one could argue that the individual agencies 
involved might have switched from Sworn to civilian operators 
and obtained better equipment while maintaining their own commu
nications centers, thus capturing most of the economies documented. 
The present author agrees with the authors of the report that 
it is reasonable to attribute much of the cost-saving to the cen
tralized operation, but this conclusion rests more on the tech
nological logic of the reform than on any data presented. 

Other reports :r::.eviewed in this area provided even less 
evaluative content. 13 Several focused on joint drug enforcement 
squads, but none was able to show whether the squads affected the 
drug, traffic in their areas. One set of authors, writing on their 
attempt at evaluating the Allegheny Reg ional Narcotic Task Force, 
noted several limits on evaluation efforts: 

Evaluation efforts are uniformly limited by (1) the 
unavailability of baseline data, (2) the lack of or 
a poorly organized record system, (3) the absence of 
a management information system related to goals and 
objectives and their measurable criteria1 (4) a sub
conscious, if not conscious, opposition of project man-

"agers to evaluation--partly due to a fear of being 
measured by 'often limited and not especially relevant 
qu~n~itative data, and, lastly, (11 limitations in the 
fundlng allocated to evaluatlon. ~ 
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These same limitations were evident, if not always articulated, in 
other reports of narcotics task forces, and appear generally applic
able to all evaluation reports available for this review. 

This literature review' is embarrassing in its brevity, yet 
reflects an interesting phenomenon. In spite of many recommenda
tions for structural changes in the organizational and interorgan
izational arrangements for policing in America, there is no evi
dence based on careful evaluations of organizational changes that 
can be brought to bear on this issue. This statement is supported 
by the findings of the National Sheriff's Assoc'iation extensive 
review of litel:'ature bearing on contract law enforcement and police 
consolidation: 

In large measure, the reported assessments of the effi
cacy or the utility of a particular program were found 
to be anecdotal or impressionistic evaluations with 
few offers of valid measurement criteria or other infor
mation ~50n which sound evaluative judgement::.. could 
be made. 

One of the prominent proponents of consolidation in the crim
inal justice field, Dan Skoler, has recently reached a similar 
conclusion: 

••• it can be fairly said that the nation is being 
// urged to proceed \\'ith major structural reform based 

on professional perceptions of deficiencies and 
problems that need to be addressed rather than re
search-validated data on the new solutions proposed.1 6 

-. 
As my colleague, EI inor Ostrom, has argued, it is poss i-

ble for reformers operating with such a dearth of empirical evi
dence on the effects of their reforms to be very righteous, 3et, 
simul taneously, dead wrong with respect It,o the presumed consequen
ces of adopting their recommendations. 

COMPARATIVE RESEARCH WITH RESPECT TO POLICE AGENCY SIZE 
" 

By stretching the definition of evaluation provided to the 
authors, it is possible to include a very short review of recent 
works on the comparative effectiveness and efficiency of police 
Bgen6ies of differing sizes in d~~ivering police services'to resi
dential portions of several metropolitan areas. The review is in
cluded to show that we do have some evidence on organizational ar
rangements and their relationships to performance, if not evidence 
derived from rigorous evaluation designs. 
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These studies. shared a common research design, a similar 
'systems approach. 18 . Neighborhoods served by police agencies of 
differing size were otherwise carefully matched '.dth respect to the 
socioeconomic status of residents, includ ing income, racial, hous
ing tenure, and age characteristics. They were also matched on 
levels of commercial or industrial activi ty (generally quite low) , 
traffic flows, and other police relevant service conditions. Data 
were then collected from one o"r more sources on the quanti ty and 
quality of police services delivered. to the matched neighborhoods. 
The data collection methQd common to all these studies was a 
survey of citizens residing in the neighborhoods, with questions 
bearing on their experiences with crime and their local police 
response if called with respect to a victimization; their exper
iences with the local police in other contacts, such as assist
ailces or stops; their perceptions of the level of police activity 
in their neighborhoods (frequency of patrol and/or rapidity of 
response when called); their perceptions of the=demeanor and be
havior of the officers assigned to their neighborhoods; and their 
overall evaluations of services received. Other data collection 
methods used' in one or more of these studies included comparisons 
of agency recorded data on crimes and service demands, interviews 
wi th the off icers serving in the neighborhoods, and use of rec
ords maintained by prosecutor and circuit atto~ney offices. 

These studies, conducted by several different (but related) 
research groups 'in a number of diverse sites, had common, if 
surprising findings (surprising at least to advocates of el imin
ting small police agencies) • In no case were large agencies 
(those in excess of 300 sworn off icers up to and including depart
ents with more than 12,000 officers) found to b~ outperforming 
small- and medium-sized agencies serving comparable neighborhoods. 
Thi:s finding held whether comparing ag.ancies s.erving white, mid-. 
dIe-class neighborhoods in the Indianapolis, Grand Rapids, and 
St. Louis metropolitan areas; bluecollar white dei~hborhoods in 
the Nashville area; or black, poor- or middle-class neighborhoods 
in the eh icago and St. Louis areas. In all of tihese stud ies, 
citizens residing in similar neighborhoods served by police agen
cies that were small to medium in size reported higher rates of 
assistance by their police, whether in instances of victimiza
tion or non-crime-related matters. They reported that their 
police responded more rapidly when called and took more, and 
more favorable, actions once on the scene. They perceived a high
erlevel of police presence in their neighborhoods (a perception 
supported by analyses of police deployment patterns). They per
ceived local police officers as generally more fair, courteous, 
and honest than did citizen.s in the matched neighborhoods served 
by the larger departments. Moreover, they rated the police services 
they received overall more highly than did citizens served by larg
er departments. Although there were wide variations among these 
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studies in the levels of experiences, perceptions, and evalua
tions of the interviewed, those served by small- and medium
sized departments consistently reported performance that was 
as good, and often was better than, tha t reported by those 
residing in similar neighborhoods served by the larger agencies. 
In the studies where additional data were used to complement 
the interview data, similar trends were found with respect to 
agency-maintained data on crime and service calls, interviewed 
officers' perceptions of the quality of service they were\qeliv
ering, and the success of agencies of varying size in ob~ain
ing warrant issuances from local prosecutors' offices. ! 

A number of analytic efforts are currently underway based 
on these studies and extensions. These efforts are aimed at de
veloping explanations for the consistent find ings, demonstrating 
how the small- and med ium-sized agencies were able to supply 
more effective services to comparable areas. 19 One part of the 
explanation appears to lie in the production strategies chosen 
by agencies of differing size, wi th larger agencies generally 
tending toward a task-oriented strategy emphasizing the use of 
many specialized units, while smaller agencies employ a patrol
oriented strategy, with t98 bulk of their sworn personnel de
ployed for onstreet duty. Data on personnel utilization in 
nearly 800 municipal police agencies show, for example, that 
this difference in choice of deployment resul ts in a reversal 
of the relationship between size of agency and officers per 
1,000 citizens served. Looking at the total number of officers 
employed, one sees that large departments have a larger number 
of officers in relation to population served than do smaller 
agencies. But, when the comparison is limited to those officers 
deployed"' for oflstreet patrol duties, the smaller agencies have 
the advantage. 2 This appears to explain,'to a substantial de
gree, the findings of more rapid response by the smaLL- and 
medium-sized agencies: They have a larger number of response uni-t~ 
available in similar circumstances. Other linkages are undoubt
edly operable in addition to that of production strate'qJY, and 
current research efforts are aimed at finding and documenting 
these. 

EVALUATION AND COMPARA'flVE RESEARCH COMPARED 

In eval ua tion research, one focuses on the implementation 
of a specific new program and asks whether or not it is suc
cessful in accomplishing a more or less articulated set of ob
jectives. This forces one to openly entertain the possibility 
that the program may not be successful. Comparative research 
allows a different thrust. Here the focus is on a number of 
different, existing programs aimed at dealing with a similar 
set of problems. One can accept that all of the programs are 
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,dealing with the problems at some level of effectiveness (evi
de.nced by the fact that they have been in existence for a period 
of time), and examine the extent to which some operate more effect
ively or~fficiently than others. This may appear to be a sem
antic difference onlY1 in practice, however, it may explain why 
we have been able to engage in comparative studies of the per
formance of differently organized police agencies, but evalua
tions of major organizational changes have not occurred. 

Why Evaluation Doesn't Happen 

The prototypical evaluation model is the' true experiment. 
Although social scientists often are tempted to view reforms 
as\~~peri~ents, it is safe to assume that virtually no partic
ipants in organizational changes view them as such. The chemist 
does not need to worry about how his reagents feel toward an 
experiment, but the attitudes of participants in organization 
changes are crucial. Participants may act to prevent or drastic
ally alter a given change program, or may act to prevent or pre
determine the results of any evaluative effort. While reagents 
cannot be said to have motives that would lead them to take 
such actions, human participants clearly do. 

Organizational changes involve changes in power relation
ships among participants. In a consolidation of police agen
cies, for example, some level of local control must be relin
quished. It is likely that a consolidated agency will allocate 
resources differently than had been the case among the agen
cies entering into the consol idation. Al though it is often pre
sented as a technical matte'r subject to decisionmaking by rational 
police administrators, ~his allocatio920f "who gets what, when, 
and how" is the essence of poritics. .. 

The political nature of organizational changes is illustrat
ed by the extensive political campaigns preceding successful 
consolidations. To quote ~1ayor Briley with respect to the Nash
ville consolidation: 

••• ours was '-a very heavy program ••• a matter 0'£ mak
ing hundreds of speeches by different people at civic 
clubs, the men's clubs, in the schools, at the 'PTAs, 
the League of Women Voters, every group we could get 
to ••• I think t~at to really sell conso~ida~~on you 
have got to have a really hard sell campa~gn~ 

Koepsell-Girard; Associates found politics at work in the 
Jacksonville consolidation. 

! 
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The democratic form 01; government has certain in
herent characteristic$ which frustrated Jackson
ville's consolidatiotl architects and permitted the 
antagonists of reform to take steps to block the 
ultimate merger ••• though logic and tenets of· good 
government underg irded the proposed charter, "prac
tical politics" and its resultant trade-offs and com
promises played an important ro~( in Jacksonville's 
successful vote to consolidate. 

They discuss with "approval , however', the massive media 
. campaign used to obtain voter acceptance of consolidation •. Camp
bell spoke directly to this issue and its impact on the conduct 
of evaluative research: 

~In ~he present political climate, refotmers and ad
ministrators achieve their precarious permission to 
innovate by overpromis ing the certain -" ef,ficacy of 
their new programs. This traps them so that they 
cannot afford ~'!> risk learning that the programs were 
not effective. 

Those who have recently engaged in a hard-sell campaign 
for an organizational change cannot then be expected to assist 
an objective evaluation of the effects,of the change. We might 
wish for persons to fit an objecti;~e, scient'ific model of 
behavior, but our intuition tells us this is unlikely. 

A second reason for the failure to evaluate organizational 
change is the difficulty in untangling what changes occurrled 
so as to e.xamine their effects. Thus, cons,olidations in Nash
ville and Jacksonville involved a large number of changes in 
the structure of the police agencies and massive media campaiqns 
arguing the benefits of consolidation. ~gwthorne-like effects 
seem most likely in these environments. A very careful re
search program, based on a well-developed theory of police or
ganization and performance, would be required to successfully 
disaggregate the mul tiple causes and mul tiple effects in such 
a situation. As Kornfeld and Riordan noted, the funds for 
such a careful effort are generally unavailable. Certainly we 
have nothing resembling the required theoretical understanding 
at present. 

Why Comparison May Work 

Comparative research does not pose a direct test of a 
particular Program. The comparative researchergener~lly seeks 
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to compare alternate Cprograms that .helve been in ex~stencefor 
sufficient:. time to have reached a "steady state" level of perform
ance. He or she hopes that no innovative programs, (or any oth~r 
transient-producing inputs) "will occur during the 'coutse of data 
collection. Comparative data collection often includes measures 
bearing on a number of different outputs, outcomes, or both; and 
the activities believedorelevant tO,their production, rather than 
on a more narrowly defined set of objectives for a single program. 
In this way," comparative ,research appears more useful for study
ing "broad-aim"programs, such as pol icing, than experimental' re
sea,fch designs focused on particular innovations and their 'imme
d~iate effects. 

Comparative research may. be able to avoid. some of the de
liberate attempts to affect (or obscure) findings commonly cited 
in evaluation studies. Since comparative studies focus on organi
zations that have been successful at 'surviving over time, organi
zational representatives can be more relaxed about the research. 
The findings are unlikely to directly affect their" tenure or that 
of their agency. Thus, one might expect greater openness and co
operation in 'the production of' necessary data,· for a comparative 
study of existing organizations than for an evaluative study of 
a new. one. 

Understanding Policing and Evaluating Pollee Programs 
l -. 

Evaluative research is fundamentally applied research. Applied 
research thrives in an environment where basic underlying theory 
has been developed to a large extent. Evaluating police programs 
as a form of applied research requires, then, 'that we develop a 
theory of pol icing 5 In the particula,r area of organizational ar
rangements fc:fr policing, we require' a theory that explains how 
differences in police organization might be expected to effect 
diffe:rences in police performance. 

In his 1960 Presidential Addreeis to the American Statisti
cal Association, Rensis Likert made a fundamental distinction 
between two 7functions of statisti:cs that is relevant to this 
discussion.2, Likert argued that we needed two kinds of infor-

.mation in order to address pt'oblems: information about the nature 
of the problem, and information about the state of the problem. 

,( 

By information'i, as to the state of the system let us 
mean the statistical measurements which reveal the cur
rent situation of the nation or the economy •••• By in
formation as to the nature of the system let us mean 
the basic conceptual model or understanding which serves 
as a guide to tell what dimensions of the nation, 
or society, or economy should be measured and how these 
measurements should be interpreted in making decisions. 
This info~ation as "to the nature of the system in-

;, ' 
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cludes, of course, both the conceptualizations them
selves and the extensJve. quantitativ~ measurements 
which are required for valid conceptualizations. 

Clearly, intormation _about the nature of a system sho\lld / 
precede useful informati~on about the state of a system. Likert 

. found, however, that "w~ are doing a far bett.er job of col-' 
lecting iniorinatior. about the ,,-state of our nation than we are 
of obtaining data dealing wi th the. nature of our nation and de
veloping valid general izations and theories based on these data." 
Yet, without an unde't:_standing ,I of the nature of a problem, what 
influences bear on it, and ·how it influences other aspects of 
a system, measures of the state of a problem rc>rcme~sures 

,;~ 

of a change in' the. state of a problem) are most difflculc~-=.~_ 
to interpret. -'=·~_c. 

Scholars in the field of evaluation research have noted this 
difficulty. Rutman, for example, argues that one of the pre
condi tions for .evCiluation of a program is a "linking rationale," 
an explanation of why and how the :Farogram is expected to work 
to al ter the state of the problem. Roos refers to a simil~9 
concept when she speaks of the "degree of obtainable knowledge. II 
In essence she says, "Do we know enough about the nature of the 

_~system to be able to specify relevant variables and adequate 
operational measures, and to specify res'earch hypotheses as to 
their relationships?" If . linking rationales cannot be spec
ified in some detail, resea(I'ch is clearly necessClry as to the 
nature of the system, what Rutman refers to as formative re
search. A low level of ob~ainable knowledge is another way of 
pointing to the same diffIculty and necessity. 

A failure to recognize and act on Likert's distinction 
appears, to this author, to I' Ibe a fundamental stumbling block 
to useful evaluations of criminal justice programs. Evaluation 
efforts may collect voluminous dat;~ bearing on the state of 
the problem or problems that a given program is intended to 
address wi ~hout benefit of the essential underpinning of the 
nature of the problem and its dynatriics with respect to the 
program. The level of obtainable knowledge is low with respect 
to policing. Conceptual models are only slowly being developed 
in the detail necessary for an understanding of the· na<}ture of 
police se3~ice delivery and how it impinges on citizen
consumers. Until these models are further elaborated and 
tested in diverse contexts, it is presumptuous to assume that 
we know enough to conduct program evaluations. Even if' it were 
.possible to overcome the . difficulties posed to evaluation by 
political concerns, and adequate fiscal resources and competent 
evaluators were available, the lack of a basic, theoretical 
understanding of the dynamics of policing would undermine the 
evaluation effort .• 
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Ciearly the time, money, a'nd effort currently expendedfo1:" eval
uation ought to be redirected. What Is needed is simultaneously 
more theorizi'ng about the nature of policing and much careful ob
servation of ongoing police programs to inform and test that the
orizing. That is, we should shift our dollars from measuring 
the state of the system to the attempt to better understand the 
nature of the system. 

A shift toward research into the basic nature of policirig 
might be done in such a way as to contribute to ongoing action 
programs as well. Rather than studying an action program with 
the aim of evaluating whether it was or was not successful, one 
can study it with the aim of documenting what happened, thus con
tribul-fng to a bet,ter understa~din<iofth: ongoing 'I policing pro
cess. By removl.ng the burden of ratl.ng the success of the 
program, this approach could help remove some, of the obstacles 

--==-~ _. to obtaining uS'eful information. 
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Program participants might be--ress=--c=reluctant to allow a 
researcher access to the internal operations of the program if 
the researcher were there to observe and. try to understand what 
was happening than if the researcher were there to pass judgment 
on the program's effectiveness (and longevity). The participation 
of the researcher in the implementation of a program might then 
be seen as beneficial, bring irig an outside point of view· to bear 
on the problem at hand and sirnul taneously bring ing the re~earcher-
into closer contact with the reality of the program. -

A key element in a shift toward research into the nature of 
policing would be a heavy focus on comparative studies·.," One way 
to view the many diverse arrangements for the delivery of police 
se.rvices ,in. the United States. is. as ~ _.$eries of experi.mEmts in 
police organization. The ava\ilability' of police agencieSi:' 'of wide
ly differing sizes serving comparable; areas should be looked on 
as a great resource for investigating ithe effects of size (as well 
as other organizational characteristics). Where evaluative re
search on the effects of changes l in organizational structure 
may be too infrequent, or too bound by the inherent difficul ties 
of evaluating complicated (political) programs, quiet comparisons 
of existing organizations has begun to, and may continue to, pro
vide additional insight to our understanding of how policing works. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In spite of substantial rhetoric on the perceived need to re
structure American police organization, and a number of organ
izational reforms along the lines recommended, no information 
deriving from evaluation research cpuld be found with r~spect 
to the effectiveness or efficiency of the retorms. None of the 
consolidations of police agencies, officers, or both, or smaller 
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e,fforts jointly to produce particula'c services has been subjected 
to any effeqtive evaluation. It is clear that advocates of major 
structural d:,hanges in American policing base ,their arguments on 
tenets of good government and public_ "administration theory rather 
than empiric;!llly grounded research findings •. At the same time, 
findings from comparative studies of existJng police organization 
cause one seriously to question the ef-ffcacy of the reform rec-

-~ommendations. '''''''' ':0-

Evaluation research, it is argued, is an inappropriate model 
for generating information with respect to the effects of alter
native forms of organizing police. Given the difficultiesencount
ered when attempting to evaluate new prog-rams, partJcularly those 
that "alter political power relationships, comparative research 
on existing organizational forms may be more productive. Without 
a developed theory of the linkages between variables characteriz
ing police organization and those of police performance, evaluation 
efforts cannot succeed. Research efforts that monitor the effects 
of organizational changes, asking._ "what happened" rather than 
"were goals achieved," can contribu~3 to the necessity under
standing of the nature of policing. . Comparative studies of 
pol ice org'anizations are:;essential to this task as well. 

(~ 
lJ 
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and Jeffrey K. ijadden, 'ed., The Urbanization of the SuburbS. (Beverly Hills, 
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(note 10). ' 
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Press, 19S8). See also David L •. Nbrrgard, "Intergovermnental Polic.e Service Pro
grams: Some Myths$" Minnesota Municipalities (May 1974), PP.,,4-S. 

23 Anon., "Seminar: City-County Consoli4ation," The American Coun;I, 37:10-
18, 59 (February 1972). 
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Case'Study, note 8, Executive SlUllIIlary, 6. 

25 Donald T. Campbell, "Considering the Case Against Experimental Evaluations 
of Social Innovations," Administrative Science Quarterly, 15:110-113 (March, 
1970), 111. 
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27 Rensis Likert, "The Dual Function of Statistics.," Journal of the American 
Statistical Association, 55:1-7. 

28 Leonard Rutman, "Planning an Evaluation Study," in Leonard Rutman, ed. 
Evaluation Research Methods: A Basic Guide (Beverly Hills ,Calif.: Sage Publi
cations, 1977), pp. 13-38. 

29 NoralousP. Roos, "Evaluation, Quasi-Experimentation, and Public Policy," 
in James A. Capraso and Leslie L. Ross, Jr., ed., Quasi-Experimental Approaches. 
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Donald R. Weidman et al., Intensive Evaluation for Criminai Justice Planning 
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31 A useful model is the "monitoring methodology" developed by the Brookings 

Institution for its revenue-sharing studies. See Richard P. Nathan et a!., 
Monitoring Revenue Sharing (Washington, D.C.: The Brookings Institution, 
1975) • 
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POlice Personnel and Training Evaluation 

William C. Cunningham is pX'esident of HaUaX'est Systems" Ina. a X'eseaX'ah and 
aonsultingfiX'm in law enfoX'aement peX'sonnel evaluation and 
tX'aining pX'og:rums. He seX'Ved eaX'lier as DiX'eatoY' of PeX'sonnel 
foX' the St. Louis Poliae. 

Todd H~ Taylor is DiX'eatoY' of PZanning and ReseaY'ahfoY' the OY'egon State Poliae. 
He seX'ved in ~o otheX' law enfoY'aement agenaies and also worked 
as a poliae pX'ogY'am aonsuZtant and evaluatoY'. 

Perhaps the most consistent finding of management studies 
conducted for law enforcement agencies is that issues of human 
resources management are not sufficiently emphasized. Law enforce
ment agencies, historically, have been labor-intensive organiza
tions, allocating as much as 90 percent of their operating budgets 
fo personnel-related expenditures. Personnel represents the most 
important resource in police organizations, with all other resources 
directed toward supporting police personnel on an individual and 
an organiza tional level--most notably the activ i ties of patrol 
officers and investigators in the field. Law enforcement admin
istrators, however, do not generally view the process of personnel 
administration and training as an integrated series of management 
techniques for maximization of human resource effectiveness, effi
ciency, and potential. In the authors' opinion, this is due, 
in part, to the fragmentary approach to pol ice human resources 
evalua tion. 

The pol ice evalua tor and manager must assimila te numerous 
technical and nontechnical evaluations on a wia~ variety of topics 
from journals, magazines, books, and project reports, acqu,ired 
through a haphazard system of collection and dissemination. The 
pol ice practi tioner must assess whether a particular program, 
technique, or approach can be transferred or adapted to a particular 
department wi th its unique environment and operating characteris
tics. Pofice administrators should be aware that implementation 
of a certain improvement or change in one aspect ,of personnel 
management and training can affect a number of other areas. They 
also need to know about the research upon which program and project 
implementations are based and how research findings can be trans
lated into a workable and viable improvement in the operational 
env i ronment.The authors I rev iew of numerous evaluations discloses 
tha t most eval ua tions do not pursue the relevance of find ings 
to other related areas; nor do they note, within the findings, 
material that is new or that contradicts previous findings. 

In short, we do not find that evaluation content and dissem
ination are responsive to the needs of pol ice researchers or 
managers nor to needs of funding agencies in choosing how to 
alloca te resources. We have chosen ,to commen t on the qual i toy, 
quant·.ity, and types of evaluations from available sources, and 
Copyroight (aJ 19?9 William C. Cunningham and Todd H. TayZoY' 
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to limit substantive discussion to those evaluations (and trends in 
evaluation ,procedures) that have obvious value for, la~' enforce-· 
ment researchers and admiriistrators. 

SEARCH FOR EVALUATIVE INFORMATION 

The primary reference source for the authors was the eval
uation data base assembled by the Evaluation Clearinghouse of the 
National C~iminal Justice Reference Service (NCJRS). Of the more 
than 700 abstracts pertaining to police pertsonnel and training 
reviewed 6 approximately 170 documents were selected for formal 
analysis because they appeared to actually ,report on evaluations 
of police human resource programs. This screening process was 
extremely difficult since the quality ancl content of the abstracts 
varied so greatly. As an example of the difficulty in screening 
the abstracts, Figure I lists the" various terms used to describe 
the evaluation process. 

In addition to the uneven quality of the NCJRS abstracts, 
the authors found that the extant liter~ture on police personnel 
and training evaluation has, by no means .. been completely cata
logued by the NCJRS. This conclusion is based on a se,arch of 
the authors i corporate and personal libraries, their participation 
in and supervision of at least 20 police personnel and training 
grant evaluations during ,the past 8 years, and their .mowledge 
of other relevant personnel and training research sponsored by 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) funds. The em
phasis placed by LEAA and the Sta~e Planning Agencies (SPA) since 
1970 on project grant evaluation has, in States like Virginia, 
California, Wisconsin, Michigan, and Florida, produced hundreds 
of evaluations. The NCJRS collection contains only a few of 
these evaluations, and it is diffic,ult to determine why some pro
ject,s are included in the Evaluation Clearinghouse and ot.hers 
are not. ' 

The NCJRS, nevertheless, appears to be the most comprehen
sive source of evaluation documents ,availa,,ble to practitioners, 
researchers, and evaluators. Th,e c()mmentary contained in this 
chapter has been' gleaned largely fr1pm the sources iri' the NCJRS 
Evaluation Clearinghouse. Thus, while we draw on the most repre
sentative material available in a single source, we cannot make 
unequivocal statements that evaluation material does not exist in 
each of the topical areas to be reviewed under police ,personnel 
ahd training. In addition to emphasizing materials of obvious 
value to law enforcement,resear9hers and policymakers, the authors 
provide substantive commentary in those topic areas where a prepon
derance of evaluation exists. ! 
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Figure I 
EVALUATION TERMINOLOGY 

Evaluate • Examine 

Assess • Reexamine 

Review • Analyze 

Study • Observe 

Test • Survey 

Measure • Rate 

Validate • Appraise 

Explore • Research 

Critique • Synthesize 
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QUALITY VS. QUANTITY 

In the last 10 years tremendous growth has occurred in the 
amount and quality of police training and of research into police 
per$onnel administration. This is due largely to the efforts 
Qf the Pres ident' s Commission on Law Enforcement and the Admin
istration of Justice (1967), the Police Task Force of the National 
Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals (1973), 
the availabil\ity of Federal funding through the LEAA, and the 
establishment i

, of State-level commissions on Pol'ice Officer Stand
ards and Traitling (POST). 

i' 

. The Pres ident' s Commiss ion urged the upgrading of police se-· 
lection standards and training if law enforcement agencies desired 
to achieve true "professional" status, and the National Advisory 
Commission then recommended specific standards and goals to be 
attained. While in 1960 only the States of New York and California 
had minimum levels of State-mandated training for newly appointed 
law enforcement officers, by 1970 State commissions on police 
standards and training had been established in 33 States. A 1978 
survey by the National Association of .State Directors of Law 
Enforcement Training listed 47 States with such commissions, with 
41 States mandating minimum personnel standards for entry-level 
training. . 

Evaluations of police personnel and training programs have 
had three distinct phases in relation to the impetus provided 
by these National and State commissions. The first phase received 
its impetus through use by State Planning Agencies of LEAP. block 
grant funds for state-of-the-art assessments of personnel standards 
and delivery mechanisms for training programs. As the result of 
feasibility studies and needs assessments, training academies and 
programs,' many of the POST's were estal;!,lished. These analyses 
are indicative of the majority of personnel and training "evalu
ations" conducted from 1969 through 1972. For the most part these 
efforts occurred at the State and local levels and were progress 
reports on efforts to attain recognized National and State-adopted 
personnel and training standards. While many of these standards 
had been almost universally adopted, there had not been any vali
dation or evaluation of these standards when they were initially 
promulgated. 

The second phase of evaluation applied formal evaluation tech
niques and designs in two major areas: (1) personnel recruitment, 
testing, selection, performance rating, promotion and career de
velopment, and ~(2) specialized training programs such as police
communi ty relations, crisis intervention, drug abuse, and criminal 
investigations. Both areas received considerable national atten
tion from LEAA's research arm, the National Institute of Law En
forcement and Criminal Justice (NILECJ). 
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The third phase, concurrent with the second, evolved with 
the requirement by many SPA's for a formal evaluation component 
as part of State and local ac'tion grant projects. The bulk of 
"true" ~evaluation occurred in these latter phases since they were 
concerned wi th the formula tion of specific research hypotheses 
and/or the establishment of quantified relationships to standards, 
goals, and objectives of police improvement projects and innova
tions. 

During each of these three phases of evaluation, a relative
ly large number of reports and journal articles (some of which 
were reviewed in the screening process) have appeared that could 
best be described as development projects. These projects fre
quently use evaluation techniques and statistical analyses6 but 
essentially represent only initial research into a subject area. 
The projects usually lack definitive conclusions to guide police 
planners and managers in the feasibility and mechanics of imple
mentation. There also exist numerous journal articles and project 
reports explaining how an agency implemen'ted a particular program, 
but lacking an adequate summary of research findings and a quan
tifiable and objective assessment of impact or goal attainment. 
While much of this material we have classified as developmental, 
some of it is concise, well-written, and highly useful reference 
material for researchers and practi tioners al ike. It includes 
excellent statements of trends, issues, developments; summaries 
of research findings; and state of the art reviews. For example, 
in the personnel area, reports such as the following, while not 
"true" evaluations, are excellent contributions to, the literature 
of the field: ' 

t, 

• Performance Appraisal in Police Departments, by Frank 
J. Landy for the Police Foundation, 1977. 

• Police Selection and Career Assessment, by Marvin DlJn
nette and Stephan Motowidlo, for NILECJ, Law Enforce
ment Assistance Administration, 1976. 

• Psycholog ical Tes ting for Pol ice Selection, by Eug,ene 
Sull ivan and Robert Cloward for Rhode Island Governor's 
Justice Commission, 1976. 

• Police Personnel Administration, by the Police Founda
tion, 1974. 

• Guidelines for Police Performance Appraisal, Promo
tion, and Placement Procedures, by Sidney Epstein and 
Richard Layman, NILECJ, Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration, 1973. 

• Development of Improved Examination Procedures for the 
Promotion of Police Officers in New York city, by 
Educational Testing Service for the City of New York, 
1972. 
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Personnel and training should be viewed as integral parts 
in the management of police human resources. In Figure II, an 
outline of major topics is listed in a progressive sequence of 
components comprising human resources management. These topics 
reflect areas of specialization and concern for administrators, 
researchers, and evaluators. There are twice as many topic_s 
in personnel administration as in training, yet the preponderance 
of evaluation material available for screening was in the area 
of training. Both personnel and training evaluations are heavily 
skewed toward a few topic areas. For example, in this, review" 
the number of personnel evaluations of screening techniques (psy
chological testing, physical agility examinations, etc.) was three 
times higher. than those of the next highest categories: performance 
appraisal, a:ffirmative action (employment of women and minori t~es) , 
selection criteria, job ~nalysis, and careerdevelopment~ In the 
other personnel categories, evaluations either do not exist in 
the NCJRS Evaluation Clearinghouse or are so few as to preclude 
meaningful commentary other than to note the voids. 

Training evaluations are. clustered around recrui t training 
and assessments of training academy' operations and training stan
dards compliance. The next highest frequency of evaluations is 
found- in specialized training and higher education. As noted above, 
this emphasis seems closely related to the evolution of LEAA fund
ing, the National Advisory Commission, and the establishment of 
statewide POST commissions.' 

Figures III and IV are graphic representations of the rela
t,ive frequency of evaluation techniques found in our review of 
170 evaluation documents screened from the NCJRS. The size of 
each box corresponds to the relative frequency of evaluation tech
niques. While there is some overlap of techniques, generally it 
can be stated that different approaches to evaluation are used 
in personnel and training subjects--primarily because of the nature 

,of tpe topics. 
l' 

While Figures III and IV depict relative frequency of techni
que, it is significant to note that personnel evaluations of screen
ing or selection processes tended to use more sophisticated sta
tistical techniques (multiple regression analysis) and had more 
formal evaluation designs. Many evaluations in training, on the 
other han_d, relied on measu'res bf central tendency and dispersion 
and more basic measures of ass'ociation (e.g. rank-order correla
tions). The following sect~ons in this chapter will discuss study 
findings and, where appropriate, the' evaluation ,:te.chniques and 
methodologies utilized. 
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Figure II 
COMPONENTS OF POLICE HUMAN RESUURCE MANAGEMENT 

• Role Determination and 
Job Analysis 

PERSONNEL 

• Position Classification 

• Compensation 

• Human Resource Needs 
Forecasting 

• Recruitment 

• Affirmative Action 

• Selection Criteria 

• Screening Techniques 

TRAINING 

• Training Needs Assessment 

• Training Techniques and 
Delivery Mechanisms 

• Recruit 

• In-Service 

• Assignment of Personnel 

• Performance Appraisal 

• Promotion and Career 
Development 

• Personnel' Support Services 

• Conduct and Discipline 

• Labor Relations and 
Collectiv~ Bargaining 

• Attrition 

• Personnel Management Systems 

• Supervisory and Management 

• Specialized 

• Education 

• Training and Skills Inventory 
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Figure IV 
TRAINING EVALUATION TECHNIQUES 
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,_ COMMENTARY ON P_RSONNEL EVALUATIONS 

Assignment of Personnel 

, State, county, and city law enforcement agencies employed 
more than 600,000 personnel in 1975.1 80 percent of these were 
sworn employees, and 90 percent of them were classified as "primary 
operating positions" including patrol arid investigation officers 
and line supervisors and managers. In law enforcement agencies, 
sw6'rn personnel are also assigned to a variety of direct and 

, indirect support positions such as communications, booking, jail 
transport, forensics, records, identification, data processing, 
and other technj.cal or administrative duties. As police agencies 
have io_creasedin size in response to rising population and crime 
rates, the number of tasks beyond field operations requiring spe
cialized kpowledge and skills has correspondingly increased. 
These specialist positions have been filled by using both sworn 

- and nonsworn (civilian) personnel. 

The "National Advisory Commission and several studies have 
addressed the issue of increased use of civilians in support 
positions." This use of civilian personnel reportedly lowers com
pensa tion" costs, releases sworn personnel for operational tasks 
for which they are primarily hired and trained, and meets in
creased need fo;r specialized skills not nonnally possessed by 
sworn police officers. The National Manpower Survey (NMS) reported 
that two-thirds of responding police chiefs and sheriffs antici
pated increased use of civilian personnel, and projected that 
the number of civilian employees will increase annually at a rate 
of 4.0 p:rcent compared wi th a ~. 2 percent increase for. sworn 
personnel- between 1974 and 1985. The survey also estlmates 
thCit growth in support posi tions will increase during this period 
by~2 percent, contrasted with an overall growth rate of 33 percent 
for all personnel. Civilian positions .will than account for 25 
percent of all personnel employed in pol ice agencies • Despite 
the emergence of this trend, the authors' review of evaluation 
materials disclosed only one eval ua tion of the role of civ il ians 
in police work (limited to communications, detention, identifica
tion, and,.community service affairs), and no evaluations concerned 
with the assignment of personnel in the police organization. 

y 

Forecasting, Recruitment, and Retention 

Wi th the imminent arrival of taxpayer revol ts " ev idenced by 
"Proposition 13"-type restrictions on statewide property taxes 
and the resultant public expenditure limitations," the police admin
istrator will be faced with either maximizing the use of existing 
personnel or operating wi th fewer employees. Human resources man
agement will become an important area of concern, yet no evaluations 
or SUbstantive reference material were found that dealt with fore':" 
casting human resource needs in law enforcement agencies. 
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The NMS data indicated that about one-fourth of poli~~e de
partments serving populations of more than 17,000 reported an 
inadequate supply of qualified applicants and significant proo;" 
lems of voluntary resignation. No evaluation materials were un
covered in our search concerning attrition and turnover of per
sonnel~ only <;>ne evalu.:l_~ion (1,2 years a~o) took a com~rehensive 
look at recrultment and ret~ntlon of pollce personnel. 0 

, 
. Affirmative Action 

Exercising a profound impact on law enforcement in recent" 
years has been af£i rmative action:-~requi rements of the 1972 Eqtial 
Employment Opportuni ty (EEO) Act for full employment opportuni ties 
regardle~s of age, sex, and race cons ide rations., In law enforce
ment this has meant increasing (sometimes under court order) the 

.' proportion of women and minori ty group members employed as sworn 
C' officers. EEO guidelines, the frequently cited Griggs v. Duke 

Power Company case, and other court decisIons have required law 
enforcement administrators to remove race. sex, and cultural bias 
from selection and screening techniques.' Agencies must also demon
strate the relationship of background characteristics, physical 
standards, and apti tude testing to require1:nents for successful 
job performance. In the evaluation material reviewed, the subject 
of nri'nortty recruitment is a large void, /'wi th only a handful 
of journal articles describing developmental programs, even though 
most la'rge ci ties with substantial minori ty group populations have 
ini tiated prog ram efforts. The few existing evaluations do not 
yield universal finding!:)} which can be readily adopted by police 
administrators into opetational p~ograms, nor do the evaluations 
lend themselves to adeqhate comparative analysis. 

!/ ' 

Until about 1970 female 'police officers had traditionally 
been relegated to support posi tions, to'juvenile and matron duties ~ 
and occasionally to investigative functions such as sex crimes. 
Since that time; w,omen have been hired in greater numbers and 
assigried to operational posittons in patrol and investigations. 
Evaluati,ons of the performance of women police on patrol have. 
been sparse in number though exceedingly thorough in scope. While 
measurable differences have been found between men and women in 
certain aspects of patrol duties, eval'uations in metropolitan 
PQ1ic;:e departments and in two State law enforcement agencies ha"i 
clearly demonstrated that women can perform effectively on patrol. 

Much of the literature and evaluation pertaining to minor~ 
i ties and women in police work alludes to the enhanced quality 
of personnel and police service 'that results from a department's 
being responsive to and representative of demographic character-

.:." , istics of the community served. Other benefits have been cited 
'-"'<as well: one recent study suggests that increased prpportions 

o':L minori,ties and women in law enforcement agencies can improve 
department efficiency and effectiveness. Correlation coefficients 
were obtained for higher rates of major crime aPIi:rehensidh in 
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police departments that /'include "larger proportions of ~elJlales 
and minorities among its various ranks and positions." This 
finding is sure to evoke controversy among police administrators 
and certainly warrants further study and independent validation. 

Selection Crl~eria 

";' As rloted above, affirmative actiO}l has requi,red most police 
agenci~sto reevaluate both selection criteria and screening tech
niques ., *?r police officer app.l,icants. Essentially, three di
mensionsa.re involved in both processes: physical characteristics, 
personality attributes, and background of the applicant. Review
ing the research findings of evaluations on the validity and re-
1iability of these applicant dimensions as relevant qualifications 
for police service and as predictions of police officer performance 
would require an t:!xhaustive account of metl.Jdologies and compati"£' 
bility among findings. Therefore, we have elected to discuss t.he 
implication of evaluative findings for the police researchers 
and administrators concerned with validating and improving current 
selection cri teria and screening techniques. in thei r departments. 
The bulk of these studies address physical characteristics. .0 

Most studies of physical qualifications have examined mini
mum ,height and maximum weights of applicants. Many law enforcement 
agencies have used minimum height standa.rds of 68 and 69 i~ches 
wi th weig'ht in some degree of proportion to height and frame. 
Some studies have reported higher rates of assaults, injuries, 
and ~ccidents to 'officers between 68 .and 70 inches, but no evalu
ations were found that empirically study the relationship .of height 
to performance. Attempts to examine the relationship' between 
heights lower than 68 inches and performance are .often frustrated 
due to lack of sufficient officers of that height. .The great 
variety of maximum weights among law enforcement agenci:es in itself 
,):"aises doubts on the validity of a rigid maximum weight. requirement. 

Physical fitness specialists suggest that ~atio of body fat 
is more relevant than height and weight alone, but the larger 
question is whether any of these criteria is job-related. Consider/",' 
able attention has been focused on physi.cal fitness or ag ility 
tests which measure physical skills utilized by police officers 
on t~e job, sJ.?c:h as lifting and carrying inj ured persons, s<;=alir:g 
barrlers, cha~Hng susp~cts, and so forth. Per:Eormance crlterla 
for these tests are generally validated by using currently employed 

,;; police officers& The employment of women aJ;ld Hispanic minority 
group members has in large part caused s.ome agencies to remove 
minimum height and weight, requirements. . 
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Screening Techniques 

Virtually all law enforcement agencies now use some form 
of written examination, ranging from basic intelligence tests to 
development of personality profiles, to sc:reen applicants. The 
following is a representative list of psychometric tests which 
have been subjected to evaluation or validation: 

• Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) 

.' Edwards Personal Preference Schedule (EPPS) 

• Guilford-z~mmerman Temperament Survey 

• OTIS Mental Ability: Test 

• Strong Vocat.ional Interest Test 

• Rorschach Psychodiagnostic 

• Kuder Preference Record 

• Army General qlassification Test (AGCT) 

• Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) 

These tests include /such items as personality, vocational inter
ests, cognitive abilities, and situational judgment. The most sig
nificant finding i,n these evaluations is that it is difficult 
to pinpoint precisely the relative contr,ibution of selected per
sonal attIiibutes to recruit training or'later field performance. 
Police officers are not a homogenous community, and the findings 
of:one test validation which produces a predictive equation from 
rnul tiple reg res'sion analys is cannot be universally adopted. Speci
fic population norms must therefore be established and 10cal;Vali
dation conducted PG"ior to implementing psychometl:ic testing for 
police applicants. , 

The authors conclude from the evaluations they studied that 
a battery of tests is preferable to any single test. Validation 
studies first must determine concurrent validity of the attributes 
being measured in existing field personnel and relate these desir
able at tributes to several measures of job performance. The ade
quacy of performance appraisal systems used in the validation 
process will greatly affect the reliability of resulting correla
tions or predictive questions obtained. In a pilot study of the 
predictive validity ofatest battery and a subsequent longitudi
nal study on relationship to performance levels, it was found 
that "race-specific" equations will generally be more effective 
predictions because of dieferences related to race. 7 
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Evaluations -have demonstrated that entranc'e tests are both 
valid and invalid depending on the test batteries employed, quality 
of perfomance measures used, and cuI tural or racial bias present 
in the testing. The selection process can be viewed as a funnel 
which operates as a "redundant, cumulative measurement~ The more 
stages it iancludes, the greater the attrition it is capable of 
prod uc ing. " 

Predictive tests should be considered along with background 
investigations, training academy perfomance, and probationa'ry 
field perfomance as a - total selection and screening process. 
While more cos.tly and time-consuming, this approach to personnel 
selection is "simply the Pgice to pay for superior police per
sonnel and public service." 

,Performance Appraisal and Job Analysis 

Some fom of supervisory rating is used in nearly all law 
enforcement agEmcies to. evalua te the perfomance of pol ice of
ficers. The following rating areas were commonly used in tQe per
fomance appraisal system evalua tions screened by the authors: 

• Appe,~ rance 

• Work quaI:ltU~¥ 

• Work quality 

• Dependability 

• Attitude 

• Attendance 

• Disciplinary actions 

• In ter~ersonal relations 

• Job knowledge 

• Discretionary judgment 

• Departmental awards 

• Deal ing with the public 

Personnel rating systems usually rely on some form of quantita
tive scale to assess the ind iv idual pol ice officer in each of 
the performance areas. The most recent resear9h has developed 
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rating areas based on functional job ,analysis techniques which 
examine components of the job, specific tclsks performed, or critical 
incidents performed on the job. 

Rating scales are subject to several supervisory rating errors 
or biases which must be1reduced to minimal. levels in order to 
assume validity of the rating: leniency, central tendency,. and 
halo. Leniency errors occur when there are differences in the 
rigidity of supervisors doing the rating; t.hat is, one super-
'visor might be strict or another lenient in the personal stan
dards appl ied in the rating process. Central tendency errors 
occur when a significant majority of all officers are rated at 
the same level, thus making it difficult to determine an average 
performance level. Halo errors occur when the supervisor's over
all judgmer,t of the individual influences rating in all areas 
rather than rating independently on the separate factors. In
terrater reliability coefficients must be established to validate 
the use of rating scales, and sufficient latitude must be given 
the superv isor to prov ide a response to a clear sta temen t of per
formance. 

Evaluations of rating scal~~s hav~ led to several important 
developments in the past few years to counteract these errors. 
Comparison of pol ice office~s establ ishes a relative ranking by 
simply rank-ordering the Qverall ratings and comparing each of
ficerwith everyone else in the group being rated. These paired
comparison ratings determine which of any two pol ice officers 
being compared performs better. Forced-choice rating scales pro
vide several, usually few, statements from which the rater must 
select, while not in thell}!=>elves aS$essing good or bad performance. 
The rater is forced to choose between statements which best describe 
the officer. Behaviorally anchored scales attach statements to 
the numerical ratings based on cri tical incidents describing> the 
performance area. Officers are rated by selecting examples of 
performance rang ing from good to bad wi thin a given category. 
Two findings emerge from the evaluations of these different ap
proaches to rating scales. First, varying degrees of resistance
to rating errors will be demonstrated dependent upon the particular 
department and environment used. Secondly, similar to. use of psy
chometrictesting, agencies can use these scales effectively al
though department administrators m¥,O not be directly involved 
in development of the rating scales. 

Voids In Personnel Evaluation 

No evaluations were found in the authors' screen\rp of mate
rial s which addressed classifica.tion and compensa tion, personnel· 
support services (medical, counseling, ey~cati.onal assistance, 
retirement counseling, reCf3eation, etc~), and labor relations 
and collective bargaining. While as many as 80 percent ot munic
ipal police departments have some proportion of their sworn per-
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sonne 1 subject to civil service or merit systems, only one recent 
s tu~y ,has a,t te"'f4ted to, assess t,he i r impac,t ,on pol ice pe:sonnel 
adm1n1stratlon'. Th1S study 1S an arnb1 tlOUS undertaklng and 

"~'-'-.,~dds to the small body of knowledge on this topic, but fails 
to contribute any significant findings on the impact o~ civil 
service on police effectiveness. One assessment of p,ractices 
in 'pol ice conduct and discipl ine led to the development of prototype 
rules of conduct and systems for citizen complaint review and 
disciplinary action. ls The prototype rules and procedures are 
currently undergoing a pilot implementation in several police 
agencies. 

Little significant evaluation has been done on promotion 
procedures and testing in police agencies. The concept of as
sessment centers which use simulated si tuations to simul taneously 
evaluate a number of candidates for promotion has been advanced 
in the last few years ,as a more comprehensive and val id form of 
promotion ~:nd identification of candidates for career advance
ment. This review does not include evaluations of assessment center 
effectiveness in producing better qual ified command personnel than 
traditional "paper-and-pencil" testing methods. However, excel
lent reference material on this promising concept is available. 16 

TRAINING 

Entry-level Training and irraining Delivery Systems 

A 1968 survey of police recrui t training 'by the International 
Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) found a mean length of 
72 "training hours for those agencies providing entry-level training 
for their recruits. Subsequently, the National Association of 
Stat,e Directors of Law Enforcement Training (NASDLET) adopted a 
standard of 280 hours for en try-level or basic training. According 
to a 1978 NASDLET survey, 41 States had legislatively mandated 
training, with a mean length of 300 hours to be completed within 
usually 12 months of appointment as a law enforcement officer. 
A 1975 survey of 240 training academies by NASDLET listed 66 
percent of them as having been established in a 10-year period 
since 1965. 'l'his survey further noted tha t 23 percent of these 
academies had received Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets 
Act funding directly from LEAA, while 17 percent reported obtaining 
Federal funds through their State Planning Agencies. 

Agencies employing th,e largest number of law enforcement 
personnel and; accoun ting for, the maj ori ty of employed personnel 
rely primarily on their own training academies or programs. In 
the NMS surveys, about three-fourths of the agencies employing 
500 or more personnel conducted their own training programs, yet 
the majority of small and medium-sized law enforcement agencies 
relied on State and regional training academies or educational 
institutions for recruit training. The 1978 NASDLET survey reported 
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that POST's in 22 States administered central academies and in 
43 States were responsible for some f,orm of certification of 
regional training academies. 

Many early evaluations of training consistently note the li
mited amounts of training being provided by small- and medium-sized 
agencies and those in rural a reas and States. Many of these 
agencies found it difficult to conduct more than rudimentary and 
procedurally oriented training due to limited numbers of field 
personnel and the need to fill pos i tion vacancies immed iately 
to reach authorized police strength. Personnel and time con
strainfs also precluded the establishment of fulltime training 
staffs or instructors in these police agencies. . 

Thus, it is ev ident that the tremendous growth in recrui t 
training programs and length of training in the past 10 years 
is due largely to the efforts of POST and the availability of 
Federal funding from the LEAA. 

The authors reviewed more than 50 State, regional, and local 
evaluations or recruit training, training academies, and the de
livery systems for training programs. It was determined that only 
a very few could be legitimately classified as evaluation. Most 
of these evaluations simply compare the quality and quantity of 
training in relation to the standards and goals of the National 
Advisory Commission and other training academies .• The majority 
of those that could be construed as evaluation generally utilize 
training participant survey instruments to determine stud~nt re
actions to course content, the level and quality pf instr~ction, 
and perceptions of training "usefulness" in performing their du
ties. Occasionally, participant supervisors and agency heads of 
the participants will be surveyed for their opinions as to any 
perceived impact of. training on the participants upon return to 
thei r agency. 

Survey instruments most frequently emp'loy' a Likert-type scale 
with responses ranging from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree" 
in conjunction wi th open-ended questions and responses.. Findings 
typically list frequency dis:tributions or a rank-order of responses, 
selective reiteration of openended responses, and then conclude 
with'a subjective analysis. The end products of the evaluations 
tend to be rearrangement of training courses or projections of 
demand for future training course offerings. 

To the extent that such participant surveys or needs assess
ments provide a' feedback mechanism to,. the training content and 
delivery systems, they could be categorized as evaluation. How
ever, these nontechnical evaluations which rely solely on partic
ipant surveys do little more than indicate that police officers 
prefer certain types of training ~'Ubjects, formats, and instructors. 
Most o,f these" officer surveys do not measure any knowledge or 
skill transfer with the exception of occasional pre- and posttest-
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ing on subject areas. Criteria for sound evaluation design would 
require, in addition to before and after testing for qcquisition 
of learning, that dependent and independent variables be isola tId 
and control groups establ ished for cqmparison wi th the trainees. 7 
This usually is not done because oltime and funding constraints 
and/or because evaluation is, so frequently conducted by train
ing personnel unskilled in research design and evalua tion tech
niques. Such constraints notwithstanding, the consensus of most 
evaluators is that some ~easurement of the objectives stated or 
impli~it in tt.e 'training curriculum must be undertaken to be 
classified as evaluation. Based upon our review, a largeJnumber 
of evaluations do not. attempt to measure changes in attitude, 
behavior, or job perfbrmance subsequent to the training. 

We do not suggest that meaningful evaluation of basic training 
programs has not been done, but rather that the Significant issue 
of training impact is largely not addressed. When training impact 
is of primary concern in the evaluation, findings and conclusions 
are often postulated without. quantitative measurement of clearly 
stated performance objectives and behavioral outcomes. Thus, it 
is extremely difficul t for us to identify training academies and 
programs that can be adopted as models or to determine what com
ponents and elements of the training were correlated with or 
contributory to the stated success of these programs. 

f 

The most significant ~valuations of basic training have con
tained some element of functional research into police duties 
and into ,discrepancies between expectations, perceptions, and per
fotmance of roles and tasks. Officers are surveyed as to how 
often and whether they perform certa in tasks, the rela tive amounts 
of time spent on each task, and whether specified skills or know
ledge are relevant to their daily performance of tasks. Training 
content and objectives are then evaluated and reformulated into 
operational programs ort the basis of this research. Conclusive 
statements of training content, format, and strategies cannot 
be made from these evaluations except to note that the- design 
of training programs should utilize job analysis or critical in
cident techniques to identify defic'ient areas. 

In addition to structuring basic training requirements on 
job content, it has been suggested that a complete job inven
tory be c9nstructed which defines the total set of work require
ments. 18 This job inventory is an appl ication of the Compre
hensive Occupational Data Analysis Program (CODAP) developed by 
the Occupational Research Division of the u.s. Air Force Human 
Resources Laboratory. The percentage of police offic,ers performing 
each task and the average amount of time spent by officers on 
each task are considered inadequate for establishing training con
tent. Roberts is concerned also with the difficulty of learning 
the task, practical, consequences of inadequately performing the 
task, and tolerance allowed in time to perfo~ the task. 
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CODAP was used in a study. undertaken by the Texas Commission 
on Law Enforcement Officer Standards and Education. More than 
3,000 police officers throughout the State listed amounts of time 
spent on each of 395 tasks. A questionnaire containing the addi
tional fac'tors of task d ifficul ty, task delay tolerance, and inade
quate task performance consequences was distributed to their super-

\ visors. The CODAP program was then applied to the data collected 
in the questionnaire to produce a prioritized list of tasks. The 

"results indicated that the less difficult tasks were performed 
'most often by officers wi th less experience, while more d ifficutg , 
tasks were generally performed by more experienced officers. 

'\ In extending this design to probationary deputy sneriffs in 
T~exas, superv isors establ ismed training, priori ties for the tasks 
p'~rformed by the probationary deputies. 20 Supervisors completed 
the questionnaire, and interrater reliability coefficients were 
es'tablished for each ratter on each task factor. Designating training 
pri.orities as the dependent variable, Goodgame reports that the 
percentage of officers performing each task and the time spent on 
each tas~lwere highly correlated with the means of training priority 
ratings. The data analysis also showed a high degree of associ-

oj atior) between ratings relating to tasks performed on the job and 
the p;erceived training priority of tasks. 

i.. similar study found that training instructors and command 
officet,s disagreed on training priori ties for field supervisors 
in pol H~e departments in Texas. Training priori ties of instructors 
were not highly associated wi th the work of and performance re
quirements for supervisors. Goodgame thus concludes that training 
instructors are not an "accurate source of information" in training 
program design. Rather than negating the importance of instructor 
input to training program design, the findings simply confirm 
the consensus of evaluations reviewed by the authors that training 
programs should both be designed and evaluated on the basis of 
job requirements and performance expectations. 22 

Perhaps the best example of the dearth of technical eval
uations on recruit training content and academies is the number 
of evaluations focusing on the entry-level training standard of 
400 hours for new pol ice recrui ts recommended by the Na tional 
Advisory Commission in 1973. The following six core areas were 
recommended with percentage distributions of time for each 
area (Standard 16.3): 

• Introduction to the Criminal Ju~tice System 8% 

• Law 10% 

• Human Values and Problems 22% 

• Pa trol and Investiga tion Procedures 33% 
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• Police Proficiency 

• Administration 
, ' 

18% 

9% 

The NMS data for 1974-1975 listed only' 32 percent of law 
el)forcement agencies meeting or exceeding' this standard, which 
accounted for an estimated 47 percent of all law enforcement 
personnel employed. Average course lengths were dicrectly re
lated to agency size. Ninety percent of police departments and 
72 percent of sheriff's departments with 400 or more sworn em
ployees provided 400 hours or more training. While course lengths 
in State or regional academies are generally lower, many departments 
provide additional training to supplement State-mandated training 
hours. 

The' 1975 NASDLET survey of over 200 training academies in
dicated that disproportionate emphasis was placed on the core 
areas of patrol and investigation procedures and police proficiency 
(67 percent). It further noted only 7 percent of curriculums ad
dressing the Commiss ion's recommended course time of 22 percent 
for training in "human values and problems." Although evaluations 
discussed in a later section of this chapter on "rol~ learning" 
in fact support the higher. level of emphasis in this area, the 
significant point is that the Commission's core content and per
centage distributions of time were not supported by any research 
findings or evaluation when, they were recommended. The authors' 
review of evaluation material for this chapter' reveals tbat neither 
the training duration nor content standards have been subsequently 
validated. The Commission's report, in discussing the st'andard, 
noted tl.dt a New York Ci ty study showed wide divergence of thought 
on training curriculum emphasis among the 15 highest and210west 
duration training programs of 60 surveyed police agencies. Yet, 
the Commission developed its recommended core content and dis
tribution of training hours primarily form the curriculums of 
larger police agencies such as Seattle, Los Angles, Oakland, and 
Chicago. 

As part of a process to develop A'Master Plan for Law En
forcement Training in New York State, a Nati0iaal survey of re
crui t-level tra ining was unde rtaken in 1977. The results of 
this survey are similar to the 1975 NASDLET survey which showed 
variance with the National Advisory Commission percentage dis
tribution recommended for core' content areas. An average of 
31 percent was devoted to the area of "Criminal Law, Evidence', 
and Investigation," and an average of 24 percent of the curricu
lums provided training in "Patrol and Traffic Training." Based 
on this survey and the authors ' review of police personnel and 
training evaluations, it is estimated that about half of the 
States hpve conducted task analyses for the police. It is not 
clear, {however, if all the analyses have addressed both sheriff 
and police positions, if they were conducted on a statewide basis, 
or if the job analyses were conducted for development of training 
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programs or job-related testing. Nevertheless, in our oplnlon 
this emphasis on course content is better supported by the States 
that have conducted job analyses. 

Performance Objectives and Field Training 

P.s is evident from the preceding discussion, the success of 
training programs cannot be adequately evaluated unless there 
are clear statements of objectives. The National Advisory Commis
sion recommends that performance objectives be established which 
designate minimum levels of demonstrated proficiency against which 
training programs can be measured (Standard 16.2). In addition 
to measuring training programs, the standard of performance objec
tives was also recommended to measure whether trainees acquire 
these level's of proficiency and apply them in their job performance. 
A corollary standard recommends that 4 months of supervised recrui t 
field training be provided to complement the recommended 10 weeks 
of classroom .instruction. The objective of field training is to 
provide reinforcement of formal classroom training and an applied 
learning situation for the knowledge, attitudes, and skills imparted 
in the classroom setting •. 

In 1~g8 an IACP study reported an average of 72 hours' field 
training, and Saunders (1970) stated that in ci ties of over 

'10,000 population, 58 percent of the police agencies provided 
no field training. 26 Several t-raining content surveys have focused 
on the amount of recruit field training, but it is difficult 
to determine the relative number of police agencies throughout 
the country which conduct supervised field training as an integral 
part of the recrui,t training process. The surveys reveal that 
most poli ce agencies and POST-aff il iated academies have been plac
ing increasing emphasis on field training, but the most effective 
way of accomplishing this is not clear. 

One approach is to designate a period of supervised field 0 

training at some point in the formal basic training program. 
Another approach designates a specifieQ period of time after com
p,letion ! of formal basic training for supervised field. training 
under the di rection of a trained coach. The latter approach 
appears to develop a more comprehensive measure of job perfor
mance by using a training record 'which rates .. the trainees an¢i 
charts their progress in mastering a number of tasks considered 
essential to fiel~ performance. Most programs reviewed by the 
authors were not developed' in relation to overall objectives of 
both the formal and field training experiences. This situation 
is particularly true in States where field training is ,,conducted 
by the individual agency independent of the formal training provided 
by a State or regional academy. 
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Instructional Staff 

. The instructiona,l staff of most police academies is part
time, even though some proportion of academy staff are full-time 
employees' in such areas as training coordination, materials and 
cU~Ficulum development, and academy operations. The 1975 NASDLET 
~urvey of 200 police academies found that 80 percent of the facul ties 
were part-time. While there is no evidence from training evaluation 
to support the need for full-time instructors, it is clear that 
part-t~me instructors need specialized training and certification 
in order to provide the same quality of instruction as full-time 
academy staffs. Thirty-;two States in the 1978 NASDLET survey 
certified instructors, and a number of these States provide 40 
hours of "training of trainers." Evaluations of some training 
academies with full-time staffs indicated that heavy course loads, 
large class sizes, and specialized instructional fields tended 
to detract time from course preparation, revision, research, and 
opportuni ties for professiional staff development. Training academ
ies which most frequently received favorable ratings on instruc
tional staff by outside evaluators have a nucleus of full-time 
training staff cross-trained in core subject areas supplemented 
with outside or part-time instructors certified in specialized 
areas. 

Law enforcement agencies have histo!:'icaily utilized both sworn 
personnel and supervisory or command personnel as academy instruc
tors. The selection of instructors appears to be based on tradition 
in the agency or on a "stress environment" where discipline and 
paramilitary concepts are emphasized. Neither training literature 
nor evaluations reviewed by the authors supported the need for 
an instJ;;uction staff comprised exclusively of sworn or command 
personnel. The key variables or cha"racteristics of an effective 
instructor are consistently listed as knowledge of the subject 
areas, teaching skills and experience, desire to teach (as opposed 
to an assignment to teach), and interpersonal communication skills. 

Instructional Techniques 

A recurring cri ticism found in training evaluations is the 
use of the formal lecture as the primary mode of instruction 
supplemented with films, reading and memorization assignments, 
and demonstration and practice of skills. In this mode, lectures 
are given from texts or reference handouts which are often embel-
1 ished wi th anecdotes from the instructor's practical field exper
ience. As a result, the recruit's knowledge of field situations 
to be encountered must be deduced from the anecdotal accounts. 
These assessments frequently conclude that the formal lecture must 
be supplemented with varied instructional methods such as audio
visual, reading assignments, demonstrations, and practice sessions 
to achieve a satisfactory learning experience. 
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M~,ny training programs have attempted to place greater em
phasis on group instructional techniques to highlight field situ
ations and stimulate discussion of appropriate police, officer 
responses. Some evaluations suggest that group- centered learning 
is more conducive to presentation of such topics as human relations, 
family crisis, intervention, patrol techniques, and, in general, 
the proper orientation of police roles and tasks. The authors 
tend to agree with these findings although they are largely sub
jective, do not use control groups, and thus have di'fficulty 
demonstrating increased learning ·effectiveness from the group in
structional techniques. 

Cal ifornia' s noted Project STAR, a comprehensive research 
effort aimed at criminal justice personnel roles, functions, and 
skill requirements , listed several categories of widely used group 
instructional techniques. These categories are: conferences-
debate, discussion group, panel seminar; fieldexperiences--field 
t~ip, i~~terview, operational experience, 0ffrationalobservation; 
slmulatl0ns--case study, ga,~e, role play. 

A "contingency model" for police training is advanced by 
Finkelman and Reichman (1974) which states that instructional 
techniques should vary according to subject matter and the char
acteristics of the trainees. 28 Too of ten, in their opinion, trainers 
attempt to develop a single comprehensive program that can be 
used by all, and others willingly adopt it without regard for, 

c clear differences in trainee backgrouncs and unique characteristics 
of State, county, and local agencies. 

The largest single impact on instructional techniques has 
been the expanded use of closed-circuit television and video tape 
casset'tes. The "stop action" and "instant replay" capabilities 
of video tape permit emphasis on and discussion of key program 
elements of the recording. As an instructional aid, video tape 
recordings have stimulated discussion on the proper knowledge 
and application of law and on the use of discretion and judgment 
in field situations. Role-playing exercises and simulation of 
street' encount,ers improve the cogni tive learning process, sharpen 
observational skills, and provide visual and audio cues of partic
ipant behavior. In addition to simulations, video tape is used 
to present a wide range of subject areas, department policies and 
procedures, preliminary demonstrations of~skills (self-defense, 
first aid, firearms, etc.), arld to bring remote locations (court
rooms, booking procedures, etc.) into the classroom setting. 

Video tape has also been used as a form of programed learning: 
The indiv idual interacts with a programed television script at 
h.is or her own pace. This has beenrecornrnended as particularly 
effective for remedial learning and for specialized training needs. 

Evaluations of the role of video tape in the training programs 
have been limited primarily to participant reaction to its use 
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and,to the impact of closed-circuit television as a delivery mechan
ism for t~aining accessibility. Experiments in Suffolk County~ 
New York, (1972) and in the State of South Carolina (1969)2 
have demonstrated the capability to provide training in remot;e 
and different locations simultaneously and to a large number of 
groltPS in a short period of time. This capability ~s based on 
the' Use of a library of cassettes replicated from a master tape 
or the use of a closed-circuit educational television .networko 
Departments are able to rapidly disseminate ,for "example, changes 
in field operations which occur as a" result of new policy, court 
decisions, or legislation. Video tape also facilitates communi
cation between large and geographically d.ecentralized State and 
county law enforcement agencies.· 

. None of the evaluation ma.terial reviewed by the authors iden
t;.ified a specific curriculum as being especi.ally ~ell-suited to 
presentation by closed-circuit television, or attempted to measure 
achievement of specific learning objectives, or used control groups 
to specifically isolate the video tape or closed-circuit television 
as the causative factor· in enhanced knowledge transfer, reduced 
learning time, or improved retention. The potential for computer
assisted instruction (CAl) to provide individual self:-paced learn
ing with continual student evaluation has been mentioned in several 
training assessments. The authol;'s discovered no technical evalu
ations of comput~r-assisted instruction or programed learning in 
an operational setting. 

Role learning 

The heavy reliance on the lecture method of instruction i,~ 
in part due to the paramilitary tradition of the police and the 
emphasis on "stress" in the training environment. Several evalu
ations have challenged the effectiveness of stre,ss training, but 
the .. findings cannot be univp.rsally accepted because of differing 
meanings and degrees of "stress" in highly varied police agencies. 
Some training programs could be classified as "stress" yet offer 
a high degree of participant training (discussion, seminars, role
playing, etc.). The recruit training process forms an ini bial 
role orientation for the police officer that impacts the remainder 
of the off i.cer' s career. Considerable. variance exists between 
,role concep.~s in re crui t school and the' real i ties of performance 
in field situations as an experienced officer. Even some of the' 
earliest training evaluations agree with these frequent findings. 

On the basis of ' a longitudinal study of recruits and exper
ienc~d officers in the New York City Police Department, John 
McNamara (1967) found that many of the "gains" achieved in recruit 
training were lost over time in the field dlle to varianc~ of 
field conditions with training program content. jO While his ffind
ings are not supported by hard data, McNamara argues that the 

.'. semi-military model of the police department and training academy 
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~ graduates a "standardized prQ~uct" who can adapt to the administra
tive structure and policies of the department. Yet, McNamara feels 
this police Dfficer is ill-equipped to make "m~ximally effective 

. decisions" involving discretion and judgment generally made in 
the absence of direct superv is ion. McManus noted an altered image 
10 years aft.er recruit training from predominantly a law enforcement 
officer to primarily an "agent of social control." ~he s,tudy 
suggested that curriculum development focus on pr~senting va'ried 
educa,tio~al situations that reflected th31 tlvarietY.9f continui,ng 
small crIses encountered on the street." , 

'''. ., 
Project STAR is the only evaluation of training programs re-

viewed by the authors which specifically measured the ability 
of certain training approaches to develop the desired aj~.i'tudes 
and behavior nece,ssary for succ~.ssful role performance. J.).'job 

~~ "analysis on the basis of perfortnance objectives identifieO'1.3 
roles and 33 tasks., Operational behavior required for satisfactory 
performance of a particular task and the actual conditions under 
which it is performed in an operational setting were clearly stated. 
Role training programs were designed, tested, produced, and evalu
ated to examine the hypothesis that ',students actively involved 
in both individual and gt"OUP learning',~xperiences centered on 
real life training situations will more lik;:;ly develop the desired' 
attitudes and behavior for successful role performance. 

A series of training modules was developed to focus both 
on police roles and tasks ant.: on their relationship to other 
components in the criminal justice system. The training modules 
follow a series of learning steps for each role: (1) presen
tation of the role cOl'tcept and its perf(:Yrmance objective and 
their related tasks,' situations, and exam{:iles of role behavior; 
(2) selection from four to five optional learning activities; 
and (3) review. The modules areestima'ted to involve 104 to 
156 hours of instruction time and are desiigned to be integrated 
into existing training programs. Pre- an'd posttests of exper
imental and control groups suggested that the training approach 
of STAR more successfully reinforces and retains role concepts 
and develops desired values. Both groups had entered their re-

A spective training with similar knowledge and attitud.~s on the 
desired role cOll'.cept.s, but the STA~.,.tFaining,g'roup showed,fstati.f,'i,~i
cally significa(pt dif(e,l:!=~cesinmeasure of achievement\~in under-

. standing ___ aJl,dJ-,,,,,,a.Ocep'e'in<;f . the role concepts. In light of\. prev ious 
. "'·)7!·"'~·fl'i1aTngs"··th-at ~~perational experience tends to erode (ftesil)~ble 

concepts in trc\ditional 'IPolice recruit training prog~;ams, a 
longitudinal study~lshould·he conducted to determine if STAR training 
participants ret~\in simi~;~r role concepts in job performance over 
time~ ~\:j 
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Inservlce, Supervisory, and Management Training 

The National Advisory Commission recommenq,edthat annual in
service training of 40 hours duration be provided to all sworn 
employees to maintain, improve, and update knowledge and skills 
(Standard 16.4), and that upon promotion, supervisory and management 
personnel should receive appropriate training for the new position. 
Technical e,valuation of training programs in these areas is virtu
ally nonexistent in terms of curriculum, emphasis'~',and instruction
al techniques. The authors' review of training assessment surveys 
and evalu~ation reveals that law enforcement administrators in prin
ciple agree with these recommendations, but in practice few agencies 
regularly conduct or provide opportunities for such training. 

Inservice training is usually conducted for personnel assigned 
'''£ospecial,ist positions, and generalist' training for all sworn 

';, empioyees is ratelyprovid~CJ.Generalized, inservice training 
most frequently focuses on cr.tminal<J,aw, operational policies and 
procedures, and weapons, wi th le'sser emphasis on order maintenance, 
peace-'keeping, and service functions of the police. The 1975 NMS 
survey data revealed that less than one-fourth of all sworn personnel 
had attended a formal inservice training course (other than rollcall 
training) in 92 percent of the agencies with 400 or more employees. 
The. major constraints faced by most agencies are reported to be 
tiscal and manpower--the inability .to provide adequate numbers 
of replacement officers in the field for those attending inservice 
training programs. There were no evalua.tions screened which assessed 
levels of job performance and effectiv'~11eSI? as related to quantity 
and type of generalized ins~rvice training. The use of briefing 
sheets, rollcall training, and video cassettes in a number of 
departments is deemed adequate by them to maintain, 'upd~te, and 
improve necessary skills. '.' 

TraiJ;ing records and histories are maintained by many depart
ments, but'in most cases"these_.~re merely chronological listings 
of training, rather than a tobl"fbr 'e-,raluating training needs. 
Several researchers have advanced the concept of a tra"irmg maQ~ger 
to assess present and future agency training requireJ'!\ents through 
use of a "training assessment matrix." This tool can be used 
for scheduling needed training and coordination with ava.ilable 
outside training courses~ it can also be used to assure adequate 
numbers of trained personnel for specialized assignments when 
needed, and to establish career development plans for management 
success.ion and placement. 

Only recently have clear distinctions. been made among training 
content and needs of supervisory, middle management, and executive 
training_ Evaluations of these programs, similar to most basic 
training evaluations, tend to rely on.participant surveys of the 
general usefulness of the training content to ful·fillrilerit of their 
job requirements. No task analyses specifically directed at the~e 
three levels were discerned by the authors in our r~view of training 
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e\}·alu~!tions. The differences among many of the course offerings 
appeat\,i to be simply the labels which are changed whilei\ the course 
conten\t is offered at .several levels. The varying educational 
and trAining levels of 'supervisory and command personnel are in 
large part responsible for the interchangeability of course content 
in many\ advanced training programs. In. this manner one is assured 
of getting certain supervisory and managerial concepts at some 
point in time after promotion from field officer status. 

The National Adv~sory Commisssion recommended that personnel 
should receive adequate training for the responsibilities of their 
new position upon promotion. The NMS surveys reported tha\:: 90 
percent of police chiefs and 80 percent of sheriffs favored super
visory training, but few departments except the largest require 
the rtra ining, and less than one- fourth of superv isory personnel 

. s~rveyed reported receiving formal training for their new posi tio'n. i. ~···!i 

The promotion criteria for ,most first-line supervisory posi
tions place emphasis primarily on officer-level knowledge and 
skills under the assumption that good field officers make the 
best supervisors. The NMS survey identified, for example, 12 
major tasks performed by line supervisors which are not ordinarily 
performed by field officers, yet a majority of supervisor,s reported 
on-the-job experience as the means of acquiring knowledge and 
skills for their supervisory tasks. The majority of pol,ice officer 
standards and training commissions offer a first-line supervisory 
course, and seven States have mandated supervisory training accord
ing to the 1978 NASDLET survey. 

In participant surveys, s~pervisors consistently cite the 
following areas needing emphasis: decisionmaking processes, moti
vation and performance appraisal of subordinates, assignment and 
scheduling of personnel~ 

Middle-management and executive training follows somewhat 
the same pattern as supervisory training-- recogni tion of a need 
by police administrators with few a,ctually having received manage
ment training. Styles of leadership and management., policy formu
lation, program development and planning .. budgeting and fiscal 
management, labor relations, and overall department performance 
measurement are frequently cited as needed subject areas in par
ticipant surveys of police executives. Unless selected to attend a 
lengthy law-enforcement-oriented management training program, such 
as the PSI Nat.ional Academy or the Southern Police Institute at 
the University of Louisville, police managers attend short courses 
in specialized workshops and semin\~lrs of l-to-5 day duration, 
e.g., collective bargaining, management of criminal investigative 
function, police discipline, fleet management. Evaluaticm of man
agement training has been ';difficult or rarely attempted due to 
the difficulty, 6f meastlring training impact on managerial effec·· 
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tiveness. Management training programs in POST and regional aca
demies and ed'ucational institutions h1ave had to rely primarily 
on parti~ipant surveys of perceived job relevance of cO,urse 
offerings. i'f· 

II 

Specialized Training 

Specialized training programs have generated the highest 
quality., technical evaluations wi/th formal evaluation designs. 
The authors reviewed a d<;>zen pr'ogram impact and process eval
uations in this category. Both 'groups cfevaluations are most 
often required as part of LEAAi~funded action grant proje.cts. 
Occasionally, the training ,progr.'am itself is the object of evalu-
.ation as an innovative subjec,t area or a specific training pro
ject, but more frequently specialized training is evaluated as 
a component/in a grant proje1ct. Training in human relations, 

, community relatio'ns, cris'is j,'ntervention, conflict management, 
team policing, and '.' management of criminal investigations are 
examples of training in specialized subject areas that have 
generated both "hard and soft" evaluations. 

,Team policing and management of criminal investigations-:
programs developed with LEAA funds, from res~arch findings and 
experimentation--have major impacts on the delivery of police 
services and. policymaking. Trail1ing efforts in these areas cen
ter on knowledge transfer of concepts and new role' orientations 
to patrol and investigative respons ibil i tie.::;. Evaluations are 
concerned more wi th the relationship of chang'e to overall project 
success than the training program itself. 

The highest quality tr:aining evaluat"ions screened by the 
auth~is were those concerned with cris is intervention train
ing. In these evaluations, knowledge transfer, officer per
formance, and department impact are analyzed for crisis inter
vention programs. They stress social service agency ,and coun
seling referrals for officers responding to family disturbance 
calls. These evaluations point out a number of problems recurrent 

. in evaluation of many training programs. Some training programs 
select those officers most receptive to the training content 
rather than those most in need of the training, thus inducing 
a bias into the training evaluation. Department members 'who 
&l;'e trained are not always widely disperseo throughout the depart
merit to maximize availability of skills when needed in field 
encounters. Some training programs are so dependent upon the 
expertise of program designers and instructors that transfer 

·of technology to other departments is difficult. 

In our review of selection criteria and test.ing valida
tion we noted the influence of local factors which precluded 
universal adoption without local validation. Similarly, in 
a NILECJ evaluation Qf crisis intervention training programs 
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in ~ix ci ties, a local fElctors' variable (including ~epartment 
support) was ·found to be the ~gst highly significant variable 

'predictive of program success. ' 

Educs!lon 

The so-called "police reform literature" has advocated'over 
the .past 10 years increased levels of education in addition 
to tra ining as a means to development of a "profess ional" model 
of law enforcemen1:. The complexity of tasks arid changing role' <) 

of the modern patrol officer and the need to draw qualified 
supervisory and management personnel from the ranks arE! frequently 
cited reasons for' educational attainment by police officers. 
The Law Enforcement Education Program (LEEP) was lni tiated by 
LEAA to provide ins.titutional support for curriculum development 
and funds for criminal justice system personnel to undertake 
degree programs. In 1960, there were only 26 institutions 
in the country offering degree programs in criminal justice 
areas, but 519 insti tution~6 h~ld applied for !iEAA scholarship 
and loan funds for FY 1970. 

A 1974 survey by the Bureau of Census indicates that nearly 
one-fourth of State and local law enforcement had received LEEP 
financial assistance by 1974,' and PQlice3~ersonnel received 
80 percent of the L~EP funds distributed. By the end of FY 
1976 LEEP appropriations totaling $234 mfllion had been provided 
to approximately 1,200 educational institutions and 250,000 stl,J.
dents. Yet, the authors, in screening evaluation materials, found 
nei ther comP:3~ehensive evaluation of the effectiveness of the 
LEEP program nor unequivocal empirical evidence that college 
education or criminal justice degrees improve police performance. 

The best attempt at assessm'ent of the LEEP program was 
underta~en by the National Manpower Survey which analyzed course 
content and facul ty, police officer and police .executive per
ceptions of the job-relatea import~nce of education, and levels 
of educational attainment. The NMS sut'veys of police chiefs 
in cities of 17,000 or more populaticm revealed that larger 
agencies tended to rate college-educated personnel more favor
ably. The survey also showed ratings to be correlated to edu
cational level and age of the chiefs, with younger and college
educated chiefs expressing a strong preference for:'icollege
educated officers. While entrance-level requirements for education 
were less in the smallest agent;ies (les's than 159 employees), 
a' br.oad consensus was found in all agencies that higher education 
of existing sworn personnel should be continued. " 

In reviewing the LEEP program, the NMS analysis noted that 
35 percent of 'all law enforcement CQurses in LEEP-associated 
e'ducational instit.utions could be classified as "training type" 
courses, esp~cially in the 2-yeat degree programs which are 
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the largest in'number~Some evaluations of POST training, currie
ul.ums noted an overiap between Sta~e-financed training in spe
cialized and advanced areas and the course offerings of colleges. 
Stressing that the sine gua non of any educational program 
is'i ts factil ty, the Nt-IS survey revealed that full-time faculty 
wi th mas:ter's degrees in criminal justice 'programs do not measure 

{ilp to the standards for faculty in other prOgrams at these LEEP
supported institutions. This is especially true for 2-year in
stitutions, which most police personnel at.tend. The continued 
emphasis on higher education for police officers and the LEEP 
program was jU'stified by LEAA primarily on the grounds of career 
develop:aent "to develop a broader pool of educationally qualified 

,personnel for advancement· to supervisory and managerial level 
pbsitions.~ G 

Through application of the General Educational Develop';;' 
ment (GED) rating scale, it was determi.ned· by NMS that a sig
nificant numbelil of tasks performed by cd:minal justice superv isors 
and managers required a college education. 

A nurnberofst,udies have sought to establish acorrelatibn 
between police officer performance and educational attainment. 
The findings are inconclusive at best, yet deserve further study 
and validation. One of the earliest studies was a longitudinal 
analysis by Cohen and Chaiken (1972) which found that officers 
with 1 year of college were good performers and those with .\,'. 
a degree even better, but a mul tiple regressi.on analysis of 
33 predictor variables &j9d 12 performance measure.s did not show 
education as a factor. Finnegan (1976) stated that police 
agents (requit'ed to hold a degree) performed significantly higher 
on perfof~ance evaluation reports than police officers with no 
college. 'Wierman (1978) reported that State police troopers 
wi th a bachelor's degree consistently outscored those with less 
t.han an associate's degree on performance appraisal ratings, 
ahd that college-educated troope,fs scored higher than ~~e mean 
rating of all troopers, but not impressively higher •.. i i . While 
considerable emphasis has been placed on curriculum deyelopment 
of police science and criminal justice degree programs, the 
eva1uati01'l l.iterature finds no measurable differences4~n per
formance 6f officers based on type of degree obtained. 

Ostrom and Smith (1974) found only weak support for college 
education relationships to authori tarian attitudes concerning 
civ,~'l liberties, 43the Supreme Court, and" pol ice organizational 
characteristics. Similarly, Weiner '( 1976), using a 2-year 
police science p'rogram, concluded that educational level did 
not affect attitudes toward blacks, 4"4ther ethnic groups, law 
and order, or the police themselves. Miller and Fry (1976) 
could not correlate a "professionalized" view of pOlice w~rk 
wi th educational level; although education has been consistent.t¥ 
advanced as the~ path to professionalism in·law enforcement. 
The invalidation of traditional assumptions about college edu-
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cation and the development, of more professional attitudes toward 
police work and the community may be explained by Ithe fact thclt 
police officers attending (~6llege possess certain predisposed at::,
titudes which are not affected 'by cClllegeeQucation" 

Perhaps the most signiJCicant finding in~ several olf the evalu'" 
ations noted, in this sect.ion is that college-educated of.ficets\ 
are less likely to receive c!omplaints against them or to be dismissed 
froin 'police servicec, yet they h,ave higher r:ates of volulitary resig
nation. This suggests thilt additional research is needed on job 
satisfaction and moti.vation of college-educ,ated police officers 
i:f they.are to be retai!nea as the primary pool for selection 
of .superv isor-s and manage:rs. 

SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND FlrrURE NEEDS 

Considering a national effort of almost a decade and several 
billions of taxpayers' dollars expended to improve both the criminal 
justi.ce syst~m and its impact on criminali.ty, the state of evaluation 
data on the justice system's largest component--police personnel-
is indeed sad. Tbe good evaluative research that does exist is 
so scattered that police administrators,. planners, and evaluators 
can find only bits and pieces. Furthe.r, the authors failed to 
find but a few isolated cases where evalu·a·t.cion results have been 
integrated in future operational plan&'ling. Porthe mc)st part, 
evaluation reports. c.lppear to gather dust on bookshelvt~s or are 
stuffed in the bafr.:k ,of grant project files and Soon forgotten. 

The gaps, voids, and inadequacies> in police human resource 
assessments are perhaps more significant than the existing evalu
ation material. Consider the importance of voiqs in a scar,pity 
of evaluations found by the authors tn the Evaluation Clearinghouse, 
a specialized collection within the bro,ad NCJRS data ba.se, such 
as: 

• Human resources needs forecasting 

• Recruitment and reter.tion 

• Pay and classification 

• Promotion and career development 

• Personnel support services 

• Labor relations:~ 
I 

• Personnel management systems 

• Conduct andhdiscipline 
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• Training needs a~sessment 
\\ 

• Inservice training 

• Management training , , 

• Training and skills inventory 

". 'Education 
~ I 

Fr()m the 3,680 so-called evaluation documents" in th'e,NCJRS 
E~aluation Clearinghouse as of June 1978, a staff search produced 
about 700 abstracts on police personnel and training topics. From 
these abstracts, the authors selected .17

7
0.documents which appeared 

to. be actual evaluation reports. After reviewing each of these 
170 reports, we fOlind only 95 (29 per-sonnel and 66 trainirig,~ 
"true'l evaluation reports. The remainder were research and devel
opment project reports or journal articles reporting on State 
and local personnel and training progilams. 

c . . 

This condition indicates a clear need for an effective clear
inghouse which is able to collect, classify, and disseminate eval'u
ation mate:r.ial at "all levels of criminal justice. Some me,thod 
must he developed to obtain evaluative material from the State 
and local units of government as well as from all program offices 
of ,LEAA and other police research.org"anizations. 

~~~ .. ~"- .. ~~~~-".~ Assuming that evaluations from all levels of law enforcement 
ban be collected and properly classified, a simple system of feed
back is ne-eded if evaluative results are to be used to achieve 
desirable change. Rather than disseminating an annotated biblio
graphy of evaluation results., we suggest a "bottom-line" digest 
or newsletter--a. do;cument which highlights the information most 
valuable to the police.administrator and plann~r; that is, 'in 
nontechnical terms, provide the police administr~itor and planner 
wi th sign~fidant eva!uative research findings with suggestions 

(, for 'interpreting and applying the findings. Also, such a digest 
would 9 ivie the' research or evaluator information needed to locate 
and obtain the full report. I 

Although some LEAA and SPA officials have been strong pro
ponents of process, program, and impact evalucations, no evidence 
was found by the authors';'that progra~ or grant funding consistently 
and automatically included independent assessment of resul ts. Fur
ther, impact evalua,~ions andcos.t'effectiveness measures of major 
police personnel and training programs are few. Future efforts 
should emphasize costeffectiveness and impact assessments. For 
example, in the authors' view, hundreds of millions of dollars 
should not have been spent on the LEEP progtam without strong 
evidence of improved service delivery or'of the program's direct 
and indirect contribution to the prevention and reduction of crime. 
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Fin.ally, we recommend the developmen t of na tional eval ua tion 
s tanda rds and guidel ines pertaining ~p pol ice personnel and tra in
ing. Incl uded. in such standards shbuld be suggested eval ua tion 
m'ethodolog ies for various types of personnel and training programs 

.,. dlnd a reporting, abstracting, and indexing mechan1sm for evaluation 
findings. 0 . . 
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INTRODUCTION 
,:;/5' 

,',? ,.{;. C " /" (} 

'i'hispaper addresses »the ?use and evaluation of computer based 
technology' as it relates,/Yto police command, control, and communi~ 

(; "cations (PCCC). The.focus is on cornm~and and control; pol ice c,om
munications is inclu,ged only. to the' extent that it directlyim"" 
P.ClCtS the command and' control objectives. .'}/, 

,. Y . ..,/,,~p~;.::":': . 
unfortunatety, 'there have been very few. torf!ia.l,~~({v~luations 

of pecc innovations. The literature is mainly ~~~sibility studies, . 
trad~ . .journal articles, and. subjective assrc~.:,s13merfts by police ad ... 
min-i(s,trators .f} F.urther, much communicationgt;l'i terature can be over-

~/ -' .-.. "." ~--' :.;-" - - ~ -:' : ,." 

!po~ed ~?rJ comm~nd aryd contr~~pq~r:poses--i'tcov7rs ,s~chissu:s ;as 
"",4adlo sl.gI;'lal ,dl.stortl.on, ra.,O;:;+o. spectrum allocatl.Qn, faCSl.lU~le 

// trcihsmission', speech scrambting ,anq,tl1'e s"wit,phing anqsharing of 
'. ,,/-;:.'/ data between diff.e,rentjurisdict~()ns •. Never£heless., the available' 

/.}~,rP ~CCC informationdo~s p:0v"i,de( a basis for identifying future needs 
'. l.n research and evaluatl.bn .• 
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The pap~r is ,QiVicl'ed" into three parts. The opening, back-- '<"'"~" ..... 
_ground sect:LorCof-this paper dis~usses the active Federal role 
-in PCCC development, the availability of. computer technology, and 
; the strong desire_ to improve the performance of PCCC systems.' 

.~, ~-~-

, 0 
The seconq section examines 51. x speci.fic PCCC apJ;>lications: 

911, computer-assisted dispatching~, aut9matic' v,ehicle ,mohi toring, 
mobile digital communication, managemeft1t information ~ystems, an''g 

. regional information systems • We will 16escribe four different ways 
in which evaluators can meaSlJre the,)ll: 'input, process, outcome, 
and "system. Studies by thePre,.sident 'is Coriun:i.ssiori on Law Enforce
mentand-Administration of Justice _ f1965-67) sugg~stedtha t PCCC 
,appll.ications might achieve costeffective, reductions in police re
sponse time, defined by other autl)ors as "the interval between 
a c,itizen's r~quest fors'ervice and the arrival of a field unit 
at 'the scene." :1n the second section we will, ,explore how well 
the Commission 's Hopi~'S have been, achieved. ' 

The third section (p. 326)' discusses "future alternatives. It 
recommends that research be undertaken to develop PCCC systems, \'Ihich 

.~, arebettei integrated, more proactive in assistance to polite dis-
"< patchersand, decisionmakers, and more flexible in terms of chang-

",ing technology.. Future evaluations wi tha. common framework '-'are 
<,urged, and the authors recommend that these more intensiveevalu-

""';"',~,~~a~~:,~=;i~d i~~~~~~.input and proces~ and begin to examine ,outcome 

- ."' . ....:..,"-. ., 

Badt'grQundlssues-';>' 
- '>', ~~~,~.-

;-.,-;> .;';-;:::;..:: ...... ~ 
..... ~ 

In 18··77'\~!-bany ,·N.y. had five telephones ins~alled connecting 
the mayor' s off'it:~with pol ice precinct stations. Thus began the 
development of mocf~fn police command and control procedures. The 
telephone, first sirrlP~X an auxiliary to the telegraph, graduallY 
allowed the publ ic to g'a\i,o voice access to the pol ice pepartment 
as well as to give the dep'artrrt~Jlt better means of cOfllUlunica;tion with 
and control of i ts personnel~ '''~~''''';,~!" 

"'~;....:t,;;.,.. .~J 

. In 1923, the Pennsylvania 'St~·te::;'·"-~9lice adopted telety:pe ma
chJnes. In 1928, Detroit deployedpolice:<~"cruisers equipped with 
radio rece:i.vers. Two-way police roadio came:-,, to Boston in 1934. 
Transistorized circuitry, in the 196Q's,gavEt-"R9.lice smaller and 
more reI iable radios. Progress in communications':,,,,1:;.echnology was 
evell more dramatic in the following decade."", ... ,. . 
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The Federal Role 

-':r.· 

/\ 

Like so maJy other developments in criminal jus~i!:e,-'1ilo';t pre- '\. 
sent., involvemenl,t dates back to 1965· and th~ _establishment of the 
Presi.dent's Co(nmission on Law EnfoJ::_cement and Administration of 
Just~c7. '\, The;li Commission, ,identi,fied s7ienc~= a~d te~hnology as ~ 
promlslngare~: for research and ~nnovatlon. In lts flnal report, 
theCommissiCm'i calred for the use of and. experimentation with new 
technolog les Hath t.O aid in police operations and to store, trans
mit, and tranisform criminal justice information. PCCG was among 
several areas" highlighted for further exploration. The Commission 
wrote: 

The ent'ire police command-and-control fUJlc·tion should be 
subjected to a basic reexamination taking full account o'f 
t.he promising new technolog)ies offered by computers and 
communications links ••• An.experimentalJ program to develop 
a computer-assisted command;.,.,and-c~ntrol system should be" 
established with Federal support. 

Given the labor-intensive nature of police work and the tra
dition qf devoting only a small percentage of police budgets to 
research-and development" policymakers of this period focused on 
improving police services by allocating dollars· for equipment and 
technology. Creation of the Law Enforcement Assistance Adminis
tration (LEAA) in 1968 added 'large-scale Federal resources for such 
purchases. wi th' .the end of the Vietnam war, technology-intensive 
industries sought to increase the.lr domestic markets, thus contribu
ting to the expansion of computer-related innovations. 

Introducing technological change, however, requires more than 
pressure from the top, in this case from the Crime Commission. Al
though much police literature promotes technoiogy, surprisingly lit
tle covers evaluation of the process of implementing new technologies 
and the "results achieved. This paper, then, explores what has trans
pired since the Crime Commission report and, most importantly, what 
difference~t-h(ib=UJ3e of PCCC technol.ogy has made in promoting effi
ciency of,? control and command. 

il 

Computer Technology . 
. ~ 

" '-..:, '. 
Computers had been available commercially in'5~q~e form or other for 

more U~n. a decade before police began using·~~t..hem in the early 
1960' s. By tha t time, technology had begun to br'i'ng together sev
eral streams of development: information transmissl:q,n, the devel
opment of data analysis and reduction systems, and computer model
ing. This ingather~ng of developments set the stage fq';r" ef,tective 
police use of computer technology.·~· 

'\ 
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''''-=-''::===~~_~,,~E_rvey of 79 cities in 1970 found ~hat law enforcement was thg 
single most'recur,riI}.9. municipal application of computer technology. 

, By 1975, city computer'lfse-for police applications still ran a strong 
second to financial uses (payroll, accounting, and collectioh). In 
1~71, in response ,to an International City Management Association 
(ICMA) survey of .49'8 petS. police departments in cities with popula
tions over 50,000, 44 percent of the departments indica ted they 
were using coinputers. By ~974, an leMA survey indicated this figure 
had risen to 56 percent. 

still, the large majority of computer applications by police re
main "routine"--straightforward, repetit~ve information-processing 
activities such as traffic records or maintaining real-time patrol and 
inquiry files. Nonroutine use such as resource-allocation models or 
computer-assisted dispatching (CAD) systems, in which the machine be
g ins to become a tool for decisionmaking and strateg ic planning, has 
been disappointing.' 

In fact, a significant number of nonroutin,e: efforts have failed. 
In the 1971 ICM.A survey, 61 dep~rtments indicat,:d they would install 
a CAD system w:i!thin the next 3 years. The followup survey in 1974, how
ever, indicated only 15 departments with systems close to being opera
tional. The number of departments wi th CAD systems has increased 
since 1974, but the early setbacks highlight some of the difficulties 
surrounding use of PCCC technology. 

PCCC Performance·· 

The Crime Commission identified the police communications center 
as the focal point for command and control. Improvements in its func
tion, it was suggested, might improve apprehension rates, thus serving 
as a deterremt to crime. The cgmmission pointed out these, problems 
limiting police effectiveness: . 

" il 
• A g rea t deal of information flows through a communica-

tions center, but little can be readily recalled to 
provide feedback on the results of actions. 

• The location of patrol cars is only crudely known. 

• The I:::ommunications center has a significant impact on re
sponse time1 technological improvements in processing 
consumer requests might reduce delays in response. 
': 

• In many pol ice departments, rad io congestion impairs 
communication between .dispatchers and field officers. 

Computer-assi~€ed dispatching (CAD) brought together many new 
police tools, through the partial automation of the call-answering, 
processing, and di1spa tching activ i ties. CAD automatically, rna tches 
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the address of a call for service with the appropriate police patrol 
beat through a computerized geographic file. Instant recall of dis
patch data is possible. 

, CAD, however, does not track the location of police vehicles, 
so automatic vehicle monitoring (AVM) systems also were suggested. 
As defined :in this paper, AVM systems provide a dispatcher with real
time location e.stimates of each vehicle in a fleet. They provide 
add i tional vehicle status information such as " in pursuit, II "enroute 
to scene," or "drivei door open." 

Mobile and portable digital terminals were suggested to permit 
officers to communicate by keyboard with the dispatch center. Also 
recommended were "911" emergency telephone systems and improved radio 
equipment. 

Command and control not only pertains to the ability of the dis
patcher to deploy vehicles but to the police administrator's control 
over patrol operations. Thus, though some innovations are routine. 
(e .g ., the automated transfer of information from the telephone opera
tor to the dispatcher), some are definitely nonroutine: tracking and 
moni toring vehicle location; timing the length of time spent on a call 
for service and raising a ~'flag" if a call takes over, say, 30 minutes; 
and providing new information for a broader management information 
system. 

;Study Framework 

As illustrated in Figure I the approach in this study is based 
on a three dimensional framework including four evaluation mea
sures, six distinct applications which have been implemented in 
PCCC, and four basic functions of PCCC. Thus one could consider 
the PCCC assessment problem as comprising 96 separate assessments: 
4 x 4 x 6. Unfortunately, the available information does not al
low for such detailed assessment. Figure I, however, may portray 
the interrelationships of thf~se various factors in a manner useful 
to future evaluators. 

PCCC Functions 

On an immediate, tactical basis, an effective PCCC system must be 
able to monitor available police resources so as best to respond to 
the needs identified. On the longer-term, strategic basis, PCCC must 
be able productively to ,manage the available resources. As Figure I 
identifies the four PCCC functions, Figure II further details them in 
terms of specific actions and time measures. 

The . functions can often overlap. An officer on patrol might wit
ness a criminal incident in progress. This would result in identifi
cation of a need for pol ice assistance, a change in the officer's pre-
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PCCC Study Framework 
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PCCC Functions 

Evaluation Measures: 

• Needs Identifi cati on • Input 
• Status Monitoring • Process'" ". 
• Response/Adjustment • Outcome 
• Resource Management • Systemic 

Specific Applications: 

.' Nine-One-O~e(911) 0 

• Compu.t~r-Assisted Dispatching'(CAD) 
• Au~pmatic Vehicle Monitoring (AVM) 
• ~1obile Digital Communication (MDC) 
• ~1anagement Information System (MIS) 
• Regional Communication System (RCS) 

c;; 
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pcce Functions 

• needs 
Identification 

• Status 
~lon1 toring 

• Response/ 
/'Idjustment 

• Resource 
Management 

Figure II 

PCCC Functions 

Speciffc rece Actions 

• Incident occurs 

\'tela ted Time ~teasures I 

• Incident oceur~ 

• Cftizen cnlls for polfce servfce or patrol offfcer • Call-for-service 
identiffes activity requiring response inftiated 

• Police telephone ~perator or complaint evoluator • Call answered 
receIves call, determines the facts, and records 
the essential inrormation 

• Police dispatcher determines the status (f.e., • status information 
location and availability) of resources based aSsessed 
on ongoing monitoring activities 

I . 

~ Police dispatcher determines the appropriate . 
response (e.g., patrol unit response, detective 

· unit response, call-bock response, etc.) to the 
incident, including a possible delay in response 

• If appropriate, pel ice dispatcher communicates 
instructfons to llpproprfate unft(s) to respond 

• Response unft{s) travel to the fncfdent 

• If necessary. police dfspatcher milke!; tactical 
adjustments (e.g., assIgnment of back-up units, 
re-assignment of units to a Mghcr priority. 
incident, etc.) 

• Response uni.t(s) 
dispntched 

• Response unft(s) 
arrive at scene 

j} n",,?rt.in!l 
llnm 

} 
Tclcl1hollc 

Ocl(!y Time 
-)-

} 

Opcr"tor 
P"occss ing 

Time 

Dispatcher 
ProcessIng 

Time 

On-Scene· 
'(ime 

• Response unf t( s) report complet.ton of servfce • Service completed --v 
• Police department mafntains data generated in the 

cour!ie or performfng the above 3 peec functfons for 
subsequcnt,i~alysfs 

• Pol1ce admin.1stra·tor decides on the overall allo
cation of police resources, based on the onalysfs 
of the "bove "data .and supported by appropriate 
resource allocation modals 

'The time measures are not; drawn to s~Ql c. Other comilOS fte time "!easures include di,(Tl'atcll ncf,ay tim~ (t .e .. 
sum of the op~rator and dfspatcher processing times), rtnpOI:r,e tun!) (1.e., slim of the dfsp~tch delay and 
trovel til"!:!S), ond a01'I)f,co tiJnn (Le., sum of the travel nnd onMsc:ene times), 
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vious "nonbusy" st.~tus, an appropriate response by the officer, and 
backup assistance if 'needed. ' 

The cOI1UiHlnication-s
C

means by ~~hich each of the four functions is ,:' r= 

accomplished proviq~& a way to distinguish between the functions. 
Viz ., 

,: I 

i r 
" " 

Needs identification: 

status Moni tgring and 
Response/Adj~stment 

Resource management 

Evaluation Mealurel' 
" 

Telephone primarily, but also 
intrusion alarms, call boxes, 
radio. 

Radio, digital, and computer
assisted communications, "plus 
officer interactions both in 
the communications center and 
the field. The automatic vehi
cle monitoring 'system is pri
marily used for status monitor;~ 
ing although it relates to the 
other functions. ' 

A management information sys
tem fed by data generated in 
the course of performing the 
first three functions. 

Figure II\I identifies in greater detail the four sets of evalua
tion measutes sketched in Figure I. In practice, as might be expected, 
most aVcHlable PCCC evaluations are fairly explicit about input meas-
ures, an9 somewhat fragmentary about outcome. " 

The f04rth set, systemic measures, have been overlooked to a 
large extent in evaluation literature. A program's impact on the 
immediate organi zation and on other organi zations should be oil$sessed. 
For example, a management information system may change or b~ changed 
by the pOltler structure of the organi zatJon. 

Further, a long-range perspective'is needed in systemic evalua
tic.:m. The impact of a program can be assessed not only in view of an 
immediate "before" period but also on a longer hori zon. The successful 
implementation of a computer-assisted dispatching system in a pol ice 
department which has had no tect)nological innovations during the 
past 10 years is'more significant than an equally successful introduc-

", tion of the system in a department which has recently implemented a 
",umt.?et of other innovations. In, examining response time, a 5- to 10-
year trend line should be determined, not just the possibly;;mislead-
ing statistics of immediacy. !I 

:: 

Cost benefits and prd'ductivity must also be assessed~ Program 
resul ts should be matched against those of similar programs. Repl ica-
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Figure III 

Program Evaluation Measures 

• Program Rationale (Objectives, Assumptioncs'c~Hypotheses) . 
• Program Responsibility (Principal Participants, Participant Roles) 
• Progra~ Funding (Funding Levelj Sources, Uses) 
• Program Constraints (Technological~ Political, Ehvironmental~ Legal) 
• Program Plan (Performance Specifications, System Design, Imple

mentation Schedule) 

PROCESS 

• Program Implementation (Design Verification, Implem~ntation Cost) 
• Program Operation (System Performance; System Maintenance, ~ystem 

Security, System Vulnerability, System Reli-' 
ability, Operating Cost) 

• Concurrent Programs (Technological, Physical, Social) 

OUTCOME 

• Attitude (Citizen (Fear), Criminal, Police) 
• Behavior (Citizen, Criminal, Police) 
• Crime (Detection, Det~rrence, A~prehension, Displacement, Level) 

SYSTEMIC 

• Organizational (Intra-Org~nizational, Inter-Organizational) 
• Longitudinal (Input, Process, Outcome) 
• Programmatic (Derived Performance Measures, Comparability, Trans .... 

ferability, Gener'lizability) 

Source: James M. Tien and Vincent O· Donnell, A Guide to Single 
Project Evaluation Design (Cambridge, Mass.: Public Systems Eval
Uation, Inc., 1978). 
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bilityof j:heprogl'amshould be studied, and the evaluator sho_uld_con-_ 
sid~,r to what extent the p'rogram can be generalized. For example, 

o,computer-assisted dispatching. probably is not beneficial to police 
departments below a certain size. 

I, 

,. ;/, ~-. 

GENERALA$SESSMENT 

The fact remains that there still are only a handful of formal 
evaluations of, the new technolog ies in PCCC. Let'lIs=rd6:k-at the six 
applications/-) w~ have listed and explore what evaluations are avail-
able. / 

'/ 
.4 

Nlne-on.4i~e (911) 
c'''' 

,.//,t'AmeriCan Telephone and Telegraph Co. (AT&T) announced iriJanuary 
,y:f968 that the3-digit number 911 was being reserved as the. universal 

y.4 emergency telephone number. But in so announcing, AT&T effectively 
began to resign one of its time-honored functions: the forwarding of 
"0" operator eme,rgency calls to the appropriate agency. "In' jurisdic
tions which adopted the "911" system, such calls were to be swi tcheg, 
directly)~to public safety answering pointis.(PSAP's) which wer,e tobe 
staffed bl~\ pe,rsonnel from one or more local public safety agencies. 

This brought two critical problems: 

/. Local, government officials are nowburdene'd by-implement- ,~~;.<; 
ing and, operating an integrated system",.for processin9;;;:J~"" 
eme.rgency calls, including requests for police, fire';",/ 
ambulance, and other emergency service (suicide pre;";" 
vention, poison prevention, gas leakage, etc. )~' This 
requires close cooperation between the various local 
agencies, and tYP\Cf>ally this is not an insignificant 
political problem. 

, " 

, 
• The telephone company's central-offiCe exchange bound

ariesdp not usually coincide ,wi1:h' [Imunicipal or other 
juris4i~tional boundaries. 

These problems slowed the adoption of 911 and, today, only one 
person in four has access to the sy§tem. A steaoy growth in the system's 
use is predictable in the next 'decade as the political and techno
logical problems are solved, 
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Indeed, there even at; State laws (as in Californitl requiring, 
that 911 be impiemented. Roger Reinke suggested in 19S8;;that: if it! 

~-~~~-cwere possible to ,automatically' identiofy ,the call ing nu~l3~r, the call 
could' be s;Edec:tively routed to the appropriate, jurisdiction I ~ PS'~?" 
Some advanced 911 .systems thus include suchop~idhS as automatic<' 
number identification (ANI) and jurisdictional . selective routing 
( JSFl< ,-or;'" 

, ,:f, 

Despite' a decade's use of 911 systems, tnt' authors have found no 
documented formal evaluation of eith€r a b~slc or advanced system. 
There have been some studies .. of the merits of alternative 911 con
figurat;ions and a few informal reports,,;:.3f 911 impacts. Figure IV 
summari zes the objectives of,:' 911, demonstrating t"hat the system 
supports only the needs identificati?op function oft PCCC. Objec
tives are divided,obetween basic andY advanced 911 systems. 

=~=~. . "/Q";k' 

The basic "objec,tives ~rilPn;iis~L~~ easier ap.d, <$1 ic ker access to 
'emergi9cy service,s •. However.,.one wiae;l.y';::,fited study, Ran,sas' City 
1977 ,found that lt took cltlzens.longer 'to",,,,,reporta crlme them 
either to dispatcppolice or to travel to the "'l,oqfition-.... and, 'in 
fact, re'porting time was nearly as long. as tHe combined time for 
dispatch and travel. Response time was found unrelated ,. co the, 
probability"ofmakihg an arrest or locating a witness fgrmost 
Par't I crimes discovered after the: crime occurred. ,For those 
crimes involving a victim or witness', reporting time--the citizen's 
role--was most important in locating a victim or witness. Another 
study found that citizen satisfaction with'i-:polite service was more 

,closely related to t:,he ci~i zen's expecta/tions of response time than i 

to actual response time. . _ " 

, The advanced system involves another set of' objectives based 
on the existence of technical options such as automatic humber iden-
tification (ANI), automatic location identification (ALI) ~ ___ qDd",j'ur--o, 
isdictional selective routing (JSR). . ... -":;.3'/;;;,,,,-

- 1-;::.-. ...... ...... 

Obviously, most 9ilsyste~s are basi~c syste~;::;110 formal evalua
tion appear;si to have been undertaken, but iv"can be safely$a~id that 
the very actof implementing a 911 syst/-em-"by definitidn .. acnIeves most 
of its objectives.; Of greatest inte,r.,e'st are the adyar(ged systems'J:one 
of the largest of which was repently implemented<"in Chi~ago. I.f' pos
sesses automatic numbe.r idelntification (ANI), aut:omatic Iodation 
identification (ALI), suppl~mentary dispatch support data (SDSD.), 
and internal selective routing (ISR). Alameda County, California, 
is to i!'lplement. a major sys,t-em whose ANI, ADI, ~nd jurisdict'ional 
selectlveroutlng (JSR) features are to be evaluated as part of 
a 3-year, LEAA-funded study on ".Dial 911 Syste~~AS$essment and 
Transfer." 14 Hovey's 19,74:' study15 as part of ithe Alameda. Coun
ty pla.nning effort summarizes key findings' on e.~chof the advanced 
911 options. Alameda Courlty also discovered l,·ittle public objec
tion to gJving government c\i,ccess to telephone 'Subscriber records, 
a key privacy issue. F' -.::! 

I. 
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Sta;ted. ~'Dj~,etf;esn 
,i.J-"-1';;' 

It·:S':./:~:-·-.- _ --_= _~~ _~/ -z ~/ _ -.-:~ 
• ~To-- have '~:a s~imp'l"e~~ t~o~~-f'ememDer numb;~ . foreme-ige~cYRurpose·:S. 

/. / 

'? To ha~~ ,ar. cent.ral repcrtting' potential_fo:r all emerge~~i'~s e_ 
/' ~_~c-""~c""=-~ 

~ =~~= 

• ,. To minimize the A1me required to dia·land' to r,e~ch an emergenpy 
•• ,;c. opera tor. ..---"" ~---:ci:; '",. '" 

.0", ,:: z . .y/. (;"-6 

/' 

ADVANCED 9;11 SYSTEM 
/ .':/ () :--!. 

..-:- _~F~--

,,,,.' .Tor'~uce the=tilunber of false fire alarms, bomb threat~"fandoth'er' 
'" J!laii~ious calls--usi-ng tlJe ,:;autqmatic nuffioer identi,fica tion (ANI) 

,(l·/option. """. '';.~---~-''~''-=u.==-~, 

• TO allow. fdt' call-b~ck and addre~s~'identification in case a pis
treSf>ec( caller g.ives;fItadequate information~-using the ANI and 

.,aut:6inatic l.ocatioh identification {ALI) optTons. ' 

.; T~ ov_Jl:CQ~~ _~he~f,aet;-e~t i~e' ~<:unicipal0r jurisd:ctional bouri
darieC db not usually coincide wfth""tne telephone company~:s cen
tral office exchange boundaries--using the ALI' and j urisd ictiona1 
selective reporting (JSR) 9Ptions. 

0" I .' . 
• To overcome the fact=.-that the identified zones or precincts of the 
,emergency response units do not usually coincid~~ wi th Ute tele

pnone company's central officeexchange-~qJ;1n9 the / ANI, supple
mentary dispatch suppo~t data (SDSD), and ,internal selective rout-
ing (ISR) options. . . 
~". "' 

• To. enhance an emergency operator' s area familiarity, awareness of 
(, re,source availabl1ffY, and.--...idehtification of redundant calls--

using theALl,' SDSD and I~R- -opt:igns •. ' . . 
.-4:::- if \\ ,~. ~r '. ::r, , • ,'·0'-,_ 

• To minimi~e,:the:(:::""ievel oftra:rl~crJption·{:;:;'ert70rs-::-u.si(n~eANl, 
ALI and automatic reg iste~~d name identi fi.ga.ti"oiC (ARNI), options ~,;_ 

",._,:::;,:<--'---~ :' _·~~<'tl 

, ;';;:, 
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j' /Y 
l ·l~. 

J /.' 
"1;- f;~ ~ ~~ 

.. p;' '. .£.7' ..< '. ' 
. i>Chicago repor;7ltsthat it~~ll syst~m i.s~pera.tive99.9percent of 

the t~~~.and "tha~' 'i{~ takes .;on'ly· o. ? "s~onaSi.·t6 ~ ind . tJ'l.e,~~J~9~·lre·~·s Yt 
a call1;n~r number and routethecallf~o_ttt~~~appropr~rat'e ~ol1so~e. 
Ma~*tl:lY'howev·erjonly ,input .. mects'ure~Sj1iave been l§I_tudied in -:the anal
ysis of 911. These have <been rnps'( extensively studied with regard 
.. to Alameda County, and the l¥lameda Coun.ty" investigation sbould close 
~orne'/of ,the:, gaps inc the rfterature with regard tor process, output, 

"i~d systemic .... ;.rneaSure!3.' ' 
{.~.~ ';:;:;:::,. 

But fbur importa'nt ·' .. Sonclud ing poi;l'l_ts"mqst_=~e~m.ade;- 'c' ~,,,, •• 
,"i,.· . ._.. '., -'/ () '. 'i . . .'~ ~.' ~.i~.,;.:.":"::·- ; ~-~ 

• Nine-brre';';orie cannot be the sole emergency teleph9ne ornuIp_ 
a' • 0'''',:/ .... ~ ... her. ~ AnotJ:)erstandard 7-digit number ,SholiTd be madE~ '" 

availabl~e~-:I'!?tonly to overcome techn'i'cal-lirnitatioo's 
but topermic'¢'j:-;t?izens to make .~anonY1Pous ~calls on "inci
dents in whfdf they do not wish·to' become "invobted". 

;;:..' 0' .:;,. '~:~"::P ~ .. : ,. i ." .' . - . :c;:;' /- ;..../.; 
",~\ ... ,. 
'"'. Despite,:;, the =A.l,ameda .c6untysu·rv€:y;i·,.dOUStl~g:~??c6iS''''ir'~ 

,. must S0me(;3'~y.; 'resol y,g ..• .the 'priyacyquest<ions .raised ",by,; " 
adyanced",,;9l1 . op,tiQns'~:A" lega~', study should be .. funded:'-/ 

~-,---=~,=,,"-_~"Cl by the Federa,lGovernment in ~this area. 
~/'>. ~~<~Y"~-",:----.--:v::~·;::j'~--''"!..-'-~'::'-y.~~rq::='':-~-:::-f_~~;'-~ .. ~.;.",::,;- .~6 .,;,-. ":~"'~~'J,,~w;-~ '~~" ~_" , . .;:. - -" 

• Althqugh the 9licollcept is sound, it is perhaps an excel- ' 
lent' e'xample of a concepf'\\1pich shotl1'd have undergone 
'lnten~ive te.chnolog icalasse-ssmel),t, be~ore impl~menta-, " 

tiono"c,r-lot only rtlight, a~.vanced solu,tiori's to techniccil 
and political problems"have," beett-<.deveiop(;d,,,but back-

.. , gr04nd' and training requi-reinEmtstfor9J,1 dpe.r~tors could 
have been/identified. The Bolice, Commissioh~:r .of .. NeW 
York Ci ty r:ecentl::y".tra:hsfe~red 12); civ·ilian 0perators 

ii . who were. ndnquallf ied. or, ui1~<2:i ted .,\:,0' cope ~ wi tlJ the de-· .. 
iimands of the stress-fllleq,]'Ob. "17.,,, ' 

/1 /~":.' _ .,.~~,~,;:~" ~ __ >;_~ ..... -:..: .. .:~--.- " ;C:-'. .~ =_ 

• ,!,hefac€ tha t 911 sei~es not oniy the police but also fire, 
.. ",/.~f;cambul an ce, .. and"othe remerg~ncy serv ~~e 5 .• could even tua·:lly 
.~ lead toacombined public-s;~fety' Cdmmqnd'~='icontrol, and 

communica'tions system. /' Sin¢.e PCCC ~ystems are 1;ecli'np-
";,.Q log ically moreadvancea tha:pthoseof;othet emergency 

serv ice, futurePCCC systems' should be flexibly designed 
s6'as to interact wi th or accommodate the.!ineeds of other 
emergency' system.s. ,~~ . . 0 

r~ ,;::f.f· 

Computer-AssistecfDlspatching 0 " 

: ff' ~ 
,,",,~..' r ) 

'.' CAD sy~tem,S bring together rPany of the technolog ical innova,tions 
in'PCCC through the pa:'rtial autoQtation of the' call""'answering,proces
sing', and q,l:spatchingactiviti€is of the .comf!lunications center. CAD 
matches the address of the call «for service ",g'nd the policebeat to a 
computerized geographi~ file, ~ihd instant recall of dispatch data is 

'-possible=-.-- Also, a C1\D system II)fightinclude an incident ~recoras file 
-- wi th a log of each inci(ient fr'9m t;.he first ~all to final disposi tion, 
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' .... , .. 
a file on the stii'c:t:us and,:-availability of field units, ':a geocoding ad
dress to corresponding, bea,t number, a file which tracks personnel 
status and assignments, and a dangerous-situation file which records 
addresses wi th a "dangerous history" and 1 ists dangerous persons or 
elaces. 
v 

The rate of CADimpllwentation has beenslq,wer than expected. 
The Colton survey of l;J97l indicated that 61 depa:t:'tJ11ents would in~ 
stall CAD with:inJ ,-y~a:is·~·.Asecond survey in 197419 revea1ed Orily 
l:>~J~lepartments with ~ystems' nEtarly' operational. Thus, we find CAD 
in an early ,sta'ge of development, with departments finding i.t diffi
cult to implement. ~i study by the Jet P!?opulsion Laboratory in mid-
1975 revealed that only 10 percent of the 135 police departments in 
jurisdictions of more t98n lOJt-!,-,OOO populatiqn had CAD, 'and many of 
these systems were new. Re.cent years have brought a number of 
advancements and it now appears there are around 50 CAD systems 
in the couritry, although the~l differ significantly in hardware, 
software, and type of system. . 

Most of the availabl~ literature is city-specific and written 
by .~., member of the city's I\police department rather than by an inde-' 
p(j!nCient evaluator. Little of it compares CAD among ci ties on a reg ional 
or. national basis: In essence, there have been no formal evaluation 
studies. 

The stated objectives of CAD are· summari zed in Figure V and 
they reflect the range of functions encompassed by a CAD system. 
Mos~ of the objectiv.es focus Plrimarily on the status. m,<::mi toring 
and~response/adjust~ent functions of PCCC. However, CAUalso has 
the potential of contributing to resource management and as such 
severa~ of the objectives relate to this function. 

Many CAD a.ctivities are routine: the tasks the computer performs 
are straightforward and repetitive; the computer simply carries out 
tasks formerly done manually. Some argue that CAD has simply auto
mated earlier m~nual processes without taking advantage of the ma~ 
chine's computational power .,22 But when CAD begins to touch-on re-

. source management" adjusting or changing dispatch and interaction 
between field ped,onnel, it may be nonroutine and as such may per
tainto the polic~ fJministrator's control and management. 

( 

Many .of the CAIisystems thus far installed have been in ci ties ~~d 
counties of more th~n half a million people ..such as New York, , 
Indianapolis,24 Phoeri;~x,25 and San Francisco .26 But cities and coun
ties of much smaller ~ize have established CAD systems: Huntington 
Beach,27 Virginia Beach,28 Las vegas 29 are among them. Smaller ci-

'ties have also joined together to provide regional CAD systems .30 

- R~sults ,have been uneven, i,t apP,ears, alt,hou?11 the number of 
syst~~s cont1nues to grow. "pystems 1n San D1ego and New YO~k 
City seeJ11 quite successful, ',for example, but those in. Boston 3 
and DenverJ4 have met majordifficul ties • However, the question .. 
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in most police departments no longer is whether there will be 
computer-assisted dispatching, but when. 

Few evaluations have be~m done, and those c\vailable focus on 
input and process measures. Practically noliterature is available 
on outcome and systemic impacts. The information available, how
ever, helps establish a framework for future evaluation. 

Most available literature is city-specific and offers little to 
further a nationwide evaluation literature. Sohn et al., however, 
present a detailed examination of the tradeoffs involved in select
ing CAD system components, guidelines for chOosingsamong these 
tradeoffs, and potential measures of effectiveness.3 From the 
city-specifiG literature, however, it is unclear whether such guide
lines have been followed. Each city seems to focus on its own 
view of what measures are appropriate and there is little con
sistency in evaluation criteria. A common evaluation framework is 
needed for future comparative analysis. 

Most CAD documents are desq.riptive only, outlining the features 
of the system in a particular ,city and its anticipated objectives. 
Even for input measures, there is little of an evaluative or com
parative. nature. Only a few articles presenJ:. cost data, and even 
then the data are not comparative. Better nationwide cost informa
tion is needed and a cost model d.eveloped so that the cost of various 
systems can be compared in terms of, for example, hardware, software, 
computer consultants, engineering services, and project management 
costs. 

Few cities have detailed system performance specifications be
fore implementing CAD. San Diego, an exception, outlined such de
tailed specifications that it was able to require satisfactory per~ 
formance, even though it meant the vendor had to wait an extra 8 
I11onth~6from the time the system was in operation until payment was 
made. In contrast, Denver has been working on CAD implementation 
since 1975. Because of inadequate planning and failure to outline 
contract specifications, that city's CAD efforts are still in 
doubt. j7 Boston has had similar problems.38 

As for process measures, CAD appears to have made better infor
mation available in the command and control process. This has been 
documented in a number of cities (e.g., Huntington Beach, Indiana
polis, Las Vegas, New York City, Phoenix, San Diego, and Virginia 
Beach) • In some places (e.g., New York City; Palm Beach County, 
Flqrida; and San Diego) citizen calls are automatically distributed 
among telephone operators, resulting in a more even distribution of 
workload. 

However, although it seems clear that better information is 
available with CAD, there is little comparability between the find
ings in .the literature. It also remains to be answered whether this 
information is actually used and whether CAD improves services de
livered to the public. 
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Figure V 

CAD:' Stated Objectives 

• To monitor and display better data regarding the PCCCsystem, 
including complaints re.ceived which are still outstanding, status 
of all patrol units under the dispatcher's control, ali~~':;;£te,ti9ns 
taken' by patrol units. """".~-~-~;.-.?;~~~ 

• To assure the availabili~,yof bettet;' information to all personnel 
in the PCCC process, inclu'ding telephone operators, complaint eval
uators, dispatchers, and supervisors. 

• TO improve officer safety by more effectively monitoring the status 
of officers and responding more rapidly in case of emergency. 

• To recommend potential patrol units for assignment to a call for 
service--this recommendation would be based on some algorithm, 
including, for example, the assignment of the patrol unit which 
is estimated to be closest to the scene of the accident. 

• To improve the response time of the dispatch process, including 
the time to al1swer the telephone; the time for the operator to 
process the call; the time for the dispatcher to assign a unit 
to the call ~ and the time for the officer to travel to the scene 
of the incident. 

• To improve the pol ice serv ice to the publ ic and to improve pol ice 
effectiveness in regard to criminal ac"tiv i ties, includ ing, for 
example, improv ing the apprehension rate by responding to the 
scene of a crime more rapidly. 

• To provide automatic or easy access to remote files, including 
outstand ing warrants, stolen pr9perty, State and Na tj;onal ppl ice 
patrol and inquiry systems. 

• To improve the quality of the data maintained as a part of the 
dispatch~rocess, including, for example, automatically assigning 
a case nUl\lber, date., and time to each incident that is dispatched; 
maintainiIlg the status of records as units are assigned and cleared; 
and check!Lng input data for possible duplica,te cases and invalid 
addresses. 

• To more effectively manage pol ice resources through the use of 
betterdata and through a be'tter understanqing of the command and 
control process--the CAD related data provide the potential for 
better decisions and more effective management. 
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PCCC response time is one are~ o·f, service performance where 
some benefits have been documented. A survey in San Diego indicat
ed that before CAD the emergency telephone sometimes rang SO or 90 
times before being answered. Now 90 percent of the calls are an
iswere.d within j§5 seconds, and operator talk time

40
has been reduced 

to '60 seconds. Phoenix reports improvements, and Huntington 
Beach claims a commun!'!ations response time reduction of an average 
of 45 seconds a call. In all of these reports, however, it is 
extremely difficult to judge the q!lality of the response time anal
ysis. In many cases, reliable before-and-after figures are absent 
and estimates tend to be somewhat subjective based on a vel;"y limited 
time analysis. 

Furthermore, we notf~d earlier (and other studies indicate) th~~ 
decreasing response time may result in very little real impact. 
Only in Phoenix did officials claim that their computer-assisted 
system had helped reduce the crime rate" and they hedged by saying 
that ~~e 2 percent reduction may have been the res~l t of other fac
tors. 

As to outcome measures, little information is available. No 
surveys of citizen attitudes toward CAD were reported in the liter
ature, and there were no indications of changes in police behavior. 
Most articles indicate that police attitudes have been positive 
toward CAD, especially.when i~lice departments have been sensitive 
to the needs of individuals. . 

Systemic measures have also received little consideration in 
the literatuI'e. Again it is a question whether the additional in
formation CAD delivers is actually being used. In San Diego, for 
example, a large number of reports are generated, but there is no 
regular schedule of distribution. In addition, the San Diego sys
tem seems to have generated an .. information overload." New York 
City had a similar problem with too much information. 

Essentially no costbenefit analyses of CAD appear to have been 
made, although several documents discuss how to perform an overai~ 
evaluation of CAD45 and factors involved in a costbenefit analysis. 
Huntington Beach projected4fore than $29,000 in manpower savings for 
their first year of CAD, but little documentation was given on 
how these savings were calculated. 

Finally, regarding the transferability of CAD systems, it ap
pears that a number ofsyste.s are in operation around the country, 
but little actual transfer has occurred. In fact, except for some 
verbal references regarding the transfer of the Charlotte, N.C., CAD 
system, there is little discussion in the literature regarding the 
transfer of CAD from one department to the other, and this is an 
area which seems to require further evaluation and analysis. 

In conclusion one must note that CAD has spread more slowly 
than expected, but that in recent years the number., of systems has 
increased rapidly and continues to do so. Thus it is important 
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to develop a nationwide comparative data base regarding the use 
of CAD systems. At present time such a base is not available, and 
to the extent the kind of information it should have does exist, 
it generally focuses on input and process measures, failing to con
sider outcome and systemic impacts. Several conclusions seem ap
propriate: 

I, 

• A comparative eva,luation is essential to unders,tand the 
actual results and impact of CAD, but it must be based 
upon a common framework appl icable to all cities and 
departments. 

• Performance guidel ines are necessary at the beg inning of 
each project, and the relationship between CAD user and 
vendor must be clearly defined. 

• CAD implementation requires more than technical exper
tise. It is where there appears to be a sensitivity to 
human and behavioral factors that systems seem to be 
working. 

.• The potential seems to exist for better police manage
ment through the use of CAD-generated informa tion. How
ever, the ul timate impact will depend on the abil i ty 
of law enforcement administrators to analyze and use this 
information effectively. Pol ice chiefs have not often 
considered themselves managers, but as balancers of pres
sures; and promoters of police resources. Thus it remains 
uncertain whether they wil!". be able to channel the poten
tial technological talent of the computer to do more 
than routine operations. 

Automatic Vehicle Monitoring 

The President's Commission in 1967 ci ted stud ies suggesting that 
automatic vehicle monitoring might achieve costeffective reductions 
in response time and even improve apprehension rates. An AVM system 
provides a police dispatcher with real-time location estimates of 
each vehicle in a fleet and provides additional information on status 
or mission. (An automatic vehicle location (AVL) system provides 
only location estimates without status information.) Thernoni toring 
systems often are linked to a CAD system,. 

oi fferent methods have been developed for AVM, compared in a 
number of references.48 Four methods are generally discussed: 

Navigation (hyperbolic) systems: principal AVM appli
cation of this type is Lorraine C, used for nearly 20 
years in navigation of ships at sea. Utilizing radio lo
cation techniques, shifts in location are identified by 
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keeping t~ack of the arrival timE~ of patterns of pulses 
emitted from various transmitteis. 

Trilateration systems: Such systems also utilize radio 
Ioca tion wi th three or more fixed si tes used to determine 
the vehi cle distance from each site by measuring rad io 
signal travel time. A computer t.hen uses this data to lo
cate the vehicle. 

Signpost-proximi ty systems: Electronic signposts are posi ... 
tioned in fixed locations throughout an area and a vehicle 
is located when it comes within the proxim'ity.'- Signposts 
can either be a receiver or, inmost cases, a transmitter. 

Dead-reckoning systems: Much like the inertial guidance 
system used in missiles, aircraft, and submarines, this 
system requires that the vehicle'::; starting position first 
be put into the computer. Then instruments are used to 
track the vehicle's distance and direction. The compu
ter translates these into the vehicle's location using an 
advanced geocoding system. 

Development of commercial AVM systems was not begun until the 
la te 1960' s, and only a handful of ci ties have installed pol ice AVM 
systems. The fi rst, in the early 1970 's, was in Montclair, Calif.; 
a qity of approximately 30,000. Montclair utilized a signpost :sys
tern where the transmitter radiate;d the signposti~gntification to 
headquarters. An evaluation was cQmpl,E~ted in 1976. However, the 
system is no longer in operation. "I', 

, 
St. Louis was the first urban d.~partment to impl~ment fully 

an AVH system. A computer-assisted dead-~t:eckoning system was estab-
1 ished exper imentally in one pol ice district in 1979oand citywide 
in 1977. Evaluations were conducted of both phases. ~~e Dallas 
pol ice are beg inning to implement a trilateration system. It has 
been installed in one district and an evalUation is underway. 

A few other cities tried AVM. Stamford, Conn., had a signpost 
system in which the post was a receiver, picking up the identifica
tion of the vehicle and forwarding it to headquarters. It is no 
longer ~2 operation. Orlando, Fla., considered establishing an AVM 
system, and Huntington Beach now has a signpost system. 

Based on 'the few evaluation results (wailable, it is clear that 
resul ts have been mixed, although the potential has been identified. 
Figure VI summarizes the primary objectives. 

AVH is designed primarily to support the status-monitoring func
tion of PCCC. primary focus of much of th(';! early literature on AVM 
has been on the reduction of response time, both in reduced dispatch 
time (because the dis'patcher could make a quicker decision) and rS3 
duced travel time (because the closest car would be assigned). 
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Some hypothesi~2d that reduced response time would increase appre
hension rates. It was anticipated that officer safety would be 
improv~d, since an "officer in trouble" call, with its location, 
could be sent merely by pushing a button. 

However, several AVM objectives also relate to the response/ 
adjustment function, ~Qrough dispatch efficiency and improved tactical 
command and control.'" Fqr example, with an AVM system, the dis
patcher wouldGbe able to supervise directly the movements in a high
speed chase or a bank robbery, through rapid response and adj ust
ment using real~time location information. 

AVM objectives also may relate to resource management through 
patrol effectiveness. and improved supervision. However, many of the 
benefits related to these objectives are subjective; that is, they 
ar~ very hard to measure. 

The final AVM objective relates to reducing voice-band conges
tion and improving police communication. This becomes possible when 
AVM is linked with some kind of mobile digital communication (MOe) 
system, as discussed later, although such an objective is not limit
ed to AVM systems. 

Reported Measures 

Despite the fact there have been only two actual evaluations 
of AVM systems, a number:' of documents have discussed the potential 
benefits of AVM and some of the possible measurements of its effect
iveness. 

Input measures vary depending on the rationale for the program, 
the method of location selected, and program design and constraints. 
Additional input measurements include the nonrecurring costs for 
planning and implementation, system performanc~ specifications, and 
variables for system planning. Two references 6 particularly focus 
on system planning and present guidelines for cities considering 
AVM. For example, they. point out that the required accuracy of an 
AVM system may vary from 100 tg 1,QOO feet depending on the purpose 
and objectives of the system. 7 Several sources suggest that the 
full benefits of AVM can only be ~phieved when it5~s used in con
junction with a computer-assisted plspatch system. , 

f " 

As for process measures, respbnse time· has been heralded as 
one of the primary benefits of AVM, but the literatur§ indicates 
disagreement regarding the potenti~l benefi ts

60 
Doering5 estimates 

a 3 percent reduction in response time. Ri ter 1 estimates 7 percent. 
Based on a simulation model, R. Larson et ale 6 indicate that under 
ideal conditions the reduction could be as: much as 11 to 15 percent. 

outcome and systemic measures are intended to look at the ac
tual impacts of AVM systems. For outcome, the evaluator focuses 
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Figur~ VI 

AVM: Stated Objectives 

• To reduce response tlme--through a reduction in both dispatch 
and travel time. 

• To increase apprehension rates--through a reduction in response 
time. 

• To improve officer safety--through continually moni toring the sta
tus and location of police~~ehicles. 

• To improve dispatch efficiency and coordination--by providing the 
dispatcher with precise data ahd allowing for more effective coordi
nation. 

, 
• To. improve tactical command and control--through the online di

rection of such special tactical events as high speed chases, 
bank robberies, emergency deployment, and support for covert opera-
tions. . 

• ~,6 improve patrol efficiency and effectiveness--through the avail
ability of direct .,information regarding the location and allo
cation of the patrol ·force, and through the indirect realization 
of patrol officers that they are being monitor.ed. 

• To improve supervision of the patrol force--through the better 
online supervision of officers in the field arid through the use 
of the management information generated from the AVM system. 

• To reduce voice-band congestion--when AVM is linked with some 
type of mobile digital communication (MDC). 
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on poclice and citizen' attitu4es, police and citizen behavior, and 
overall impact on crime. Altho.ugh police attitudes can be assessed, 
changes in behavior, performan:c:e, or both are far more difficult to 
measure, and the crime-related: impact is almost impossible to iden
tify. 

In both the Montclair and St. Louis evaluations,62 the systems 
were found to have encountered difficulties in system performance 
and -reliability. In Montclair, overall reliability was e.stimated 
in the 80 percent range with the mobile unit trans'ceiver presenting 
the lowest reliability. Such problems no doubt influer.~ced officer 
f.tttitudes, and the system no longer is in operation. In St. Louis, 
using dead reckoning, the greatest d if.ficul ty has been "19st cars." 
During the Phase I test period, cars had to be relocated'or reini
tialized in the system at a rate of 11 cars per day, Or an average 
of once every 2.2 hours. / 

Contrary to earlier expectations, response time reductions,. do 
not appeprto be a primary benefit of AVMe " In St. Louis, a carefu'l 
evaluation of before and after response times was made. Phase I 
showed modest but hardly significant improvements in travel time1 
Phase II, citywide, showed respol)se time on the whole somewhat longer. 
(There were many reasons other than AVM, such as less experienced 
dispatchers.)" , 

/" 

Similar conclusions regarding response time were also found in 
Huntington Beach. /' A sampling of response time data bef,ore and after 
the installatidrlof the .AVM System was made for both "dispat':cher 
processing tin{e" and "t~:avel time." Data were taken for"operations 

;-, 'over two I;;;:month periods, 1 year apart, in ordertoffiinimize the 
effect·of seasonal variations in patrol activity. "Based on the study, 

,'i "nqsignificant change was found t9 havEl/occurred in rg~ponse time 
before and after the installation of the AVM systems." In Mont-

I clair, some response time benefits were noted in 1974, but the find
ings we,re based on a relatively small sample. Also,' in a city the 
size of Montclair, re~i6nse time does not appear to be a significant 
d ifficul ty and McLeaho suggests the benefits of improved response 
time seem minim~l when compared to the cost. 

Officer safety resul ts have also been disappointing so far. 
POOl:' accuracy was the major contributor to lpss of officer confidence 
in the St. Louis system, and in emergenc:ies officers now prefer to 
U$e the voice radio in combination wit;hy-the AVM emergency button. 

,Evaluation concerning AVM' s P"O'~~rftial to improve police super
visory capabilities and police productivity is still la-cking. The 
St. Louis study concluded that "reasonable levels" of productivity 
improvement could bring a very attractive return on investment, 
but the key is to establish a link between AVM and such returns. 
Precise measures regarding changes in behavior are very difficult 
to document. 
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Regarding reductions in voicebanCi congestion, fav;or~ble results 
were rePQrt~d i~ St •. Louis. \ ijowever, the prim~.ryhenefits appear 
to come not trom-:-uncTllttering the voice bandb..u.t from::-~,tll~ fact ",that 
digital transmission offers the o'fficer inst.ant access to the com
munications center. In a smaller city $uch as lrbntclair, congestion 
had not be.en a problem, so AVM offered few benef i ts in this area. 

,:~ 

A number of conclusions gan be reached in spite of the fact AVM 
has' been established in few/cities, and evaluated in only two. 

• There is a clos~tie between the technica'l; performance of 
the systern/~u'ld the overall results ·ao.d attitudes toward 
it. S.t. Louis and lrbntclair both experieJlced a number 
of, technical and operational diff icul ties' wh·ieh· led to 
adecline in officer attitudes, toward the system. The 
lesson seems to be again the need for clear perform~l'!ce 
specifications t~ the vendor.';'; . 

.• The expected response time benefits were not .achieved. If 
AVM is to be justified, other benefits must be shown. lrbst 
promising appear to be tactical control and police produc
tivity, but further evaluation and experimentation is es
sential. 

• Su~h",a system involves such behavioral impacts that fail
- ~~~.oure can be expected wi thout careful training and off icer 

involvement. 

• There is an important link between AVM and other PCCC 
applications. In St. Louis, AVM was installed without 
a CAD system and thus required such manual operations 
as manually placing a cursor to identify the location 
of "an incident. In Dallas, the CAD system has been op-
erational since 1969, and this may help more effectively (:;; 
to implement AVM. Dispatch personnel trained to the ways 
of the computer may also be less resistant to AVM. 

• Further evaluation is essential. 

Mobile Digital Communications 

Figure VII shows some typical hardware;! and related elements 
of a mobile digital communications system. It encompasses the tra
ditional police .radio system. Those elements which are exclusively 
assoc ia ted with MOC are br ie f ly s umma'r iz ed : 

• lrbbile dig ital terminal (MDT) is the input-output device. 
Depending on the sophistication of the system, it could 
be a simple set of lights and status keys, or a general 
alphan~meric keyboard with a hard-copy printer, a cathode 
ray tube display, or both. 
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• Encoder is a device which converts a messagcl irlto~comp-U't:e--r:;-~"':Oi~= __ 
language, atitomaticallyaddin.g nece$sary identification 
and other croutine information.' ,,' 

_.;) /,.1 

• Decoder is a device which converts th~ computer language 
,back., to displayable words and numbers. 

< .. ~ 

e.'; Mode select rs a device which determines whetht~r the 
message is,~igital or voice .51nd switches it.accordingly 
either tp €:he encoder-decoder or the speake:J:'-microphone. 
Priority i. is given ~ to y-O'iqe transmiss,ions. 
:'k:f)'" ,00 

• Minicomputer contJ;'td& message switching and MO'l1 dis
plays,. DepEmdii\9~!on the sophistication 'of the parti.cular 
system, its sQ,f'tware could ,be expanded to allowautclmatic 
queries 0t.~'riiote data bases, computer-asslsted'dispatch-
ing,~ 'me~J5'ag~, ~ogging~traffic data collection. etc. 

" .' ," J~"'-:::/;'')"' 'J " ~ ~.-~ -, ~.~ •. -~ .. ~,--.. - -. cr...---= _ ~ • _ 

. ",",_ • Mo,dem,,A'u acronym form-odulator-demodulator ,_ permi ts com-
,~ ','o pute.rS.,.?'to communic:::a te in compute.r language over trans-

miss'1on channelsa-lso used for voice. A modem"isre
,'f~quired at each each ehd of the transmission line'" 

"'J~;'c::;,.-;""-.;:"- .,-, ( •.. - ,-. /_ _ ".~1 

~.,- The MDC syst.em is Figure' VII is actually quite a sophisticated 
system. For example., a syst,.:em permitting officers 'only to report 
their status would 'not requlire a minicomputer. Th'ese are options 
in MOC sophistication: !. '" . 

• Message capability~ status-only v. fuil,:;:,:~Etxt v. full..;. 
text plus automati,C: data-base ,query • . 01- . 

;" .. ,,~ " <!.~r 

• Transmission flexibility: mobile ul1it,onlyv. mobile 
unit combined witfi out,,:,of:"car:di'gital transmission capa-
bil i ty. .'",,:',f} 

• 
" ,-. ,;:.; 

I. "c" ., " 

Communication made: simple.x;,half-:duple,x, or full du-
plex. In, simpiex, all t:ransmissions use the same" fre
quency and:if,;'ei,ther any patrol unit or the bh'se is 
trahSmj~tting, po one else can. In half-duplex, the base 
can Eransmit ,@.rld receive simultaneously, but patrol units 

(') use sim:p~ex. '~n full duplex, all can'repeive and transmit 
~ s imul tane-olisl,:¥. - -., . ''''i~J;;O'~' ,~",,,,,,,:>,,~,,,,,,,,:.!, ... ., .. ,-"..~. 

II" .,~ ~~;: 

• Mobile inputroutput device: hard-copy printer., cathode 
ray tube, o~ both. 

,I 

-, Military appli~ation of MOC date back many years, but in police 
work oniy to the eat)ly 1970's. Of nine police applications of which 
we know, most hav~Jbeen quitelir.nt~_edin::s99pe, __ exp_erimental in na
ture, and undertalJi~n, , atleas€" In,i tially , with L-E~ fund'ing'k;-~he",l:",~ .. ;, 
have, however" b~en several stud1es of the potentlalof MOe ln lawy- -.. 

l! 
l/ 

l l 
/1 
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enforcement65 as well as somewhat formal evaluations of three te~G 
systems: Oakland, Minneapolis, and Hennepin County, Minnesota. 

Congestion of police radio frequencies has been the primary 
re~s~n for adc;>pti~ri. of MOC. The Na~:i"pnal A~visory Commission on 
Cr1m1nal Just1ce Standa;t:'ds and Goalsu , pred1cted 1n 1973 that MOC 
could reduce congestion by 40 to 50 percent. A second major reason 
+or interest in MOC is that many law enforcement data bases are com
puterized, and a patrol unit with digital communications (and a 
suitable switching unit, a minicomputer, at base) can automatically 

" access these data bases. 

,These two objectives, however.. are somewhat contradictory. 
Transmitting digital rather than vo~ce signals may alleviate .fre
quency congestion, but providing automatic access to remote :'data 
bases would tend to increase such inquiries and aggrava.te conges
tion. 

A l~.istof MOC objectives appears in. Figure VIII. They show that 
MOC supports both the status moni toring a.ll.d response/adj ustment func
tions of PCCC. But though all implemen.ted MOC systems have status 
moni toring potential, only a few are capable of effecting such re
sponse/adjustment functions as the direct dispatch of patrol units 
using only digitally transmitted instructions. 

Sol}n ~t ale 68 indicate some problems in realizing the potential 
benefits of the objectives: 

• Use of MOC can create significant interference on exist- . 
ing voice I inks ~ in many cases it is desirable to use 
dedicated channels. 

'.. Oig ital links are susceptible to significant error rates 
in urban telecommtmications environments, and the re
peated transmissions or elaborate detection codes thus 
required detract from the goal of ,Short transmipsion 
times. -

• Install{r;rj bulky digital terminals in patrol cars rqay 
detract from the convenience of their use and possibly 
officer ~afety. 

• High cost and specialized maintenance can be a burden. 

other problems, such as the high voltage and explosion danger of a 
cathode ray tube. terminal, have been over.Gome. But the problems, 
especia~ly cost, have slowed MOC applica~ions. 

The following review of actual MOC experience concentrates on 
the more sophisticated applications. Status-only MOC systems are 
not considered. (The latter are usually a small part of a larger 
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Figure VIII 

MDe: Stated Objectives 

• To reduce radio air time and expand the message handling ability 
of a radio channel--using digital signals which have a higher 
transmission rate than voice signals. 

• . To improve message security--using digital signals which are 
harder and/or costlier to decipher or monitor than voi.ce signCils. 

• To improve message accuracy resul ting in less need for repeti tion-
using mobile digital terminals, especially if they can provide 
hard copies. . 

• To allow for selective routing of messages on an "as need to know" 
basis--using mobile digital terminals which could be addressed 
either collectively or individually. 

• To allow for una.ttended message reception--using mobile digita.l 
terminals which could record the transmitted message(s) while the 
officer i. away from his vehicle. 

• To increase officer safety--using a timed alarm key and/or using 
mobile digital communication which facilitates and increases infor
mation flow, including information concerning possiLly dangerous 
situations. 

• To 'increase officer effectiv:eness--using mobile digital communi
cation which facilitates and increases remote dQta base inquiries, 
resulting in potentially more "hits" (i.e., apprehensions and re
coveries) • 

• To increase dispatch~~ effectiveness--using digital signals which 
could relieve the dispatcher from routine data inquiries, patrol 
status updates, and message repetitions, as well as dispatches of 
certain noncritical calls for service • 

.. ' 

" 

/. 
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automatic vehicle moni toring system, as in St. Louis 69 or a more 
sophisticated radio system, as in Orange County, Calif. 70 ) 

The existing evaluations show that the objective of reduced 
radio air time has not been achieved. Not only did the number of 
calls to remote data bases increase, but "channel time, made avail
able when a portion of the voice load was converted to digital ••• , 
was immediate.ly replaced by ••• messa'h~s which previously could not 
be transmitted due to ••• congestion." Also, digital transmissions 
create interference on voice transmissions. Oakland at first tried 
to have a combined digital and voice channel, but had to add a digital
only channel to overcome interference. Hennepin County and r-tinne
apolis also used a separate dig ital channel. Thus, instead of saving 
radio air time, the interference problem may require a whole new 
channel. Technically, and at moderate costs, it is possible to 
minimize the interference problem. 

Another interesting finding was that on officer effectiveness. 
When a patrol officer receives data-base information giving him prob
able cause to make an arrest or recover a vehicle, it is termed a 
"possible hit." Oakland found that its MOC-equipped patrol units 
averaged 14.5 times as much "possible hit" information as its non
MDC units, resulting in,

2
2.8 times as many actual warrant arrests 

and vehicle recoveries. On a relative basis, however, MOC units 
are less efficient by20 percent. The easier access to remote data 
bases has caused a greater number of inquiries without a correspond
ing increase in "hits." 

In regard to officer effectiveness, it is unfortunate that the 
evaluations did not report on the human factors in MOC application. 
Sgt. Marin of the Los Angeles County Sheriff's Department writes 
that "license numbers can be exceedingly difficult to compose while 
also trying to drive through traffic ••• [and typing] requires the 
officer to divert his ~ttention from the suspect and this could have 
fatal consequences.,,7 , 

Oakland purchased its 32-unit MOC system for $149,980 with an 
associated yearly maintenance cost of $49,815 or about one-third of 
the initial purchase price. Th is is indeed a high maintenance cost; 
it should decrease as the Moe technology impro~~s. 'Despite the Moe 
costs, Oakland felt the system costeffective. 

Three points must be made in conclusion: 

• Moe does not decrease air time and may increase it. 

• The impact of MOC inquiries of remote data bases must 
be carefully assessed. The data bases' facilities may 
be overwhelmed as more and more patrol units can au
tomatically access them. 
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• All three evaluation studies reviewed in this section 
base their conclusions on small samples of data, sometimes 
less than one week's worth. Their objectivity is suspect 
in that all were conducted by police personnel who were 
closely associated wi th th'a system stud ied. The Minn~a
polis an~ Hennepin County studies are only 5 and 12 
pages, respectively, and must be considered "process" 
evaluations at best. Al though the Oakland study can 
be considered an .. impact" evaluation, it lacks depth 
in methodology. It tabulates first-order results but 
rarely derives second-order, performance figures. Fin
ally, all three studies are based on systems implemen
ted and tested prior to 1976. 

An intensive impact evaluation of an upcoming or ongoing MDC 
application is needed now to update available information. 

Management Information System 

The four applications already discussed primarily support the 
tactical PCCC functions. Although they can provide necessary data 
to ~upport the strategic PCCC function of resource management, the 
experience to date has been dismal: the computer-based data from 
these applications have been only intermittently analyzed, if at all. 

What is missing is a computer-based management information sys
tem which could automatically and continually integrate the. tac
tically generated data and analyze it to derive results that could 
be used to make strategic resource management decisions. 

We know of no such PCCC-related systems today. 

There are several systems for general police management or crime 
analysis, but they typically are 1 imi ted in scope and not 1 inked to 
PCCC functions. For example, although the Virginia Beach PolicE: De
partment has both a CAD system and an Automated Police Management 
system,75 the two computer-based systems are not linked. The manage
ment system is limited to providing information on personnel, bud
get, vehicular maintenance, uniform inventory, ev idence control, 
and found property. 

A general MIS should also perform functions other than re
source management. In order to assist in resource management, 
however, it must include resource allocation algorithms which could 
identify appropriate allocation alternatives. There are several 
resource allocation models which have been tested and intermit
tently used for resource management decisions, though not yet PCCC
related. 
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Only three of the po,~ce-related models identified,i iby Sohn 

and Kennedy and by Chaiken are in current use. They are: the Law 
Enforcement Manpower ResoUrce Allocation System (LEMRAS),; the Pa
trol Car Allocation Model (PCAM), and the Hypercube Queuing Hodel. 

LEMRAS was ma~~eted by International Business Machine's (IBM) 
in the late 1960' s. Its computerized solutions to workload prob
lems are basically deterministic: fixed ,answers to fixed problems. 
This creates a number of drawbacks because neither calls -for service 
nor responses to such calls are deterministic in nature. PCAM ,and 
Hypercube .are more realistic and probability-based, and IBM has with
drawn LEMRAS from the market. Several police departments contihue 
to use it, however--probably because it is relat,ively easy to use 
and, in fact, reflects the ,fty police departments,have traditionally 
allocated their resources. . 

PCAM (1972) and Hype~cube (1975) both we're developed byRichard 
C. Larson, the former 7ijav ing been la ter re fined and computeri zed by 
Chaiken and Dormont. Although they overlap in some respects, the 
two models are actually complementary. In general, PCAM determines 
a time allocation of patrol units and then Hypercube is used to de
termine the units' spatial positioning during different periods. It 
was, for example, in this man~if that the Wilmington split-force pa
trol experiment was designed. The mOdels can only assist the po
lice administrator charged with making resource allocation decisions. 
Many variables cannotr be modeled and the administrator must make final 
decisions. 

Chaiken8l has identified some 35 agencies which have received 
copies of the PCAM program; a similar number have received Hypercube. 
However, the authors have been unable to find any agency which has 
integrated PCAM, Hypercube, or both with its CAD or AVM systems, so 
that tpe generated data can be automatically fed into either or both 
of the" management models, Probably, more agencies soon will access (, 
the models, since NILECJ recently funded The Institute fpr Public 

. Program Analysis to make the models available on microcomputers and 
programmable hand calculators. 

I 

. i1! 

There is a need to develop an MIS which integrates with the 
other elements of a.PCCC system, as is detailed later in this pap~r. 

An encompassing resource management program must not only ?l
locate police units on. a temi~ral ~nd spatiaJ, basis, but also sched
ule them. Heller and Stenzel have developed a pertinent scheduling 
algorith, but it requires further refinement. The degree to which 
computer-based resource allocation and scheduling algoriths can be 
effectively used by decisionmakers must remain an area of continued 
research and evaluation. 
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Regional Communications System 

Reg ional communications systems are developed for different 
reasons. In Muskegon County, Michigan, a frequency congestion and 
interference problem led to a central police dispatch system. Be
fore, eight dispatch cen,\ters in the County (~ompeted for llse of a 
single radio frequency, 'leading to garbles and frustration. 83 An 
interference .problem also led Orange County, California, to ado~{ 
a computer-controlled regional radio and status-ordy MDCsystem. 
On the other hand, the Boston Area Police Emergency ReSpOnE.le Net
work (BAPERN) was developed because of the need .in certain emer
~en<?ie~ t,o co~sdinate police from the many geographically' small 
Jurlsdlctlons. 

-Cost is another reason. An RCS could resul t in cost 'savings, 
a mechanism for securing Federal and State subsidies, or both. Cal
ifornia law provides a tax incentive for jurisdictions to consoli
date their services;Sflnta Clara County w~s advised to take adv,an
tage of this in its effo8~t to develop a coordinated emergency services 
communications system. Record~keeping costsled Erie County, New 
York, to develop the Erie M~nicipal Police Information Retrieval 
Enhancement (Er.lPERE) system. 8 

An RCS does not necessarily mean a central communications cen
ter. The proposed Alameda County 911 systemA for e.xample, will have 
a numbe.r of public safety answering points. 8 Similarly, the Boston 
Area system is still dependent on the communications centers of its 
23 police agencies. What BAPERN has provided is a common radio 
channel as well as a formal, agreed-·on set of procedures for coor
dinating its agencies' actions in times of emergency. 

The stated objectives of an RCS are: 

• To decrease planning and operating costs. 

• To diminish radio channel congestion. 

• To prov ide a means of coordinating police actions dur
ing certain emergencies. 

• To establish a joint entity which would be more able 
to attract Federal and State subsidies. 

But a number of issues must be resolved: 89 

• A new legal entity, separate from any of the participating 
communities but under their control, may be useful. 
Frequencies can be assigned only to a legal entity and 
it is easier to assign Federal grants to a sing Ie body. 
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• Procedures for financing and governing must be agreed 
on, a difficult process becausg:'~the' d'i'fferent communi
ties will have different si zes, tax structures, and crime 
rates. 

• Centralized dispatching should use civilian personnel, 
both for economy and because the new agency probably 
will not have authori ty over sworn personnel. The change 
in dispatching personnel is likely to cause personnel 
discontent. 

• Each community must retain command of its force. 

Perhaps rcre only evaluation that addresses RCS is the Mu ~ 
County study9 which reviews an RCS which was not computer-based e 

The key finding was that the 8 member agencies formerly had assigned 
19 police officers to dispatching and that after consolidation 13 
civilians were able to meet the task. This represented a' 32 percent 
sav ing in personnel time and a 42 percent sav ing in personnel cost. 

Al though there is a lack of supporting evaluations, the RCS con
cept seems sound. It is well-known that the sharing of resources 
can result in benefits and effici,encies. Elsewhere in this volume, 
however, Roger Parks, suggests that there is little evaluative evi
dence that consolidation of police departments is efficacious. And 
practice of the combinative principle has shown that benefits and 
efficiencies can accrue up to' a certain point after which there are 
d iseconom ies • 

What is the optimal si ze of an RCS? Obv iously, only careful 
future systemic evaluations can tell us. 

FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 

Figure IX summari zes the reported impacts of the systems we have 
discussed upon the four PCCC functions, subjectively defining three 
categories: significant, moderate, minimum. The needs identifica
tion function is, as expected, significantly impacted by 911, but 
it should also be significantly impacted by CAD (which can better 
record and verify the needs), MDC (which can be used to transmit 
needs identified while on patrol), and by MIS (which, through anal
ysis of historical data, could better identify and carefully record 
those cha.racteristics of need important for response purposes). The 
status-monitoring function is the most impacted, but it still should 
be impacted by MIS--again through the MIS analysis of historical 
data. Similarly, the response-adjustment function could benefi t 
from MIS analysis. The resource management function is the least 
impacted function: a PCCC-oriented MIS could automatically analyze 
the 911, CAD, AVM, and MDC data with testeq, algorithms. In sum: 



Figure IX 

Reported Impacts of Specific Applications on PCCC Functions 

PCCC Functions 

5p:ecific Appl ications 1 Needs Status Response/ . Resource 
Identification Monitoring Adjustment 

~,' 
Management 

Nine-One-One Significant 

Computer Assisted Dispatching Minimum Significant 5i gnifi cant Minimum 

Automatic Vehicle Monitoring Significant Minimum '~i nimum 

Mobile Digital Crimmunications Significant Moderate 

Management Information SYstems Minimum 

lRegional Communication Systems are not included since they differ widely in 
focus. 
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The pcce functions of needs, id~ntification, status monitor
ing, response. adju~tment, and resource monitoring must be further 
supported before an! eff'ective PCCC system can be t:ealized. What 
research, and evaluittion are required? 

R •••• rch 

PCCC must be integrated, proactive, flexible. Research must 
be undertaken to develop systems which are all of those. I.t "is as
sumed such a system would be computer based. 

The PCCC applications reviewed here not only are relatively 
d istincl in fopus, but have been implemented only on an independent 
basis and in an independent manner. The authors know of no police 
agency which h.'fls implemented all the various PCCC appl ications. F ig
ure XI identi:6.ies an integrated system. Briefly, it is indicated that 
911 information is entered irito thQe CAD computer, which also (I) in
teracts digitally with the AVM and MDC systems; (2) serves if neces
sary as a switching machine fO.r MDC inquiries to remote data bases; 
(3) continually provides 'dat;a to the MIS element • It may be costef
fective for the MIS to share with the, other systems the same CAD com
puter. 

It is important to recogni ze that there are two components to a 
PCCC system. All but one of the elements are tactical in function; 
the second component--comprised of cMIS--primarily supports the 
strategic function. , The two components are interac'tive, in fact, 
synergistic. 1 A study: is needed to assess whether the integrated 
system' is greater than the sum of its parts. 

Police departments ',l')ave to face budgets; none can implement a 
total PCCC system at onc~'. But each element should be added wi th the 
idea that other elements V, to be added later, should 1 ink with the 
earlier. CAD can furnish the host computer for other elements. Thus, 
CAD should be the first PCCC application, followed perhaps by 911, 

'\~~AVM andMDC, and MIS. Proper sequencing bears costbenefit. As ear-
\\ l\ier noted, implementing AVM before CAD requires manual posting of 
'\ d,ltrsors. Dispatch personpel trained;, i'in the ways of CAD have learned 
'~'::cto live with a computer"which makes AVM easy. , 

Except for. basic 911, CAD is the most predominant of PCCC ap-' 
pI ications •. In if' theor;y, pol ice agencies which have ir:tstalled CAD 
can ,expand rt to an 1ntegrated PCCC system. In pract1ce, system
compatibility problems develop. Therefore, a detailed systeWlplan 
should be developed before any PCCC element is implemented. It 
is inter~sting to note that in a 5-phased plan, i~s Angeles imple
mented CAD in phase 4, after MDC and before' AVM .' 
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Figure X 

An Integrated PCCC System 
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Al t~~~\~h tbe depicted system of Figu.:-e xJ~~,cJlnGaptually rele--" 
vant for ali\departments, not all (l'Jenciesrequire such a sophisti
cated system • "'pome very small dep,artme~its may require only an auto
mated telephone~answering systeJlI '!il~~ch would allow officers bto an
swer ~calls from their patrol cars·~ . 

PrOactive PCCC 

c. So far, computer-based PCCC ha's .. l,~:rg~rfy only replaced previously 
manual operations.. The ~ot:l'1t,ial:" o~-"'a computer in T?()l iC§4workhas 
not been fully reall.zeQ_t,.;)!;>t.tias, hO\:Je~ler, beenrecognlzed. Johns95 
argues thataproact1ve or intelligent. CAD could: ' . , 

• Efficiently allocate patrol resources in a dynamic manner 
to accountfo!:" manpower fluctuations; 

• Standardize di~patch assignments; 
,I' 

• Improve pqlice strategies by incorporating strategies 
whJch, fo~ example, increase neighborhood identity or 
provrde~etter emergency response i 

• Incorporate complex mathematical models for such pur
poses as~estimating patrol unit location and managing 
queues ofi calls; 

• Collect,statistics useful to administrators. 

Some 86 pe.tcent of all calls for police iserv,i.ce~"'"is noncritical. 
T~e Kansas Ci ty\ ,~tud ies showe~. that ci ti zen satisfaction is a func
tlon of expectat·lon. Thus, Tlen et al.96 proposed that costeffect
ive methods alternative to that of dispatching a patrol lrnit can be 
used ,to respond to noncritical calls provided the citizens are fore
warned and advised. Proactive management of police demand can re~' 
duce or shif~' demand peaks and may even lower the demand level. NILECJ 
is now financing projects on this subject in Wilming'to'h, Del:, and 
Birmingham, AJ",~.·;. Whatever management procedures lare identified by 
these promects can, of course, be translated into computer algori thms • 

FLEXIBLE PCCC S~STEM 

Modern PCCC is totally dependent on the computer. With com
puter technology advancing daily, any PCCC system must remain i(flex
ible. Chang ing technology will affect PCCC in at least threeway·s: 
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._.'_ o·-/~~<ii'he decrease~ .. >costanp increased capahillty of compu-
c~2(J~'e--/' - ters will~make PCCC systems-- available even to smaller 

d,fapa:t~ents. Sol id-slat~ dev ices are ,challenging tJ1:e 
t'radltlonal storage medlct=of tapes, dlSks, and drums; 
The new dev ices have much faster access times. y/ ' 

, _/ 
-~~ --"=' 

e Syst~ros\\,ea'n=be decentralized "and yet coorg":{nat.ed, usrng-- o _~J' 
.~. ""cMr .new'; technology. Da.tiiL-,-cDmmUfl"t;"cat:ion and data bas'e 

==~~,=~.~-- management ~~e;. p_er~ormed by a number of small computers 
;'-=> connec-ted together ~''''''-.-. ' 

" 
eSophistica-ted t.erminals facilitate interaction with 

PCCC,. The terminals include intell'igent interactive 
graphics terminals, magnetic card readers, ,optical char
acter readers, and v9ice---data-entry terminals. 

Al though vendors will always speak highly of PCCC advances, it 
is important that these applications be carefully evaluated before 
widespread adoptio~. 

Evaluation 

This paper was to review completed eval~ations of new tech
nofogies in PCCC. However, thereo:have been very few formal PG0~' 
evaluations. A number" of articles have been written about the 
0[:>e'l?ation of PCCC appl ications, but this 1 iteraturegenerally fo
cuses on the inpt.,lts and operating proce~,ses--not, as is/'needed, 
evaluation of outcomes-'and systemic impact-. 

There have been stu&ies of the relative merits of alternative 
911 configurations, but no documented formal evaluation .,of ei ther 
a basic Qr advanced 911 system. A number of articles describe the 
CAD system ofa particular city ,and a few discuss the broader ele
ments of establishing a CAD system ar:td conducting a projecCt eval
uation. But there are no national or regional comparisons and, 
in essence, no formal evaluations report~d •. 

Three evaluations of AVM have been note.d. . But' both systems 
were hampered by'technic:al d~fficLllties and personnel attitudes were 
affected. A complete evaluation thus was impossible. In MOt, there 

,have been several studies of its potenti~l and three fairly formal 
evaluations. Here again, how~ver, the sltidies focus on one objec
tive of the technology--to reduce air time--and few efforts have 
been made to measure the impact of othel

!:, MDC objectives. The au
thors know of no formal evaluations of,m~nagement information sys
tems and of only one of the regional: communications, system con-. 
cept. We have listed· several evaluations now under\'{ay. NILECJ's 
grant to Public Systems Evaluation, Inc., to conduct a "Na'tional 
Asessment of Police Command and Control Systems," has helped to 
facilitate this paper, since both the authors are working on the 
larger study. More important, the larger study should be able 
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to begin collecting ,a common data~base for 'further comparis9ns of 
PCCC application. 

Despite the fact the number and'\qualiti of PCCC evaluations 
have been disappointing, one can draw ~~.)me conclusions: 

, ' 

• The use of PCCC technology is sti,~l in its infancy. The 
first commercially sold computer:; Univac I, was built 
only in1951. Per:fectipn should not be expected instant
ly in an area Sf) young and rapidly chang ing. Still, 
a certain mystique about computers has contributed to 
oversell. This paper has shown that the reality of the 
state of the art is often far less than the general 
impression. " 

• To the extent that evaluation has been condudted, ito: 
has shown that actual performance has fallen below ini
tial expectations. For example, the response-time bene
fits of AVM and the reduced air time under MDC were 
not achieved. This does not mean that. AVM or. MDC should 
be discarded, but that the initial objectfves must be 
modified to emphasize objectives of greater costeffec
tiveness. This requires meaningful evaluations. 

" 
8 A common study framework, such asthat suggested by t,his 

paper, is necessary. When one poli.c~ department compares 
its PCCC evaluation with that of another department, they 
should be talking the same language even if they are 
seeking different goal8. 

Finally, it should be clear that the implementation of new 
technology, such as in the PCCC area, involves more than 'technical 
and quantitative expertise. Too often it is assumed that the dif
fusion of technological innovation can be initiated from above1 it 
is believed that the mere existence of the technology will prove 
its worth. Failure to recognize .many of the complexities and moti-
vatfons surrounding the implementation of technology and' the inter
action between the technology and the nature of police work can 
prove disastrous. In implementing and evaluating PCCC applications 
~n the future, it should be clear that technological changes often 
resul t in behav ioraLand power shifts. Evaluation stud ies must con
sider these shifts by extending beyond measures of input and process 
and beginning to examine outcome and systemic impacts. 
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The Need for Eva!uatlon 

The need for evaluation of juveniled~linquency prevention and, 
control programs cannot be overstated. An examination of the ju
venile justice system indicates a decided lack of comprehensive 
inform~tion on the effectiveness of such programs. Existingeval
uation materials are generally of poor quality Clnd provide l'ittle 
information on the effectiveness of intervention strategies. Proj
ect directors in many cases are unaware of how to design ev.alua
tion measures and gene~ally resort to descriptive accounts of pro
gram strategies based large~y on "intuitive" measures. 

The lack of eval uation materials on del inquency prevention 
was confirmed by William Wright and Hichael Dixon after a compre
hensive review of delinquency prevention efforts published in the 
1 iterature over 1,964 to 1974. After reviewing some 6,600 abtracts 
of programs, the authors were able to find only 96 reports which 
contained some form of empirical data on project effects. While 
these projects included both prevention and treatment strategies, 
the authors conclude: 

••• that the evaluation literature is low in both scientific 
validity and policy utility, and that no delinquency fre
prevention strategies can be definitely recommended. 

The findings of Dixon and Wright ~re further supported by those 
of Lundman, McFarlane, and Scarpitti. After examining some 1,000 
citations of delinquency stUdies published professionally, the au
thors were able to find only 25 that contained information on the 
nature and results of the preven~ion venture. Of these, most 
could be described as "corrective," and that "in no specific pre
vention program examined was attention paid to 4 the establishment 
of punitive or mechanical prevention policies." In their anal
ysis of these projects, the authors' findings are similar to those 
of Dixon and Wright, and in their conclusions they arg.ue: 

Copyright (a)Z979 AZbert P. Cal"dareZZi and CharZes P. Smith 
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Del'inquency prevention programs have b~)en largely unsuc
cessful because 0'£ .inadequate data, inaccurate or incom
plete theorie's, and compromised intervention strategies. 
We believe, therefore, that the solutions include direct 
field observation· of delinquents, construction of inte"'; 
grated theories which reflect these field data, and as
sessment of the cgnstraint.s which currently compromise pre-
vention efforts. ; 

In the following pages, we will discuss some of the issues as
sociated with delinquency prevention and control and suggest a con
ceptual framework for evaluating such activities. 

The Growing Role of Government 

Regardless of one's faith in, or skepticism about, crime sta
tistics, there is near ,. universal ag reement tha t the vol ume of 
crime increased during the la,s t 2 decades, and tha t much of this 
increasle resul ted from crimes orig ina ted by juveniles and young 
adults.':~ While this increase has to be balanced against the fact 
that ~any juvenJles "phase out of" delinquent activities when they 
enter their late teen years, the negd to prevent the onset and 
persistt~nce of del il)quency is obvious. The more successful society 
is in red\lcing the number of juveniles entering the juvenile justice 
system, the greater the likelihood of reducing the

7
number of juveniles 

who become persistent or chronic offenders. The importance of 
prevention in the reduction of the number of such offenders is 
reflected in the growing concern of the Federal Government in juvenile 
delinquency and youtt crime during the 1960's. 

In 1961, the President's Committee on Juvenile Delinquency and 
Youth Crime was establ ished. This committee soon recommended the 
enactment of the Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Offenses Control 
Act of 1961. Orig inally authorized for 3 years, the act was la ter ex";' 
tended through fiscal year 1967. In 1967, the importance of pre
vention in de.al ing wi th crime and del inquency was highl ighted by 
the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administdition 
of Justice, which stated: ' 

In the last analysis, the most promising and so the most im
portant method of dealing with crime is by preventing it-
by ameliorating the conditions of life that drive people 
to commi t crimes and that undermine the restraining ru~e.s 
and irastitutions erected by society against antisocial con-
duct. .. 
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In the following year (1968), tongress enacted both the Juve
nile Delinquency Prevention and Cofntrol Act and the Omnibus Crime 
Control and Safe Streets Act. These were followed by the Juvenile 
Delinquency ',Prevention Act of 1972 where, in a similar fashion 
to the ~arlier Prevention and Control Act of 1968, funding remained 
under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare (HEW). Two years later, Congress enacted the Juvenile 
Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974, which established 
the Office of Juvenile Justice' 'and Delinquency Prevention within 
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) of the Depart
ment of Just!ce. The concern of the Federal Government regarding 
delinquency '~and the importance directed toward "prevention" is evi
denced not only in the title of the act of 1974, but in the atten
tion given to prevention as an important strategy for forestalling 
antisocial behavfor among adolescents and young adults. 

In pointing to the major objectives of the Act, Congress not
ed that its declared policy was: 

••• to provide the necessary resources, leadership, and co-
,ordination (1) to develop and implement effective methods 

of preventing and reducing juvenile delinquency; (2) to 
develop and conduct effective programs to prevent del in
quency, to divert juveniles from the traditional ju~~nile 
justice system and to provide critically nee'ded alternatives 
to institutionalization; (3) to improve the quality of juve
nile justice in the United States; and (4) to increase 
the capacity of State and local governments, and publ ic 
and private agencies to conduct effective juvenile justice 
and delinquency prevention and rehabilitation programs and 
to provide research, evaluation, and training sgervices in 
the field of juvenile delinquency prevention. 

Defining Prevention-Some Conceptual Issues 

" f 

j 

The purpose of the following discussion is to review some of 
the varied meanings associated with the concept of "prevention." 
Before doing so, however, it is important to realize that the con
fusion and ambiguity associated with prevention is further exacer
bated by joining it with the term "delinquency." Both concepts, 
beca use of the ir inclus,iYeness, have inc i ted a good deal of gg(l,~ 
troversy and debate at thepol:i:;~~Y~r.i2~~£gJ;~~t~~S",;~!=i~~;~:~P,.;~·:d~~,:;0 

~".::::.--..,.--~.", .-.. - .- ......... ~ . . .. ~~ 

In an early review of delinquency prevention programs, Witmer 
and Tufts point to three major conceptions of pri.voention'that domi
nated the field of delinquency up to the 1950's.The first cat-
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egory includes efforts aimed at promoting the "healthy per~onality 
development" of all children. Within this broad conceptual',level, 
'the prevention (or control) of delinquency was directed toward im
proving, those aspects of society that affect the personality de
velopment of children. Obviously, the range of such activities 
is ex.tremely broad and encompassing, an'd while commend,able,' 
includes a greater array of behavior than delinquency. A second 
category envisions delinquency prevention as efforts directed pri-" 
marily' toward E..otentialdelinquel)ts before they become involved 
in delinquent behavior. Proponents of this viewpoint not only 
believe 'that community resources can be more effectively utilized 
wittr predelinquents, but argue that such individuals can be iden-

'tified through predictive mE:!asures. The third category includes 
prQgrams which stress the reduction of recicUvism by lessening the 
possil:?~lity of serious offenses. Prevention efforts under this 
orientation are directed toward preventing the continuance of de
linquency rather than its onset. 

After reviewing the efforts based on these categories, the 
authors argue for a definition of prevention as referring "both 
to the forestalling of delinquent behav~'l)f and also to the reduc
tion in its frequency and seriousness."· In~~this way, they have 
included the essential elements of allth're~e~definitions above as 
opposed to arriving at a more precise definition. Rather than 
discuss the merits of these approaches, several additional inter
pietations of prevention will be examined. 

" In a further critique of delinquency prevention programs pri
or \to the 1960's, John Martin found that delinquency ,prevention 
programs correspond to one of the following definitions: 

•• Delinquency prevention is the sum total of all activ
i ties that contribute to the adj us tment of ch ildren and 
to heal thy personal ities in children. 

• Delinquency prevention is the attempt to deal with par
ticular environmental conditions that are believed to 
contribute to delinquency. 

• Delinquency prevention consists of specific preventive 
services ]?,lrovided to individual children :pr groups of 
children. 2 . . 

Al though "the first category is' a restatement of Witmer and 
Tufts' classification, the second definition emphasizing "environ
mental conditions" reflects the increasing attention I,paid to the 
importance of the social system as a causal factor in increasing 
delinquency.' The last definition indicates a growing recognition 
of the varied types of behavior classified as "delinquency" and 
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the search for differential treatment strategies. As with Witmer 
and Tufts, (leach of these program orientations c'an be traced to 
the varied theoretical perspectives. oriented toward the etiology 
of d~linquency. . \ 

~: " 

The confusiol1 in del inquericy prevention that prevailed in thee 
1950's and early 1960's led Lej'ins to write in 1967: ; 

" 
••• the field of prevention is by far the least developed 
area,of criminology. Current" popular views are naive, . \, 
vague, mostly erroneotrs, and for the most part devoid of 
any awareness of research findings; there is a demarid=~fo~t:.._ 
action on the basis of general moralistic beliefs, dis--

., carded criminolog ical theories ·of bygone days, and other 
equally invalid opinions and reasons. In scientific and 
professional circles the subject of prevention has received 
remarkably little attention. Even the basic concepts in the 
field of prevention lack precision. There has been very 
little theory-building, and attempted research under such 
circum~lances has failed to produce any significant re
suI ts. 

In his review of the field of prevention, Lej ins argues for 
the ne-e""d to distinguish between "preven tion" and II con trol. II For 
Lej ins: 

Prevention is a measure taken before a criminal or delin
quent act has actually occurred for the purpose of fo'restall
ing such an act; control is a measure taken after a criminal 
ordelinquent act has been committed. ,. 

Since. "control measures" may al~o help to forestall further' 
criminal offenses, Lejins argues that it'-is a difficult and con
fusing task. to differentiate between control and prevention, un
less the concept of control is restricted to: 

••• any action conce rning an offender tci~en as a resul t of 
his having committed an offense ••• even if it interrupts 
the continuation of cri~inal behavior and thereby forestalls 
future,' criminal acts. , C' 

Using this distinction as a base, Lej ins deScribes.
6
thre,e types 

of prevention: punitive, corrective, and mechanical. 1 Puni tive 
prevention, he notes, relies on the threat of punishment to fore
stall the criminal law, and is based on the premise that a poten
tial offender's awareness of the prospective punishment .. for an of
fensewill deter him from that behavior. Corrective prevention, 
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on the· other hand, is ba,sed on the premise that certain conditions 
"lead to" or neause" criminal behav ior and it is these cond i tions 
which lJll,lst be eliminated if delinquency is to' be prevented. The 
last category, that of Mechanical prevention, is directed toward 
making it difficult or impossible for an individual successfully "to 
commit, a limited range of offenses. Under this orientation, the 
pri.mary=-= ~J'oal is to "harden thee target" to make it .. inaccessible 
to ~he offender. The, recognition that prevention includes a wide 
rc\ooep,tac'tiv i ties is also noted by Eleanor Hari9w, who in 1969, 
disJinguished three major prevention str.ategies: 

• Primary Prevention is directed, toward the criminogenic 
environment without distinguishing betw~en those persons 
who have responded criminally and those who have not. 

~ 

, -~=-.=~==~=,===-__ • Secondary Prevention includes programs concerned with 
",'~·=~13'el=inqt!pncY-·~··Rr,QJ~EL,~ ... indiv=i~~ and emphasizing early _ .. _,,;::'~, 

identification and "treatmenfof preae!lnqueni:5-;=-="=-~~'-="-- - ,- .. 

• Tertiary Prevention is corrective in that it is con
cerned with preventory recidivism. 

An ,examination of Harlow's categories indicates little differ
ence between the early classification of Witmer and Tufts~ each 
interprets prevention as being directed at three types of youth: 
(a) general population, (b) predelinquent, and (e) delinquent. 
Obviously, the use of the tenn "prevention" to include activities 
associated wi th, all three categories of youth can only add to the 
confusion associated with the concept. ,'I 

In 'a more recent analysis of prevention, Kenneth Polk and 501- j" 
omon Kob'rin argue that the tendency in ,the past has been to searCh} 
for the "causes" of criIl).ea and to develop preve.nt~on programs ad-"f 
dressed to these causes. In their analysis! the authors argue 
for-,an approach that specifies how legitimate rather than illegit
imate pursuits are pursued. Delinquency prev~htion, they argue, 
should empha'size institutional refonn rathe,r than individual 
change. For them, both £;\rom a practic~l and stra teg ic matter: 

The approach to the problem of adol·escent dev iance, and 
to delinquency preventiof9 and control, must focus on in-
stitutional malfunction. , 

Based on this approach, efforts would be direc'-ed toward restruc
turing 'existing institutions, while di'scarding those features 
tha t tend to fos ter del inquen t behav ior and iden ti ties ." 

Polk and Kobrin go on to argue that s~nce prevent;.ion con
sists of activities developed to reduce the i~cidence of those be~ 
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hav iors that lead tq the imposition of the label of delinquency, 
the most appropriate,\ manner in which this can be accomplished is 
t~roug~ the r~str~8turing of the present inseitutions or the crea-
tl.On of new ones. I ~ • 

Tpe growing attention to institutional change is also noted ="';00 
by LaHar~T· •. Empey who argues that " ••• any serious effort at crime 
prevention would have to ·consider lways by which socialization per 
se might be made more effective. ,,2 Given this direction, Empey 
argues that if these institutions are to be more effective, pr~
vention-programs should consider the following assumptions as cru
cial to prevention: 

1. the primary focus of prevention efforts should be upon 
the establishment among young people of a legitimate 
identity; ~ 

2. a leg,itimate identity among young people is most likely 
to occur if they have a stake in conformi ty; 

'r.3. the cUltiV'ation in young people ofa.legitimate identity 
and a stake in conformity require's that they be provided 
wi th soc ial~ly acceptable, respons ible, and personally 
gratifying roles; and 

4. a rational strategy of delinquency: reduction and c~~trol 
must address the task of institutional change. 

In an attempt to deal with existing confusion regarding the def
inition of "prevention~" and the most appropriate strategies to 
accomplish the prevention of 'delinquency, the National Advisory 
Committee on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals recommended the 
following definition in 1976: 

Delinquency prevention is a process of problem identifi
cation, resource analysis and strategy building aimed at 
lowering rates of delinquency through the provision of 
servic~~ to persons or groups with specif~c'and deJ110nstrated 
needs. . 

While the above definition indicates the importance of "process!' 
in the prevention of delinquency, it also emphasizes the "provi
s~on of services" as. the major strategy for accomplishing preven-
tlon., . 

These conclusio'ns clearly indicate the need to differentiate 
among varied patterns of delinquency in bO~h criminolog ical re
search and delinquency prevention programs. 2 In addition to these 
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definitional issues, it is also important to recognize that a ma
jority of juveniles engage in delinquent acts sometime during 
their ado~gscence~ most of which are never officially observed or 
recordeQ~ Further, while most adolescents with official arrest 
':. \ 

records are from lower socioeconomic -backgrounds, the evidence that 
delinquency exists among all levels of the economic system is 
quit.e substantial. 26 The implications of these findings for de
linquency prevention programs need to be given serious considera
tion. 

In addition to the confusion generated by the meaning of 
"delinquency" in research studies, the problem of defining delin
quency may. also affect the way in which del inquency prevention 
p'rograms are developed. Spergel, for example, argpes that the 
term del inquency: 

Ii 
••• is just as variable and complex as community./' In fact, 
it may be even more variable wi thin a commul1i ty than 
across the juvenile-justice system. There appears to be 
no across the board operational defini tiori of o;el inquents 
or predelinquehts in community based programsJ It is not 
at all clear what a community program. to preven£ or to treat. 
del inquents really is or should be. 27 . I 

Studies, evaluations, and descriptions of prevention and treat· .. 
ment programs r;tationwide rarely define the range of behavior in
cluded under the definition of del inquency nor, except in a few 
cases, are there well-developed str~geg ies to deal with the d if
ferential character of delinquency. Further, while many admin
istrators. and program staff are able to distinguish between pre
vention and control in theory, the &istinctions a~e not always 
explicit in practice. Some agencies, 'claiming to be "preventive" 
organizations, are actually invo],ved 111 the treatment of adjudi
cated delinquents, while some "treatment" agencies ~re involved in 
the .. development of preventive· activities c for child~en considered 
to be either "predelinquent" or as having high pJ:()ba,bilities'of 
being defined as del inq'Jent at' some future time. F'~rther, since 
the term "preverttion" is not always precisely defined by practi
tioners, it is difficult to establish,mutually exclusive categor
ies of preventive and treatment activities,thus adding to the 
confusion that has do~~nated the field of delinquency prevention 
for the last 40 years. I 

Despite recent efforts to provide overall profiles of the 
types of projec'ts aimed at preventing juvenile :delinquency, lit:tle 
is known about the effectiveness of t~e . wide range of interven
tions to prevent delinquent behaviors. 0 Similarly, there I/have 
been v~rtually no effor'ts to describe both the actual interventions 
and th~~ cha ins of theoretical rea~:;ons and assumptions 1 inking these 

I ~ 
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interve~iions to underlying principles of causality and social 
change. . In short, little is known about either what actually 
takes place nationally under the rubric.of juvenile delinquency 
prevention or how those practices and projl~ts are justified by 
sound theoretical and operational principles. 

A CONCEPTUAL FRAM~JPRK FOR EVJ.\LUAT.ING 
DELINQUENCY PREVENTION AND CONTROL PROGRAMS 

A. Synthesis of Delinquency Prevention PrQjects 

Al though findings from each of the above mentioned studies 
are based on analyses ~)f reports contained wi thin the professional 
literature, they are consistent with those obtained in an assess
ment of del inquency prevention projects conducted by the Center 
of Vocational Education at Ohio State during 1975, under a grant 
provided ~y the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 
Justice. 3 The purpose of this assessment was to provide an 
information base for pol icymakers by examining and assessing cur
r~nt strategies of delinquency prevention nationwide. The follow
ing pages provide a synthesis and assessment of the major findings 
of this. effort.'" 

In order to arrive at a representative sampling of delinquen
cy prevention prog'rams in operation, an extensive search of exist
ing data bases was undertaken. This data search yielded sever.al 
reference sources to project specific information ranging from 
approximately 200 to over 5,000 citations. The Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration's· Grant Management Information Service 
(GMIS), by far the'largest: printout, included 2,100 pages of project 
summaries, with an average of 2.5 summaries per page. 34 Unfor
tunately, the GMIS dio not distinguish between primary and seqond
ary prevention f!ograms and consequently further manual screening 
WaS necessary. When possible, staff keyed decisions to catch
phrases such as "predel inquent" . and "primary prevention." Even
tually, 1,486 programs were identified as prevention programs~ of 
this figure only 20 percent were currently active. After an ex
tensive phone s~rvey, 120 projects were selected as possible can
didates for site visits. 

Efforts were also directed toward establishing contacts with, 
information sources other thanLEAA. Specifically, the staff 
searched for Federal, State, and· local agencies of government in
volved-in delinquency prevention. To add to these difficulties, 
no centralized source c,f information exists for cataloging private
ly funded delinquency prevention projects or programs. Therefore~ 
it is important to note that the. analysis is skewed toward fe4-
erally supported efforts. 
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Actual site selection procedures for assessing deliquency pre-
. vention programs were initiated by an extensive telephone inter
view survey which focused on individual projects. The purpose of 
these inteviews was to confirm the type of program and to gather 
program information prior to the final site selection. Many of 
the projects contacted in this manr,er nominated additional primary 
prevent'lion programs with which they were familhp-:-. All projects 
reviewe;,d by. telephone were classified according to the following 
criteria: 

• the type intervention by cluster type (see descriptions 
below) 

• geographic location 

• locus of intervention (e.g., family, schools) 

• predominate mode.of intervention (e.g., case work, coun
sel ing) 

• target group characteristics (e.g., age, sex, race, and 
approximate percentage of clients having police or ju
venile court records) 

• funding source 

• maturity (i.e., years in existence) 

• staff size 

• evaluation. 

It is important to emphasize that one crucial criterion for 
site selection was evaluation. Extreme care was given to visiting 
sites claiming formal, external .evaluations, which offer the most 

. potential for gathering systematic information. From the list of 
120 projects, 35 were selected for site:visits. 

In addition to the importance of evaluation, efforts were 
made to examine a wide range of projects representative of the 
dominant strateg ies being util ized by program staff. Based on an 
extensive review of literature, research, and evaluation reports 
of .. delinquency control and prevention, a conceptual framework for 
classifying strategies f~d techniques of juvenile delinquency pre
vention was· developed. This framework classifies specific pro
gram techniques under one of six major intervention stra·tegy clus
ters described below. 

Counsel ing: Def ined as that range of interventions from 
psychiatric analysis and psychotherapy to simple advice 
9 iv ing and "act ive 1 istening. " It is the most prevalent 
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Figure I 
Juvenile Delinquency Prevention 

Program Elements 37 

(1) CONTEXT 

The set of conditions and assumllllons which operationally and 
conceptually define the program's distinctive features. 

SUBElEMENTS: 

" TheoretICal bases· fundamental assumpllon. of delinquency cau •• tion 

2. HIstorical antecedents 

3. Orgilnllational .tructure 

4. Funding I •• el and source 

5. Phy.,cal .etting and facilille. 

t 
(2) CLIENT IDENTIFICATION 

The combination of techniques, procedures, and criteria by which 
individuals and groups are defined, screened, selected, and admitted 
to programs. 

SUBElEMENTS: 

1. Identification crit.ri. 

2. Selectonn procedu ••• /technique./instrumenu 

3. Ref."al .ourc •• and channels for ref."al 

4. Chent demographic characterimc. 

+ (3) INTERVENTION STRATEGIES 

The actual activities, specifically defined and engaged in by 
practitioners for the PUrpose of preventing delinquency. 

SUBElEMEII!TS: 

1. Actual int.rvention activities 

2. Durallon 

3. Intensity 

4. Incremental feedback 

Source: Principles 
141 PROGR.t EVALUATION and Guidelines for 

State and Local The process by which a program obtains and interprets feedback 

Administrators of on the extent to which its activities ar:? effective in preventing 

Juvenile Deling;uenc:i delinquency. 

prevention Programs; SUBElEMENTS: 

by Dennis L. 1. Succe .. criteria/goals 

Billingsley, Albert 2. Information gathering procedures 

P. Cardarelli and 3. Facton b.yond program contra' 

Jerry P. Walker; 4. Follow.up 

National Institute 5. AnalysiS/interpretation/reporting 
of Law Enforcement 6. Methodological rigor 

and Criminal JUstice; l January 1976, p~ :h"l 
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and widely accepted of all intervention strategies, employed 
by licensed psychologists, social workers, and lay persons· 
alike. 

Recreation: Defined as 'those semiorganized and organized 
nonwork activi ties engaged in by youth for pleasure and 
considered by practi tioners as an appropriate youth devel
opment activity to prevent destructive .behavior. 

Police-School-Community Relations: Defined as those pro
grams designed to promote positive attitudes, opinions, 
and thoughts of individuals in society toward the law in 
general and law enforcement activities in particular. Most 
such programs involve law enforcement officials who attempt 
to minimize the alienation between youth and. the law. 

Instruction: Defin~d as those activities that manipulate 
given resources an<' skills to bring about an improved grasp 
and comprehension.:Erom diverse· sources. Information may 
be either formal oi:t' informal knowledge. It is a strategy 
that has as its objective an increase ini!competence for 
the adolescent, those in traditional positifons of instruc-
tion (e.g. teachers), or both. . 

Opportunity Enhancement: Defined cIS thos(~ efforts to gEm
erate resources that would provide opportunity to acquire 
and apply given skills. In practice, opportunity enhance
ment programs involve job training, vocational counseling, 
job development. and job placement activities to increase 
the life changes of an individual youth. The key concept 
of these programs is the provision ofopportun:lty. 

Youth Advocacy: Defined as those activities which involve 
the direct interface with. institutions on the behalf of 
youth. While it may be undertaken for an individual youth, 
it is usually associated with "'class action. II Advocacy pro
grams favor changes in organizational structures, pr9ce
dures, and service pat terns as wE!11 as chemges in the 
legal institutions. Emphasis is on innovative change and 
effective delivery of services to qlierits. 

A series of pretests of local preventi¢n programs in Ohio was 
initiated to determine problem areas in gathering information dur
i~.g site visits. Based on these exper~ences, a site-review ma.nual 
WiiS developed which had as its objective the development of a de
s(::r ipt i ve prof ile of each project in terms of four broad ca tegor-

I, 
i 
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ies. These include~ (1) the context of the program~ (2) the meth
ods of client identification~ (3) the interv:enti.on strategies 
used to help prevent delinquency~ and (4) the methods of evalua
tion utilized in the program (see Figure I for a summary of these 
categori~s) • 

Context is defined as the set of conditions and assumptions 
which operationally and conceptually define the distinctive fea
tures of delinquency prevention programs. Included are the phys
ical, financial, historical, organizational, and theoretical 
characteristics of the program. 

Wi thin "context, II the matter of fundamental· assumptions 
represents an area requiring special attention and documentation. 
It was felt that the fundamental assumptions would define the 
bases upon which target audiences are identified, the interven
tion strategies which are selected and implemented, and the eval
uation logic and procedures which are to be employed. 

It should be strongly stressed that it was not expected that 
any single program would (or should) attempt to articulate and 
document the fundamental assumptions that account for the full 
range of all delinquent behavior. Rather, it was anticipated 
that programs ~'IOuld either "specialize ll in mediating particular 
causative factors within a well-d~fined and documented range, 
or would involve staff in prevention practices, exclusive of caus
ative factors, but within an equally well-defined range of ac
tivities. 

Clien't Identification is defined as the combination of tech
niques, procedures, and criteria by which individuals and groups 
are defined, screened, selected, and admit,ted to program parti
cipation.· As previously indicated, the fundamental assumptions 
of a project indicate the problematic characteristics or causa
tive factors from which the identif ication cri teria and proce
dures are derived. A review of project summaries prior to site 
visits indicated that many programs are much less individualized 
or targeted in identifying characteristics of causation which are 
to be dealt with by the intervention process. . Often termed 
"nontargeted,1I these programs are more general in setting crite
ria than so-called targeted programs. Relative juvenile crime 
rates, scholastic ability, school dropout. rates, crime victim 
surveys, self-report instruments r socioeconomic status, ethnic
i ty, or area of res idence are all cri teria used for nontargeted 
group selection. 

Intervention Strategies include the .full range of actual 
activities engaged in by practitioners for the purpose of pre
venting delinquency. Included within the program elelT"~nt of in
tervention are the subelements qf duration, intensity, and sen
sitivity to incremental feedback. While duration and intensity 
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are self-explanatory terms, it was anticipated that wit,hin pro
grams both would vary by client, and that such variance would 
be determined by individual client characteristics, staff sen
sitivity to increment~l feedback, and the unique needs of both 
staff and clients. Sensitivity to incremental feedback presup
poses the ideal existence of planned and implemented measurement 
points during the intervention process. Such "midstream" mea
surement points a],tlow for decisions to be made regarding the 
success or appropriateness of the intervention activity, changes 
in intervention me~~hodology (i.e., possibly referral to another 
program), cl ient recycl ing, termination from c;lll intervention 
efforts u or simply changes in duration or intensity. 

Evaluation is defined as the process by which a program 
obtains and interprets feedback on the extent to which its inter
ventions have been 'successful. An ideal program evaluation would 
attempt to explain both its successes and failures in terms of " 
implications for program improvement. Measures of costeffective
ness or administrative efficiency, although helpful, are not 
considered to be sufficient evaluation measures. Similarly, mon
itoring practices, incorporating numbers of clients served by 
age, sex, ethnicity, education level, and reporting problems are 
not, in and of themselves, evaluation. 

In effect, the evaluation of most programs should be two
fold. The evaluator should first focus on the changes and proc
esses that develop throughout the history of the project and 
whether these changes affect the character and direction of the 
intervention strategies. Second, the evaluator should determine 
the impact of the strategies on the extent or character of delin
quency. 

The diff icul ties in adhering to these "ideal" evaluation con
siderations are enormous. When one considers the fact that few 
programs have managed to conduct impact evaluations which offer 
convincing evidence that delinquent behaviors have been preven
ted, it becomes clear that obstacles to a methodologically sound 
evaluation abound. . 

The above discussion provides a general description of the 
four broad elements of juvenile delinquency prevention projects 
--context (emphasizing fundamental assumptions), client identifi
cation, intervention strategies, and evaluation--which were uti-

.. lized in the site visits to assess delinquency prevention pro
grams. Implied in each of these definitions are several major 
logical linkages or interrelationships of program elements (see 
Figure II). Throughout our assessment the undergirding principle 
was that if these linkages were clear and strong in their logic, 
the projects would be much more effective and efficient in their 
activities. 
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Figure II 
Logical Linkages of Juvenile Delinquency 

Prevention Program Elements 38 
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Principles and Guidelines for State and Local Administrators of Juvenile Delinquency Preven
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Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice; January 1976, p. B. 
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An Allelsment of Delinquency Prevantlon Projects 

Some of the major findings associated wi,th t'hesite visits 
are summarized in terms of the four major categories of context, 
client identification, intervention, and evaluation. 39 

" Context-Fundamental Assumptions 

For almost all site visits it was necessary to infer many 
of the projects' fundamental assumptions about delinquency caus
ative factors. Members of the prevention programs interviewed 
either did not explicitly state the basic assumptions or philos
ophies underlying their programs, or simply did not give serious 
consideration to the issue.' Many programs intervene only with 
strategies with which they are most familiar and proficient-
usually counseling--but do not or cannot directly link what they 
are doing to any basic assumptions about the causes of delin
quency. Thus" while the family is seen by almost all projects 
as a "causative" '.' factor in delinquency, less than one-half of 
the projects emphasize family intervention strategies. Further, 
al though economic factors are viewed as important causal ele
'ments, ·they are seldom dealt with directly. For example, many 
program staff argue that attempts to ameliorate the "causes" of 
delinquency are not feasible within their programs, and there
fore are not productive avenues to pursue. In this respect, it 
becomes clear why many programs which report the same fundamental 
assumptions differ substantially in the intervention strategies 
they utilize. . 

Overall, the site interviews revealed a pattern of ill
defined or inconsistent fundamental assumptions and intervention 
strategies. Often, prevention program staff paid lip service to 
particular types of intervention strateg ies but did not implement 
them. Lastly, in several cases it was evident that the funda
mental assumptions about delinquency causation often were pre
pared for purposes of grantsmanship and were really not mani
fested in any part of the program. 

Client Identification 

In terms of the weaknesses of the prevention program, the 
process of identifying potential delinquents is second only to 
the illog ic and inconsistency between context and intervention 
and is due in part to the many dilemmas and paradoxes faced by 
project directors. Because of the virtual absence of consistent 
identification criteria, most delinquency prevention projects 
not only work with nondelinquents but with those who. are arrested 
or adjudicated as delinquent. Although these programs are able 
to provide an indication as to the proportion of clients, within 
each category, the intervention strategies within 'the programs 
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de net d iscrim ina te between the se-called nendel inquent yeuth and 
these who. have "penetrated the system." In fact, several ef 
the prejects made a peint ef net asking questiens related to. 
the clients' previeus arrests er apprehensiens. Inapprepriate 
er neglected identificatien precedures and cri teria resul t in the 
inapprepriate selectien ef clients and acceunt in part fer the 
failure ef many delinquency preveritien pregrams to. demenstrate 
their success. 

The lack ef ceng ruency er leg ical 1 inkages between the iden
t ifica tien ef cl ien ts and fundamental assumptiens er interven
tien strategies breught to. light several ether impertant find
ings. Prima ry ameng these is the tepic ef cl ient selectivity 
er what is referred to. as. "the skimming precess." Threugh a 
variety ef means, many ef the pregrams mana'ge to. werk with "the 
best ef the bad kids," referring the more· bell igerent, hestile~, 
and aggressive yeuths to. ether agencies, er leaving them to. fend 
fer themselves. This is an impertant finding fer secialpelicy. 
The exclusien of these yeuths mest in need ef services may preclude 
the preventien ef mere serieus·. ferms ef delinquency and may be 
instrumental in the develepment o.f criminal careers. 

Interventien Strategies 

Actual interventien techniques were feund to. cenferm to. the 
six cluster types as previeusly speculated. Pregrams in the field -
exhibited interventien activities which may generically be titled 
ceunseling, instructienal, recreatienal 1 yeuth advecacy, eppertu
nity enhancement, and pel ice-scheel relatiens. 

. . 

The general pattern ef linkages betw~een a preject's funda
mental assumptiens and its interventien strcl':!:t=gies is one in which 
practitieners espeuse a "secial-institutietFal" er "secial-inter
actienal" bas is fer del inquency, but actua:I\~y util ize interven
tio.n strategies which are individual/psycniDlegical in nature. 
Practi tiene rs in all cl us te rs, with the pes$,,-ible exceptien ef 
yeuth advecacy, net enly are at a less in effectively addressing 
the admittedly cemplex interactive, set ef secial/individual var
iables giving rise to. delinquency, but believe \. there is little 
they can de to. directly impact en these variables. These find
ings have impertant implicatiens fer these who. wish to. establish 
secial pel icy based en a theeretical framewerk that is system-
specific in nature. / 

Evaluatien 

The natio.nal evaluatien staff feund that, witheut exceptien, 
efferts at evaluation are either lip~service er inadequat~ in ex
ecutien. In many cases evaluatien is nonexistent, with few prej-' 
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ect directors viewing it as a much-needed process. There are 
only haphazard des igns concerning the intens i ty of program inter
ventions, with program staff concerned more with· the duration 
of the staff-client relationship rather than its intensity. Many 
project staff 7resort to the argument. that one cannot adequately 
measure- "subjective behavior or'attitudes," whereas others claim 
that there is not enough expertise at their disposal to execute 
adequate~evaluation. 

External Linkages and Program Constraints 

In addition to the above elements, programs were also as
sessed in terms of their "external linkages" with the outside 
world, as well as. the external program constraints • 

. Site visits i~Aicated that most external linkages are based 
on :;01li~ formal or contractual agreement. The most common is one 
with tne juvenile justice system for the purpose of referral or 
transmission of information concerning delinquent individuals~ 
I.n the vast majority of cases these formal connections are for 
establishing some type of intervention strategy. This usually 
takes'place when clients are being identified for acceptance to 
the program and generally terminates immediately thereafter. In 
several instances, the juvenile justice system contracts and pays 
for program services. During the intervention and evaluation 
stages, seldom is there further communicati6n between the programs 
and the juvenile justice system. 

Other formal linkages exist within the community agency re
ferral system, and include welfare, employment, educational, and 
law enforcement organizations. -Again, these are generally uti-
1 ized at the identif ication or entry stage of the program, and 
are usually formal in that services are contracted and paid for 
either directly or indirectly. 

Overall, the current status of linkages of delinquency pre
vention progra,ms to external agencies, community resources, and 
other prevention programs can be best characteri zed as: (a) sub
stantially lacking in cooperation for referral, feedback, and fol
lowup purposes: (b) riddled by mistrust and suspicion: (c) com
petitive (for both clients and funding): and (d) ill-con9~ived 
and haphazardly maintained. Program linkages with the juvenile 
justice system are typically contractual arrangements, serve to 
"wi.den the net" of the juvenile justice system, and serve only 
as a referral channel since .little or no subsequent information 
flows between the system and the program. 

In addition to problems resul ting from lnadequate program 
linkages, virtually all delinquency prevention proj~cts visited 
were faced with a wide variety of explicit constraints. Two of 
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the most important were funding and public relations. In terms 
of funding, many program staff indicated that the issues of con
tinuity, timing, and criteria were even more pervasive con
straints than the actual level of dollar amounts per grant. . The 
i~sues of shif~ing funding resources, massive pap.er work, con
tradictory criteria, and annual uncertainty were complicated and 
bitter topics of discussion, and viewed as having important ram
ifications affecting all program elements. 

A further program constraint expressed by community-based 
practitio-ners in particular is that of negative -political, police, 
and community relations. It was not uncommon to hear project 
directors speak of the need to establish better re.lations with 
parents and leaders within the community, or~to see projects 
establ ish "Boards of Di rectors" from the area's pol i tically pow
erful r~'sidents in an attempt to establish credibility and muster 
support from the political structure. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Political and Economic Constraints 

It is important to keep in mind that the successful imple
mentation of any program of delinquency prevention ffic3.Y be af
fected by structural factors of a national character over which 
program directors have little /control. [I For example, the con
tinued trans i tion of large c i tiffs from manufacturing to serv ice 
economies, coupled with the outlflow of manufacturing and retail 
jobs to the suburbs, has led to higher rates of urban. unemployment 
that is often reflected in family and personal disorganization. 
The importance of these wider sociocul tural and env ironmental 
factors in .both the causa tion and prevention of d€:l inquency 
should neither be ignored' or treatec;'l lightly, nor be used a~ 
"excuses" to avoid the immedAate problems associated with their 
impact. Program staff not only need to be explicit about their 
domains of competency, but further must be realistic about the 
changes tha t are feasible wi thin .. prog ram structure. 

In addiotion, there are oth,er pol i tical or economic con
straints that inhib~it both program initiation or evaluation. 
These includie the separation of powers among branches, levels, 

. and units of government; fund availabil i ty and budgetary process; 
the nature of bureaucracy; constituencies and special inte

4
1>ests; 

c3.nd inadequate policymaker understanding and involvement. 
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Theoretical Issues: Changing Individuals vs. Conditions 

One .of the mest .obvious dichetemies in the field .of delin
quency preventien derives frcm practi ticners whc v iew the causes 
and scluticns .of (,qel inquency in terms .of the individual juvenile, in 
ccntrast tc thcse whc fccus .on sccial ccnd i ticns .or factcrs to while 
the indiv)idual is exposed. Each .of these perspectives has direct 
ccnsequences for the kinds .of prevention activ i ties that are under
taken. Either perspective tc the exclusicn .of the .other may, hcwever, 
result in tcc nar.rcw a fccus as ncted by Richard Cloward: 

The tendency te define the scurce .of many social prob
lems in essentially individualistic terms rather than 
to fccus as well .on the way in which insti tuticnal inade
quacies generate these prcblems has led us te beccme 
teo preoccupied wi th rehabil ita ticn. We have tended te 
behave as if prcblems .of delinquency, dependency,illeg
i timacy, and the like can be scI ved in essen tially reha
bilitative terrns. 41 

Although these ccmments are directed tcward perspectives that are 
essentially "i~dividually .oriented," the criticism appl.ies equally 
well te th9se scciclcgical perspectives that either' dc nct deal 
with individual ~ifferentiaticn 6r responsibility, .or with the le
gal ru~~s that gefine cert.ain behavicr as "deviant" in the first 
place. 

The Degree of Community Cohesion 

One .of the majcr factcrs tc consider in the development and 
implementation .of any preventicn prcgram is the degree .of ccmmun
ity cohesion that exists. During the last 3 decades mC$t large 
American cities have undergcne impertant ecenemic and cultural 
changes that raise serieu~ deubts abcut the existence .of any ~uni
fermity .of interests" .or "communal purpcse." Racial cenflicts, 
neighberhecd detericratien, and high rates .of mcbility are .only 
manifest examples .of widespread pclitical and ecenomic cenflicts 
in many large cities. They must be given serious ccnsidera ticn 
prier te the develcpment .of any delinquency preventien pregram •.... 
Given the wide variatiens .of neighbcrhceds throughout the ccuntry 
it is v i tal fcr pel icymakers ,tc recognize tha t if del j,nquency pre-
ven tion preg rams a re to succeed, they mus t be in teg ra ted in tc cem~ 
munity activities r.ather than A.~evelcped in isolatien from neigh
berhood residents .or agencies. e 
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Early Intervention vs. Nonintervention 

_ In the field of delinquency prevention, many~lrgue that it is 
possible to del inea te the path of behav ior . tha t an ind iv idual 
will take over a period of time and thereby allow increased at
tention to be directed to those adolescents who are "potentially 
delinquents. II This rationale for early identification is based 
on the belief that once "potential delinquents" are iden'tified, 
more effective strategies can be implemented. The nature of the 
activities will vary from nonintervention to active intervention 
and t rea tmen t. 

At tempts a t early identification and pred iction of predel in
quency have not been wi thout ~~i tic ism from both an empirical 
and ethical level of analysis. Thus, the President's Commis
sion advocated in 1967 that prediction studies of individual 
cases should be approached wi th caution and concern for: 

[I]nherent in 'the process of seeking to identify potential 
delinquents are certain serious_ risks--most notably that 
of the self-fulfilling ~rophecy.45 

I 

Additional arguments agains't attempts at predicting delinquency 
gain their impetus from the growing philosophy of "noninterven
tion" espoused by many pr9ctitioners and described by Edwin Schur 
as that which: . 

c •• impl ies pol ic iestha t accommoda te soc ie ty to the wides t 
poss ible divers i ty of behav iors and a tti hIdes rather than 
forcing as many individuals as possible to adjust to 
supposedly common standards. 46 

The belief that early -intervention may not only be a nega
tive activ i ty but an inefficient one is not wi thout empirical 
evidence. Longitudinal studies of juveniles byWolfgang et al. 47 
indica te tha t only a small proportion of adolescents become chronic 
and persistent offenders. These youth not only are responsible 
for a large proportion of serious offenses, but are much more 
likely to be arrested as adults. Most youth who engage in some 
acts of del inquency do not follow this pattern. Official interven
tions by the juvenile justice system in contrast to positive youth 
development strategies prior to the onset of delinquency would 
therefore appear more costly and less effective. ;' 

Prevention as Reinforcement of Positive Activities 

During the 1960's, with the publication of Delinquency and 
opportunity,4.8 and the direction that the President's Committ.ee 
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on Juvenile Delinquency pursued, ,greater emphasis was placed on 
enhancing the opportunities of large numbers of inner-city youth 
who were seen as most vulnerabl~ to delinquency. Programs similar 
to New York City's Mobilization for Youth were established and 
funded in several large cities, with the pr ime goal of ~~ang ing 
those, condit;ions viewed as most conducive to delinquency. . Sup
ported by the political themes of the "New Frontier" and liThe Great 
Society," government spent millions of dollars to provide large 
numbers of disadvantaged youth h'ith expanded economic oppor.tuni
ties. 

Although the initial hopes of these programs were never fully 
realized for a number of reasons, increased attention was di
rected toward the ways institutions of social control deal with 
youthful misbehavior anq delinquency. One result of this process 
has been fiin increased demand for viewing prevention as a rein
forcement· of positive a.ttitudes and the development of positive 
goals rather than the prevention of a wide range of juvenile be"; 
haviors, many of which i~ould no'i; lead to an arrest if committed 
by an adult. 

SUMMARY 

Given the political and economic constraints that impact on 
the development and implementation of delinquency.prevention pro
grams, much greater priority needs to be given·· to the expansion 
of legitimate opportuniti'es and identities in the primary socializ
ing institutions. Linkages between the schobl, the world of work, 
and family need to be strengthened and encouraged. In additio,n, 
there is a critical need for increased interagepcy coordination 
between the schools apd neighborhood agencies if delinquency is 
to be prevented through the encouragement of prosocial activities. 

Further, because of the overwhelming evidence showing that 
~ost adolescents "phase out of delinquency," special consideration 
needs to be given to those adolescents who are most in need of 
services, if they are to make the transition to adulthood with 
the lea$t amount of negative costs to themselves and society. 

The above assessment indicates a pressing need for increased 
eval ua tion of del inquenccy prevention .and control programs in the 
context of a sui table conceptual framework and adequate implementa
tion strategies. Without this we \'lill be increasingly immersed in 
programs that do not work--or that do work, but we do not know 
why they work."- -

It is only through the combination of such competent program 
design, implementat.ion, evaluatiqn, and modification that the prob
lems of juvenile crime and del inquency will be properly prevented 
or controlled. 
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PART III: 
HOW WELL DOES IT WORK? 

••. and Where Do We Go From Here? 



',Gentle reader, by this time you have persevered with us 
through t'he previous 361 pages of discussions of the state of 
evaluations and corrections, communi ty crime prevention, courts 
and p()lice, and juveni Ie justi ce.' Sixteen prominent authors have 
reviewed several hundred criminal justice program evaluations and 
have synthesized the findings within the particular programmatic 
areas. While we~ the Editorial Board, feel that the authors are 
to be . commended for their diligence, they have, nonetheless, 
raised almost as many questions as -they have answered. In this 
section. we will be discussing these questions, some of the prob
lems, and we hope appointing some general directions for the fu
ture. 

\ 

The works in this volume show some general central tenden
cies about the ultimate audience for criminal justice evaluation. 
Only an occasional comment or isolated evaluation effort appears 
to be directed towards the Congress. The public is simil,arly ig
nored. The needs of. the program operator are given short shrift 
and only recognized after the fact in the outcome summclries of 
the typical evaluation report. The prog~am policymaker is occa
sionally considered, but rarely are the evaluation results artic
ulated in a fashion that is comprehensible or usable ,for the 
poli cymaker. .The success-failure judgments found in some ,evalua
tions are helpful to a policymaker in making some decision:s about 
the program, b\,!t these are generally overgenerallzed and nonspe
cific. The recognition of the sponsoring agency as a potential 
audience is reasonably widespread. Indeed, in the minisurvey 
conducted by the Editorial Board and discussed below, this recog
ni tion of sponsoring agency needs raises cri tical, ethical, and 
operational problems for the evaluation community. The .system 
is even more clear as one notes the competition betweem the 
academia-based evaluator, the nonprofit organization-based eval
uator, and the profit-making organization-based evaluatot'o An 
examination of the documents and the conclusion of many of the 
studies reviewed by the authors clearly indicat(~s that the prin
cipal anticipated audience is the academic community. The lan
guage, the format, and the arguments of the evaluation materials 
are consistent with the argot of this subcommunity. Clearly it 
is an audience which understands and appreciates the efforts and 
results of the evaluators. It is clearly a comfortable audience 
to address, not only because of the compat'ibility between the 
evaluator and his audience, but also because of the mutual util
ity of the evaluation results. 

If it is not true. that the optimal desirable audience for 
evaluation should be the academic community, then there are major 
strateg ic and tactical decisions that have to be made in the 
future concerning the organization, design, funding, and manage
ment of future evaluation efforts. What ~ther audiences? 

• The Congress. Almost since the start of its involve
ment in the ,criminal and juvenile justice area, the 
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Congress has expressed an interest in evaluation re
suIts. The interest stems from a need for informa
tion on fiscal and programmatic accountability as 
criminal justice programs reach for a" state of the art. 
Although Congress has expressed an ihterest in evalua
tion, it does not seem to support social science eval~ 
uation at the same level as it supports physical sci
ence evaluation. Whether this is caused by the gen-, 
eral lack of credibility for social science within 
the United States or is a result of the inherent "soft
ness" of social science methods and answers is unknown. 
Clearly, however, Congress and its parallel State leg
islatures represent a potential a.udience. 

• LEAA and NILECJ. Although evaluation existed before 
LEAA, the 'largest sponsor of criminal justic~ evalua
tion work is the Law Enforcement Assistance Admin
istration. The vast majori ty -of the evaluations stud
ied in this volume were funded by one of LEAA' s pro
grams. The agency's agenda for sponsoring evaluation 
has ch~nged frequently over the years. Sometimes its, 
demands for rigorousness have been subservient to the 
demands of expeaiency~ sometimes the level of sophis
tication has been overcome by transitory naivete. .But 
the question remains, is the evaluation done for the 
sponsoring agency or for yet another group? 

• Academia. Most of the authors contributing to this 
volu~e are either members of the academic community 
or are thf' closely allied partners of university
affiliate~ or university-sponsored evaluation organi
zations. This community speaks the same language and 
understands the same values and, thus, the ~valuator 
of a given project has a ready audience. The acade
micians also have their own interests. Frequently 
they are seeking new knowledge, new intellectual fod
der for dissemination to students and colleagues, and 
theoretical breakthroughs. By the nature of their 
community, they communicate readily among themselves 
and to some other specialists. We suspect that the 
academic community represents the greatest single au
dience for evaluation reports. 

• Program Policymakers. The programs that are being 
evaluated and the evaluations themselves are generally 
brought into being by the decision of a State or local 
programmatic policymaker. This is true even when Fed
eral funds are used. Th is person or group makes a 
decision to initiate a program and supports that ini
tial decision by supporting an evaluation effort. ~rhe 
sponsors' interest frequently is to improve a partic-

, 
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ular function or a particular part of "the system to
wards making it more efficient and more effective and, 
not infrequently, more humane. They are an intell i-. 
gent and educated community but 'not necessarily com
pletely current about either criminal justice or eval
uation issues. However, because of their area of re
sponsibility, they represent the mos~ significant of 
the potential audiences. 

• The Program Operator. The administrator or manager of 
the host program in which the evaluation' is taking 
place represents a critical potential audience. The 
operator has an interest in making the program suc
cessful not only in terms of an immediate return upon 
his effort, but also towards the long-term continuance 
of the program. His interest in new products and eval
uation are both professional and self-interest. As 
such his interest in evaluation is potentially keen. 

• The General Public. The general public, as measured 
by repeated public opinion polls, etc., has a strong 
interest in criminal justice programs. This interest 
is not well articulated nor organized in a traditional 
operational pattern. But, nonet~~less, it serves to 
provide the general programmatic design goals for all 
of the groups discussed above. It is the public that 
ultimately tolerates the existence of an experimental 
program. It is the public that in the end supports 
the funding and continuation of the program' past the 
initial starttip phase. The publi~'s interest in keen' 
evaluation is sometimes difficul t to discern, identify, 
and communicate with, yet experience demonstrates that 
it exists. 

The corollary question to "Who is the audience for evalua
tion?" is the question of, "Why do we do evaluations at all?" 
It is the notion of the Editorial Board that the impetus for 
doing ev:aluations may well 'lie within five major categories. 
These categories are: 

• Cu-=-iosity. Curiosity can range froin a relatively simple 
inquiry as to what works or doesn I t work to the finding 
of new knowledge or new i~ems to teach or publish. 
This curiosity may exist for any of the above audien
ces, but its identifying characteristic is that it is 
satisfied with knowledge alone. 

• Fine Tuning. Fine tuning is a managerial concept. 
It refers to an evaluation effort designed to help 
the program manager tune his operation to better 
meet the ongoing program goals. In thi~ sense., fine 
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tuning evaluations share a common history with manage
ment information sy:?tems. Fine tuning efforts share 
the common characte'ristic that they are designed to 
make an ongoing program wo.rk better. 

• Major Programmatic Decisions. As a program evolves 
through time, significant programmatic decisions have 
to be, made which can radically change the natur~ and 
future of the program. Evaluation can playa vital 
part in this process. It ~an provide the programmatic 
operator or policymaker w.ith information about alter
natives that is vital to making major programmatic 
decisions. Common to this category is the character
istic of evaluations pointing out desirable and unde
sirable options for action wi thin a programmatic area. 

• Guns-'or-Butter Evaluations. The criminal justice pro
gram competes for finite resources with a host of 
other programs. Decisions of whether to continue or 
discontinue a program are constantly a·nd repeatedly 
made. Evaluation caniplay a vital role in these deci
sions. Common to this 'kind of evaluations are con
clusions compared rigorously to some prestated outside 
goal such as cost or specific behavlor modifications. 

• Evaluation for Gain. Conducting evaluation can be a 
rewarding experience. The reward can be financial, in 
the case of contract research tasks, or in personal 
advancement and recognitipn, as among academicians. 
Evaluations within this area may entail ethical ques
tions, organizational questions, and validity ques
tions. 

The Editorial Board, in reviewing the authors and from 
'" their knowle~ge of the studies considered by the authors, agreed 
that the overriding reason for the studies reviewed in Part II 
was curiosity.- There were very few refere,nces to fine tuning, 
major programmatic decisions, or guns-or-butte~ judgments. 

If this is true, then th$ next question is, "Is curiosity a 
sufficient j'ustification for the expenditure of resources for 
criminal justice evaluations?" Knowledge for knowledge's sake 
has its ritual, but perhaps it is too subtle or too diffuse,~to 
be relevant for the dynamic, operating world. 

WHERE ARE WE NOW?' 

The Editorial Board, in attempting to address the issues of 
this section, decided to sample the opinions of its peers and 
contemporaries on these four questions: 
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• What are the most important findings in criminal jus
tice evaluation? 

• What are the most important questions to be answered 
next? 

• What are the critical issues facing criminal justice 
evaluation? 

• What are the dangerous pitfalls? 

Respondents included ,most of the authors and outside Edito
rial Review Board members of this volume and *its companion, Crime 
and Justice: An Annual Review of Research. "These respondents 
also nominated other respondent~. Admittedly, Ltwas a small 
and, in techno-statistical terms,biased sample. Also, the ques
tionnaire was not multiple-choice~ respondents answered in their, 
own words. Thus the' cod ing used to classify the answers inserts 
a subjective element which the editors thought unavoidable. Not 
all respondents gave five answers to every question, and some 
gave the same answer twice (according to the coding of their re
sponses). Thus, with only 27 respondents, the last two questions 
received similar answers 31 times each! 

A. What 'are the most important findings in criminal justice 
evaluations? ;' 

/ 1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 

Preventive Patrol doesn't work. 15 
Rehabilitation doesn't work. 15 
Police response time is irrelevant. 6 
Money or job on release positively effects recidi-
vism. 6 
Employment status affects bail and sentence out-
comes. 5 

6. Patrolmen can handle investigations. 4 
7. Quick short interventions affect criminal behavior. 4 
8. Training does (doesn't) affect criminal justice 

staff behavior. 4 
9. Women are as effective as men in criminal' justice 

work ." 3 
10. We don't know anything. 3 
11. Diversion programs widen the criminal justice net. 3 
12. There are disparities in sentencing. 2 

B. What, are the most important questions to be answered next? 

1. What are the impact( s) of determinate, indetermi-
nate, f1e~ib1e, or proscribed sentencing? /15 

2. What is deterrence? 13 

* alicago: University of Chicago Press, forthcoming 1979. 
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3. Does rehabilitation work? 13 
4. What are optimal patrol strategies? 12 
5. What programs are costeffective? 9 
6. How does agency organization affect program o~t-

comes? 8 
7. Effect of money or job on successful survival of 

e.x- inmates. 5 
8. What is the role of the citizen in criminal justice 

operations? 5 
9. What is criminality? 3 

10. Can evaluation results be. believed? 3 
11. Impact of. prpsecutor discretion. 3 
12. W~at is incapacitation? 2 
13. What are optimal assignments of police manpower? 2 
14. What is the utility of parole? 2 
15. What is the total system impact of alternatives? 2 
16. Validate Nationa~ Evaluation Program studies. 1 

" 

C. What are the critical issues facing criminal justice eval
uation? 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

Improving the methodology of evaluations. 
Finding a way for the findings 'to be used. 
Getting more money for evaluations. 

31 
21 
19 
19 

. 5. 
Finding good staff resources to 'conduct evaluations. 
Finding ways to have the evaluation results affect 
program operations. 

6. 
7. 
8. 

Credibility of.evaluations. 
Results must be disseminatE.'d. 
Evaluation and research must be recognized as differ-

,.ent but equal. 

12 
7 
5 

9. 
10~ 
11. 

Evaluation and research should have equal status. 
Evaluation should be costeffective. 
Recognition qf urban/rural/cross-cultural values in 
evaluations. 

3 
3 
3 

" 2 

D. What are the dangerous pitfalls? 

1. Poorly done evaluation design and methodology. 31 
2. Unsound and/or poprly done data analysis. 28 
3. Unethical evaluations. 20 
4. Naive and urprepared evaluation staff. 10 
5. Poor relationships between evaluation and program 

staff. ' 10 
6. Cooptation of evaluation staff and/or design~ 8 
7. Poor quality data. . 6 
8. Poorly done literature reviews of subject area. 4 
9. Focusing on the method not the process. 1 

, 
" 

To no one I s surprise, 19 respondents saw the need for more§ 
money and of find ing better staff resources as a .. cri tical is-
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sue." Unsoundness of data analysis andnaivete,/of staff were 
frequentlY'·ci ted pitfalls. 

....:' \, 

In general our sample of evaluators is quite unImpressed' 
with ~he products of their worke That is not to say that indi
vidual ev,aluators don't think their individual products are good, 
but in the main they find other evaluations unimpressive, uncon
"Ti ncing, and not particularly ~elevant'~trhere are a handful of 
exceptions" nqtably the Kansas"',Ci ty work ,apd the work of Robert 
Martinson. ' 

." ""\,. 
,Three percelyed needs ,have emergoedamong evaluators, consti-

tuting a central 'tendency, namely: 
, -':.'\ 

\. The need for improved methodolog ies,and methodolog ical 
practic~s,. These comments focus hh, the need for an 
improved 'technology in the design, d,evelopment, and 
implementation of methods of evaluation in a given 
sett,;ing. Relatively little emphasis is placed on the 
analytical components. ' 

.qreater 'tralni,ng and understanding of evaluations. 
This point is generally ex.panded to include gr.eater 

• un(terstanding on the part of evaluators, program9per
ators, and policymakers. The sense of the posit.ion 
is that if these three groups were better trained "in 

'what evaluation was and how it worked, they would un~ 
derstand it better and by inference use it ';':inore and' 
be influenced more by it • 

• Gi:'eater appreciatirion and understanding of evaluation 
results. The s~lnse of this proposition is that few 
people of signif!tcance outside the evaluation commu
nity, (and 110t in!crequently inside the community) have 
any real apprecii~tion or understanding of evaluation) 
results. In general this position is postulated from 
the perspective that it is not the evaluation commu
ni ty' s .fauH:: that i tis not appreciated or understood, 
but rather the ignorant out~r community. 

" \1 ,,' In~,xa.m.in:img·'the' app'ar~~t: "·~~nt.~~i 'te'rid~ncie~ emerging from 
> ,,,,,,.,,ji.,,,,).!:t;,he,c:;';su'rveY, the Board was struck by\~ the strong strain of self-

:;,=-¢:~'-\i serving,; atti tudes and beliefs express,i?:d' by the polled e.valuation 
4 • . j~ 

\\communJ, ty. AIs.o: !I 
\\ ;/' 
\ ~'f 1 

\-' .j!;jThe Board is also impressed by the disbalance of what 
\\ ,',fJ1was being evaluated. The overall majori ty of the eval
l ;,J uations were outcome evaluations. The Board feels 
~\ -e,Y that,',!, this focus on outcome virtually to the exclusion 
~" of pli:"ocess and impact reflects poorly on the evalua-

'~i tion:i,community. It is certainly' desirable to seek a 
,~\ balance among the three. 
'~ 
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• The Board was struck by the fact that the evaluations' 
were almost exclusively aimed at a very limited audi
ence which had very narrow interests. The primary au
dience ,of the evalUCl,~ion" effort was ·theevaluat-icfn 
community itself rather than the the greater world 
within which it -operated. 

• The Board was disappointed by the generally unimagina
tive approaches used in evaluations.' Wi th the wide 
pallet of available 'eya,luation met,hodologi,es,. itap
peared odd that so little originality was present. 
The B9ard also ascertained intellectual rigidity in 
many of the evaluations. The classical evaluation de
sign would be clung' to when its utility had been ex
hausted. 'Evaluators insisted that only a-pples can' be 
compared to apples and oranges only to oranges, and 
made no effort to give recognition to the fact that 
apples eire going to have. to be compared to oranges. 
Qu-ant4fip~tion, whi Ie of great value, not infrequent-

"ly seems tc:r~bec()J1\e., an end rather than a means. 

• The Board was also struckbl' "the general ignoring of 
the Hawthorne Effect. Only one of the authors dis
cussed the Hawthorne Effect (see note 26, p. 25') and 
few of the evaluators appeared to be cognizant of it. 

• There was a st'rong sense in the evaluation community 
that the ethics, and by inference, the validity, of 
the community~ __ ttself are open to question. The exist
ence of unethicalp):,actices are recognized but there 
doe'S not appear to be'a,ny concomitant effort towards 
reform or control. " 

'\ WHERE SHOULD WE BE GOING? 

F;om~tHe""'- wo'rk..,.t-hat has gone into the preparation of this 
volullle, there does emerge some genef1::'a'i- mar~!1ing orders which can 
be transmi ttedto the evaluation qommuni ty. These marching or
ders may serve as a guide for the future evaluator. They are 
as follows: 

• The evaluation effort should be honest, ethical and 
,competent. 

• Evaluation'resul ts should be translated into policy al
ternatives, programmatic alteJ:"nativ~s, or both, bet-
ter to serve a wider atidience. ) 

• The evaluation communi ty must become more collected. 
It must suppress the argot of evaluation and expand 
its interest t,o embrace the greater comm'uni ty. 
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./ The evaluation find .. ings must be related to the real 
world 'both in the past, the present, and the future. 

• Potent ial repl icabili ty of prog ral\lS whi ch are ev~!:tlua
ted should always be addressed. ~he'impact6 the out
come, and the process of the evaluation shou1d be 
r_e,cognized and reported. 

The National Institute. of Law Enforcement and C~\imhfal "'..Jus
tice, among its duties, is charged with aiding "ju':risdictions 
seeking to achieve proper evaluatiol1 goals. How does it do this? 

• The Office of Research E',rograms sponsors explo\~atory 
approaches to criminal justice problems. .' 

• The Office of Research and Evaluation f-l~~th9d$ sponsors 
methodological research, focusing on evalu~tLon mea-
surement problems. Ii . 

I' 
• The Office of Program Evaluation sponsors ~valuations. 

of selected piojects, including State and local crimi
nal justice .initiatives, 'many of which are described 
in this volume. 

• It is when these ideas reach the Office of Develop
ment, Testing, and Dissemination that their National 
tmpact is felt. ODTD: ... 

--Identifies and develops program models, 

--Designs and sponsors field tests, 

--Supports training workshops, 

--Spreads information on· the findings of prior re-
search and evaluations ,and 

--Tests and develops standards for equipment used hy 
criminal justice agencies. " 

Full cir.cle for this volume: "Does it work?" and "How well 
does it work?" NILECJ 6an b~ a willing partner to jurisdictions 
seeking ,answers to these evaluative questions. 

c. 

" National Criminal 
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